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The United Jewish Appeal in 1955 

Nine years ago a new era began in American Jewish communal responsibility. 
Delegates to the Annual National Conference of the United Jewish Appeal, meeting in 
Atlantic City in December, 1945, voted to try to raise $100,000,000 through UJA for 
the shattered Jews of newly liberated Europe, for Israel and for refugees to this 
country . 

The 1946 campaign surpassed its goal, producing the first hundred million dollar 
amount ever raised in a single appeal by America's Jewish communities. That drive, 
and others that followed established thrilling records. New high levels of partic-
1pation and of giving were established in American Jewish life. These became the 
standard of our period . 

There is no need to look far for the basic reasons for UJA's successes. After 
World War II American Jews strove passionately to redress tha terrible wrongs done 
the Jews of Europe in the Hitler era. The death of six million Jewish men, women and 
ohildren, killed by the Nazi tyrants and by war, represented a catastrophe of un
paralleled dimensions in modern Jewish history. When the opportunity came to aid 
their survivors, American Jews responded with an unmatched generosity. 

Meanwhile, history was on the march. The post-war political decisions in the 
United Nations regarding Palestine soon dominated American Jewish attention. Then 
oame the great events of May, 1948, and the establishment of Israel. Now, after a 
lapse of 2,000 years. a Jewish State existed again on the Holy Land's ancient soil. 

To strengthen Israel, to help the new democracy gather the oppressed and dis
tressed Jows of sixty countries and to aid it in winning economic independence as the 
surest guarantee of a hard won political independence -- these goals have commanded 
the interest and energies of American Jews in fullest measure in recent years. 

Now. in 1955. American Jews come into the final year of what is possibly the 
Ilost dynamic decade of their three hundred year his·tory. The course of events since 
World War II has nominated their country to leadership on the world scene. At the 
lame time they have nominated their community ~o leadership on the world Jewish 
loene. The need of the moment is to exercise this leadership to the full. 

The Annual National Conference of the United Jewish Appeal which convenes in 
Hew York to launch the UJA for 1955, therefore. has before it a great task: to set 
1n motion a campaign that will represent a fitting tenth year to all that which 
American Jews have accQmplished since Deoember 1954. 
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The suocesses in which American Jews have participated through the UJA in 
solving great and age old problems are many, The DP camps are gone, whole Jewish 
populations have been re-established or brought to Israel; Israel exists and has made 
notable progress toward economic self-sufficiency. But these successes, when con
trasted with the great tasks that remain, are added reasons for renewed and continuing 
effort. They must not be permitted to obscure the still existing great needs. 

It is not fashionable now, as it was a few years ago, to use the word "crisis" 
1n connection with campaigning. Yet in 1954 a real and bitter crisis affected the 
daily lives of a million and a half Jews in Israel. one that remained barely noticed 
or appreciated by American Jews . 

That "hidden" crisis sprang out of the continued refusal of Israel's neighbor 
States to make peace, and their intensified use of every pressure, up to and includ
ing para-military ventures, to harass the young democracy and cripple its advance. 

In response, the settlers and people of Israel had to adjust to a kind of 
"frontier" approach to both matters of daily living and long range planning. The 
safety of Israel's citizens became the primary consideration of the people and 
government alike and drained off funds and energy that under normal conditions would 
have gone to more useful ends. 

At the beginning of 1955, another great problem faces the Jews of Israel -- the 
difficult situation of the Jews of North Africa. Each passing day makes it plain 
that the time has come for Israel to find room for another large immigration. In 
Morocco and Tunisia Jews made fearful by recent developments call for the chance to 
leave. Israel has answered that call by a decision to take in a minimum of 30,000 
North African Jews in 1955. 

The people of Israel are keenly aware that what is vital in the situation is 
not that these men, women and children come from a backward area -- but that once 
more there are Jewish lives to be preserved, and that time is of the essence. 

These matters -- Israel's progress and problems, the plans for welcoming the 
North African immigrants, as well as for advancing Israel's agricultural development, 
are arrestingly set forth in the budgetary presentation of the United Israel Appeal. 

At the same time, the budgetary request of the Joint Distribution Committee 
makes clear that the movement of Jews from North Africa will not lessen the need in 
1955 at any rate , for large expenditures are still required for relief, medical aid 
and educational help for both those who remain and those who will leave. 

Those who have seen the work of the JDC at firsthand in Tunisia and Morocco know 
that miraculous strides have been made in its leadership against centuries old prob
lems of disease, malnutrition and ignorance. The life expectancy of Jewish babies 
born in North Africa's ~hettos has been greatly increased by JDC sponsored medical 
attention and health care. 

Meanwhile the barriers of ignorance that once hemmed in most of the youth of the 
North African ~hettos, in large measure, have been breeched. Jewish youth of the 
ghettos, once imprisoned by their lack of educational opportunities, have been aided 
by the thousands to acquire schooling and trades. 
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The individual costs of JDe's program in North Africa have, on the whole, been 
ridiculously low. A few pennies, for example, provides a school child with a nourish
In& lunch - usually his best meal of the day. It can be said that never has so 
oomparatively little in the way of funds done so much for so many . 

Meanwhile. in Israel, JOe's Malben program offering welfare care to aged and 
handioapped immigrants also faces enlarged demands. This remarkable effort has 
brOught opportunity, peace and help to thousands of those Jews who suffered the most 
at the hands of the Nazis and other tyrannies. For an immigrant admitted to a Malben 
institution this represents a new chance in life - and thousands wait for such a 
ohance. 

In Europe, too, JDC still has vital work to do. Here the problem is one of deal
inl with the "hard core" - those who present the least likelihood of being able to 
.tet their own needs. 

The following pages also give a third budgetary request, related to the needs of 
Jewish refugees to this country. This request is presented in behalf of the New York 
Association for New Americans, which bears the brunt of the relief and other aid that 
must be given Jewish immigrants after they reach these shores. 

Readers will recall that in recent years the budgetary application for aid to 
refugees to the U. S. was made in the combined name of the United Service for New 
Americans and NYANA. In 1954, the major part of these needs, in monetary terms, were 
NYANA's. 

In 1955, USNA. joined together with the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society, will 
function as a separate organization outside of the United Jewish Appeal. known as the 
United HIAS Service. This agency, which has also absorbed the Migration Department 
of the Joint Distribution Committee, will specialize in assisting the actual migra
tion of newcomerS. and the combining of the two agencies represents an important step 
forward in the coordination of services for prospective migrants. There is there
fore. no provision in the UJA budget of 1955 for USNA. At least half of the new 
immigrants arriving in the U. S. in 1955. will as in previous years, remain in New 
York and will be the responsibility of NYANA. 

Finally. it should be noted that the budgetary requests of the three constit
uents of the United Jewish Appeal for 1955 total $119,521,275. However. it is 
expected that a sum of $20,000.000 will be forthcoming from German reparations for 
the activities of the United Israel Appeal and the ~oint Distribution Committee. 

Hence. at this time, the agencies of the United Jewish Appeal, to carryon 
their important programs, are making budgetary requests of the Jewish communities 
of America that total $99,021,270. 

The urgency of these needs is such that they must receive the priority that went 
unheSitatingly to the UJA at the start of the present dynamic decade. 

Now, as in every year since 1945, what is at stake is life, freedom and hope 
tor oppressed, or once tyrannized, fellow Jews. 



1955 Budgetary Requirements 

of the 

UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

OUTLOOK FOR 1955 

Hot and Cold 

The Jerusalem Post of October 8, 1954, in a news story on North African 

immigration, quoted an immigrant stepping off the gangplank at Haifa: 

"I have not experienced any 'hot' terror, 
but there is plenty of 'cold' terror in 
Tunisia.!! 

On October 10, the New York Times reported Dr. Ciora Josephthal, Treasurer 

ot the Jewish Agency, as saying: 

"The growing migration of Jews from North 
Africa to Israel could wreck Israel's economy 
unless funds are made available." 

A day earlier Dr. Josephthal told a United Israel Appeal Board of Directors' 

meeting: 
"Even if we will not have the funds required 
for the constructive absorption of these new
comers, I will not tell you that we will not 
take them in. We will take them in. This is 
our raison d'etre. But, if we cannot do some
thing constructive with them, if we have to 
push them into camps as we had to in 1950 and 
1951, this immigration can wreck the whole 
achievement of the last three years." 

In these brief statements are contained the main conflicts and problems 

of Israel today. They outline tersely the prospebts ahead for 1955 and pin-

pOint the areas of greatest difficulty. 

On August 3, 1954, in the Moroccan town of Petitjean, there was a flare-up 

of mob violence. When order was finally restored, six Jews were dead. There 

has been no recurrencQ of this pogrom-like outbreak since then, thanks to the 

vigilance of the French authorities. However, the memory of it cannot be 
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erased, nor can the Jews now in North Africa esoape the feeling that a IIcold" 

terror shimmers in the hot Bun of the cities and the remote mountain villages. 

The threats of violence are aggravated by the tact that in North Africa, 

the vast majority of Jews live on the thin margin of a crumbling economy, A 

depression. such as the one currently plaguing Morocco, has a disastrous im

pact on the Jews who are pushed to the very edge ot starvation and despair. 

Thus, the extremely difficult economic condition for most Jews in North 

Africa. the gradual constriotion of their opportunities for earning even the 

most meager livelihood. make emigration a compelling neoessity. 

Moreover, the Jews are caught squarely in the tightening vise of the 

struggle between the Arab nationalists and the French . If Morocco and Tunisia 

become theocratiO Moslem states the position of the Jews will be untenable . 

In the Jerusalem Post of October 22. the British correspondent Maurice 

Carr. writing from Tunis, said: "The Jews of Tunisia are performing a tight

rope act with consummate skill. The only trouble is that the Nationalists are 

holding one end of the rope. II 

30.000 Israel Bound 

In this charged atmosphere, the offices of the Jewish Agency in North 

Africa are registering a growing number of applicants for migration to Israel. 

Currently at least 30,000 Jews wish to migrate as soon as possible and. barring 

unforeseen circumstances. are to be brought to Israel next year. 

Present plans call for the transfer of about 22.000 Jews from Morocco and 

8,000 from TuniSia. Priority will be given to Jews in outlying districts 

where the control of the French authorities is not strong and leaves Jewish 

life and property dangerously open to sudden attack. However. the mellahs. 

those crowded. airless ghettos of Morocco's cities, where for generations Jews 

have been born to hunger and bred to disease, will provide the largest part 

of Israel's new arrivals. 
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Aooording to estimates of social workers on the scene, the North African 

influx promises a higher percentage of social problem cases than any of the 

waves of Israel's previous immigrations. 

The people themselves as they step down the gangplank will be happy and 

excited. But, actually. many will be undernourished and ill. and all will bear 

tbe scars of ghetto life. Thus the immigrants from North Africa will require 

the utmost in terms of attention and help to heal and absorb them. Fortunately 

they comB to a land where they will receive such aid. 

Eoonomy on the Upswing 

Beset as it was by all manner of pressures in recent years, Israel took 

full advantage of an immigration decline in 1952-53 and worked feverishly to 

set aright an economy that had been distorted almost out of all normal propor

tions by previous waves of immigration. 

Briefly, this is what happened during that preoious breathing spell: The 

end of 1951 found 230,000 persons still living in the primitive conditions of 

immigrant camps and temporary settlements (maabaroth). Weather-damaged tent

cities seemed to be everywhere. When winter storms broke, these camps became 

scenes of disorganization and despair exposed to biting cold. lashing rain. 

flood and mud and the ever-present threat of epidemic. 

Now -- fewer than 80,000 people live in the temporary settlements -- none 

of them in tents. 

Within the last three years Israel's foreign trade gap -- the difference 

between exports and imports -- was narrowed by about a half, from $342,000,000 

in 1951 to about $190.000,000 in 1954. Israel's exports climbed to nearly 

one-third of all imports during the first eight months of 1954. In 1951 ex

ports came to only 14 per cent of imports. Meanwhile between 1951 and 1952 

the cost-of-living index -- that revealing barometer of economic conditions 
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leaped feverishly by 53 points, In 1954. however, the index showed little but 

the ordinary seasonal fluctuations . 

A story current in Israel goes: lilt. in 1948, our eoonomic condition was 

as satisfactory as our political condition, we would have been very well off; 

now in 1954, if our political situation was improving the way our economic 

condition is, the state of the nation would be good indeed." 

Shadow of the Gun 

The truth of the matter is that politically. Israel is in serious straits. 

The evacuation by the British of the Suez Canal zone, the projeoted supply of 

arms to Arab countries, the provooative acts along Israel's borders. and the 

whole paraphernalia of hostility and aggression. have oreated a broad range of 

problems which affeot every sphere of the country's life . Israel's Arab 

neighbors. in their official government budgets, show a total of $500,000.000 

for military allocations alone -- exceeding Israel's entire budget. 

Thus the menacing shadow of the gun has fallen across Israel's plans and 

work ahead, centering about the North African immigration. And the air is 

filled with threats of a "second round," by which the Arabs hope to drive the 

Jews into the sea. 

But even more disturbing is the threat of an internal "second round" on 

Israel's economic front which could be brought about by an influx of refugees 

from North Africa and the lack of funds needed to resettle them. 

Israel has made positive, forward strides at great cost in terms of per

sonal sacrifice, belt-tightening and hard, gruelling work. American Jews, 

through the United Israel Appeal, major beneficiary of the United Jewish Appeal 

campaign, have helped make possible these advances by tremendous contributions 

of resources and energies. 

Today, the immigrants arriving in Israel find a country where inflation 
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is being brought under control; new export markets are being opened; goods are 

becoming plentiful and the employment situation is improving. 

Ship to Settlement -
These facts will not be apparent to the immigrants. but what may strike 

them is the well organized program for their integration into Israel's economy. 

Unlike three years ago, they will avoid the discomforts and degradations of 

reception-center and immigrant-camp living . Instead . within five hours of 

their arrival, newcomers will find themselves in a ship-ta-settlement opera-

tion that transfers them quiokly to homes and jobs in new or recently estab-

11shed settlements. 

The ship-ta-settlement program started in early August 1954. Of the 

5 . 000 North African immigrants who entered the country in the ensuing three 

months, some 44 per cent went directly to agricultural settlements, 52 per 

cent found employment as manual laoorers in rur.al areas and only four per cent 

went into reception centers. 

This process is possible now only because Israel is beginning to reap the 

benefits of years of hard work and planning. Since the establishment of the 

State, 420 villages were founded and the cultivated area more than doubled to 

a present total of close to 1,000,000 acres. The expansion of pipeline networks 

increased the irrigated area to SOme 200,000 aeras in contrast with the 72,500 

acres under irrigation when the State was first established. Israel's rural 

population spurted from 111,000 people in 1948 to about 350,000 by the end of 

1954. Farm production doubled and, in 1954 alone. the value of Israel's food 

production increased by an additional 24 per cent. 

One of the Single . most dramatic aocompl ishments of Israel today is the 

huge pipeline which is diverting the course of the Yarkon River down to the 

thirsty settlements of the Negev. Thus. while the immigrants converge on 
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Israel, the giant pipeline pushes southward, opening for them new settlement 

areas which tor past generations had been arid, desolate and uninhabitable. 

Until now, the people, the land. and the plans have moved forward accord

ing to schedule. But at this time, two alternatives ~xist as indicated by Dr. 

Josephthal: First, the necessary funds !l11 be provided and Israel will con

tinue to develop along productive line5 with the influx of newcomers absorbed; 

or, second, the funds will not be provided and Israel will slip back three 

years, its economic achievements lost and the country subjected to a "second 

round" of social upheaval and demoralizing depression. 

Tragic Tug-or-War 

Despite all of Israel ' s advances. thera still exists a tragiC tug-Of-war be

tween new projects and long deferred social needs . Officials of the UtA agencies, 

and other bodies concerned with the oountry's development, are faced with a taxing 

and difficult decision: Shall they allocate funds for immediate assistance to 

newcomers or shall these funds be earmarked for long-range development to advance 

the country economioally and so ultimately integrate these same immigrants. 

The situation of the maabaroth 1s an example of such a ohoice. In 1953 a 

plan was developed to close all of the maabaroth by the end of 1955, leaving 

only five temporary settlements with less than 3,500 inhabitants. Now this 

plan is back in the files for an indefinite wait. Tens of thousands of recent 

immigrants will have to spend another winter in the shacks of the maabaroth 

because priority must be given to the North African immigration. 

1954 was a period of oonsolidation and strengthening of Israel's economy. 

Most of the $42,860,000 spent for agricultural settlement was directed toward 

the improvement of existing villages and the expansion of irrigation projects. 

The number of immigrants in the maabaroth fell from 130,000 to 80,000 during 

the course of the year. 
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In the face of the compelling balance sheet of immediate needs and 100g

range projects, it must be realized that the reception of a minimum of 30.000 

North African newcomers in 1955, plus a minimum of 5,000 immigrants from other 

areas, is a decision based on calculated risk. As Or. Josephthal has said: 

"We will take them in. This is our raison d'etl'S ... but this immigration can 

wreck the whole achievement of the last three years . II Whether it does. or 

not. will depend to a great extent on the Jews of the United States and the 

funds they provide for the rehabilitation and resettlement of Israel's newest 

immigrants. 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS OF UIA IN 1955 

Total Budget ................ ...................................................................................... $ 88,980,000 

A functional budget should be based both on the needs of the program and 

a reasonable anticipation of the funds available to finance it. In view of 

the increased responsibilities in 1955 -- needs raised to a new high level by 

the North African immigration -- the UIA budget for the year could easily be 

twice that presented to the 1954 Annual National Conference of the United 

Jewish Appeal. 

However, the budget presented here is based on an absolute minimal 

appraisal of the tasks that confront the UIA age.ncies in 1955 . What. follows 

therefore, is rather a schedule of priorities than a total picture of existing 

needs. On this basis the United Israel Appeal for 1955 requires $88,980,000 

to cover the following programs. 

IMMIGRATION 

Budget 1955 .. . ............................................................................................ $ 3,580,000 

Eve ry time a ship with 700 to 800 immigrants sets out for I~rael a team 

of three social workers is aboard. The team is composed of representatives of 

the I mmigration, Agricultural Settlement. and Absorption Departments of the 
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Jewish Agency who interview, screen and help guide the newcomers while en route and 

assign them to their future settlements. Before embarkation, the immigrants have 

been channeled through speCial centers where the rehabilitation process begins. 

The purpose of these procedures is to bypass the demoralizing and strength

sapping wait in dreary reception centers. 

Of the $3,580,000 to be spent during 1955 on immigration, $2,965,000 will 

be allooated for transportation of some 30,000 immigrants, with the balance 

covering the cost of maintaining immigrant transit centers outside of Israel 

and the services of the screening and counselling teams . 

ABSORPTION 

Budget 1955 ... ... ... ....... .. ....... ... .... .............. .... .. ..... .. ...... ... ..... ............ .... ... ... .... ...... $ 5,452 , 000 

Coping with an absorption backlog of tens of thousands of newcomers is a 

task exceeding the resources of any single agency in Israel. During the fiscal 

yea,r 1953-54, the Israel Government, local authorities and public and semi

public bodies spent over 820,000,000 on direct relief to social cases, about 

four times the total funds available for the diverse responsibilities of the 

Jewish Agency's Absorption Department during the same period of time. 

The close relationship in immigrant absorption among the UIA agencies and 

these public and semi-public bodies makes it difficult to give a detailed 

picture of every phase of the Absorption Department's activities. However, 

the UIA budgetary requirements in this category for 1955 cover generally the 

five following areas; 

ASSistance Upon Arrival: Each immigrant family, on entering the country, 

receives household goods, free medical insurance for a period of three months, 

a small cash grant and, it enroute to agricultural settlements, enough food 

for the first few days. During 1955 such assistance will be extended to about 

6,000 families at a cost of $106 per family . 
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Maabaroth : By the end of 1954, the number of immigrants in maabaroth and 

1n special camps for the aged and handicapped, totaled about 80,000 as against 

130,000 a year earlier. 

Plans for closing most of the maabaroth by the end of 1955 now have been 

deferred, 1n order to free a maximum of funds for the absorption of the antic

ipated arrivals from North Africa. Current estimates indicate that the popu

lation of the temporary settlements during 1955 will average 60 , 00Q, and that 

total expenditures for maabaroth and special camps will exceed $1,000,000 . 

Meanwhile, increasing sums are needed for repair of the flimsy structures 

of the maabaroth, forced to outlive their original "temporaryl1 status. This 

constitutes an unfortunate but unavoidable expenditure in a budget that aims 

at providing positive assistance for newcomers and expansion of the country ' s 

productive potential. 

The expenditures for the maabaroth are. of course, essential. but within the 

broader framework of development planning they represent non-productive invest

ment. Here again, the chronic shortage of funds necessitates half-way, temporary 

measures . Furthermore, the rea l "waste" cannot be measured in dollars and cents 

alone. Temporary settlements breed demoralization and apathy among the new

comers. While tents and huts can be replaced b~ permanent building and settle

ments. hUman hope and dignity, once worn down. cannot easily be rehabilitated. 

Rehabilitation of the Handicapped: The rehabilitation of the handicapped 

is one area where the greatest amount of effort is needed to produce even 

minimal results. Each case taken up by social workers or vocational training 

specialists must be handled individually. Of a given group of 250 families 

enabled to leave the special camps for social cases during the first five 

months of 1954, twenty achieved complete self-support. 103 attained various 

degrees of self-support but 127 remained on full relief. 
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Care of the Aged: The maintenance of immigrants placed in permanent 

homes for the aged is the responsibility of JDe's Malben organization. But 

the UrA agencies will continua to operate a special camp at Pardess Hanna that 

serves as a t emporary home for several thousand aged newcomers for whom, as 

yet. there are no permanent accommodations, 

Included in the 1955 budget is a special allocation of $~07,700 by the 

Jewish Agency for Malben towards the erection of additional old age homes. 

Housing: The urA agencies do not engage in the building of housing units. 

But they have made efforts to make lifa in newly built immigrant quarters more 

tolerable. These activities, include allooations to the national housing com

pany, nAmidar", for olectrification, sanitary installations, and other p;roj

ects. Public buildings. such as libraries. dispensaries and synagogues. have 

been built in 11 new immigrant centers during the past year and 40 simila r 

buildings are planned for 1955 and 1956. 

YOUTH ALIY AH 

Budget 1955 ... ................ .... .................... ....... .. ...... .................. ........ ...... .... .... ....... $ 6,006,000 

Youth Aliyah. which started 20 years ago as a program for rescuing and 

rehabilitating refugee children without families. recently has been changing 

its character and purpose. Currently, Youth Aliyah is planning along family 

lines . It seeks to involve immigrant youth in the rehabilitation and re

settlement of Israel's adult immigrants. 

As part of this program, three specific projects are under way: 

1. Attempts are in effect to bring youngsters from North Afr i ca into the 

country, ahead of their families, so that when the rest of the fam i ly arrives 

at least one member will be oriented and can show the way to the others. 

2, In maaba'roth where North African and Middle Eastern newcomers are con

centrated, Youth Aliyah has opened youth training centers where the youngsters 
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spend eight hours each day receiving vocational instruction and general 

education as well as hot meals and showers, Here again. the youth become 

"ambassadors" who help overcome the resistance of adult immigrants from back

ward areas to what they consider the strange forms of Western life. 

3. A two to three-year intensive course in agricultural techniques and 

methods is given to the youth of new immigrant villages, or of families who 

plan to settle on the land. These youngsters become not only competent farmers 

but instructors to their families and neighbors. 

Youth Aliyah's new approach has been yielding encouraging results. 

Parents who were at first reluctant to part with their children. beam with 

pride as the youngsters, well-fed and neatly dressed, return to visit their 

families in the maabaroth. Of all the efforts undertaken to bridge the gap 

between newcomers from backward areas and the Jews already settled in Israel, 

this new Youth Aliyah program has proven among the most effective and rewarding. 

During 1955, Youth Aliyah plans to receive 1,250 youth immigrants, mostly 

from North Africa. An additional 4,400 youths for training. will be choson 

from those already in maabaroth and immigrant settlements . SpeCial courses and 

pre-vocational training centers will serve another 1,880 young persons, All 

told, Youth Aliyah will serve about 16,000 youngsters in 1955. or 2.500 more 

than were cared for in 1954. Costs will be covered in the following manner: 

about 40 per cent of youth Aliyah's expenditures will be met by funds from 

Hadassah. Pioneer Women. Mizrachi Women and other organizations; about 60 per 

cent will be met by Jewish Agency funds derived from the United Israel Appeal. 

AGRICU~TURA~ SETT~EMENT 

Budget 1955 ... .. .... ...... .... .. .. .. .... ... .. .. .. ..... .... ...... .. ... .... .... ...... ........... .. ... $ 48,741,000 

Israel's farming program. the heart of the country's development, runs the 

gamut from the most primitive units to large industrialized farm enterprises. 
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During 1954 Israel's agricultural production rose in value by about 

IL 50,000,000 reaching a total of more than IL 270.000.000 for the year. 

Behind these figures is a story of broadly diverse activities which includes 

establishing new farms. changing the course of a river, consolidating existing 

settlements, opening new areas for cultivation. revamping an entire planting 

schedule, resettling immigrants on the soil, developing new cash crops, and 

generally building a strong farm economy to help make Israel self-suffioient. 

or the 420 post-statehood settlements under the care of the UIA agencies' 

settlement program at the end of 1954, few are in the same stage of development. 

Each has its different problems, its individual needs and its own potential, 

The greatest single allocation within the agricultural settlement pro

gram is an amount of 123,700,000, This sum will go for consolidating and 

expanding settlements already in existence, making possible the productive 

absorption of recent newcomers. Thus the settlements. at varying stages of 

development. will be advanced gradually towards self-sufficiency. At the same 

time the balance of the expenditure for agricultural settlement, $25,041,000, 

will be allocated to irrigation projects, safety measures for border settle

ments and the founding of new agricultural villages. 

Families on the Farms 

Experience has shown that the days are gone when a man could be given a 

tent and a mule and left to fend for himself. The needs of the new arrivals 

differ greatly from those of the younger pioneers of earlier immigrations. 

who were ready to live on a tea-bread-hope diet and face endless hardships. 

Today's immigrant requires regular employment so that he may feed himself and 

his family, 

To meet the specific needs of these newcomers, the UIA agencies, in con

junction with the Israel Government, have opened labor exchanges in the new 
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immigrant settlements. Those who cannot as yet subsist on the income of their 

own farms arB given additional outside employment in reclamation work, road 

oonstruction or on the so-called "farm factories" where industrial crops are 

cultivated by hired labor . 

The average outlay for a fafm unit totals $9.000, of which $2.500 has to 

be invested during the first year. The balance is paid out in four annual 

installments. However, in periods when mass migration affects the economy, 

these expenditures often fall behind well-planned schedules. By the end of 

1954. about one-third of the total investment required for the full consoli

dation of the 420 post-statehood settlements still remained outstanding. 

Irrigation Israel's Chief Ally 

Israel's greatest ally in the ever-present struggle for increased produc_ 

tivity is irrigation. Every effort is made to keep the irrigation program on 

sohedule, because without it the whole economy begins to sag and long-range 

agricultural planning becomes impossible. 

During 1954 some 200,000 dunam (one dunam equals one quarter of an acre) 

were brought under irrigation, thus raising the total irrigated area to 800,000 

dunam. In 1955 at least 180,000 dunam are to be added to Israel's irrigated 

land area. 

The Yarkon-Negev scheme, to be completed by the summer of 1955. is Israel's 

moat ambitious irrigation project. Being built at a cost of &42,000,000. the 

70 miles of 66 inch pipe will channel 100,000,000 cubic meters of water 

annually from Rosh Ha ' ayin, near Tel AViv, to Mivtachim in the northern Negev. 

The UIA agencies are providing almost 62 per cent of the total cost of the 

Yarkon-Negev development. with the balance coming from other sources. Three 

underground pumping stations and three giant reservoirs will regulate the 

tlow of water that will irrigate several hundred thousand dunam. In 1956, 
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the anticipated first harvest from this newly cultivated land will have an 

estimated value of IL 35.000,000. 

The opening of the Yarkon-Negev line comes at a time when Israel is ex

ploiting more than 70 per cent of its underground water resources. Geologists 

are already pointing out that further exploitation in this direction may lower 

the country 1 s water table below the safety limit. Since 57 per cent of al l 

arable land in Israel is located in the south. while her streams and rivers 

are in the northern part of the country, the Yarkon- Negev project is an 

absolute necessity for any further expansion of t he agricultural economy. 

For 1955, then. the UIA agenoies have budgeted a total of $8 ,865,000 for 

irrigation programs, including the Yarkon-Negev line. 

Battle Against Desolation 

If there is one fight that the peopl e of Israel carryon relentlessly. it 

is the struggle to fill in blank, unsettled spots on the map of their country. 

As the pipelines push southward. new settlements spring up along the way. 

A 1955 battleground in the fight 6~alnst uncultivated aores will be the 

rio- man's land around Beth Gubrin in the northern Negev. An area of some 

750.000 dunam along the Israel-Jordan frontier will be ready for settlement 

as soon as the Yarkon-Nagev pipeline is opened. More than 1,000 families will 

be settled there in 1955. with 4.000 more families to follow during the next 

few years. Between ~O to 40 villages will be established for these families 

using about one-third of the total water resources flowing southward from Rosh 

Ha'ayin. Some . 280.000 dunam in the Beth Gubrin area will be used for intensive 

cul tivation. while the rest wi l l be set aside for pasture or afforestation. 

In the north is the Ta'anach area . where more dunam await intensive cul

tivation during 1955. Water will be channeled to it from the Kishon River via 

the new reservoir near Kfar Baruch : 
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Apart from the 12 to 15 villages to be set up in the Ta'anach area in 

1955 and an equal number erected around Beth Gubrin, additional villages will 

be rounded along the Gaza border, the Jerusalem Corridor, Upper Galilee and 

the 8eth Shean Valley. Altogether, the UIA agencies hope to establish some 

50 new settlements by the end of 1955, 

a&cent on Decentralization 

From the onset of mass immigration, there has been a tendency. growing out 

ot urban traditions, for newcomers to drift toward the cities and engage in 

amall business ventures, rather than enter agriculture and industry. 

To counter this tendency, UIA agencies have drawn up a detailed program 

ot resettlement in areas where farmhands and building workers are most urgently 

needed. Immigrants will be directed to these centers, where living quarters 

and jobs are prepared for them in advance . Of the 6,000 families who are 

expected to arrive 1n 1955, about half, it 1s estimated, will become farmers, 

wbile the rest will go to these development areas. 

Trouble on the Border 

A line from a recent Jewish Agency report reads: "Many of the settle

ments are miles from anywhere except the frontier." 

On Israel's 594 miles of exposed border, trouble and harassment, infiltra

tion and marauding have become almost daily occurrences. For the settlers and 

their families who plant, work and live within gunsight of the enemy, life is a 

day-to-day round of working and watching, with broken sleep and unrelieved tension. 

The heads of the 32,000 immigrant families who have been settled on the 

land within the last six years, double as farmer-guardsman . They carryon the 

old tradition of the gun wedded to the plough, whioh dates back to the first 

days of pioneering in Palestine. Today this tradition has been reborn now 

that trouble and hostility are on the rise in the Arab world. 
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The newcomers who have felt the tremors of anti-Jewish violence in their 

former homes are well acquainted with the temper of their Arab neighbors. 

They do not shrink from the prospect of setting up homes on a bleak, lonely 

piece of land "milE)s from anywhere except the frontier . 11 But together. with 

the rest of the farmers in Israel's 230 border settlements. they expect a 

minimum of safety measures for their protection. 

In 1953. some seven cents out of every dollar spent on agricultural 

settlements went for roads . electricity. fences, telephones and shelters in 

border settlements. In 1954. this figure rOS8 to twelve cents per dollar and 

in 1955 about 15 cents of every dollar to be spent on agricultural settlements 

will go toward suoh safety measures. 

The fact that these safeguards must be provided immediately regardless of 

the other reqUirements of the settlement. upsets the schedule of priorities 

which would ordinarily be drawn up solely on the basis of agricultural plans 

and conSiderations . 

A Flexible Agricultural Program 

Farming in Israel is becoming a highly technical and diversified industry 

geared to deriving the greatest possible yield from the stubborn soil. 

Farmers the world over are known to be conservative. but in Israel they 

have developed a new kind of flexibility to adapt themselves to the country's 

fast-growing needs. Israel's agriculture has been transformed dramatically 

from one producing food staples to a system which yields industrial orops for 

consumption at home and abroad. 

Apart from citrus, always Israel's number one export item, Israel in 1955 

expects to export peanuts, vegetables, fruit and eggs. earning several million 

dollars. Meanwhile, at home, the new industrial crops oan prove to be important 

in saving foreign currency. These inolude: tobaooo, ootton, oil seeds and 
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flax. Among the new crops, cotton shows the most remarkable result~. with one 

of the world's highest yields per acre. 

During 1953-54. the value of Israei's agricultural production rose to 

IL 271,000,000 as against IL 223,000,000 in 1952-53. There was a 33 per cent 

increase in the yield of citrus; 50 per cent in grain; 25 per. cent in potatoes; 

20 per cent in fruit; 100 per cent in peanuts; 65 per cent in tobacco; 12 per 

cent in milk and 25 per cent in meat. While part of this increase went to the 

export market and to industry, the Israel consumer, too, came in for his share. 

Apart from improving the economic structure of the country and moving it 

steadily toward a mature self-SUfficiency, the farm program is having a radioal 

effect on the character and nature of Israel's immigrants. It is changing 

traditional occupational patterns -- peddlers and small shop keepers are being 

transformed into farmers and skilled workers. 

Education and Culture 

Budget 1955 ... .... ... .... ... ... .... ...... .... ... ............. ...... ..... .. .. ................. .. ..... ....... ..... ... $ 4.336.000 

The cultural and educational activities of the UIA agencies' absorption 

and rehabilitation program cover a wide range of age groups and projects: 

from the toddler in a maabaroth kindergarten to the elderly accountant in a 

Hebrew language seminar. from scholarships for h,igh school students to loans 

for the vocational retraining of handicapped family men. 

Measured against the oountry's need for competent farmers, artisans, and 

skilled factory workers, the size of the VIA agencies' soholarship program is 

woefully inadequate. 

During the past academic year 1954, some 1,750 scholarships were awarded 

to high school students, mostly immigrants of Middle Eastern countries. 

Additional scholarships will be available in 1955. 

As in the past, the VIA agencies will again operate a number of Ulpanim, 
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(intensi ve cours es in Hebrew for immigrant professionals and white collar 

workers ). Since 1949, approximately 8.500 persons attended such courSBS, about 

half of them between the ages of 35 and 60. Also during 1955. the UrA agencies 

will oontribute to a program of citizenship education for new arrivals. 

Finally, as a result of discussions whioh took plaoe in this country and 

in Israel among Dr. Josephthal, lay representatives of the CJFWF and executive 

directors of major welfare funds, the Jewish Agency has assumed financial re

sponsibility for supplementing the income of Israel's schools of higher learn

ing. This will make possible intensive training in the academic, professional 

and technical skills which are 80 vital to the development of the country. 

Allocations for Organizations 

Jewish National Fund ...... .... .......... ... ................................................... .... .... .. ... $ 3,230.000 

Other Organizations .. .. .... ........ ... ... ..... .... ...... ... .... .. ..... ... .. .... .... ........... ... .. ... ..... .. $ 2.297,000 

In aooordanoe with the deoision of the Jewish Agency in 1951. the UIA 

agencies during 1955 will allocate '3,230.000 to the Jewish National Fund for 

land improvement and drainage on sites of projected immigrant villages. 

Allocations to other organizations engaged in construotive work in Israel 

will amount to $2,297,000. 

Other Activities 

Budget 1955 ... .... ... ........... ....... ..... .. .... ...... .... .. ... ...... .... .. .. .. .. ... .... .............. ........... .. $ 6,124,000 

Owing to the chronio shortage of funds and the overwhelming tasks facing 

UIA agenoie~, obl i gations have been aocumulated, slnce the establishment of 

the State by the UIA bodies. to help finance their minimal program. In 1955, 

for interest on those loans. the UIA agencies will require $2.272.000. 

For the activities of the Information Department the sum of $1,540,000 

will be allocated. This will cover supplementary aotivities such as literature 

and campaign material of the UIA agencies in Israel and abroad. The total 
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administrative expenses of the UrA and its agencies, inc luding the UIA in the 

U.S. as well as the Jewish Agency and Keren Hayesod, are budgeted at $2,312.000. 

:De Road A!'l~ 

The Jerusalem Post of November 14, reported the following statement by 

Mr. David Horowitz, Governor of the Bank of Israel: 

"We have lately been drifting into dangerous tendencies 
which may again destroy our monetary stability. but so 
far we have managed to keep out of the vicious circle 
of inflation and it 1s still possible to halt the 
drift ... " 

Thus, is again underscored the fact that the new wave of immigration bears 

within it the possibility ot setting back Israelis advances. The alternatives 

are: can Israel provide homes, farms and other means of productive rehabill-

tat ion for the newcomers, or will the destructive triad of camps, idleness 

and inflation again endanger the country's economy? 

On neither the economic nor military fronts does Israel desire a "second 

round." Israel wants peace. This is patently clear. Her leaders have said 

80; her diplomats have reiterated it at the conference table; her actions have 

backed the words with tangible proof. 

However, Israel knows only too well that her trade balances are watched 

nearly as closely as her military potential. Economic weakness is a tempting 

inVitation to military aggression and a "second round" on the economic front 

can easily be prelude to a "second round" of actual war. 

Against this background Israel is beginning to receive a new wave of 

destitute newcomers, one that will severely test its hard-won economic equi-

librium. How Israel will stand up to this test depends, in full measure, on 

the aid and support American Jews give to the United Jewish Appeal and the 

United Israel Appeal in 1955. 



UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL AND CONSTITUENT AGENCIES 

(Jewish Agency and Keren Hayesod) 

EXPENDITURES IN 1954 AND BUDGETARY REQUIREllENTS FOR 1955 

Transportation of Immigrants (incl. training abroad) ................................................... . 

Re ception and Initial Absorption (incl. reception ; maintenance of social 
problem cases; maabaroth; medical care; social services. etc . ) .. ....................... . 

Agricultural Settlement (incl . development or existing settlements; 
establishment of new settlements; irrigation projects . etc. l ...... ·· .. ··. ···,··.···· · .. · .. 

Deferred Payments on Agricultural Settlement Work ............... , ..................... ................... .. 

Youth Aliy ah ............................... .............. , .. , ... ...... ..... .................. .. ............................................... .. 

Allocations t o the Jewish National Fund and other Organ i zations .................. .. ..... .. . .. 

Absorption of Immigrants in Urban Areas ...... ........................................................ ............... . 

Educational and Cultural Activities (incl . Youth Department; Hebrew courses; 
scholarships for immigrant youths; religiOUS affai rs, etc. ) ........ .. .......... .......... . . 

Information Service ....... ... .. ............ .. ............... .. ... .................... ............................................ ... ... . . 

Administration ......... ... .................................... ........................... .. ................................................. .. 

Interest ........ .. .................................... .. ..................... ............. ..................................... ................ ... .. 

TIllli··· .. ·· .. · .. ·· .... ·· .... · .. · ...... · .. · .. ·· .... ·· 

* Including estimates for the last 3 months of 1954. 

·*Budgetary requirements as adopted by the Jewish Agency Executive 

Budgetary 
Expenditures 1954* Reqyirements in 1955** 

$ 2 , 138 , 355 .............. .. .. $ 3 , 580 , 000 

4,632,436 ........ .......... 5,452,000 

42 , 860 ,841 ......... . ... ... .. 48,741 , 000 

8,155,798 ... ... .. .......... 9,086 ,000 

5 , 910 ,123 ................. . 6 , 006 , 000 

'" ... 
5,674 , 467 ...... ... ......... 5,527,000 

231,221 ....... . ..... .. .. . 128,000 

3 ,071, 047 .................. 4,336,000 

963,670 .................. 1,540,000 

2,066,678 ................ .. 2,312,000 

2 , 001, 257 . ................. 2,272,000 

1TI.,.705,893 .................. 188 ,980,000 

pending approval by the Actions Comm~i~t~t~.~.~o~!~t~h~.~J~.~w~i~.~h~A~.~n~c~. ______________________________________________________ .J 



1955 Budgetary Requirements 

of the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

Yen. women and children of the Moslem ghettos, facing increased inse

ourity and uncertainty as they are caught in the cross currents of a rising 

nationalism; human beings who survived war and Nazism only to find them

.elves helpless, completely dependent on outside aid for survival; others 

who may yet achieve independence if they receive aid enough, quickly enough; 

the needy, the harassed and the distressed of more than twenty countries -

suoh are the 160,000 men, women and children in Moslem countries, in Europe, 

in Latin America and in Israel, for whom the Joint Distribution Committee 

needs a minimum of $29,403,000 during 1955. 

Even without provision for possible new and overwhelming emergencies, 

JDC's minimum 1955 requirements for those who must have aid immediately. and 

who can look for this aid to no other source, are more than $3,800.000 greater 

than in 1954. These funds will make possible major expansions in JOG's Malben 

program on behalf of aged, ill and handicapped newcomers to Israel, in its 

efforts on behalf of the poverty stricken Jews of the Moslem world and on 

behalf of refugees, DP's and others in Europe. 

In 1955. JOe must once more call upon the American Jewish community 

through the United Jewish Appeal for the financial support without whioh pro

grams already begun must grind to a halt . In addition, it must look to the 

Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany for sizeable assistance. 

JDC in 1954 

If 1954 was in some ways a year of stability for the Joint Distribution 

Committee and its overseas assistance programs, it was stability on the edge 

of a volcano. 

- 25 -
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It was heartening that no major emergencies developed to call forth 

large-scale relief or rescue operations. But at the same time no area of 

,JOe operations was able to show any marked decrease in the number of men, 

women and children who require the Committee's aid. 

Meanwhile in Moslem lands, which contain the largest groups of Jews 

dependent upon Joe's help, the rumblings of possible new eruptions brought 

a new concern. 

1954 was a year marked by great political upheavals throughout the Moslem 

world. Though in most cases these did not evoke anti-Jewish violenoe directly, 

a growing sense ot insecurity came to pervade the lives of the nearly 600,000 

Jews who live in the vast expanse from Morooco to Iran. 

However. 1954 was also a year in which JDC enabled more and more of those 

it aids in Europe. in Moslem lands and in Israel. to reestablish themselves -

through emigration, through reoonstruction loans, through vocational training 

and medical rehabilitation. Yet the total numbers requiring aid did not fall, 

and the emerging picture indicated that many would continue to need assistance 

for long periods to oome. 

It was a year, then, in which JDC help went to more than 150,000 men, 

women and children in 22 countries; a year in which JOC continued to add 

positive achievements of the kind that have marked its path from the day it 

was founded. It was the fortieth year in the life of an agency born 1n crisis, 

and for which emergencies and crises have been the normal order of the day. 

40 Years of History-Making 

In 1914 the cry for help which arose from Eastern Europe and from 

Palestine brought a swift response from American Jewry. The answer was the 

creation of a lifeline of aid -- the establishment of the Joint Distribution 

Committee for Aid to War Sufferers. 
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The world-wide mission ot mercy in which this new organization found 

itasl! engaged soon made ot JDe a mirror of history -- the history of world 

Jewry in the Twentieth Century. But so completely was JOe accepted from the 

very beginning as the universal agency of aid to needy Jews abroad, a kind 

ot Jewish Red Cross, that it became not only a mirror ot history, but a par

ticipant in. and, to an extent surely undreamed of by its founders, a ~ 

ot history. It has remained a maker of history for most of its forty years. 

Between 1914 and 1954 JOe helped entire Jewish populations overseas to 

leave their lands of origin for new and safer homes elsewhere; 1t revived 

oommunities which persecution and war had decimated; 1t established new 

oommunities where none existed; it negotiated with governments and nations; 

its budgets, its operations, its programs equalled and surpassed those of 

many countries of the world; it was extolled, honored, denounced, expelled, 

aided and appealed to by premiers, generals, presidents, dictators, high 

oommissioners and kings. 

Yet in all these years the making of history was never the purpose, but 

only the means, by which JOe fulfilled its mission, a mission which has seen 

aid extended to more than three and a half million men, women and children and 

has witnessed the expenditure of more than $525,000,000 in seventy countries 

of the world. 

Of all the aspects of JOe's operations during 1954 perhaps the most re

markable was that there were still more than 150,000 in vital need of aid __ 

including many for whom JOe assistance was literally the only hope of survival 

-- despite the previous aiding of millions and the expenditure of vast sums in 

their behalf. 

Not only that, but the needs were on the increase: in the first ten 

months of 1954 JOe's appropriations were nearly $20,650,000, as compared with 
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$18.271,000 for the same period in 1953. And JOe's aid was as varied as 

before: cash relief for 13,240, feeding assistance to 49,915, care for 2,410 

aged, medical aid for 40 ,875 , institutional or special care for 10,400 children, 

educational aid to 58,885, cultural assistance to 27.490 and vocational 

training aid for 11,160. 

The 1955 Budget 

Of JOe's total 1955 budget, $14,364,000, or nearly 49 per cent. is re

quired for its programs in Israel, including the operations of Malben. JOe's 

welfare program in Israel for aged and handicapped immigrants; some $3,750,000. 

an increase of 11 , 000,000 , is needed for aid to Jews in the Moslem world; 

$4 ,856,000 is required for those in Europe; 12.250, 000 is needed for emigra

tion and relief 1n t ransi t. and 11,720,000 for r econstruction assistance. 

The 160.000 men. women and children to be aided with these sums include: 

About 90.000 Jews. of a total of 593,000, in Moslem areas from Morocco 

to Iran. where Jews have for hundreds of years lived a marginal existence 

under the triple handicaps of poverty. disease and discrimination. Here, the 

threat of anti-Jewish outbreaks may at any time call for large-scale emergency 

measures. But without waiting for such threats to materialize. JOe must extend 

its feeding and medical programs, must continue to provide full vocational and 

educational opportunities. and must be ready to give vital medical services, 

relief and clothing 1n aid of the large-scale emigration now being planned for 

North African Jewish communities. 

Some 40.000 persons in Israel. who must continue to receive institutional 

care and reconstruction aid and who must be provided with vocational training 

and cultural. religious and educational assistance. In addition to these there 

are the thousands of newcomers to Israel who urgently require institutionali

zation and other care, but who have to wait until JOe's facilities in the 
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J.Wish state have been expanded to make room for them. 

About 30,000 Jews in Europe, including thousands of disabled refugees and 

their dependents, to whom virtually all emigration opportunities have been 

barred. or who must receive sizeable financial assistance before they can 

aohieve economic self-sufficiency in the countries where they now are. 

These are the minimum numbers requiring JOe's aid during 1955. In a 

troubled world, the possibility cannot be ruled out that thousands of others 

lAY suddenly require large-scale aid in order to survive. 

Following is a detailed analysis of JOe's 1955 budgetary requirements: 

JlALBEN IN ISRAEL .. .. ...................................................................... R.qui r.m.nts : $13,704, 000 

During 1955 JOe must spend more than $1,100,000 per month through Malben 

tor health, welfare and rehabilitation services in behalf of new immigrants 

in Israel. A major emphasis in this JDe program during the year will be on 

reducing the list of those presently waiting for places in one of the 100 

Kalben-owned or subsidized old-age homes, custodial care centers, hospitals, 

sanitaria, sheltered workshops and other institutions. A continuous building 

program, including the erection of new installations and the expansion of old 

ones, as well as an extensive program of reoonstruotion loans, will bring 

Kalban aid to an estimated 6,300 persons per month. 

The expansion of Malben's facilities during 1955 will make it possible 

to provide vitally-needed institutional care for some 5,440 persons monthly, 

including: 
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Type of Service Number 

T8 Cas.............................................................. 715 

Care for Aged .................................................. 3,150 

Custodial Care ............. "............................... 840 

Mental Care ................................... ,.................. 400 

Childr.n........................................................ .... 160 

G.n.r.l.. ............................................................ 150 

Other .................................................................. ~ 

Total .................................................. 5.440 

This inorease over the number receiving Nalban institutional aid in 1954 

4,540 -- wil l be primarily the result of carrying out an urgently needed 

expansion in the number of beds available for the aged. The total present 

bed capacity of 2,200 will be increased to 3,150, or more than one third. 

Institutions whioh wi l l be put into complete or partial operation will 

include an old age home in a kibbutz, Givat Hashlosha, which has been pur

chased by JOG and is now being changed into a home for 450 aged; additional 

facilities for the aged and for custodial care cases at Shar Menashe. Rishon 

Ie Zion, Acre, Haifa and BeerSheba; a 1,000 bed old age home at Pardess Hanna 

and the improvement of other existing facilities. 

In addition, Malben will explore the possibility of providing care for 

aged persons outside of institutions. It is expected that such a program 

wil l be begun during 1955. 

Nevertheless , despite this proposed expansion, the total number on 

Malben ' s waiting list for old age care is not expected to decline during the 

year because of new applications for such aid . 

This waiting list at the present time numbers some 2,500 aged persons, 

more than half of them living in transition camps under the most primitive 
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oonditions. The list 1s a backlog from the days of Israel's large-scale mass 

ia&lgration, when the country was totally unprepared to meet the special 

needs of large numbers of aged newcomers. At the inauguration of the Malben 

program Israel had only BOO places available for the aged in all institutions . 

JDC has, therefore. had to develop and build additional bed capaCity and must 

oontinue to do so until all those in need have been provided for. 

Smaller but equally urgent expansions must take place in other Malben 

taoilities. In addition, JDe must continue to provide such auxiliary services 

as ocoupational therapy. dental care, social services, cultural and recrea

tional activities, and medical appliances and prostheses. 

In the field of rehabilitation. Malben must: 

1. Continue to underwrite the cost of its 20 sheltered workshops, in 

which some 500 handicapped persons are employed -- men and women who could not 

rind work elsewhere. The shops already have a sales volume of some $900.000 

a year but they still operate at a deficit. 

2. Continue its program of reconstruction loans to handicapped heads of 

families to help them establish small businesses. Since June 1950. some 

3 ,400 Buch businesses -- benefitting more than 13.000 persons -- have been set 

up, but there are now 2.300 applications pending for this service. So success

tul has this project been among those who have received loans, including 

400 persons with arrested T8 -- that in 1955 JOC expects to provide loans to 

an additional 100 persons per month. 

In addition. JOC has joined with several other organizations in estab

l ishing a fund tor granting loans to municipalities for the construction of 

shops to be made available to Malben clients. To date 600 units have been 

approved tor construction in growing population centers. 
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MOSLEM COUNTRIES .......................................................................... Requi rements: $3.750,000 

In 1955 the JOe program in Moslem lands deals with uneasy Jewish ~opula

tiona whose positions have been made considerably worse during the past year by 

growing Arab nationalism and discrimination against Jews and Jewish-owned 

businesses. These in turn have not only increased individual needs, but have 

made it more difficult for local Jewish communities and communal organizations 

to assist in local programs. 

In 1955 therefore, JOe must intensify and improve its welfare activities 

in Moslem lands and must extend them into interior regions and villages which 

are not served now. Even if conditions in these areas do not get worse, it is 

anticipated that one million dollars more than in 1954 will be required for 

JOe's aid here. A considerable portion of this increase will reflect inten

sified medical aid through OSE, local medical organization. 

During the year JDe must continue to feed some 35,000 children daily in 

Moslem countries, including 21,000 in French Morocco, 6,500 in Tun1sia, 4,500 

in Iran and smaller numbers in Tangier, Algeria and Spanish Morooco . In this 

program JOC will rely to a great extent on surplus food such as butter, cheese 

and powdered milk, donated by the United States Government. Primary objec

tives in 1955 include the broadening of the feeding programs so as to reach 

children in areas as yet untouched and the improvement of feeding standards 

in existing installations . 

Even more extensive will be JOe's medical program in this area, under 

which 35,000 persons, principally Children, are now provided with medical 

treatment and care through OSE and other JOC-supported organizations. With 

the permission of the local authorities, it is planned to extend these medical 

services to some of the smaller villages of the hinterlands of Tunisia and 

Morocco in 1955. This will be all the more vi~al to help prepare the residents 
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ot these isolated villages for the large-scale emigration to Israel which is 

DOW contemplated. In the field of educational, cultural and religious assist

ance. JOe 1s currently helping to support the schools of the Alliance Israelite 

Unlverselle, Ozar Hatorah, Lubavitcher and other organizations, with some 

70,000 students. Increased aid during 1955 must be provided to the Alliance, 

which currently has some 45,000 children in attendance in more than 100 schools, 

and which must consider an expanded program to meet the constantly growing 

need for additional classrooms. This need 18 most critical in Morocco, where 

1t 1s estimated that space is lacking for at least 7,000 school children. 

Not shown under this budgetary item, but rather under "Reconstruction tl is 

JOe's aid to the vocational training centers operated in North Africa and 

ol.ewher. by ORT - Organization for Rehabilitation through Training. 

It must be emphasized that over both the oontinuation and expansion of 

all JOC programs in the Moslem world hangs the Oamoclean sword of constant 

danger and an uncertain future. 

EUROPE .............................................................................................. R.qui r.m.nts: $4.856.000 

In 1955, in 12 European countries. JOe must continue to cope with the 

aftermath at Nazism and war. It must intensify its efforts both in the field 

of' emigration and of integration. in the hope of at l ast achieving tlpermarient 

Solutions tl for the 30,000 still requiring aid. In addition to the problems of 

refugees, OP's and of the transient population generally. the needs of the 

eettled communities in Europe must now be given increased emphasis. Programs 

on behalf of these settled communities received marked impetus from funds made 

available to JOC in 1954 by the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against 

Germany for welfare, medical, religious and cultural programs. For 1955 JOC 

bas again requested sizeable sums from the Claims Confe rence in order to 

oontinue these programs . 
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France: JOe's 1955 budget for France -- $1,667,000 -- reflects the fact 

that nearly two-thirds of the Jewish population of continental Western Europe. 

or nearly 300,000, currently live in France. JOe provides some 60 per cent ot 

the budget of the Fonds Social Jui! Unilia, the French fund-raising campaign 

whose member agencies carryon a wide welfare program on behalf of French 

Jewry. Some 14,000 men, women and children in France will benefit from JOe's 

assistance during the coming year. The program will include the repair and 

improvement of a number of children's homes and homes for the aged and one

time grants to handicapped persons to help them achieve self-support. 

Germany: Some 25 per cent of the 22,000 Jews at present in Germany re

ceive assistance from JOe welfare, medical, legal, emigration or other serv

ices on a more or less continuous basis. These will continue to be the re

sponsibility of JDC in 1955. 

JOC's program in Camp Foehrenwald presents serious problems. Of the more 

than 1,600 persons in Camp Foehrenwald, about 30 percent have had some kind of 

TB history or other hospital treatment. It is estimated that there 1s at 

least one chronically disabled or handicapped individual in some 40 percent 

of the family units. A large percentage has been presented and rejected for 

emigration to the United States or Canada. JOe has set up a schedule of grants 

for families with emphasis on those emigrating for South America, where the 

local Jewish communities are incapable financially of assuming their integra

tion. For those unable to emigrate, and who must remain in Germany, the local 

authorities have agreed to provide housing in various cities in Western 

Germany. While the German government has not yet begun to implement this 

program, it is expected that the Foehrenwald families will be installed in the 

communities in 1955 and 1956. 

It is expected that approximately 200 families can be aided to leave 
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roebrenwald in 1955. In the meantime JOe must continue with its program of 

welfare, medical, religious and cultural services in the oamp. 

In other German communities. JOe must continue aid to the aged where 

looal authorities and restitution grants are insufficient, as well as aid to 

e.oapees from Eastern Germany. 

Austria: The lack of emigration opportunities and the fact that a large 

part of Austria's 10.400 Jews 1s in the older age braokets will make it neces

lary for Joe to continue its aid here for some time to oome. In, the Vienna 

area, for example. where the Kultusgemelnde currently provides cash aid to 660. 

lome 50 per oent of this group is over the age of 60 and an additional 25 per 

oent 1s classified 88 permanently unemployable. 

In addition, JOC is also aiding a number of refugees in the Vienna area 

and some 350 in two OP camps -- Asten and Glasenbach -- in the U.S. Zone, and 

in the Rothschild Hospital. JOC must also continue to operate a canteen, now 

.erving 180 persons, or about 7,000 meals monthly, and to give medical and 

dental services to those clients who do not have access to publio facilities. 

Intensified efforts must be made to find additional emigration oppor

tunities from Austria. Permanent arrangements in institutions outside of 

Austria are being sought for those persons requiring life-tima care. 

!!All: In Italy, JOC must give its attentfon, long delayed, to the 

welfare needs of the country's settled communities as well as to the transient 

retugee population, which has been its primary concern in the past . The 

retugee population has been declining steadily until now it numbers about 

1.500 persons, but it presents a case load not likely to be reduced in the 

near futUre. More than one third receive cash and medical assistance, and of 

this number many are chronically ill or aged persons in various homes and 

hOspitals. Those who might be integrated into the local Italian economy are 
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barred from this possibility because, owing to its own serious unemployment 

problem, the Italian government does not extend work permits to foreigners. 

Preliminary findings of a medical and social survey in the Rome ghetto 

have pOinted up the widespread need for health services. JOe hopes to work 

out a systematic approach to the problems of relief. care of the aged, and 

medical and other social services, with local Jewish bodies during the latter 

part of 1955. In the meantime, JOe must strengthen OSE so that it can extend 

its health services to include urgent unmet needs. Among these are a family 

health service for the Rome ghetto. extension of immunization, development of 

an expanded summer camp program for needy children and a comprehensive school 

health program. It must also aid the Jewish oommunity to replace a school 

building which is in serious danger ot collapSing and provide temporary 

quarters for the school. 

Yugoslavia: In addition to maintaining a home for the aged in Zagreb 

which gives permanent care to 100 persons, JDC must give supplementary feeding 

to indigent non-residents of the home; give assistance to 120 children and 

150 additional aged, sick and other handicapped persons; aid transients and 

aid in special cultural and educational activities. It must also procure food, 

clothing and medical items. In 1955, JOe also expects to furnish and equip a 

new home for the aged for which the Yugoslav Government has agreed to provide 

funds. This will enable the community to give up the two separate rented 

buildings and will result in greater economy and efficiency. 

Belgium: The JOe must continue to aid three local organizations which 

concern themselves with the welfare of refugee populations in Belgium. The 

subventions include sizeable sums for the operation of three children'S homes, 

caring for 87 ohildren. 

Sweden: In addition to aiding "hard core" refugee groups and post-TB 
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oas.s admitted to Sweden, the JDe in 1955 must help the local Jewish agency 

(Mosaiska Foersamlingen) with the oonstruction of a home for the chronically 

ill, deferred until now because of more urgent needs in Sweden and elsewhere. 

~witzerland: Through the SwiSS Jewish Community, JDC has been assisting 

refugees. many of whom are in homes for the aged. Additional sums must be 

allocated in 1955 for a loan fund and for the modernization of a home for the 

.,ed. 
Norway: Another transport of post-TB cases, principally from Germany, is 

expected to arrive in Norway in 1955. JOe must assume the task of integrating 

these into Norway's Jewish population. and must also continue aid to the post-

TB group already in Norway . 

In Greece the JOC program includes vocational training aid and loans for 

tamilies made destitute in the earthquake disaster of 1953. In Spain and 

Portugal medical aid and relief must continue to go to small groups of refugees. 

EMIGRATION AND RELIEF-IN-TRANSIT .......................................... R.quir.m.nts: $2.250. 000 

Although the United HIAS Service will henceforth be responsible for emi-

,ration to countries other than Israel, JOC, in order to further the negoti-

atlons for the establishment of a unified emigration service, undertook to 

COver any operating deficit, up to $1,000,000, which United HIAS may incur in 

tbe next two years. 

Other aspects of JOC's activities in the field of relief-in-transit are 

also included under this heading. 

RECONSTRUCTION .............................................................................. Requirements: $1,720.000 

In 1955, JDC's vocational training aid must be enlarged in Moslem coun

tries to include many more than the nearly 3,000 trainees currently benefited 

and who are in ORT training centers in North Africa and Iran. Opportunities 

tor acquiring skills in trades, services and industries must be provided for 
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increasing numbers of youngsters from the ghettos of these Moslem lands . JDe 

must also continue its aid in Europe and Israel, where 5,500 trainees are 

learning skills that will make them self-supporting. 

During 1955 JOe must continue to make funds available to credit institu

tions in Austria, Belgium, France, Greece and Italy and to establish new credit 

facilities in Germany, Brazil and Switzerland so that the refugees who must 

remain in those countries may have the benefit of low-interest loans to estab

lish themselves. Credit institutions have recently been set up in Berlin, 

MUnioh and Frankfurt and another has been projected for Hamburg or Dusseldorf. 

First priority wl1l be given to Jews who have escaped from Eastern Germany and 

second priority to merchants, artisans and professionals from among the settled 

refugee group. In Greece funds must be provided for families left destitute 

as a result of earthquakes and to absorb the depreciation of the Greek drachma. 

In Moslem countries, the program of loan facilities initiated by JDC in 

the cities of Tunis and Casablanca in cooperation with the Jewish Colonization 

Association (ICA) designed to enable artisans to buy needed tools and equip

ment, must be expanded. A program of technioal aid to improve the output of 

the artisans is also being planned. A step in this direction has already been 

taken in Tunis. and it is planned to extend this activity to other parts of 

Tunisia and to introduce it in Morocco in 1955. The proposal envisages tech

nical guidanoe, including the establishment of demonstration workshops, the 

number of crafts and trades depending on practicability. 

CULTURAL. EDUCATIONAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES .................... Requirements : $660, 000 

Additional support must go to a program whioh was one of the earliest in 

JOC's history. aid for some 80 cultural. educational and religious institu

tions and projeots in Israel benefiting some 11.600 people. (Similar needs in 

Europe and Moslem areas are provided for 1n the various country budgets.) 
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Among the beneficiaries of this program are some 75 yeshivoth, with a 

total student body of mOfe than 7,500. Five research projects now employing 

about 100 scholars must also continue to receive financial support in 1955. 

In addition, aid will be provided to a number of refugee rabbis, cantors and 

other religious functionaries and their families. 

OTHER .............. .................... " ......................................... , .................. Requlrements: $2,463. 000 

Under this general heading are included relief, rehabilitation and re

oovery programs on behalf of small numbers of Jewish refugees in such areas as 

China. Latin America and the Philippines. Included also are a number of one

time grants for programs which cross geographical and functional lines. These 

inolude expenditures for Passover aid to Bome 50,000 men, women and children, 

a program under which JOe each year buys hundreds of thousands of pounds of 

matzoth, matzoh meal, Passover wine and other supplies needed to observe the 

holidays in traditional fashion; an expanded summer camp program to provide 

health-building vacations for 16,000 to 17,000 poor and undernourished 

ohildren, mainly those from the ghettos of Morocco and Tunisia; grants for 

Ipecial educational and cultural projects in Europe and North Africa, and to 

various cooperating agencies. 

An important item included here, too, is a grant for the field work of 

the Paul Baerwald School of Social Work, which in 1954 began to function as a 

field training organization. During 1955 the school's emphasiS will be placed 

on the training of supervisory and administrative personnel and the recruiting 

and training of social workers to carry out community assistance programs. 
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Included also under this heading are funds to meet interest on bank loans. 

to defray the cost of an annual audit. to provide miscellaneous supplies not 

applicable to country budgets and the total operating and service expenditures 

for JDe's New York and Paris headquarters. including overseas personnel. 

" t .., . 
I J 

,. 



1955 Budgetary Requirements 

of the 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 

Only a few years ago, Jewish immigrants were pouring into this country in 

a massive flow. °The flow has diminished, but a steady stream continues to our 

abores in spite of the barriers presented by the McCarran-Walter Immigration Law. 

It has become a cosmopolitan flow which finds its origins in more than 30 

nations -- some as large as Germany, others as small as the Dominican Republic. 

Thousands of Jewish eyes remain fixed on America as the goal of all their hopes. 

Approximately 6,000 Jews saw the dream of entry become a reality during 1954. 

It is expected that substantially the same number wl1l arrive here during 

1955. A grim stability in Jowish immigration has been reached offering ful-

nUment to a few and denying it to thousands. 

The last provisions of the Displaced Persons Act expired in 1954. The 

palsage of the Refugee Relief Act of 1953 offers hope for displaced Jews to 

Oome to this country. The Refugee Relief Act, which expires in December 1956, 

authorizes the admission of 209,000 immigrants over and above the regular quota. 

The humane aspirations of the new Act have unfortunately been obscured by end-

1.1. administrative red tape, but there recently has been encouraging evidence 

tllat this condi tion is easing and that the doors to America may open wider. 

In 1955 it is expected that Jewish arrivals will continue at the same 

rate as in 1954, and will number about 6,000 for the year. 

The New York Association for New Americans is the agency which is located 

at America's gateway -- the port of New York. It serves the great metropolitan 

area which symbolizes America to the newcomer who knows little of the vast 

Ixtent of our nation. Virtually every newcomer has relatives, friends, 
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"landslei t," or other personal ties in the nation I s largest 01 ty. As a re

sult, by far the greater proportion of the 6,000 Jews who are expected to 

arrive here in 1955 will settle in New York City. as was the case in 1954. 

It becomes increasingly clear, then. that a major responsibility for meeting 

the Jewish immigration problem in this country rests with NYANA. 

NYANA'S ACTIVITIES 1954 

A brief review of NYANA's activities during 1954 offers a concrete con

cept of the task whioh lies ahead for NYANA in 1955. During 1954, NYANA dealt 

with 3.645 requests for information from immigrants. their relatives and 

friends . Some 2.890 family units, representing almost 8,670 persons, made di

rect requests for service and aSSistance from NYANA, About one-third of these 

applicants were new arrivals and the remainder were families previously known 

to NYANA, While all of the applicants received some service from NYANA, less 

than 20 per cent had to be referred to the Family Service Department during 

the year, 

The Family Service Department prOVided services to 728 families repre

senting 2.180 individuals during 1954. This group of cases represented the 

greatest oharge on NYANA's resources because they required financial assist

ance, medical care, institutional care. casework counseling and a host of re

lated services. Almost $503,000. or 67 per cent, of NYANA's expenditures (ex

clusive of subventions) went for direct help to these families. Medical and 

institutional care alone accounted for more than 24 per cent of this help. To 

facilitate the movement of these families toward self-support, NYANA in 1954 

continued its intensive program of rehabilitation. Even families that had 

been dependent for extended periods finally were enabled to support them

selves. At the end of 1954, the relief case load was about 270 families, 

Again. the year's end left NYANA with a group of complicated human situations 
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requiring highly skilled and individualized services. 

NYANA's ability to help many immigrants move toward self-support without 

the need for any relief was in large part due to the well rounded program of 

1t8 Vocational Services Department. This department provided guidance, job 

plaoement and other rehabilitative services to about 1,700 different individ

uals during 1954. Of this number. about 1,100 were new applicants and 600 

bad been served previously by the department. The total number of immigrants 

plaoed in jobs during the year came to 950, and these placements were made in 

Ipita of rising unemployment in some industries. By the end of 1954. soma 560 

individuals still required service from the Vocational Services Department. 

During 1954 NYANA adapted its program to meet some of the new require

.ents of the Refugee Relief Act of 1953. Provisions for underwriting assur

ancas permitted under the Act were made, and a vigorous effort was insti

tuted for obtaining employment assurances for the prospective immigrants whose 

individual sponsors were unable to obtain them. This involved an intensive 

program of field visits, telephone solicitations, and the education of poten

tial employers. Should the need of job assurances from the community increase, 

NYANA stands ready to accelerate even further. For only if the proper assur

anoes are supplied can prospective immigrants qua~ifY under the Refugee Relief 

Aot. 

Throughout 1954 NYANA's Business and Loan Services continued to be a 

baSic part of its rehabilitative program. Loans for business enterprises were 

extended to those who, because of handicaps, were unfitted for competitive 

'.ployment. Loans for the purchase of small businesses, or for financing 

-peoial training, were extended to 19 families. The success of this service is 

reflected in the present independence of many families who otherwise might have 

remained dependent for years. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR 1955 

As previously stated, it is estimated that 6,000 Jewish immigrants will 

enter the United States in 1955. They will arrive under the basic immigratio 

law and the Refugee Relief Act. The great majority is expected to settle in 

New York City. and as experience has shown, more than 80 per cent will inevi

tably turn to NYANA for help. Some can be served simply by providing the 

gui~ance which will orient them to their new surroundings. Others will need 

assistance in locating homes and jabs. But inevitably there will be a "hard 

core, II numbering several hundred families, that will be dependent upon NYANA 

month after month. until rehabilitation is accomplished, 

These IIhard core" families still bear the scars of persecution and want 

inflicted on them in the last two decades of endless drifting from camp to 

camp and from country to oountry. They require the full range of NYANA's ser

vices and all of the skills which the staff of NYANA and its predecessor agen

cies have acquired during more than 15 years of specialization in adjusting 

Jewish immigrants to American life. 

During 1955 the Family Service Department is expected to provide services 

to some 820 individual families, representing about 2,450 men, women and 

children. An increase is antiCipated in the caseload of this department for 

the year as compared with 1954 because a larger number of new arrivals is ex

pected to present complex problems. This anticipated increase in the case

load, in the main, accounts for the major increase in relief expenditures 

proposed below . 

The Vocational Services Department, in turn, is expected to provide gUid 

ance, employment and rehabilitative services to approximately 2,300 individua 

immigrants during 1955. It is hoped that the labor market will be favorable 

so that most of the immigrants may quickly become self-supporting. 
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During 1954, NYANA expended about $978,600 for its operations, of whioh 

1757,380 was used for NYANA's own services and $221,220 for subventions to 

other local agencies. 

NYANA's needs for 1955 are estimated at $1,138.275. Of this sum, 

1920.975 is expected to cover the agency ' s own services and $217.300 represents 

subventions to other local agencies. These agencies provide technical lmmi-

,ration and naturalization services to thousands of families and individuals. 

The services include counsel on problems rolating to deportation. alien regis-

tration. change of status and preparation for American citizenship. 

NYANA's proposed expenditures for 1955 is divided as tollows: 

Relief . ..... . ................. . ........ , .. 
Personnel .. , .. , .. , . . ' ........... , . , .. , ... .. . 
Administrative and Office Services .... , .. . 
Subventions to Other Organizations, ...... . 

Total. , . , . .. , , . , .. , ..... , ... , .. . 

$ 612,040 
258,935 

50,000 
217,300 

$1,138,275 

During 1954 the majority of personnel was engaged in rendering direct 

services to the clients and this will also be true in 1955. 

During the five and one-half years of NYANA's existence it has helped 

more than 53,000 newoomers to become part of America. In 1955 there must be 

no lessening of the sense of urgency which gUid~s the approach to the problem 

of Jewish immigration to America merely because the number of immigrants is not 

as great as it was when the D,P. camps were being emptied. The human problems 

ot today's immigrant are, if possible, even more acute than those during the 

period of mass immigration. He has suffered added years of privation and 

homelessness. He has grown older; his skills have rusted from disuse, In 

many cases his spirit has been completely broken. When Jewish immigration 

came upon us in a flood, America's concern for the newcomer found generous and 

immediate expression. Although the flow has lessened, this concern still 

aust be appl i ed to the problem of Jewish immigration to the United States. 
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The United Jewish Appeal in 1956 

The past decade brought renewal and recovery for Jews in many lands, the 
greatest reconstruction of all coming with the rebirth and regeneration of the 
land of Israel. Yet at this moment the position of hundreds of thousands of 
Jews seems to have come almost full circle with the threat and grim potential
ities of a decade ago. 

The obvious question of what to do answers itself. The United Jewish 
Appeal, which was born to cope with emergencies, stands ready for action . 
Through it, American Jews can act to the fullest to help turn the tide that 
encroaches so ominously on Jewish hopes and Jewish lives. 

There is this question: What will the cost be? 

The answer, in large part, is in the pages that follow. They give the 
1956 budgetary requirements of the UJA constituent agencies. 

In 1956 these agencies require a total of $153.146.035 to carry out grave 
responsibilities. The share that the UJA is asked to meet of this budgetary 
total is $105,146.035. The difference between the full financial need and 
what is asked of UJA, $48,000 , 000, is anticipated from German reparations, the 
Conference on Material Claims and other sources. 

The 1956 fund-raising effort of the UJA will not be confined just to its 
regular campaign. It will also include the raising of a $25,000,000 Special 
Fund, over and above the amount expected through the regular UJA. The 
125,000,000 Specia l Fund effort was set 1n motion on November 18, 1955 at 
an extraordinary meeting of leaders of t he American Jewish community. On 
that occasion they called upon the Jews of America to "provide all the funds 
for immigration to assure a haven of refuge and safety for Jews who are 1n 
need of it, while the people of Israel gird themselves for the arduous tasks 
that lie ahead. II 

In creating the $25,000,000 Special Fund in behalf of 45,000 immigrants 
to Israel who must be brought speedily from North Africa -- the leaders of 
the American Jewish community took realistic cognizance of the fact that the 
people of Israel cannot be expected to share in emergency immigration, at a 
time when they are faced with the ominous challenge to their survival posed 
by the Communist arming of Egypt. 
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The effect of the 1956 fund-raising effort of the UJA. therefore, is bound 
to have the most fateful consequences for the future of Jews beyond our shores. 

What now of the aims of the budgets contained herein? 

The financial need is stated above. But in human terms there are 480.000 
men, women and children who are dependent upon the UJA agencies -- as an exam
ination of the budgetary statements will show. 

In addition to expenditures planned for the transportation, initial absorp
tion and resettlement of 45,000 Jews from North Africa . the UJA constituent 
agencies have mapped a broad, vitally needed program of welfare aid and social 
reoonstruction. 

The expenditures that are budgeted by the United Israel Appeal concern not 
only the immigrants who are now arriving but the many thousands of immigrants 
who were brought to Israel in recent years and who are still in need of major 
assistance to aesure their genuine integration as productive and self-reliant 
citizens of the Jewish State . 

Major expenditures are also scheduled by tha United Israel Appeal for that 
large number of agricultural settlements that have been established over the 
past seven and a half years -- settlements that have contributed significantly 
to the advance of Israel's agriculture and that must be strengthened to make 
them fully self-supporting units of the Israel economy. 

Meanwhile. the expenditure of substantial sums is required still for the 
sick. the aged and the handicapped among Israel's newcomers -- and in this area 
the Joint Distribution Committee has been playing, and must continue to play, an 
outstanding role through that exceptional agency known as 'Mal ben. , 

There are tens of thousands of Jews beyond the shores of Israel -- in other 
lands -- who also must be helped where they are. The JDe is confronted with the 
needs of at least 100,000 needy men. women and children in Moslem lands. and 
must continue to meet the welfare and rehabilitation needs of 30,000 in free 
Europe, constituting the "hard oore" of those who survived the Hitler massacre. 

Turning to home. there is the fact that refugees are still arriving from 
abroad, and aid for many of these must be extended in full measure. In view of 
the fact that the larger share of these newcomers are settling in the large New 
York Metropolitan area, the New York Association for New Americans must be 
helped to carry out the main burden of their adjustment and integration. 

The budgets that are outlined in this booklet have been carefully drawn . 
Each of the constituent agencies of the United Jewish Appeal is agreed that 
the programs in Israel merit and must have full priority. 
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Even so, there are programs in Israel that will suffer. It had been 
planned originally to go forward in 1956 with the elimination of the maabaroth 
__ the transitional settlements made up of tin huts and barracks. But this 
program has now been sharply curtailed. Of the 60,000 immigrants who live in 
the maabaroth -- and in most cases they have been in them for at least three 
,ears -- 40.000 will remain there throughout 1956. Budgeted expenditures for 
housing will permit the removal of only 4,000 families, of 20.000 persons. 

The budgets that are contained herein reflect the spirit of sacrifice. In 
many cases, men, women and children living in conditions of acute need will be 
forced to give up an urgent hope and needed comfort. It is in this spirit that 
the 1956 United Jewish Appeal must go forward -- with sacrifice on the part of 
American Jews -- with, as was stated in the resolution of the 1955 UJA Study 
Mission in Israel: "Courage to Match Courage, and Giving to Match Giving." 



1956 UJA ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE 

Number of Persons Requiring Assistance. by Agency 

Agency 

Uni ted Israel Appeal .......... ............ ........................................... .. . 
Joint Distribution Comm! ttee ............................... . 
New York Association for New Americans ............................... . 

Welfare Aid Programs (e) 

Child Care, including 
hot meals in schools 
Youth Aliyah centers. 

homes for children, nurseries. 

etc ....... ... ... .. ... ............ .. ................. . 

Medical Aid. including infant care, anti trachoma meas
ures, specialized aid and preventive medical care 

Aged. invalids. chronioally 111 ........................... ... ... .. 

Education. 'including cultural and religious activities 

Maabaroth (maintenance and upkeep) .. ......... .......................... . 

Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Programs 

Agricul ture 

New settlements (40) ... ..... ...... ........ .. ......... .... .......... .. .................. . 
Consolidation of existing farms ....... ...... .. ........ .. .... ............. . .. 
Housing (9.000 units for immigrants) ....................... ...... .... .. . 

(4,000 units for Maabaroth dwellers) ....... ......... ... . 

Technical Aid, including agricultural guidance ....... . 

Irrigation: 120.000 dunam (30,000 acres) 

Economic Aid 
Loans to artisans, storekeepers, merchants, etc .... 

Vocational Training. including ORT (Organizat i on for 
Rehabilitation Through Training) and Youth A111ah ......... . 

Emigration, Relief in Transient .... .. ................... .................. .. 

(a) Unduplica ted figures . 

No. of Beneficiaries (a) 

305,000 
168,000 (b) 

7,000 
480,000 

127,000 

129,000 

55,000 

91 , 000 

60,000 

12,000 
125,000 
45,000 
20,000 

180 , 000 

12,000 

29,000 

50,000 

(b) Actually, JOC will care for 213,000 persons, including the 45,000 Jewish 
immigrants from North Africa . The latter group, however. will ~equire continual 
aid from the Jewish Agency, hence it is listed under UIA activities. 

(c) Inasmuch as the same person may benefit from various types of UJA-financed 
programs, the number of beneficiaries by type of welfare aid and rehabilitation 
programs exceeds the total number of persons aided . 

1956 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
Agency 
Uni ted Israel Appeal ... .. .... .... .. .. .. ... ... ... .. ... .. ... ............................ . 
Joint Distribution Committee ............................................. . 
New York Association for New Americans ................. .... .... .. ... . . 

Less revenue from other sources (d) ................ .. .. .. ....... ....... . 
To be provided by UJA .... ... ... ........ ...... ..... .... ........ .... .................... . 

Amount 
$123,240,000 

29,200,000 
706,035 

$153,146,035 
-48,000,000 

$105,146,035 

(d) Includes income from German reparations, grants from the Conference on 
Material Claims, philanthropic contributions outside U.S.A., etc. 
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1956 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

Anxiety and Action 

If the story of Israel i n 1955 were to be told as tersely and compactly 

as possible, it would be contained in the following news items 

A communique in the Jerusalem Post of August 31, 1955: 

"Savage attacks by Egypt commando squads deep in Israel terri tory 
claimed the lives of seven civilians and wounded eight others. 
Israel complained for the second consecutive day to the U.N. 
Security Council in New York of the Egyptian attacks." 

On July 20. 1955, New York Times correspondent Harry Gilroy filed a story 

trom Tel Aviv which contained this paragraph: 

"One of the most fondly cheriEhed dreams of Israel came true 
today. The constant springs of the Yarken River began to 
feed into the giant pipeline that will carry the water sixty
five miles south to the rich but parched farmland of the Negev." 

Earlier in the year, on May 25th, the Jerusalem Post reported: 

"The Lachish Settlement Scheme was initiated when the first 
families moved into their new homes at Otzem at approx
imately noon today.1I 

More recently, on September 11, a New York Times dispatch from Thomas 

r. ~rady in Casablanca, included this information: 

"Houses, shops and goods of Moroccan Jews to the value of at least 
$500,000 have been destroyed by violence this year. Eight Jews 
have been killed by mobs. The Jews' sohools have been burned 
and their stores pillaged ... There is a saying here that when a 
Moslem and a Frenchman fight, a Jewish head gets broken." 

Thus are pointed up the anxieties and actions as they developed in Israel 

dU~ing the course of the year 1955. The nationalist disorders flaring up in 

North Africa bore a direct impact on Israel -- for these meant an aocelerated 

rate of immigration which would bring tens of thousands of needy. fear-haunted 

J.ws to the shores of Israel. 

- 5 -
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It was a year that saw fanatic Egyptian "fedeyun" (suicide commandos) 

penetrate as deeply into Israel territory as Rehovot. It was also a time of 

renewed outbursts against Jews in the tense, back-alleys of North Africa. 

And. most ominously. it was a year when the ever-present shadow of the gun 

across Israel's frontiers was enlarged, darkened and lengthened by the heavy 

Communist armor sent to Egypt. 

Yet despite the compelling atmosphere of anxiety engendered by the threat 

of full-scale war -- a threat more acute in the Fall of 1955 than at any time 

during the past seven years -- Israel was able to carve out solid, significant 

achievement- and, indeed, to draft and begin fulfillment of the programs and 

blueprints for the steady advance toward self-sufficiency. The projects and 

plans spelled out on the following pages exemplify the spirit of the people of 

Israel who are determined to build and grow even in the face of possible war. 

Ma.1or Question 

Apart from other pressing problems, the major question mark for the 

UIA Agencies (Jewish Agenoy and Keren Hayesod) today is the future of North 

African Jewry, in particular, the Jewish community in strife-torn Morocco. 

The driving forces behind the rising demand for emigration from Morocco at 

this time are the acute fear stemming from the riots of the summer of 1955 and 

concern with the growing constriction of economic opportunities. Furthermore, 

acoording to Moslem law, the civil rights of Jews are severely restricted. 

Despite official French law which assures equality for all citizens of Morocco, 

many discriminatory practices have remained in effect and a large proportion 

of the Jewish population fears that, in the event of home rule, Jews might be 

forced to revert to their former status of second-class citizenship. 

Because of this precarious, marginal existence, tens of thousands of 

Moroccan Jews during the past eighteen months have been seeking to emigrate to 
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to find a new life of productivity and dignity for themselves and their 

children. In response to their plea for emigration help, the Jewish Agency 

lXecutive, in the summer of 1954, began to accelerate the over-all immigration 

rate to the limit of available resources. With top priority given to immi

,rants from Morocco. immigration gradually rose from a monthly figure of 950 

in August 1954. to more than 5.000 in October 1955. For the year 1955, the 

total immigration reached approximately 35,000. 

Careful planning and preparation for the North African mig~ation has 

aVOided the difficulties of the "unproduotive stage." with prolonged periods 

in reception camps, which plagued Israel's previous "now-or-never" immigrations. 

Under a ship-to-settlement program. about 60 per cent of all newcomers during 

the past year was settled on the land immediately upon arrival while about 20 

per cent was directed to semi-urban development centers. 

Btvolution at Lachish 

A farming revolution has been one of the chief factors facilitating the 

Ipeedy absorption of the North African newcomers. It has been taking the form 

of a complete revamping of agricultural planning and development techniques. 

Today. these basic changes are epitomized in the UIA agencies' "Operation 

Laohisb." 

The Lachish region -- an area of about 187.500 acres of hills and north 

Negev flatlands -- is one of the world's oldest battlegrounds. From Biblical 

Umes through the Israel War of Liberation. this strategic area has been scarred 

by invading armies. its irrigation systems destroyed, its productive soil 

abandoned to erosion. ttOperation Lacbish" is designed to restore some of the 

&ncient fertility of the land and. at the same time, fill in a network of 

Bettlements behind what has been one of the emptiest and most dangerous 

Btretches of Israel's frontier. 
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Operation Lachish is marked by a new system of regional coordination. In 

the past, new settlements were blueprinted as self-c'ontained units each with 

its own public and social services. Operation Lachish. on the other hand. is 

structured along functional, regional 11nes. Under the plan four to six 

settlements will be grouped around a rural community oenter which provides sucb 

services as high schools. clinios and tractor stations. In turn. a number of 

these units will be grouped around central marketing and distribution towns. 

in which will be located technical hlah schools. hospitals. factories for the 

processing of looal raw materials. administrative oftices and similar services, 

During the seoond half of 1955. two trainin& centers and 20 villages were 

set up in the Lachish re&ion and the first winter crops sown. 

The majority of the Laohish settlers are recent immigrants from North 

Africa who go through a short but intensive training period at one of the 

area's two training centers. The transition from tradesman or artisan to 

farmer is not easy and modern farm machinery is bewildering for those who step 

from the Middle Ages in their former countries into the twentieth century. 

But there is a great eagerness to learn and, as one of the new arrivals put it: 

"Life is not easy for us here. But we oannot use silversmiths on farms and I 

will have to forget the past." 

The Yarkon Flows South 

Water will remain Israel's most precious natural resource for many 

years to come. even if Israel should find it possesses oil or iron ore 

deposits in commercial quantities. Especially today, when security pro

blems are again overshadowing every facet of the country's development, 

it is clear that a high degree of self-sufficiency in major food staples 

is not only of economic importance. but is a matter of actual survival in 

times of blookade or war. 
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On July 19. 1955. the 63 mile, 66 inch Yarkon-Negev irrigation pipeline 

opened. It is the first of two parallel lines; the second is now under 

oonstruotion. It took three years to complete the first Yarken-Negev line at 

a cost of IL 45,000,000 . The largest single portion of these funds -- about 

IL 28.000,000 -- came from the Jewish Agency, which receives most of its money 

trom the United Israel Appeal. 

The importance of the new irrigation line is that it marks the transition 

trom a system of uncoordinated water works based on local wells and rapidly 

diminishing underground resources. to large-scale nationwide irrigation net

works harnessing the country's rivers and winter storm floods. 

A million man-workdays involving 2,000 workers and 60 engineers went into 

laying down the 63 miles of huge pipe from Rosh Hayin near Tel Aviv to Gevulot 

1n the northern Negev. Three giant pumping stations and res~rvoirs raise the 

water gradually by over 750 feet trom the coastal strip to the Negev area. 

In its first stage of operation. the new Yarkon-Negev line is carrying 

50 billion gallons of water annually. As soon as all the necessary branch 

linea are connected to the main conduit. the new line will make possible the 

irrigation of an additional 40,000 acres of semi-arid land. These, according 

to current estimates, can produce food for some 160,000 persons. 

Steady Progress 

Apart from the opening of the Yarkoo-Negev line, whose full impact will 

be felt in the near future, Israel's irrigation network branched out consider

ably during the past year. The total amount of water supplied by the Israel 

,ater company Mekoroth (founded with the aid of the Jewish Agency) during the 

Summer of 1955 rose to 43 billion gallons as compared to 29 billion gallons 

during the same period of 1954. For the past 12 months. the country's 

irrigated area increased by 25,000 acres to a total of 225,000 acres compared 
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to 75,000 acres under lrri&atlon at the time the State was established. 

This extension of the country's water "lifeline" was clearly reflected in 

rising farm production. Despite the severe drought which caused damage put 

at more than IL. 3.000,000, the total volume of Israel's agrioultural produc

tion in 1954-55 was estimated at IL. 340,000,000, or about 5 per cent above 

the year before. Of special importance were gains made 1n industrial crops 

an inorease of 25,000 acres during the past two years in cotton, peanuts, 

sugar beets and tobacco. Forty percent of the country's raw cotton needs is 

now filled by looal producers. 

Nowhere 1s the rapid growth of Israel's agriculture retlected more dra

matically than in the Negev. Where in 1948. 11 pioneer settlements with some 

400 settlers stood as lonely outposts in the silent desert. today more than 70 

villages. experimental farms and agricultural training centers with a total 

population of over 10.000, have brought life to what may well turn out to be 

the country's granary. In 1948, 2,000-3,000 oubic meters of water a day was 

the combined ration of the 11 pioneer villages; in 1955, even prior to the open

ing of the Yarkon-Negev line, a daily water quota of over 200,000 cubic meters 

served to irrigate 20,000 acres of vegetables, grapes and fruit trees. Today in 

this area, making up half of Israel, which only a decade ago was a little ex

plored wilderness is the country's main promise of agricultural fulfillment. 

Uphill Fight for Rehabilitation 

Less dramatiC, but far more complex. than the reclamation of Israel's 

wastelands has been the rehabilitation of the tens of thousands of newcomers 

who have made the transition from social welfare cases to productive, partially 

or wholly self-supporting citizens. A challenging job remains yet to be done: 

60,000 immigrants are still in the "shanty town" settlements called maabaroth 

-- some for five years or more -- and there is a large number of aged and 
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for whom permanent homes still are needed. But a ~ear ago more 

80,000 were livlni in the tin and canvas shacks of the maabaroth and the 

of aged or handicapped in need of homes or vocational rehabilitation was 

the 5,000 mark . 

The tremendous achievements of Israel's rehabilitation program and the 

progress in the face of overwhelming odds can be fully appreciated only 

evaluated against the total numbers involved . Of 780,000 immigrants who 

arrived in Israel since May 1948. about 111.000 were unable to support them-

independently. Many were in need of placement (temporary or permanent) 

in bomes for the aged, T8 hospitals. instltutions for the physioally disabled, 

ohronlcally ill or emotionally troubled. Othere, because of their age or 

.tate of health, could undertake only light work. 

Under the heading of "rehabilitation." though with different problems and 

objectives, fall the various activities which deal with the children of the 

De. arrivals . Shifting immigration and absorption patterns have been met by 

,oing beyond the traditional institutional setup of youth Aliyah. Some 

13,000 warde were accepted for full maintenance and extensive training in 

Youth Aliyah homes and training groups; in addition a whole network of new 

lervices was developed; workshops and recreational centers were established in 

maabaroth and semi-urban centers; short intensiv~ training courses in agrioul

ture and allied subjects were offered to the children of new immigrant farmers; 

Scholarships were provided to help youngsters to oontinue their studies beyond 

the primary grades. These educational programs give young immigrants from 

Moslem areas full opportunity for growth and development in their new country. 

Total Expenditures in 1955 

Owing to the unexpected acceleration of immigration from North Africa, 

the expenditures of the UIA agenoies in Israel 1n 1955 exceeded their original 
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budgetary estimates for the year. The departments which found themselves 

unable to operate within their set budgets during the past year were those mos 

intimately connected with the transportation and rehabilitation of the new

comers, (that is, the departments of Immigration, Absorption and Agricultural 

Settlement). Expenditures for the year amounted to $93,153.780 -- about 

$4,000,000 over the budget for 1955. The excess of expenditures over budgetary 

estimates had to be covered by loans contracted by the Jewish Agency. 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS OF UIA AGENCIES IN 1956 

TOTAL BUDGET ... ............................................ ............ ........ ..................... ...... ........ ..... . $123,240,000 

The budget drawn up by the UIA Agencies in Israel for the year 1956 and 

submitted to the UJA NatIonal Conference on the following pages, is different 

in structure from the budgets ot previous years. While in the past budgetary 

requirements were listed by administrative units (Immigration Department. 

Absorption Department. etc.) the present budget has been developed in terms 

of categories of needs and projects. 

The new budget categories indicate the scope of the responsibilities 

and problems which will face the UIA Agencies during the coming year. 

a. Resettlement of 45,000 newcomers (reception and initial absorption); 

b. Housing and elimination of the maabaroth; 

c. Support for 400 recent settlements. not yet economically independent; 

d, Allocations for Youth Aliyah, vocational gUidance and training, 

grants to JNF and miscellaneous expenditures. 

To meet their baSic responsibilities in these major areas, the UIA 

Agencies in 1956 will require a total budget of $123,240,000. 

IMMIGRATION, RESETTLEMENT AND REHABILITATION 

Waiting Lists 

Jewish Agency Treasurer Or. Giora Josephthal, addressing the UJA Study 
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in Jerusalem 1n October 1955. said "What should we be ready to do in 

event of a full-scale emergency in Morocco? .. We are now buying a camp 

the south of France for 5,000 people and we hope that we will never have to 

We will try to prepare at least some tents 1n Israel in case the 

greater." 

Fortunately. the situation in North Africa has not yet gotten out of 

hand. But the demand for transfer to Israel is increasing steadily and the 

pressures on the screening and transit camps are mounting daily. In September 

19~5. Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman, Executive Vice-Chairman of the UJA, reported: 

"There are 4,000 persona bottled up in a camp in Marseilles. on the southern 

coast of France, fun by the JDC. There are 1.200 to 1,300 persons in a camp 

40 miles outSide of Casablanca under the control of the Jewish Agency. There 

are several thousand people in various cities throughout North Africa who are 

literally homeless at the moment. Some are housed in school buildings . some 

are housed in municipal stadia. some are sheltered in any kind of temporary 

housing that is available to those who have no place to go." 

Since that report was made, a special effort in October and November. 1955 

brought 10.000 North African Jews to Israel. inoluding many who had been made 

homeless by the July-August Arab riots in Morocco. Yet eaoh month the number 

ot applications received continues to exceed the number of those actually 

transferred to Ierael. 

By October 1955. over-all registration in Morocco and Tunisia was esti

mated to be about 100.000. Ba~ring unforeseen developments, immigration in 

1956 will total 45.000, a figure pitifully inadequate when seen from the 

vantage point of the Jewish Agency's registration offices in Morooco, yet 

representing a staggering task when viewed from the Treasurer's desk in 

Jerusalem. 
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The cost of preparing, transporting and re-establishing these 45.000 Jews 

and affording them rehabilitative aid for a year. will total $45,000.000 or 

$1,000 per immigrant. In 1956 the cost of transporting these immigrants -

13,760,000 - will be assumed by the Joint Distribution Committee. There 

remain. then. budgetary requirements of 841.240,000 which the UIA Agencies 

must furnish for the following immigration needs: 

SERVICES ABROAD CONNECTED WITH IMMIGRATION 

Budgetary Requirements ... ........................ ............................................. ....... .... ........ $2, 090, 000 

Unlike immigrants 1n other parts of the world the newcomer to Israel does 

not step off the gangplank a bewildered stranger. From the moment he regis

ters with the Jewish Agency ottice in his country ot origin and passes his 

medical tests, his future is planned and the conditions awaiting him in Israel 

are carefully explained. Jewish Agency representatives travel with the immi

grants tram North Africa to the Marseilles transit camp and from there to 

Haifa, seeking to get acquainted with each family group and to assign as many 

as possible to definite resettlement places in Israel. 

In 1956, in addition to the actual transportation costs for 45.000 immi

grants, expenditures tor medical personnel, upkeep at transit camps and ad

ministrative statf will require about $2,090,000. (It is estimated that ex

penditures tor the operation ot the transit camps at Casablanca and Marseilles 

including maintenance of the immigrants will amount to 1800,000 . ) Ouring the 

past year, the capacity ot the Marseilles camp was expanded from 300 to more 

than 1, 000 persons, but even so, present facilities may soon prove inadequate. 

Medical services and screening teams will require $700,000 of the total 

sum in this category. While the screening of applicants in the larger urban 

centers presents few administrative problems, considerable difficulties are 

encountered in trying to contact isolated villages in outlying dis tricts. It 
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these villages , which account for about one third of all North African 

that security conditions are most precarious and the evacuation of 

communities is most urgent . 

In order to speed up screening procedures in those regions which have 

been contacted, certain medical examinations, formerly concentrated at 

and Marseilles camps, are now conducted on the spot. To supple

.ent the stafr of doctors sent to North Africa by the Jewish Agency and the 

Ia rael Government Immigration Service, the JOe-sponsored OSE medical program 

bas agreed to make available BOIDS of its local phys iCians for special surveys 

i n ru ra l areas. 

RECEPTION 

Budgetary Requirements .......................................... ," ................. " .......................... $3, 150, 000 

The change in the Jewish Agency's reception program is best illustrated 

by the budgetary requirements for this particular category. 

In 1950 the newcomers were bottled up in transit camps, demoral ized. 

1dle, crowded together in sagging tents. That year. the UIA agencies spent 

olose to $10,000,000 on the operation of the camps alone, excluding costs of 

medical services, social aid, screening personnel, etc. Today, only a handful 

at new arrivals in need of medical treatment see the inside of a tranSit camp. 

The maabaroth are bypassed. The trip from dockside to new settlement has been 

ohanged from many weary months to a matter of a few crowded hours. 

Now t he main items under the "reception" category are the expenditures 

for health services, household goods and food supplies which will tide the 

newcomers over the first few weeks. Most of these supplies and goods are 

distributed at the settlement site, and the arrival of a truckload of new

Comers is attended by all the excitement , hectiC activity and orderly con

fUSion which characterize moving day in any part of the world. Men carry 
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loads of t ables, chairs and bedding; women kneel on the bare floor eager to 

fix the family's first meal from a bundle of groceries; children run in and 

out squealing with the delight of discovery While friendly neighbors drop in 

to lend a hand or to offer advioe or even, a bit shyly, flowers. 

Furniture and other household goods afe standard equipment provided by 

the Jewish Agency and include beds, mattresses, two blankets for each 

settler, tables, chairs, oil stove, and other kitchen utensils. 

IMMIGRANT HOUSING 

Budgetary Requirements .... ..... .... .. .. ........ ......... , .. .. ... .. .. ............ , . ..... .... ... ................. $22, 500. 000 

The provision of housing for newcomers is of the highest priority in the 

reception and rehabilitation process. While expenditures for farm eqUipment 

can be stretched over a number of years, housing facilities must be completed 

in advance or within the first few weeks. Consequently, housing costs are the 

largest single item in the absorption budget for the first 12 months. 

Because of the increased immigration in 1955, the Jewish Agency decided 

to build new immigrant quarters of wood instead of concrete block, at an av

erage cost per unit of $2.500. Two thousand such units . which can be expected 

to last five years, were constructed during the last three months of 1955. 

ECONOMIC REHABILITATION 

Budgetary Requirements .................... ... ................... ... ...... .......... ....... ................ ..... $13,500, 000 

Of the 9,000 immigrant families (approximately 45,000 persons) who are to 

arrive during the coming year, about a third are expected to settle in new 

immigrant villages while the rest will be sent to towns and semi-urban settle

ments in development areas such as Kiryat Shmone in Galilee, the former 

maabara which is fast developing into a regional center , Migdal Askalon, 

Beersheba and Elath in the south. 

To tide immigrants in new development areas over their first difficult 
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the Jewish Agency 1s earmarking $1,500 per family for subsidies to public 

and reclamati on projects. Obviously, these amounts will not suffice to 

a new arri val into an independent artisan or a hl,hly skilled and employ-

factory worker . But they will aid the newcomer to acquire some basic 

thereby increasing his ability to rind work, and Btart his productive 

l ~babll1tat1on. 

The anticipated expenditures on public works which come to about 8100 per 

tamlly per month oompare favorably to expenditures in 1949 when despi to a. lower 

ooat of living index the Jewish Agency had to pay 1117.60 to maintain a similar 

family for one month in a transit camp . 

HOYSING FOR MAABAROTH DWELLERS 

Requlremente. Jewish Agency Partioipation ... ,. .. " ............ .......... $15.000.000 
(Total N •• d • .................... ...... .. ........... ............. 142,000,000) 

There has been considerable progress in the Jewish Agency ' s efforts to 

liquidate the maabaroth . From an all-time high of 250.000 persons in canvas 

buts and corrugated shacks, the maabaroth population has declined to a total 

of about 60,000. In 1955 alone, 7,000 families or about 30,000 men and women 

and children. were taken out of these slum-like immigrant hut towns. 

However, encouraging statistics hold little oomfort for those who must 

atill live, work and raise families in slum areas . Nor can such immigrants 

derive much encouragement from the fact that for years their sub-standard liv-

lng quarters have been carried as "temporary" on the books of the Jewish Agency. 

By now, most of the maabaroth have already been standing for four or five 

years . The canvas and aluminum dwellings no longer proteot the people who 

live in them either from the storms of winter or the heat of summer . The 

clearance of the maabaroth is a stark, physical necessity . 

At the rate of 53,500 per standard housing unit. it will require a total 
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of $42.000,000 to provide new homes for the 12,000 families now living a mar_ 

ginal existence 1n the decaying maabarot.h. But, a realistic appraisal of the 

UIA Agencies' estimated income in 1956. compared to their obligations in areas 

of priority, indicates that not more than about $15.000,000 in UIA funds will 

be available for the construction of such housing units to replace the oanvas 

shacks and corrugated tin huts. As to the rest, it is still too early to tell 

whether the hard-pressed Israel Government will be able to allocate additional 

funds for building activities or wbether two-thirds of the maabaroth dwellers 

will again be disappointed in their hopes for permanent homes. 

AGRICVLTURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Budgetary Requirements .... ....... ............ .. .. .. .... .... ... .... ................ ........... .... .... .... .... ... $33, 000,000 
(Including repayments of long-term loans) 

The bulk of the expenditures of the Agricultural Settlement Department 

will go towards the development and consolidation of post-statehood settle-

ments. The following excerpt from Dr. Josephthal's speech before the UJA 

Mission gives a comprehensive picture of needs and problems in the field. 

!lOur agricultural manpower has risen since the beginning of the State by 

200 per cent, during a time when the Jewish population increased by 140 per 

cent. This gives great promise for our economy but it means an enormous 

burden in the initial period of their absorption. 

"Last year 60 per cent of the immigrants went to agricultural settlements 

new and old. It would be ideal if we could continue at this rate. The im-

portance of those settlements is that they increase Israel's agricultural pro-

duction, they increase Israel's security by clOSing the empty spaces against 

infiltration, and that they create the new type of Israel; two hundred and 

fifty of our settlements are in frontier zones such as the Galilee, the 

Jerusalem Corridor. the Oarom and the Negev. 
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"An agricultural settlement is a living organism. You start with sixty 

'law,e' and five instructors. The first year they do not produce a thing. 

are busy laying their irrigation lines, plant!n& their groves, building 

'O'U'H bouses and tho roads, We have to provide employment for them. partly 

the settlement. 90 that they may have an income. They have to get 

to new work, and the division of their time between the various branches 

or preparation and adjustment. 

"We need $15,000 per family for settlement. This sum provides housing. 

tarm buildings. instal lation of wa t er supply , t ools, livestock. plantation. 

roads. fences, electriCity and working capital. We have invested , according 

to the present rate of exchange. roughl y $220 million. We need another $100 

.ill ion. Less than a t hird now remains to be invested. 

"If you bear in mind that a large pa r t of the investments made up to now 

1n new settlements. provides only the bare framework of the farm. that is to say 

housing, roads, electricity, water suppl y and farm buildings, you will understand 

that it is the last $100 mi l lion which we have not yet invested which will give 

the most important results. With those $100 million we can raise the annual agri

cultural output of the settlements from roughly $50 million today to $110 million. 

"The saving in foreign currency . that is to say the improvement in our 

export-import balance after the investment of the $100 million, will be roughly 

$200 million a year, partly through increase of exports (principally citrus 

fruits and peanuts) and partly by reduction of imports (oil products, sugar, 

cotton, meat. starch , wood and seeds.) 

"The addition of those $100 million is the best possible economic and 

social investment in Israel . " 

In addition to the investments to be made in these young farms themselves, 

$7,250,000 will have to be spent on irrigation. Apart from the completion of 
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the Yarkon-Negev line, branoh lines must be built to the various settlements 

along the road. At the same time, preparations will be made for the laying ot 

the second Yarkon-Ns&ev line which should be completed by 1959. Also included 

in the agricultural category is the sum of $12,000,000 for repayment of 10ng

term agrioultural loans. 

Annual expenditures will also have to be made in providing security 

measures for exposed border settlements. This will include: connecting 

the remaining 90 border settlements to the country's electric grid (all fron

tier settlements will then have electricity); building approach roads to 35 

more border settl ements; erecting fences around 70 more frontier villages; 

providing telephones for 50 more outlying settlements. 

YQUTH ALIYAH 

Budgetary Requirements ......... ................................................................................... $7, 000,000 

A gradual shifting emphasis brought about by basic changes in the immigra

tion picture has transformed Youth Aliyah from a training program for young 

European refugees into one of Israel's outstanding educational endeavors bene

fiting young immigrants of all backgrounds. To assist in the highly complex 

task of integrating 780,000 newcomers from over 60 countries, Youth Aliyah, 

through its variegated fUll and part-time program reaches into thousands of 

homes 1n the maabaroth and immigrant villages from Dan to Elath. 

A recent summary by the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics disclosed that 

Israel has one of the most favorable age distributions in the world: out of 

every ten citizens, four are under 19 years of age. Yet this favorable distri

bution creates formidable problems . To begin with, educational facilities are 

overcrowded. Because of the extremely low standards of living in the countries 

of their origin, boys and girls from Moslem lands were unable to go beyond the 

primary school level. To bring about full integration of immigrants with a 
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U'1.,tY of backgrounds, the Youth Aliyah Department of the Jewish Agency da

te extend fuller educational opportunities to increasing numbers of 

from Arab countries. 

To meet the growing needs of ISfael's immigrant teenagers, Youth Aliyah 

will continue to operate a three-fold program: a. a full-time traln

maintenance program for children and youths; b. intensive courses for 

rOUng people from immigrant villages; c. clubs and pre-vocational training 

oenters in the maabaroth and new immigrant housing centers. 

Into the regular full-time training program, Youth Aliyah will continue 

accept about 400 new wards a month. of whom about 100 will come from North 

Atrtca and pass through some preliminary training in special Youth Aliyah 

institutions operating in France. The rest will be selected from the children 

ot immigrants already in the country. It is interesting to note that among 

the settlements accepting new Youth Aliyah groups for training, there are 

today many villages set up by former youth Aliyah graduates who now play host 

and mentor to a "younger generation." 

The intensive training courses are designed especially for immigrant 

youth whose parents are already working their own land in one of the post

statehood settlements. Upon completion of their training, these boys and 

girls will return to share their new skills and knowledge with their families 

and neighbors. In order to facilitate the youngsters' leaving the family 

tarm, certain courses will be timed to coincide with the "slow season" in 

Israel's agricultural year. Currently, youngsters from some 100 immigrant 

Villages benefit from this program. 

The network of pre-vocational training institutions in the maabaroth and 

immigrant housing centers which was started last year will be expanded to 

include ahout 1,000 teenagers. In these centers, youngsters work part-time 
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in vocational training shops and devote the rest of the day to academic studies. 

Youth Allyah places great emphasis on special work with these youngsters 

to bring them abreast of the skills and level of education of boys and girls 

in older communities of Israel. 

EDUCATION AND CULTURE 

Budgetary Requirements ................ . ..... .... .................. $4 , 800 , 000 

The Jewish Agency will continue to subsidize the network of Hebrew 

language seminars for adults (Ulpanim), which since their inception in 1949 

have been attended by some 9,000 students. During the past twelve months, a 

number of new Ulpanim were opened in communal settlements where students study 

for half a day and devote the rest of their time to farm work. In 1956, a 

special type of seminar will be offered in these settlements conSisting of a 

one-year course which will combine language studies and intensified vocational 

training in farmwork or workshops. On leaving, graduates of these courses 

will receive a lump sum in payment of work performed on the farm during their 

period of training. Other Ulpanim combining language studies and vocational 

courses will emphasize bookkeeping and other clerical skills. The present 

enrollment in Ulpanim stands at about 900 persons. 

As in the past, the Jewish Agency will continue to allocate subsidi es to 

Israel institutions of higher learning which are accepting students from among 

the ' new immigrants at reduced tuition rates. 

ALLOCATIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONS 

Jewish National Fund .... .. .. ... ........................... .. .. . ......... .......... ................................ $3,200, 000 

Other Organizations .. .......... .... ... ... ..................... . ............ .................... .............. 1 , 900,000 

In accordance with the decision of the Jewish Agency in 1951, the UIA 

Agencies during 1956 will allocate $3,200,000 to the Jewish National Fund for 

land improvement and drainage on sites of projected immigrant villages. 
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Allocations to other organizations engaged in oonstructive work 1n Israel 

amount to $1,900.00. 

OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

For the activities ot the Informatfon Department. the sum of $1,600.000 

required . This will cover functional activities connected with campaign 

of the UtA agencies 1n Israel and abroad. 

The sum total of all administrative expenses of the UIA and its agencies. 

including the Jewish Agency and Keren Hayssod as well as the UIA 1n the United 

State., is budgeted at '3,500,000, 

Ihe Israel Paradox 

In a statement before his death in 1955. Dr. Albert Einstein said: "It 

11 a paradox that a state which was destined to be a shelter for a martyred 

people is itself threatened by grave dangers to its own security," 

One of the dictionary dattni tions for paradox 1s - "something opposed to 

oommon sense but which itself 1s true . " From its ve ry inception, Israel it

self. and what it has set out to do, has been a paradox. The country and its 

people have assumed tasks and challenges which common sense would·seem to rule 

impossible. Yet Israel has rendered them true. 

Israel again sets out to do the "impOSSible." In 1956, as in past years, 

the people of Israel will have a staunch ally to help turn the impossible into 

an actuality. This ally is the American Jewish community, which devotedly 

supports the humanitarian endeavors ot the United Jewish Appeal. 

In 1956, probably more than any year since 1948, the odds are mounting 

against Israel's people. But these higher odds impose upon us the responsibil

ity for greater efforts. and greater efforts can result in shaping history 

instead of being the pawns of it, forging a stronger, more productive Israel 

to meet the challenges of the days and months ahead. 
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1956 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS OF THE UNITEO ISRAEL APPEAL 

AND CONSTITUENT AGENCIES (JEWISH AGENCY AND KEREN HAYESOO) (a) 

Purpose Amount 

Immigration, Resettlement, Rehabilitation of 45,000 Immigrants 
(including housing, agricultural settlement, 
employment subsidies during their first year 
In Isra.l) ............................................................ ........ $ 4l,240,000(b) 

Partial Elimination of Maabaroth................................ 15.000.000 

Allocations to 400 post-Statehood Settlements 
(part of a three-year consolidation pro,ram) 

Deferred PaYments on Agricultural Settlement Works 

Allocations to the Jewish National Fund and Other 
Qrganizations for Constructive Work in Israel 

Educational and Cultural Program ........................ .. 

Youth Al1yah ........................................................................ /1 

Information Services ..................................................... .. 

Administration (Jewish Agency, Ke ren Hayesod, UIA) 

33,000,000 

12,000,000 

5,100,000 

4,800,000 

7,000,000 

1,600,000 

3,500,000 

$123,240,000 

(a) Budgetary ReqUirements as adopted by the Jewish Agency Executive pending 
approval by the Actions Committee of the Jewish Agency. 

(b) Because JDC assumed financial responsibility for transportation of 
immigrants from North Africa, $3,760,000 was deducted from the amount 
of $45,000,000 originally planned by the Jewish Agency for transportation, 
resettlement and rehabilitation of 4~,OOO immigrants. 



1956 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

The emergency is no longer the menace of tomorrow. It is the living 

- ,.tall ty 0 f today. 

Ever since 1948 the Jews in the Moslem world have lived their fearful 

days on the edge of a volcano. The fires began to rise when the State of 

I_rael was established, and in the vast area from the Arabian Sea to the 

Atlantic Ocean small but fierce outbreaks took their toll. Though these 

lubsided then. again and again in the ensuing seven years the spread of Arab 

Datlonallem added fuel to the flames, added Menace and insecurity to the 

already precarious lives of Jews in North Africa and other Moslem countries, 

In the events which took place in the Bummer of 1955, thousands who had grown 

up in poverty and ignorance found further reason to clamor for an opportunity 

to leave -- to leave for lands in which they and their children, could hope 

to live and to grow as free men and free oitizens. 

It is to help meet this emergency that the Joint Distribution Committee 

has undertaken in 1956 to make available from its regular budget the sum of 

13.760.000 for the transportation of up to 45.000 North African immigrants 

to Israel. virtually the only country ready to accept them. 

The major reason for this decision is olear: Israel and the Jewish 

Agency. already burdened with the enormous problems confronting the Jewish 

state, now additionally menaced by hostility on its frontiers, will be strained 

to the utmost by the necessity for absorbing the North African newcomers 

into the country's economy. To prevent the breakdown of the entire program, 

to rescue men, women and children before it is too late, to keep the lifeline 

strong. Joe has now moved to answer the urgent call directed to it for aid. 

- 25 -
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With this undertaking, JDC seeks to demonstrate its full agreement that the 

needs of Israel and the absorption of North African immigrants merit top 

priority. 

But the cost -- in human terms -- is high. In order to find the funds 

more than $3,700,000 for this transportation subsidy it has been necessary 

to cut to the bone JOe's programs and operations in other areas in Israel 

as well as in Europe and North Africa. This has been true even in countries 

in which program expansions were, and continue to be, vitally needed. In 

effect, this means that needy Jewish. communities allover the world are con

tributing ~ share to the top priority emigration program. 

In 1956, JOC will require a minimum of 129,200.000. 

To obtain these funds, JOe joins with the other agencies of the United 

Jewish Appeal in directing its hopes to the American Jewish community for the 

main financial support which makes these programs possible. Furthermore, as 

in the past two years, JOC again must look to the Conference on Jewish Ma

terial Claims Against Germany for sizeable support. 

Of JOC's total 1956 budget, about $15,200,000, or more than 50 percent, 

will be spent on those programs ooncerned directly with Israel -- immigration 

to Israel, Malben, ORT training programs, and oultural and religious programs 

there. Other major budgetary items will inolude some $3,700,000 for aid to 

Jews in the Moslem world, $3,200,000 for other emigration aid and relief in 

transit, $1,540,000 for reconstruotion assistance and $3,904,000 for aid pro

grams in 14 countries of Europe. 

With these sums JOC expects to aid more than 200,000 men, women and chil

dren in some 25 countries of the world. These inolude: 

Up to 45,000 who must be helped to leave North Africa for Israel, the 

largest number from Morocco. 
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Nearly 100,000 others in Moslem countries, who must continue to rely Upon - . 
tor feeding and medical programs, for vocational and educational epportun! ties 

tor aid against the triple threat of poverty, disease and discrimination ... 

__ More than 30,000 persons in Israel, who must continue to receive medical 

institutional care, rehabilitation and reoonstruot i on aid. vocational 

and cultural, religious and educational assistance ... (Thousands of 

immigrants now on the long list of aged and chronically ill must wa i t 

Y&",.ngperiods for institutional placement and other aid. The elimination 

troll Malben's budget of SCheduled construction and expansion particularly 

longer period of waiting for the mentally ill.) 

__ Almost 30,000 in Europe. including thousands of disabled refugees and 

dependents, to whom virtually all emigration opportunities have been 

or who must reoeive considerable financial assistance before they can 

economic self-sufficiency in the countries where they now are .. . 

These are the minimum numbers requiring JOe's help during 1956. the year 

of great emergencies. But if the volcano should suddenly erupt, there is no 

one anywhere who oan say how many thousands of others might suddenly require 

immediate and large-scale aid in ardor only to survive. 

Following is a detailed description of JDC~s 1956 budgetary requirements: 

EMIGRATION TO ISRAEL 

Budgetary Requirements ... .... .... ............ ... .. ....... ................. ...................................... $3.760.000 

No one can with certainty estimate how many Jews there are today in North 

Atrica who would depart for Israel or other lands had they the opportunity. 

What is known is that the number of those in North Africa who registered with 

the Jewish Agency for emigration to Israel reached approximately 100,000 by 

the end of October 1955. It is clear, too, that the problem is further com-

plicated by the need to absorb the newcomers in Israel in orderly fashion. 
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But despite all difficulties, realistic planning must provide for the 

transportation to Israel during the coming year of up to 45,000 men, women an 

children from North Africa with JOe assistance. The costs of maintenance en 

route and absorption costs will continue to be borne by the Jewish Agency. 

It is important to note that while current programs envisage the trans

port of a maximum of 45,000 to Israel from North Africa by September 1956 

the progression of events might make it necessary to revise all estimates 

upward. and to appeal for even greater funds. 

MOSLEM COUNTRIES 

Budgetary Requirements ..................................... ... ...... ....................... .. ... .... .... ...... ... $3.700,000 

Having discussed the need to rescue of up to 45,000 from North Africa, it 

is equally important to note the other side of the coin. 

If 45,000 leave, there still will be more than 500,000 Jews in the Moslem 

lands of Algeria, Morocco, Tun isia and Iran. If 45,000 escape from the increas

ingly desperate oircumstances in which they now find themselves, there still will 

remain hundreds of thousands of others in desperate need of help for survival. 

For these, in 1956, JDC aid will be in all likelihood more vital than it 

ever has been. Therefore, JOC welfare activities must be continued in the 

areas currently serviced and. beoause of worsening economic conditions for 

Jews in Moslem lands. must be brought to some regions and villages not pres

ently being served. In 1955, JOC's appropriations for Jews in Moslem 

COuntries were increased by nearly $750,000 over those of 1954. And, de

spite all other expenditures proposed for 1956. and harsh budgetary economies 

in other areas, it is essential that an additional $300.000 be made available 

for JOC's varied programs on behalf of those Jews in Moslem countries who, at 

least during the ooming year. will not leave. 

Besides its normal programs, JOe must be prepared to deal with emergency 
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.It"''''.o,," such as those which developed in the summer of 1955 in Casablanca, 

and elsewhere. Sizeable sums of money must be reserved for local 

.aergenoies stemming from the increased rate of immigration to Israel, par

tioularly from Morocco, including the dislocation of entire communities . 

Special assistance will be required for heads of families, normally self-

8ufficient . who have suffered considerable hardship as a consequence of the 

disturbances and are now in need of economic aid. 

The normal programs of JOe in Moslem countries consist primarily of 

services on behalf of children. In 1956, more than 35.000 children will 

oontinue to receive supplementary feedlhg in school canteens. children's 

homes and kindergartens. An average of 30,000 persons will require medical 

care monthly, many through JOe-subsidized OSE medical centers. It is esti

mated that more than 60,000 persons are treated annually in the various 

medical installations financed by JOe. 

A substantial part of JOe's expenditures in Moslem countries, nearly 

30 per cent of the total, is absorbed by grants for educational, religious 

and cultural activities. JOe covers an important segment of the budget of 

the Alliance Israelite Universalla's 121 schools, with an enrollment of mora 

than 46,000 students. Other organizations aided include the ~ Hatorah, 

which in Morocco alone has an enrollment of nearly 5,000 pupils, and the 

Lubavitcher schools, with 3.200. Altogether more than 73,000 children and 

young people participate in these programs. 

Another item must he provided for in the 1956 budget: events in recent 

months have created economic distress for an appreciable number of Jewish shop 

Owners in Morocco -- events such as the Arab boycott, destruction during riots 

and enforced shutdowns during Arab-led protest demonstrations. Special one

time grants must be provided in cooperation with local community organizations 
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in order to permit these persons to reestablish themselves or to tide them 

over temporary periods of difficulty. 

In addition, beginning in 1956, JOe will be obliged to absorb the local 

handling costs of U. S. Department of Agriculture surplus foods which are 

distributed in kindergartens and school canteens in Morocco and Tunis i a . Till 

now these costs have been met by the French Government . Since the butter , 

cheese and powdered milk distributed under this program have been of major 

assistance in raising the level of food intake of needy Jewish families. JOe 

will absorb the handling costs 1n order to continue to make these highly 

nutritive and welcomed commodities available. Based on present trends. it is 

extremely unlikely that even the emigration of 45,000 during the year will in 

any way lighten the continuing burden upon JOe to provide other types of 

assistance. Many of those who will emigrate are not now on JOC's rolls and 

do not receive its services. Others will be replaced by Jews in need coming 

into the larger cities from isolated villages where JOC does not operate. 

MALBEN IN ISRAEL 

Budgetary Requi rements ..................... .. ................................................................ $10,500,000 

During 1956 JOC must continue to spend nearly a million dollars per month 

through Malben, its program of health, welfare and rehabilitation services for 

new immigrants in Israel. The marked increase in the rate of immigration into 

Israel from North Africa is bound to affect the demands for this service from JDe. 

For the thousands of ill, aged and handicapped men and women who have 

entered Israel since 1948, Malben's aid is a dream become real. With no funds, 

wi th no close relatives or friends, unable to care for themselves, these newcomers 

found JOe their sale guardian. For the sick, Malben provided hospitals and 

sanitaria; for the aged, homes and shelter; for the handicapped, training, special 

equipment and reconstruction loans; for all, loving care and a life of dignity. 
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For the Government of Israel, Malben has meant the lightening of a bur

d,D, permitting it to turn its woefully inadequate resources toward the 

801ution of even more pressing problems. And one thing more: not only has JOe 

undertaken to provide vitally-needed care, but JOe techniques have helped to 

transform thousands into productive. self-suffiCient citizens. Today many who 

once felt condemned to the charity of others for life have achieved a proud 

,bare in building their own future. 

The year past has se~n a continuing expansion in Malben's assistance 

program, both in its network of Borne 100 old-age homes, hospitals. sanitaria • 

• beltered workshops and other institutions, and through its extensive program 

or reconstruction loans. A major development was the taking over by Malben 

or financial and administrative responsibility for about 1.BOO aged men and 

women still living in PardesB Hanna. a former immigrant reception center. 

At Pardess Hanna, as of December, 1955, Malben was constructing new buildings, 

or altering or modifying others wbich could be serviceable. to make available 

1,000 beds for the aged. In addition. a 200-bed center for those with chronic 

diseases is expected to begin functioning in Nahariya in 19:56 . As a result of 

these and other expansions in Malben's facilities during 1956, by the end of 

the year vitally-needed institutional care will be given to some 7,710 persons 

aonthly. including: 

Type of Care 

Tuberculosis 

Care for the Aged 

Chronic Diseases 

Mentally III 

Children 

Institutions for Infirm 

General 

Total 

Number of Cases 

1.035 

5.100 

530 

425 

150 

415 

~ 

7.710 
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This represents a notable expansion in recent months. In mid-1955 MalbtQ 

was providing institutional care for approximately 5.100 . The major increase 

in Malben-aided persons is in the field of care for the aged, where the number 

is to be increased from some 2,500 at the beginning of 1955 to an estimated 

5,100 by the end of 1956. 

On the other hand it 1s quite clear that in 1956 the budget for the 

mentally ill should be doubled to deal more adequately with the requ i rements 

in this field, However, the budgetary limitations now arising by virtue of 

the added requirement of 13,760,000 for immigration to Israel will necessitate 

deferring aotion on thle . 

Supplementing the institutional care whioh must be provided, JOe must 

also oontinue to make available such aervices 88 occupational therapy, dental 

care, social services, cultural and recreational activities and medical ap

plianoes and prostheses. 

The rehabilitation activities of Malben. including sheltered workshops, 

special individual job placements and constructive loans . have succeeded in 

providing gainful employment for a substantial number of patients discharged 

from Malben institutions. and have also provided a means of income for a large 

number of other handicapped people among those newly arrived in Israel . 

In the field of rehabilitation JOe must therefore continue: 

1) To support and expand its sheltered workshops , which employ disabled 

men and women who cannot find employment elsewhere . In the first eight months 

of 1955 the number of employees in these workshops inoreased from 490 to 550. 

producing such varied articles as footwear , mattresses , woven articles, furni

ture, handbags and luggage. These items can only compete in the Israel 

market, however. as a result of a Bubsidy from Malben . 

2) Its program of oonstructive or rehabilitation loans to handicapped 
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beads of families to help them establish small businesses. From June 1950 

to August 1955 . more than 4.200 businesses were created in various settle

.ents. benefiting a total of nearly 17.500 persons . But there are curren~~y 

Dearly 2,000 applications which have been approved and which are awaiting 

implementation . In order to help develop placement opportunities, Malben is 

cooperating with other interested agencies 1n advancing funds for the oon

.truction of suitable premises throughout Israel . This will. by furnishing 

the physical space necessary, make it possible to maintain the present rate 

ot about 100 shops and services which are being opened monthly. 

gULTVRAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES IN ISRAEL 

Budgetary Requi rements ... ....... .................... .. .............................................. .. ................ $660.000 

In 1956 in Israel. JDC must continue to support a program which has been 

receiving its financial assistance for nearly forty years -- aid to cultural. 

educational and religious institutions and projects . These benefit some 12.500 

people . (Similar needs in Europe and Moslem areas are provided for in the 

budgets of these areas .) 

Among the beneficiaries of this program are some 75 Yeshivoth. with a 

combined student body of approximately 7.500. Also included is assistance to 

refugee rabbis. cantors and other religious functionaries, who with their de

pendents number nearly 1.600 persons; and grants for resear ch and publications. 

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 

Budgetary Requi rements ......................................................................................... $3. 904. 000 

In 14 European countries JOe's programs during 1956 will continue to 

.erve as the major support for some 30.000 men, women and children who are the 

living aftermath of a war and a Nazi rule which ended more than ten years ago. 

Tha picture emerges of a situation in which the number needing aid shows vir

tually no decrease from year to year . Where once it was possible to speak 
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confidently of ~ seoure future for the vast majority. today it may be that 

this is no more than a hope, In recent years, emigration has become a rela

tively limited device for solving the problems of the refugees still remaining 

in Europe. beoause of restrictive immigration laws in many countries and the 

sooial and medical handicaps of the refugees themselves. 

During 1956, besides meeting the problems of refugees, help must also be 

continued to the settled communities. Over the past two years, major contri

butions have been made possible by the funds made available to JOe by the 

Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany for welfare, medical, 

religious and cultural programs. In 1956 JOe will again require sizeable sums 

from the Claims Conference in order to continue these programs. The specific 

problems to be faoed in various areas include: 

Franoe: Joe's 1956 budget for France $1,300,000 highlights the 

fact that some 300,000 Jews currently live in this country. More than half of 

the JOe funds for 1956 programs in France will be expended through the Fonds 

Social ~ Unifia, the central local fund raising and fund distributing 

organization. JOe provides some 60 percent of the budget of the FSJU, whose 

principal agencies carryon a wide welfare program on behalf of French Jewry. 

Some 13,000 men, women and children in France will benefit from JOe's assist

ance during the coming year, including 4,500 receiving cash relief. In addi

tion, this aid will include canteen services providing over 6,000 meals 

monthly. and 18 children's centers which care for more than 900 youngsters. 

GERMANY: A survey of the Jewish populat i on in the communities of Germany 

as of April 1955 reveals that nearly 30 per cent of the population was 60 years 

of age or over, nearly twice as great as the percentage for Western Europe. 

This is perhaps a major explanation for the fact that aid programs in Germany 

during 1956 must still be budgeted at $850,000. With this sum Joe will con-
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tinus to provide welfare, medical, legal and other services on a more or less 

continuous basis to some 5,000 of the 23,000 Jews at present in Germany. 

Because so high a proportion of the Jews still remaining in Germany need 

special assistance, an important constructive program was initiated recently 

and is now well under way. Credit cooperatives have been established and are 

now fully operative in Berlin, Frankfurt and Munich. A fourth cooperative was 

established more recently in Hamburg. By the end of June 1955 the first three 

cooperatives had granted some 200 loans. totalling approximately. $120,000, to 

small merchants, artisans and professional people as an effective adjunct to 

the program of local integration of refugees. 

Possibly the most unhappy of JOC's problems in Germany is represented by 

the last remaining Jewish OP camp -- Camp Foehrenwald. For the past several 

years a great deal of time, effort and funds have been spent on the effort to 

close Camp Foehrenwald through an exhaustive case-by-case study, in addition 

to the work being done on behalf of the entire group. 

As a result of the resettlement opportunities developed in 1955 alone, 

the Foehrenwald population was reduced from 1,560 to 1,200, or a reduction of 

about 25 percent in one year . About 90 per cent of this reduction came about 

by emigration to the United States, Canada, South America and Israel and the 

remainder through resettlement in communities in Germany. 

JOe is continuing to stimulate and encourage emigration by matching the 

grants established by the German Government, which are designed to give the 

migrating family adequate means with which to maintain itself initially in its 

country of destination. For these families who either elect to remain in Germany 

Or for whom there are no other alternatives, housing facilities are being made 

available by various municipalities throughout Germany; in addition, JOC is provid

ing sizeable integration grants to facilitate absorption within the local economy. 
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Austria: In 1956 neither the level of Jewish requirements of the Vienna 

Kultusgemeinde (the community Jewish welfare organization) and the much smaller 

like groups elsewhere in Austria, nor of the program carried out directly by 

JOe. are expected to show any sizeable reduction from the present. There will 

be a small number of ill and handicapped individuals for whom resettlement 

opportunities are being opened up in the Scandinavian countries; for a handful 

of additional cases other more or less permanent solutions may be arranged. 

As an indication of the relatively statio situation in Austria, some 660 

persons are currently receiving direct cash assistance from JOe as compared to 

670 a year ago. Other aid includes the serving of between 5,000 and 6,000 

meals monthly in the JOe- operated canteen, as well 88 partial support for 145 

persons in the old age home and another 50 in the hospital; and cash aid to 

just under 600 persons monthly, of whom 45 per cent are over 60 and an addi

tional 20 per cent are permanently unemployable. These figures indicate 

little change in the number of those requiring aid during the past year -- it 

is likely that the same problem will remain for a number of years to come. 

Italy: In 1956, some three-fourths of JDe's assistance in Italy will be 

directed toward displaced persons. as it was in the previous year. The rest 

of JDe's budget will be utilized for grants to the Union of Italian Jewish 

Communities and to the local OSE medical program . 

The trend in Italy confirms the point noted elsewhere in Europe -- that 

the number of those requiring assistance is becoming relatively fixed. At 

the end of 1954 there were 607 receiving aid directly from JDe; six months 

later the number was 593. 

JDe aid, channeled through local agencies. continues to be varied. The 

Union has a welfare program which reaches some 1.200 persons per month. Over 

1.000 men. women and children are being treated in OSE dispensaries; about 1.000 
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IChool children benefit from the JDe lunch program; financial aid 18 provided 

tor Jewish schools in Trieste, Milan and Rome. The subvention to OSE supports 

Dot only a medical program but a program of summer camp vacations for children. 

Not even the most optimistic can predict any sizeable contraction this 

,.ar in the requirements for JOe programs in Italy. 

Belgium: Normal welfare services must be continued in 1956. as in other 

Jears, through subventions to local organizations. Here too the number of 

those requiring assistance remains static the cash relief load of the 

largest local organization numbers 1,000, as compared with 1.050 a year ago. 

In a considerable number of other European oountries. JDe's 1956 programs 

will represent a continuation and extension of the services provided during 

the past year . These countries include Sweden and NQrway, where major expen

ditures will cover integration aid and vocational training scholarships for 

D.wly-settled refugees as well as a follow-up on last year's successful summer 

oamp program . They inolude also: 

Portugal and Spain, where small groups receive cash grants; 

Switzerland, where JDe aid takes the form of financial aid for refugee 

W.lfare programs; 

Yugoslavia, where JDe funds help maintain a home for the aged and provide 

oash assistanoe for 330 persons monthly; 

Greece. where cash aseistance and medical aid 1s needed for some 500 

persons; and Holland and Denmark. where grants are needed for certain essen

t1al repairs to community facilities. 

EMIGRATION SUBSIDY AND RELIEF IN TRANSIT 

Budgetary Requi rements ._ .............. .. .... .. ............................. .................................. ..... $3,200.000 

In order to facilitate the oreation of a single Jewish emigration agency. 

responSible for emigration to countries other than Israel, JDe undertook in 
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1954 to cover any operating deficit up to $1,000,000 which might be incurred 

by the United Hias Service in each of the two years following the merge r . 

1956 will be the second year to which this agreement applies, and $1, 000, 000 

has therefore been allocated for this purpose. 

Included under this heading are relief needs in the European area which 

fall outside of any of the specific programs previously mentioned and which 

will require $2,200,000. 

RECONsrRl1CTION 

Budgetary Requirements .... .. .. ... . ... ... .. .. .... ... .... .... .. ... , ... .... ... .. .... . .............. ... .... ...... ... $1,540.000 

Basically , JOe's reconstruction assistance today falls under two major 

headings: loan cooperatives and other credit institutions. and vocational 

training assistance. 

Funds made available through JOC credit institutions have played a major 

part in post-war reconstruction, So successful has this form of aid proven 

in every part of the world in which it has been instituted that during 1955 

new JOC subsidized oredit institutions were established in Hamburg. Germany; 

Montevideo. Uruguay and Fez, Morocco. Also f a loan fund was established in 

cooperation with the Federation of Jewish Communities of Algeria in Orleans

ville . This brought to 22 the number of JOC- supported credit institutions; 

14 in Europe, four in North Africa, one in Australia and three in Latin 

America. In the last eight of these, the financing is shared by JOe and JCA 

(Jewish Colonization Association). 

Ouring the first six months of 1955, these institutions granted 2.480 

loans totalling $994.320. The cumula tive tota l of loans granted in the period 

from the end of World War II to June 30, 1955 numbered 30,000. with a cash 

value of about $8 . 905.000. 
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Joe vocational training aid in 1955 consisted primarily of financial 

assistance to the training centers of ORT (Organization for Rehabilitation 

through Training) throughout the world . Mora than 16,000 i ndividuals attended 

ORT vocational tra ining courses in 1955 alone. Advance indica tions are that 

1956 will see an even more urgent need for such training, particularly in the 

Moslem countries . 

OTHER NEEDS 

Budgetary Requirements ...... . . ........... .. ......................... ......... ... ...... ....... . $1.936. 000 

This general heading covers, among other items. JDe relief, rehabilitation 

and recovery programs on behalf of small numbers of Jewish refugees and others 

1n such areas as Australia. China, the Philippines. Central and South America. 

Included also are a sizeable number of one-time grants for programs which do 

not fit readily into country or functional budgets and are therefore best 

dealt with apart. One such item is Passover relief, the purchase each year of 

thousands of pounds of matzoth and matzoh meal as well as kosher Passover wine 

and other supplies needed to observe the holidays in traditional fashion. 

Also covered are grants for special educational and cultura l projects in 

Europe and North Africa, and to various cooperating agencies, an expanded 

Summer camp program to provide healthful vacations for 16,000 to 17,000 needy 

and undernourished children, particularly in such countries as Morocco, Tunisia 

and Italy and grants for medical scholarships, and toward the establishment of 

a school for social work in Israel. 

Included also in this category are funds to meet interest on bank loans, 

to defray the cost of an annual audit, to provide mi scellaneous supplies not 

applicable to country budgets, and the t otal operating and service expenditures 

for JOe's New York and Paris headquarters, includ i ng overseas personnel. 
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BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS OF THE J OINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTE~ 

PURPOSE AMOyNT 

EMIGRATION TO I SRAEL .......................................................... ,., ... , ....... , ........ , ........... $ 3 . 760.000 

MOSLEM COUNTRIES....................................... ............................... .................... ............ 3 . 7 00 . 000 

MALBEN IN ISRAEL ................................................ , ..................................................... 10 . 500.000 

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES IN ISRAEL .............................................. .. 660 . 000 

EUROPE.............. .. ..... ............. .. ............ ...................... .. .............. ... .... ................. ............ 3 . 904 .000 

EMIGRATION SUBSIDY AND RELIEF-IN-TRANSIT .................................................... 3 .200 . 000 

RECONSTRUCTION.... .. .......... ........ ....... .... .................... .. ............... .................................. 1 . S40 . 000 

OTHER REqUIREMENTS.................................................................................................. 1 .936 .000 

TOTAL $29.200. 000 
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1956 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 

Until recently post-war Jewish immigration to the United States was prima

rily a. rescue operation. It arose out of the urgent need to empty the Displaced 

persons camps and to provide homes for the homeless. Today the broad-scale 

•• ergency no longer exists, and yet there are thousands of Jews in Europe and 

10 other countries who still wait hopefully for the chance to come to this 

aountry either as quota immigrants. or unde! the Refugee Relief Aot of 1953. 

The tide of Jewish immigration may have ebbed, but it still runs toward our 

in hundreds rather than thousands -- in spite of delays and uncer

After all the years of waitiAg and wandering, those who wait still 

belief that something can yet be made of their lives, and the 

reach America perSists. 

In 1955 about 4.000 Jewish immigrants arrived in the United States -- the 

laallest number since the end of World War II. As has been true previously, a 

large proportion of the new arrivals settled in New York City. Most of them 

regular immigration law -- the McCarran-Walter Act. The 

been invested in the Refugee Relief Act of 1953 were not fu1-

in 1955. However. the operations of the Act have recently been 

and it is now expected that the greatest number of eligible immi

arrive during 1956 -- the year of the Act's expiration. To date 

over 450 assurances under the Refugee Relief Act of whom 

a small number of immigrants have actually arrived in New York City. 

The best current estimate indicates that in 1956 Jewish immigration to 

increase to about 5.500, with a proportionate increase 

in the number settling in New York City. This estimate is based on current 
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operations of regular quota immigration and the Refugee Relief Act. There is 

some possibility that certain amendments may be made to the Refugee Relief Act 

during 1956 which would liberalize the Act and increase the flow. If that 

happens, the present estimate will have to be increased. 

The Jewish neWCOmer who will arrive on these shores in 1956 will not be 

able to make his way alone. Courage and hope will lead him to the New World; 

but here he has to reconstruct his life, earn a living, sustain a family and 

heal the ravages of fear, To help him reach these basic goals. NYANA must 

maintain its complex of skilled social services. Here in New York, the heart 

of Jewish settlement in America, NYANA must go on with its patient work of 

integration and sustenance for the newcomers. 

NYANA'S ACTIVITIES -- 1955 

During 1955 NYANA served about 4,000 persons in its various departments. 

Over 2,000 were individuals who arrived during 1955 or the latter part of 1954 

and applied to the agency for help. 

NYANA has continued to concentrate its services on helping the newcomers 

become self-supporting as quickly as possible. The changes in the character 

of Jewish immigration, the presence of a favorable labor market, coupled with 

an accumulation of experience, skill and technical "know how", have enabled 

NYANA to serve most of the immigrants without the need to provide relief for 

them. In 1955 fewer than one third of the individuals served had to be given 

financial assistance. 

The Family Service Department provided its intensive services to 500 

families during the year, representing about 1,300 persons. These individualS 

required financial assistance for the essentials of existence -- food, shelter 

and clothing. Many required medical and dental care and a variety of other 

special services. 
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The relief caseload continues to consist of those families who represent 

the mo&t severe problems. A study of the caseload made in 1955 showed that 

about one-half of the total cases receiving relief were affected by serious 

physical. emotional or personality problems. Another 16 per cent needed help 

because they presented extremely difficult problems in job placement. Still 

another seven per cent were "too old" to work according to the standards of the 

current employment market. Four per cent needed help because their earnings 

were insufficient to maintain their families, even though the breadwinners 

were employed at their maximum capacity. Twelve per cent were dependent for 

misoellaneous reasons, and only 11 per cent were on relief solely because they 

•• re new arrivals who had not yet had the chance to find a way to support 

themselves. 

In spite of these complex problems. the services rendered enabled the 

largest percentage of the families to become self-supporting so that fewer 

than 200 relief cases remained in the department by the end of the year. 

Expenditures for direct relief and rehabilitative services in 1955 will 

total $311,775. A glance at the following figures indicates how this money 

aeets direct, essential needs: 

$199,165 For food, shelter and utilities 

26,600 For medical care 

42,800 For hospital and institutional care 

4,200 -- For clothing 

16,000 -- For furniture and household repairs 
to help families establish a home 

5,600 

8,165 

For vocational training 

For the rehabilitation of the 
clients in NYANA's Work Center 

9.245 -- For other relief expenditures 
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The comprehensive program of the Vocational Services Department remain$ 

keystone in NYANA's ability to help move the immigrants toward self-support. 

This department provided job placement. guidance and other specialized serv

ices to almost 2,000 persons during 1955 . This number was evenly divided be

tween new arrivals and those who returned for additional services. The total 

number of immigrants placed in jobs during the year came to 1,100 with many 0 

the placements involving intensive and individualized job solicitation. In 

addition, in a selected number of cases small loans were granted to families 

to enable them to establish or purchase a small business to become self-supportin 

In its effort to help immigrants become self-supporting and to rehabili_ 

tate the handicapped. NYANA established an unique kind of sheltered workshop 

in June of 1955. The "Work Center", as it i8 called, offers a protected work 

opportunity to immigrants who receive relief from NYANA, or who would need it it 

they were not employed a.t the "Work Center". The immigrants employed there cannot 

for one reason or another. be served in existing shel tered workshops in the city. 

The "Work Center" specializes in simple factory work. which is done on 

a contract basis for many different manufacturing firms. The employees all 

receive wages based on the number of hours of work they are able to do, and 

the products of their labor are distributed through regular commercial chan

nels. It is anticipated that 35 individuals will have been employed by the 

Center by the end of the year. 

The program has been in operation less than six months but its results 

have already been most encouraging. The direct and indirect savings in reliel 

resulting from the Center's operation are expected soon to offset most of the 

cost of operating the Center. Even more important is the fact that for some 

old. disabled and chronically ill immigrants. the Center gives reassurance 

of their human usefulness and productivity. 
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To meet the essential needs of the immigrants served, NYANA during 1955 

spent $734,515 -- of which $533,366 was used for its own services and $210,149 

for subventions to other organizations serving immigrants. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR 1956 

During 1956 a total of 5,500 Jewish immigrants is expected to arrive in 

the United States and. as in the past . the majority will settle in New York 

City. The new arrivals will remain in need of the specific services that 

NYANA must provide for them 80 that they may be speeded upon their way to be

coming self-supporting Americans. With the anticipated increase in immigra

tion. NYANA expects to serve about 5,000 indiViduals in all of its departments 

during 1956. It is antioipated that the great majority of the.e oan be served 

without requiring the outlay of relief expenditures . 

The Family Service Department is expected to provide its speoialized 

services to about 600 families representing some 1,800 men, women and chil

dren. With the relatively large number of outstanding agency assurances that 

NYANA has provided under the Refugee Relief Act, it may be expected that most 

of those families, on arrival, will require finanCial help from the agency. 

Agency assurances are given only when relatives or friends cannot be found to 

provide the full assurance. With the expected increase in immigration during 

the coming year, the estimate of needs therefore provides for an increase in 

the case load of that department. 

The Vocational Services Department in 1956 is expected to provide employ

ment, vocational guidance and rehabilitative services for some 2,200 indiv1duals . 

It is hoped that the favorable labor market will continue and that a maximum 

number of persons served by the department will be placed in jobs. The Work 

Center for the handicapped and older clients will be continued and its program 

will be modified or expanded as the need for serving additional clients arises. 
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NYANA ' s total needs for 1956 are now estimated at $843,435 . Of this sum 

$137 , 400 represents a subvention to the Service to Foreign Born program of the 

New York Section, National Council of Jewish Women . This organization pro-

vides specialized and technical immigration and naturalization services to many 

thousands of families and individuals in New York City on problems dea ling 

with deportation, alien regis t ration and preparation for American citizenship, 

The remaining $706,035 required by NYANA for its own services in 1956 

wi l l be distributed as follows : 

Family Services - relief and rehabili t ation .... ..... . 
Vocational guidance , training and empl oyment .. ... .. . . 
Reception and r e ferral .. ... ... ... .. ... .. ..... ............ .. ............. .. . 
Office and administ rative services ...... .. .... ... .. ... .. ........... . 

Tota1 ......... .... ..... ......... ... .... ........... ........ ............ . . 

$543.610 
90.910 
17,330 
54.185 

$706,035 

NYANA has ever been consciOUB of i t s responsibility to the United Jewish 

Appeal to make sure that its operat ions are administered effectively and eco-

nomically in view of t he major demands made on the UJA . It has therefore con-

siatentl y reviewed its program and operations to make them as efficient as 

possible, consistent with the needs of t he individuals served. NYANA's staff 

which numbered 41 at the beginning was reduced to 30 by the end of 1955 . 

During the six and one-half years of its existence NYANA has helped over 

55,000 newcomers become independent Americans . These efforts to rehabilitate 

the American citizens of tomorrow have been made possible by the United Jewish 

Appeal. The continuing flow of Jewish immigration to this country and tradi-

tional mindfulness of American Jewry to help its newcomers, make NYANA ' s 

services vital still to the immigrant and the community alike. 





HISTORY HAS AMENDED THIS BUDGET 

A Speoial Notice to Readers 

• * * * * 

The Budget for the 1957 United Jewish Appeal presented in this book was 
,tt.,red by the world-shaking events of the last days of 1956. 

It originally was prepared and printed in time for presentation to the Annual 
Conference of the United Jewish Appeal held in New York on December 1 and 2. 

But by the time the Confe~ence convened, history had out-dated its provisions . 

There is a great -- and still valid -- humanitarian program outlined in the 
that follow. All their liCe-savini and I1te-huildini objeotives must be met. 
prophetic note was struok 1n the Introduotion to the publioation. And. un-

• tho grim warning in 1t was borne out almost betore the ink was dry. 

Noting that the "largest single item of need" i. 160.000.000 to reacue and 
at least 60 . 000 Jewish retugeea. Pale I of the Introduotion includes in 

fourth paragraph this prophetio phrase: "and the number may be increased ... " 
reatrained prediction developed into an ominous and foregone conclUSion by the 
ot the Annual Meeting. 

The 60.000 Jews referred to was the best estimate that could be made in 
October. 1956 as to the number of retugees who would need to be saved in 
But the events of November forced a drastio upwards revision of this figure. 

As the delegates to the UJA National Conference gathered, this was the new 
confronting them: 

Hungary's anti-communist revolt had been crushed by the Russian army and tens 
~o,u •• oncl. ot Hungarian refugees had fled into Austria. There were 8.000 Jewish 

among these escapees. (This number grew to 13,000 by the end of Deoember, 

Egypt had unleashed a Nazi-like terror against its 66,000 Jews. Hundreds 
had been stripped of possessions and driven out at the country. No one 

foretell how many thousands would share that fate. (Some 5,000 had come out 
"","18 ry 7 . ) 

Israel's people had staved off a Pearl Harbor onslaught by a combination of 
and Soviet totalitarian forces. But in order to continue to thwart those 

Israel's people were finding it necessary to devote their resources in full 
~l.terin. their security and freedom. They never yielded in their determination 

their gates open to all endangered Jews. but they looked for massive aid in 
~~~~~~the reception and absorption programs for the hundreds of thousands of 
LI who already had found a haven in Israel and for the new influx of refugees. 

With international events producing the greatest refugee crisis since the 
era. the delegates to the UJA Conference dropped the ordinary agenda, gather

an extraordinary session and took immediate action. 
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They drafted and adopted unanimously a resolution direct1ng the United 
Appeal to call upon the American Jewish community to raise an unprecedented 

I1C)O.Uu,u . OOO Emergency Rescue Fund to save and resettle in Israel. the United States 
other oountries of the free world at least 100,000 Jews coming out of lands of 

'.,rr(,r and oppression. 

The resolution stressed that the Emergency Rescue Fund muat be "over and 
the prooeeds from regular community campaigns on behalf of the regular 1957 

The needs for the regular effort - as nay be seen here - total 1105.557,250. 
serve 525,000 recent immigrants already in Israel and distressed Jews residing in 

Bnd Moslem lands . 

The constituent agencies of the UJA already have thrown all their resources 
the emergency refugee aid program. They have not waited, in Europe. in Israel. 

in this country . They are oonfident that the American Jewish community will make 
the amendments of history to the amounts required to save Jewish lives, insure 

survival and bolster Jewish freedom in 1957. 

January 7. 1957 
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The United Jewish Appeal in 1957 

Rarely in the history of the United Jewish Appeal has it faced so many 
possibilities and opportunities for the lifting of Jewish lives from places of 
tension , crisis, danger and upheaval -- and for transplanting them in an area 
or freedom. These possibilities and opportunities flow directly from a situ
ation in the world that -- after so many years of iron rigidity -- has become 
one of ferment and fluidity. Regimes are changing, relationships are cracking, 
and the cry that pierces. spreads and grows is humanity's age-old cry for 
freedom. It is this circumstance that the United Jewish Appeal and its agen

seek to deal with in behalf of Jewish populations yearning also to 

The budgets presented in these pages must be viewed, therefore, not only 
IS the financial requirements of important and resourceful humanitarian 
agencies but as plaas to heart and conscience in a time of transformation and 
opportunity. Thus, even a cursory review of what is contained here would show 
that the quintessence of need is for "a taking out and a bringing in" of 
aubmerged, anxious, penniless and persecuted men, women and children by the 
tens of thousands. 

The budgets published in these pages show that the UJA constituent 
.,encies -- the United Israel Appeal, Joint Distribution Committee and New 
York Association for New Americans -- require a total of $191,557,250 for 
their programs of refugee migration, resettlement, welfare and rehabilitation. 
But what emerges from these pages with acute dramatic force is that 
160,000,000 of this total requirement is needed for programs of immigrant 
rescue and resettlement alone. 

That this should constitute the largest single item of need reflects 
in the sharpest way what is happening in the world and particularly what is 
happening to Jews. At least 60,000 Jews -- and the number may be inc~eased -
need to be helped to reach Israel from countries whose doors were formerly 
thought closed. And Israel is willing that these shall enter, has its gates 
open for them, and is prepared to accept as many as the situation may warrant. 
Israel's people understand that immigration for most of these 60 ,000 Jews is 

matter of now or never -- of life or death. 

Israel'S people, of course, deserve our highest admiration for their 
Splendid adherence to the principle that theirs is not merely another state 
in a constellation of many, but a state that gives the utmost priority to the 
lanctity of human life and especially to its rescue and regeneration. And 
how much more our admiration must be that, in times such as these -- when one 
might expect them to think of nothing but their own security -- their gates 
Itay open wide to Jews in areas of distress and danger. 
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Far from open -- closed, as a matter of fact -- is the oapacity of 
Israel's people to pay not 'only for this. but for the irrigation, agrlcultura 
development, housing and other programs so vital to the sucoessful absorptiou 
and economic integration of both these immigrants and the many scores of 
thousands who came in the recent past. The stubborn. unblinking fact is that 
the people of Israel have no funds for these programs -- and cannot assume 
even a small financial sbare of them. though they wish to. 

But before we get to the question of where the money is to come from __ 
it will cost, for example, $l,QOO per person to move 60,000 refugees to 
Israel and provide in the first year alone for their physical, economic and 
social absorption -- it is important to note other aspects of the 1957 pro
grams outlined here by the UJA agencies. 

The budget of the United Israel Appeal. totalling 8164,254,000 -- the 
largest in years -- takes note of the fact that new housing for immigrants 
in maaboroth, onoe finanoed in large measure by the Israel Government, has h 
to be taken over by the Jewish Agency for the simple reason that other deman 
make governmental subsidies and allocations a sheer impossibility. If new
comers are not again to be sheltered in makeshift camps and temporary huts, 
the money for this must coms from other sources. 

The Joint Distribution Committee, now in its 43rd year, has a need for 
$26.550,000 out of which very close to one-half -- $12,000,000 -- has been 
budgeted for the operation in Israel of Malben, that truly exceptional and 
valuable organization for the cars and medical rehabilitation of the sick, 
aged and handicapped among the immigrants. 

JDC's operation of Malben will cost 81,500,000 more than last year, 
taking into account the upsurge in immigration, and will run at a cost of 
$1,000,000 a month. In terms of returning bent and broken human beings to 
socially useful lives, in overcoming the ravages of oppression and dictator
ships, this is a modest cost, indeed. 

Nor is this all that the JDC has set for itself in 1957. Fully 100.000 
persons in Moslem lands are scheduled for its welfare, medical. vocational an 
educational benefits -- and the great majority of these are children. JDC 
responded instantly to the events in Hungary by establishing a refugee aid 
station in Vienna for Jewish escapees. and is maintaining its vigilance. In 
addition, the JDC has mapped another year of full aid for what is surely ons 
of the most agonizing areas of need -- the continued oare of the permanently 
disabled victims of the Hitler era, a "hard-core" numbering :SO,OOO dependents 
If Hitler's murder of 6.000,000 Jews sometimes fades in memory, these 30,000 
hard-core victims serve as a constant reminder of that vast tragedy -- and or 
what the outoome would be if the forces of darkness ever befell the people 
of Israel. 

The New York Association for New Americans, with a need for 5753,250 -
and kept to this low level so that the greatest funds can go for programs in 
Europe , Israel and Moslem lands -- expects to serve some 3,000 refugee new
camera, nearly half of them through its Family Service Department. Many of 
these undoubtedly will be recent refugees from Hungary. 
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Overall, these budgets have been drawn in behalf of 583,000 men, women 
and children in varying conditions of need -- more than 400.000 of them in 
Israel. 

The paramount questions are these: Who will fill these needs? What are 
the sources of income? 

In 1956. the requirements of the UJA agencies were met from the following: 
from American Jewry's support of the United Jewish Appeal; from campaigns in 
other countries of the free world; from German reparations; from payments 
accruing to the Conference on Material Claims. and from other sources. 

In 1957. the assistanoe that can be expected from outside sources has 
shrunk. 

Last year the Government of Israel had to callan the Jewish Agency to 
absorb all the costs involved in meeting the immigration emergency. 

Recently, Israel's Minister of Finance. Levi Eshkol. addressing UJA's 
1956 Overseas Study Mission, indicated that the Government now would have to 
ask the Agency to meet even greater responsibilities. He put both the Agency 
and United Jewish Appeal on notice that Government help, once substantial, 
could not be expected in any area of immigrant rescue and absorption, a 
condition made necessary by the towering demands of the security crisis in 
Israel. 

In 1957. then. the income the UJA agencies antiCipate from German repara
tions and all sources other than UJA comes to $36,000.000. This leaves a 
balance to be met of more than 8155,000.000 on urgent needs that total more 
than $191.000.000. 

What other conclusion can there be than that this gap must be filled by 
the Jews of America? 

In 1956, American Jewry undertook to give the UJA a total of more than 
Sl05,000,OOO as its share in meeting that year's total reqUirements. In 
addition, it endorsed an extraordinary program ' tor the raising of a Special 
Survival Fund to meet the emergency immigration, absorption and resettlement 
needs tor the year. 

In 1957, therefore. it is a question of how muoh and in what ways the 
Jews of America will till the more than $155,000,000 in needs. 

If Amerioan Jews in 1957 assume the same burden they undertook in 1956 -
of seeking $105.000.000 through the regular effort -- it will leave some 
S50,000.000 to be raised in a way comparable to the extraordinary effort in 
1956. 

In the light of what is involved -- the rescue and redemption of human 
lives and the great new opportunities that now prevail for this -- the Jews of 
America must accept again the responsibilities that history, so often merci
less, has thrust upon them as both a challenge to mercy and an opportunity for 
decisive action. 
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1957 UJA ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE 

Number of Persons Requiring Assistance. bv Agency 

Agency No. of Beneficiaries 

Uni ted Israel Appeal .. , ................................................... , ... '.' ....... ,., .... . 
JOint Distribution Committee .......... , ....... ... ........................... .. ......... . 
New York AssOCiation for New Americans .......... ..................... ........ . 

Welfare Aid Programs (b) 

Child Care, including homes for children. nurseries, 
hot meals in s chools. etc . ..... .. ... .. .... ... ....... ... ..... .. ... ... .. ......... .... ... .. . . 
Medical Aid . i noluding infant care. antltrachoma measures, 
specialized aid and preventive medical oars .... ... .. ... ...... ........ ... . 
Aged . inva lids . chronicallY 111 ................................ .. .. .............. .. .. 
Educa tion. inoluding ou l tural and religious aoU vi ties ... .. . .. 
Maabaroth (maintenance and upkeep) .. .... .... ... .. ... ..... .... .... .. .. ... ........ .. 

Recons truction and Rehabilitation Programs 

Ag ricul ture 
Consolidation of existing farms (24 . 000 units) .... .... ..... .. ........ . 
Grants and Aid to adva nced farms (6,000 units) ... .......... .. ........ . 
HOUsing (12 , 000 units for immigrants ) ..... ....... ................. ... .. ...... .. 

( 6. 000 units for Maabaroth dwellers) ........................ .. 
Technical Aid , including agricultural guida nce ............ .. ........ .. 
Irrigation : 120 , 000 dunam (30 , 000 aores) 
Economic Aid 
Loans to artisans, storekeepers , merchants , etc .................... . 
Vocational Training, including ORT (Organization for 
Rehabilitation through Tra ining) and Youth Al1yah ................ .. 
E"migration. Relief in Transit.. ..... ............ ................. .... ................. . 

370 , 000 
210 , 000 

3 , 000 
583,000 

156,000 

170,000 
57,000 

104,000 
55,000 

96,000 
24,000 
60,000 
30,000 

190,000 

22 , 000 

33,000 
65,000 

(a) Unduplicated figures 
(b) Inasmuch a s the same p e r s on may benefit from various types of UJA
financed programs, the numbe r of benef i cia ries by type of welfare aid 
and rehabil i tation programs exceeds the total number of persons aided. 

1957 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
Agency 

Uni ted Israel Appeal ........................ ......................................... . 
Join t DistribUtion Commi t tee ...................... .................... ................. . 
New York AssOCia tion for New Americans .................................... . 

Less revenue from other source s (e) ......................................... .. 
To be provided by UJA ........................................................................ .. 

Amount 
$164,254,000 

26,550,000 
753 ,250 

$191,557,250 
36,000,000 

$155 ,557 , 250 

(c) Includes income from German reparations, g rants from the Conference 
On Material Cla ims . philanthropiC oontributions outside U.S.A., etc. 



Introduction 

1957 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
of the 

UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

For the Rescue and Resettlement Program 
of the Jewish Agency 

For weeks, the history of Israel has been a matter of newspaper head-

lines and political oommuniques. The following report, however, is concerned 

with the people behind these headlines, or rather with a particular group of 

people caught up in the swift current of events: Israel's more than 800,000 

immigrants. 

These events. which began on October 29th after eight long years of 

economic boycott. border raids and other provocations, are a matter of public 

record and need not be reoounted on these pages. But the saga of the hundreds 

of thousands who came from 72 lands to rebuild their lives and the life of 

their people, the hopes and prayers of those now waiting to follow in the 

steps of these earlier immigrants -- this is the real story of Israel which 

will survive long after the last bullet of the last sniper has been fired. 

If a journalistic truism may be pointed out, a country at war is news, 

a country building for peace is not. Thus, a group of people snatched from 

danger and degradation in the back alleys of Morocco, a few miles of pipe 

spelling new hope for a deserted region, another dozen settlements established 

in the Negev are not front-page news. 

Yet, for American Jews who have dedicated themselves to the great humani-

tarian tasks of rescue and rehabilitation which have made Israel a beacon of 

hope for oppressed Jewish minorities throughout the world, every new home. 

every acre brought under the plow, every child trained in a worthwhile vocation 
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is good news indeed. It is the human story behind the headlines. YOUR story, 

because your efforts on behalf of the United Jewish Appeal account for these 

accomplishments. 

Against Heavy Odds 

Whatever euphemism one chooses to designate conditions along Israel's 

594 mile-border during the past eight years, the fact remains that the Jewish 

Agency's rescue and resettlement program had to be carried out under extremely 

difficult conditions. Shortage of materials because of the Arab blockade, theft 

of lives took and irrigation pipe by marauding gangs. the danger to civilian 

transport on roads and highways, these are only a few of the host of problems 

whioh developed as a result of the lack of real peace in the Middle East. That 

much has been achieved, nevertheless, during these uneasy years is a tribute to 

the courage and dedication of the people of Israel, the patience and good-will 

of the immigrants, and the devotion and generosity of Jewish communities 

throughout the free world. 

Last August, a report in the Jerusalem Post, Israel's English-language 

newspaper, noted that "Halting Oriental accents mingled with those of the 

veterans at the National Conference of Smallholders Settlements." New immigrant 

farmers are beginning to make themselves heard at conference tables and in 

regional meetings, wherever the pattern of Israel's agriculture is debated and 

planned. They realize that their fields, their orchards and vegetable gardens 

make a sizeable contribution to the nation's food basket and that they occupy 

an important place in the total economic development of the country. 

Of the 720 agricultural villages in Israel today, more than 440 are post

Statehood settlements. Out of 50,000 farm families in the country, 32,000 

arrived within the last eight years. These newcomers work about 43 percent 

of the total cultivated and irrigated area, and their combined output is 
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.stimated at IL. 100,000,000 or close to one-third of the total agricultural 

production of Israel. 

During the past year alone. 25 new villages were established. The agri

cultural production of Israel rose by more than 10 percent. The 'ship-to

settlement' program continued and approximately 36,000 of 51,000 new immi

,rants were brought to permanent homes in agricultural villages and develop

ment areas within 24 hours of their arrival in Israel. Month after month the 

shortage of funds threatened to impair the entire program and to force the 

Jewish Agency to direot all immigrants to emergency shelters. Only those who 

bave visited the tent oities and shanty towns -- maabaroth which housed 

Israel's first arrivals can fully appreCiate what it means that such a course 

was partly avoided. 

A Rising Tide 

The tide of immigration is rising rapidly. 

In October, 9.000 newcomers arrived at Haifa port -- the largest monthly 

figure since 1951 -- and the crest of the wave is not yet in sight. In the 

24 months ending September 30, 1956. approximately 90,000 immigrants arrived 

in Israel. Of this number, some 51,000 immigrants came in during the Hebrew 

year 5716. For the current Hebrew year, 5717 (approximately October I, 1956-

September 30, 1957) a minimum of 60,000 immigrants is expected to arrive. 

What determines the tempo of this great movement of refugees from danger 

to freedom? 

The people of Israel have only one terse answer: "We will take in all 

Who come out." 

During the past year, countries which previously had olosed their doors 

to Jewish emigration have begun to issue exit visas. Others, whose doors 

have been wide open, suddenly clamped down on the movement of Jews from their 
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territories to Israel. The rescue program has become a grim game of checkers, 

where one opening appears while another threatens to close on the opposite 

side of the board. 

In 1949, when 'Operation Magic Carpet' air-lifted some 45,000 Yemenite 

Jews to Israel, there was a few months grace to complete the evacuation pro_ 

cess. In 1950-51, when 'Operation Ezra and Nehemia' brought 120,000 Iraqi 

Jews to Israel, there was nearly a year's grace. But today, the fate of ' 

or death' immigration depends on the oapricious turn of events, A tenuous 

route of escape opened at dawn may be closed before nightfall. 

Last year, the Jewish Agenoy antioipated that some 45,000 newcomers 

would arrive in Israel from North Africa and other areas in the course of the 

Hebrew Year 5716. The actual number of arrivals exceeded estimates by some 

6,000 persons. Because 6,000 more could 'get out'. 6.000 more ' got in'. 

is the simple arithmetic of survival . 

At this moment, the flow of immigration 1s not determined by Israel but 

by those countries where Jewish minorities seek to escape from a hostile en

vironment. If present trends continue, the Jewish Agency must be prepared to 

move and resettle more than the 60,000 provided for in the current budget. 

A Matter of Semantics 

When the newcomers arrive in Israel. the complex process of rehabilitation 

begins. It is a difficult undertaking which must be adjusted to the individ

ual's background and capacities. "What you call absorption", a harassed Jewish 

Agency offiCial declared, "is partly a matter of semantics. But wherever you 

draw the line, there are no shortcuts to it." 

How many of Israel's immigrants have been fully absorbed into the life 

of their new homeland? 

There are today 40,000 persons still living in maabaroth and an additl"n •• , . 
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40,000 to 50,000 in temporary or semi-permanent housing in various parts of 

the coun t ry . 

There are some 30,000 post-Statehood farms which still lack necessary animal 

sheds, agricultural implements, livestock and adequate irrigation facilities. 

There are thousands of youngsters on the streets of new immigrant centers 

in need of supervision, guidance and vocational training. 

There are still many aged and handicapped who have not been placed in 

institutions where they can receive proper oare. 

The rate of illiteracy among the newcomers is high. but facilities for 

adult education are inadequate. 

The majority of th •• e people have been absorbed in the .ens. that they 

have a roof over their heads and a subSistence minimum of food and clothing. 

In fact. some of them are already better off than they were in the hovels they 

called home in their country of origin. Yet. they still have not reached that 

point of social and economic integration with their environment which the word 

"absorption" implies. 

In the closing months of 1956. more than 90 percent of all post-Statehood 

immigrants were well on the road towards rehabilitation. Yet. pride in this 

record of achievement is mingled with a sense of- urgency and anxiety because 

for every Jew who reaches the end of that road. there is another in turbulent 

North Africa or other danger areas throughout the world praying that his 

turn will come "while there is still time." 

Developing the Negev 

In its issue of November 12th, 1956, a prominent American magazine quoted 

Prime Minister Ben-Gurion as follows: ItAhead of us are the campaigns and the 

conquests. the splendors and the portents still to come." What the magazine 

forgot to, mention was the context in which the statement had been made . The 
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"conquests" referred to by the Prime Minister were the reclamation and settle_ 

ment of the desert and the "battles" referred to the struggle for economic 

independence. 

Octoher, 1956 marked a milestone in Israel's conquest of the desert: the 

tenth anniversary of the daring move in which eleven settlements were eet up 

in a single night to form the vanguard of Jewish agricultural development in 

the arid Negev, In these ten years, Israel's pioneers. among them a oonsider

able number of new immigrants. have chalked up a remarkable record in what was 

once thought to he a useless appendage to the rest of Israel. 

Slnce 1946. the Jewish Agency has established 82 new farming communities 

in the Negev in which more than 17,000 farmers labor to restore the ancient 

fertility of the region. Of every 12 settlers in the Negev, 11 are post-State

hood immigrants. There are already close to 4,000 acres under cultivation 

producing fodder. grain, industrial crops and vegetables. Last year, a bumper 

wheat crop averaging 21 U.S. bushels per acre repaid the settlers for their 

perSistent efforts. 

But the conquest of the Negev has only begun. By 1960, the region is 

expected to supply, apart from bread grains and fodder crops, more than 21,000 

tons of potatoes (one-quarter of the country's total), 50,000 tons of sugar 

beet for Israel's new refineries, 1,300 tons of cotton for the local cotton 

gins. 17.5 million litres of milk and tens of thousands of tons of vegetables, 

peanuts and other important crops. 

This large-scale program of Negev development will require not only 

additional irrigation facilities but the construction of proceSSing plants 

in which the Jewish Agency will participate on behalf of the new immigrants. 

Experimental farms and agricultural research stations which also benefit from 

special allocations by the Jewish Agency will assure a scientific and economic 

use of the area's resources. 
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A footnote to the Negev ' s irrigation problem illustrates the long way 

Israel has traveled from that fateful night of a decade ago when eleven new 

settlements suddenly appeared on the map. At that time, the only source of 

water was a line of secondhand six inch pipe which bad been used in the 

streets of London to fight fires during World War II. Today, the giant 75-

inch diameter pip& sections for the second YarkeD-Negev conduit are cast at 

Israel's own Yuval Gad factory near ABcaIon by immigrant workers for whom, 

only yesterday, electricity was a major miracle . 

Aid To Immigrant Vi l lages 

Along with immigration , the conquest of the desert has a high pl ace in 

Israel's thinking and planning. Yet . the proposed budget of the Jewish Agency 1 s 

settlement department does not make any provision tor the establishment of new 

villages during 1957. Why this apparent neglect of one of its most important 

tasks? 

Because the needs of so many existing immigrant settlements have yet to 

be met, the Jewish Agency has decided to devote its limited resources during 

the coming year to the development of these farms. Only after these needs are 

satisfied can the Agency proceed to a further expansion of the network of 

agricultural villages in Israel. 

New Horizons 

As these lines are written, the peopl e of Israel are seeking permanent 

peace treaties with their Arab neighbors . I srael has said, again and again, 

that it not only wants peace but needs peace: peace to integrate its 

heterogeneous population, to redeem the wasteland, to build factories and 

homes, schools and hospital s. 

If peace comes, some important but delayed phases of long- range agricul 

tural development can be fulfilled on the basis of a coordinated country- wide 
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program. The national irrigation scheme. designed to bring the waters of the 

Jordan to the parched fields of the Negev, will cease to be a political prob

lem and will become a working reality. The settlers in the country's two 

hundred border villages will no longer be part-time farmers but will be able 

to devote a full working day to their fields and livestock. 

Should peace come, it must find the Jewish Agency ready to seize these 

new opportunities for the benefit of the immigrants . It must find it ready 

not only with the plans but with the means of implementing these projects. 

Total Expenditures in 1956 

Prior to proceeding with the financial requirements for 1957, it is note

worthy to point out that the three agencies included in this budget. the 

United Israel Appeal. the Jewish Agency and the Keren Hayesod, expended 

approximately $120,000.000 in 1956. or $27 1 000.000 more than in 1955. 

The expenditures during the past twelve months have come close to the 

peak expenditures incurred during large-scale immigration of earlier years. 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS IN 1957 

TOTAL BUDGET ... ... .. .... ....... ................... ... .................. ...................... ........... .. ..... ... .... .. 8164. 254, 000 

For 1957. the United Israel Appeal·. Jewish Agency and Keren Hayesod 

require $164.254,000 to carry out their programs of rescue. rehabilitation 

and agricultural development. 

The budget presented here 1s drawn up in terms of categories of need 

rather than by administrative units. It is based on three essential programs: 

a) The reception of 60.000 newcomers and the provision of absorptive 

services in their first year at an overall cost of ~60.000 . 000. 

b) The replacement as quickly as possible by permanent housing of the 

rapidly deteriorating maabaroth . 

c) The further development of the network of existing farm villages. 
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Budgetary requirements for 1957 exceed those of last year by over 

140,000,000, indicating the widening scope of the United Israel Appeal's ra-

sponsibilities . As pOinted out by Israel's Finance Minister, Levi Eshkol, to 

the 1956 UJA Study Mission, the Government of Israel will be in no position 

to partioipate monetarily in any of these programs. 

IMMIGRATION 
(Transportation and Services Abroad) 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS .... ............. .... ..... ............. ..... ........ ... .... ............. ...... ..... ... .... ..• 8. 250. 000 

On June lOth, a ship carrying 1.500 Jewish immigrants en route to 

Marseille received a radio message ordering it to return to Casablanca. This 

came as a shock. though not as a complete surprise. For in the fall of 1955, 

observers on the spot bad warned that the time tor the group transfer of Jews 

from Morocoo might be running out. 

Realizing the need for quiok action, the United Jewish Appeal, in Novem-

ber 1955, called for a $25,000,000 Special Survival Fund. This became a 

veritable lifeline for tens of thousands of Jews from North Afrioa and other 

critical areas. 

What happened in Morocco stands as a warning of what may happen elsewhere 

in 1957. 

As mentioned before, the number of immigrants to arrive in Israel in the 

next budgetary year is expected to reach 60,000. However, the following facts 

and figures indicate that the actual immigration may be even larger than 

anticipated. 

The recent heightening of nationalist tensions throughout the Arab world 

has added a greater sense of urgency to the desire of Jewish families to depart. 

The number of immigrants from Algiers, for example, rose from 50 in June of 

1956 to 500 in August, and to 1,400 in Ootober. Urgent requests for speedy 
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transfer to Israel also have been received from some 15,000 Jews in Iran, and 

there is rising pressure for emigration from Turkey and other areas, including 

Europe. 

Expenditures for transportation and services are rising. Often. prospec

tive immigrants cannot be brought di rectly to Israel but have to remain for a 

time in camps in countries of transit . 

Thus, in 1957. a total of $8.250,000 is required for transportation and 

services abroad. 

R!!CgPTION 

BUDGETARY REqUIREMENTS ................ ............. ... .. ..... ...... ............ ....... ... ... ....... ......... ...... $4.200. 000 

liThe wonderful thing about Israel", reports a recent visitor, "is the 

feeling that nobody is Just a figure on a census card. but every individual is 

important. 11 With its limited economic resources strained by complex and urgent 

tasks, Israel cannot afford to waste the productive potentialities of a single 

newcomer. 

The 'ship-to-settlement' program of the Jewish Agency is designed to 

avoid unproductive waiting periods and trans ition stages . Within 24 hours 

after their arrival, all able-bodied men are engaged in construction or farm 

work; women are shown how to use unfamiliar household equi pment; and children 

are gathered in classrooms and kindergartens. The whole process of allocating 

housing and employment for the immigrants. which in previous years dragged 

over many weeks and months . is now compressed into a single, hectic day. 

To keep this program functioning, the Jewish Agency must prepare thousands 

of beds. blankets . food parcels and other household goods. tools. housing accom

modations, and work projects . Teachers and guidance personnel must be ready for 

every group of settlers. Absorption plans for each immigrant family must be 

drawn up in advance in accordance with the over-all development plans of Israel. 
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The moment a new immigrant steps off the gangplank 1n Haifa port. he is 

ot only automatioally a citizen of Israel, but a man with a plaoe to live and 

a job waiting for him. In the beginning, that job may be no more than part

time employment in afforestation or land reclamation work but it will see him 

and his family through the first difficult weeks and give him time to explore 

bis new environment. No other country of immigration offers suoh conditions 

tor unskilled, penniless newcomers. 

HOUSING FOR NEW ARRIVA1§ 

BUDGETARY REqUIREMENTS ...................... ... ....... ...... ...... .................. .. ... ... .. .......... ..... ... $30.000.000 

The housing probl em presents one of the most difficult aspects of absorp-

tieD. 

From a strldtly economic point of view, houses are a non-productive in

vestment. They do not produce food. They do not turn out industrial goods. 

They do not boost exports. 

Yet. in terms of the social and economic integration of the newcomer. 

houses are extremely important . A man with a house knows that he "bel ongs." 

He has a stake in the community. He begins to make a place for himself and 

his family. 

This year. 15,000 out of 51.000 immigrants ' had to be accommodated in 

hastily assembled huts. because funds for an adequate housing program were not 

available. In the long run, however, these huts represent a real waste of 

precious resources because sooner or later they must be replaced by decent housing . 

ECONOMIC REHABILITATION 

BUDGETARY REqUIREMENTS ................................................. ......................................... $14. 250. 000 

Ouring 1957, some 1.000 immigrant families will be settled on farms in 

existing villages while the rest will be directed to new development districts, 

such as Lachish, the Negev and the hil l country of Galilee. The budget for 
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economic rehabilitation, therefore. includes initial investments for 1,000 farms 

as well as subsidies for the employment of the new immigrants in non-farming areas. 

Apart from the elderly and handicapped, none of the newoomers will receive 

relief payments, but all will be given the opportunity to earn at least a min_ 

imum wage in public works projects . This approach is especially important as 

a means of training immigrants who have never known regular employment. 

PARTI~lEATION IN PUBLIC HEALTH, EDUQATION AND WFLEAB§ 
(For immigrants expected to arrive in 1957) 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ............................................................................................ 83.300. 000 

The reception and absorption of over 800,000 destitute immigrants would 

naver have been accomplished without the generous participation of the people 

of Israel. Until recently. the public education. health and welfare service5 

extended to the immigrants by the Israel Government were covered largely from 

regular tax income. However. as a result of recent developments, an increas-

ing portion of Government funds has had to be directed to vital security 

responsibilities. 

According to recent findings, an immigration of about 60,000 persons 

requires the addition of 600 elementary classrooms and the training of an 

equivalent number of new teachers. To maintain an adequate level of hospital 

and public health services, 360 new hospital beds must be provided and 48 new 

infant care stations set up. Additional social welfare services will be needed 

for thousands of families, and treatment facilities must be provided for dis-

turbed immigrant youngsters. The financial burden for the above services must 

be borne by the Jewish Agency. 

It can be seen from all the foregoing that the total funds required for 

bringing in 60,000 i~migrants and providing them with absorptive services 

for their first year totals 160,000,000. 
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ELIMINATION OF MAABAROTH 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ........ ................. ...... ............ .............................................. . $14.520.000 

Since May 1948. about 35 percent of all investments in Israel were used 

for building activities . This is a high percentage tor a young country in the 

early stages of economic development; even so, the available number of new 

housing units 1s grossly inadequate. 

Because of growing security problems. the Government of Israel during 

1956 had to ourtail its public housing projects drastically, and in the first 

half of the year new oonstruction fell by 30 percent as oompared to the same 

period in 1955. Although the Jewish Agency tried to compensate for part of 

the loss through its own $14,000.000 immigrant housing program, the general 

standard of such housing continued to decline. 

At present, the housing situation can be summed up approximately as 

follows : There are about 1,500 persons in campI for elderly and handicapped 

immigrants who must be placed in institutions or homes , There are about 

40,000 persons left in the old maabaroth who should be relocated as soon as 

possi ble , as should 15,000 immigrants of last year sheltered temporarily in 

tin hut villages in new development areas, 

The proposed budget of the Jewish Agency covers more than $9.000,000 for 

buildings now under construction , and about $5,000,000 for down payments on 

const ruction to be started during 1957, When completed, this program will 

provide enough permanent homes to re-Iocate the immigrants now living in 

maabaroth , 

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT 

During the coming year. the Jewish Agency 1 s Settlement Oepartment will 

concentrate on two main objectives in the field of agricultural development: 

the extension of existing farms and the growth of the oountry 1 s irrigation 
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network. This will require a total expenditure of $48.942,000 to be dis

tributed as followa: 

DEVELOPMENT AND CONSOLIDATION OF EXISTING SETTLEMENTS 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ... ..... ... ............ ... ...... ... ...... .. .. ..... ............................. .. ..... $35.376.000 

Only a year ago, the regional development scheme for the desolate Lachlsh 

district was bailed as a "revolution in settlement technique". Today, the 

district's 20 training farms and agricultural villages, clustering around 

their new capital, Kiryat Gat, stretch as a continuous belt from the Hebron 

hills to the old Beersheba Road. An empty area bas been populated and new 

methods of absorption have been perfected. 

During Stage Two of "Operation I..achishll, work on the 25 . 000 acres now 

under cultivation will be intensified. New branch lines will increase the 

irrigated area which until now has been limited to about 2,000 acres. New 

immigrant families will join the 4,000 settlers already at home in the district. 

and additional oat ton will be planted to feed Kiryat Gat's new cotton gin. 

A well-known Hebrew song tells of the pioneers who returned to the land 

"to build and to be rebuil t." Nowhere is this more true than in the re-awakened 

Lachish distriot where the faoes of the people change faster than the face of 

the land. Men who in North Africa could not find adequate means of self-support 

are now proudly at work supporting themselves and their families . Women are 

eagerly learning modern ways of hygiene and home-making. 

In addition to the Lachish district. three other development areas will 

be given special attention in 1957: the recently settled Ta ' anach basin south 

of Afula, the hill settlements of Galilee, and the young villages in the 

Northern Negev. 

Many schedules have been drawn up to determine the rate of consolidation 

of the new settlements. Yet, each time the limitation of financial resources 
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and the need to establish priorities tor rescue immigration have upset the 

time-tables. Today, nearing the ninth year of Statehood. only a few immigrant 

settlements have reoeived their full equipment. 

Under the proposed budget for 1957, a total of 78 older settlements con

sisting of close to 6,000 farm units are due to receive their final allocations 

and to be removed from the Jewish Agency's assistance roster, Another 366 

villages, with 24,000 farm families, will receive funds for buildings, tools and 

livestock. but will require further assistance in the years to come. 

Three major problems overshadow the development of all immigrant villages 

in Israel today: water. empl oyment and the need for qualified agricultural 

instructors, and guidance personnel. The fo l lowing pages list expenditures 

for these three categories . 

REGIONAL IRRIGATION SCHEMES 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS $4,950,000 

The major obstacle to speedy agricultural expansion in Israel today is no 

longer a lack of manpower but a threatening shortage of irrigation faci l ities. 

Everything now depends on the 'big pipes'. 

For many years, the Jewish Agency has been in the forefront of water 

development in Israel and in 1956 about $7,300,000 was spent on regional ir

rigation projects. (This Bum does not include local irrigation facilities 

which average about $3,300 per farm unit.) The present budget, however, shows 

a reduction in this expenditure category of close to one-third. This drastio 

cut, made necessary by other pressing demands on the limited funds of the 

Jewish Agency, will cause oonsiderable set-backs in the field of irrigation. 

Already. the oountry ' s water engineers and agricultural planners have 

reduced the goal of the current four-year plan from 635 , 000 aores of irrigated 

land in 1960 to 453,000 acres. Further reductions in their estimates may 

become necessary in the near future. 
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A cut-baok in expenditures for irrigation projects has two serious con

sequences: it retards needed agrl cultur.al development and it postpones indef

initely the full economic rehabilitation of the new farmers who need a minimum 

of four acres of irriga ted land to maintain themselves and their families. 

The absence alplans for additional settlements from the Jewish Agency program 

for 1957 is in part due to the fact that irrigation projects have already 

fallen behind schedule. 

With a delay of over half a year, the first pipe s89tlons for the second 

(Western) Yarkon-Negev line are now being cast by new immigrant workers at the 

Yuval Gad factory near AsoaloD. The giant line will run south from Rosh 

Haayin, northeast of Tel Aviv. along a 40 mile route parallel to the first 

Yarkon-Negev conduit. It will carry Yarkon River water as well as purified 

sewage from the Tel Aviv area to the Lachish district and to the young vil

lages in the Northern Negev. Total investments for this second line. which 

is to be completed in the spring of 1958, are estimated to exceed $22.000,000. 

The current irrigation budget of the Jewish Agency covers a debt to the 

Israel national water company, Mekoroth, on account of the first Yarkon-Negev 

conduit, as well as an initial installment for the construction of the second 

line. A number of smaller projects based on the utilization of local wells 

and storage reservoirs are also included in the proposed expenditures. 

EMPLOYMENT. GUIDANCE AND OTHER SERVICES 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ....... .. ''' ''''' '' ' '''''' ' '' ' ' ' ''' ' ''' ' '''''''' ' ''' ' ''''' ' '''''''''''''''''' '' '' ... . ... $8. 616, 000 

Employment. There is a direct relationship between funds invested in the 

expansion and consolidation of agricultural settlements and monies needed to 

provide necessary outside employment for the new farmers. As the tempo of con

solidation and expansion slackens more auxiliary employment has to be provided 

to make up the 275 work days which are needed to maintain one family on the land. 
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Guidance. According to the operational plans of the Jewish Agency, each 

new settlement should be provided with the following guidance personnel: 2 

agricultural instructors, 1 social worker. 2 assistant welfare workers, 1 nurse, 

I administrator, and one or more teachers in accordance with the number of 

ohildren in the village, At first glance. a staff of this size for a community 

of 100 to 150 families may seem exorbitant. Yet. one must remember that the 

immigrant's first year on the land is decisive. Not only must immigrants be 

helped to bridge a wide cultural gap in terms of hygiene, nutrition and tech

nology. but they must be gradually brought to a point where they are able to 

take over a measure of self-government and develop a sense of oivic responsi

bility. In addition. one must remember that only about 10 peroent of all 

those who arrive in Israel today have had any previous experienoe in farming. 

Because of the past rapid growth of agricultural settlement. the Jewish 

Agency was unable to recruit sufficient experienced personnel for the new 

villages. Often one overworked agricultural instructor combines the role of 

administrator, counsellor and representative of the settlement institutions in 

the village. The recruitment and training of new groups of agriculturists and 

administrators must now receive full attention. 

Other Services. Roads, telephones, electr~city and fences are a sine 

qua non for all immigrant settlements. Many of them are situated in remote 

development areas and miles from any doctor, health center or hospital. 

During the rainy season, poor roads make it difficult to bring in supplies or 

to market agricultural produce. 

There are still 25 villages without approach roads; 50 settlements without 

proper wire fences; 35 farming communities without electricity, and 50 without 

telephones. How many of these communities can be provided with adequate communica

tions facilities will depend on the availability of funds during the coming year. 
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YOUTH IMMIGRATION 

BUDGETARY REqUIREMENTS .......................................................................................... $6.428. 000 

In a setting of changing social relationships, Youth Aliyah is building 

a firm bridge between the bewildered immigrants and their new homeland. 

Conceived originally as a means of rescuing orphans and semi-orphans from 

the European holocaust. the Youth Immigration movement today reaches into 

scores of new immigrant centers and new agricultural villages. Its highly 

flexible program has been expanded to meet pot only the need of full-time 

trainees but to provide also part-time supervision and guidance for teen-agers 

who must already contribute to the family budget . Special intensive courses 

for the children of immigrant farmers supplement the work of the agricultural 

instructors in the new settlements. During 1957. some 4.000 young people will 

oomplete their training under the youth Immigration program and an equal num

ber of new trainees will take their places. 

The age composition of the Morocoan immigration -- about 65 percent of 

all North African newcomers are under 18 years of age -- has forced Youth 

Aliyah to increase the soope of its educational network. During the coming 

year. 12.100 wards will receive full maintenance and training in 250 agrioul

tural settlements and educational institutions, while 2,300 youngsters will 

attend pre-vocational courses in 12 special youth centers. Four new centers 

will be established within the next few months. 

With the Youth Immigration movement now in its 22nd year, its graduates 

are today in the forefront of agricultural development in Israel. Former 

Youth Aliyah groups constitute the nucleus of many border villages. Others 

operate experimental farms in the Negev, developing new techniques for Israel's 

vigorous struggle against the desert. Youth Aliyah wards, too young to join 

the ranks of the settlers, take on additional farm work in their spare time 
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and contribute their earnings to the Israel Defense Fund . 

In 1943, the late Henrietta Szold. lounder and guiding spirit of Youth 

Aliyah, wrote to her charges: "Not with all of you could we speak in the lan

guage that fell from your lips when we first met; yet, there was one language we 

and you had in common - the language of the heart." This is the language which 

today greets thousands of sullen and often hostile youngsters from the Moroccan 

Fellah. and through them will gradually reach into the homes of their parents, 

Currently. about 52 percent of youth Allyab's budget is oovered by the 

Jewish Agency mainly out of UJA funds. The balance is derived from contributions 

by Hadassah and other women's organizations in the United States and abroad. 

EDUCATION AND CULTURE 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ...........................................................................•................• 6.306. 000 

In the field or education. Israel faces three crucial problems: 

Overcrowded and understaffed elementary schools 

Too few youngsters entering high schools 

A heterogeneous and partly illiterate immigrant population 

Under Israel's Compulsory Education Law of 1949, free schooling is pro

vided for all children between 6 and 13 years of age as well as for those in 

the 14-17 year age group whose elementary education has not been completed. 

Secondary schools, however, charge tuition fees which are out of the reach of 

most immigrant parents. As a result, immigrant Ohildren account for 55 per

cent of all pupils in elementary schools but for only 11 percent of all 

students in secondary schools. 

The North African immigration brought a further sharp increase in the 

need for educational facilities on all levels. Statistics compiled by the 

Jewish Agency reveal a high rate of illiteracy among the newcomers. For 

example. in one of the new immigrant villages it was found that out of 24 
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youths between the ages of 13 to 16, only two could read or write in any 

language. 

The educational and cultural budget·ot the Jewish Agency for 1957 will 

provide high school scholarships for immigrant youths as well as funds for the 

operation of Ulpanim -- intensive courses in Hebrew and allied subjects -- for 

adult immigrants . Last year, about 3,000 high school scholarships were offered 

and a similar number will be provided during the next twelve months. Close to 

6,000 adult students will attend Ulpanim in various parts of the country. 

As in the past. the Jewish Agency will continue to allocate subsidies to 

institutions of higher learning enabltng them to extend scholarships to 

students from among the new immigrants. 

OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

In accordance with an agreement conoluded between the Jewish Agency and 

the Jewish National Fund in 1951, the present budget lists an allocation of 

$2,508.000 to the JNF to be used for land amelioration and drainage work on 

the future sites of new immigrant villages. 

Allocations to a number of organizations engaged in constructive work in 

Israel. as well as payments to various Jewish groups. which the Jewish Agenoy 

will payout of its share of German Reparations Funds during 1957, amount to 

$3,115,000, 

For the information services ot the three agencies included in this budget 

the United Israel Appeal. the Jewish Agency and the Keren Hayesod -- a sum 

of $1.726.000 has been allocated to cover expenditures for supplementary actiV

ities such as literature and campaign material. The combined administrative 

expenditures of the three agencies are estimated at $4,060,000. 

The budget also includes a sum ot $16.649.000 for deferred payments on 

agricultural settlement work. 
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Toward the Future 

No budgetary analysis can hope to convey the full scope of the human 

drama which is rapidly unfolding in Israel today. Israel is not only re

building a country but recreating a people , and the anguish and joy. the hard

ships and victories of this dynamic process of reconstruction defy objeotive, 

tactual reporting. 

Through eight tortured years of border warfare and fedayeen murder raids, 

the people of Israel have never once doubted that ultimately they would wrest 

a secure future from the turbulent past. 

What the nature of Israel's striving toward this future wll1 be, whether 

it will be a slow struggle punctuated by setbacks or a steady progress towards 

economic independence. will depend to a large extent on the response of 

American Jews to the United Jewish Appeal in 1957. 
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UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

Budgetary Requirements 1n 1957 

For the Immigration and Rehabilitation Program of the Jewish Agency 
(Including Karen Hayseod) 

Purpose Amount 

Immigration. Resettlement. Rehabilitation of 
60.000 immigrants......... .............................................. S 60.000.000 

Elimination of Yaabaroth .,,,............ .. ........ ...................... 14,520.000 

Allocations to 444 post-Statehood Settlements 
(Including Irrigation and Agrioultural 

Serviae.) ...... ................................................ 48.942.000 

Deferred Payments on Agricultural 
Settlement Work ... ................... .......................... "'" ..... ,, 16,649. 000 

Allocations to the Jewish National Fund Jr 
and Other Organizations for Constructive 
Work in Israel .............. , ............................ , ................. . 5.623.000 

Educational and Cultural Programs ............................ .. 6.306.000 

youth Aliyah ............ , ............................................ _ ............. . 6.428.000 

Information Services .................. , .......... " ........................ . 1.726.000 

Administration ... , .............. , ... , ... , .. , ...... , ....... , .. ,., ...... " ..... " .. , 4.060.000 

$164.254,000 



1957 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

This report is being written as the world enters a period Of uncertainty. 

crisis and change unmatched since the end of World War II. Jewish refugees 

from Hungary find their way into Vienna, as Israel's people declare that -- no 

matter what -- their immigration gates will continue to remain open; as the 

question of Jews in North Africa and other even more isolated Arab areas 

remains one of doubt and uncertainty. 

In the midst of such uncertainty, it is clear that the tempo of history 

has grown speedier. Who can be certain of the shape of the world six months 

trom now -- or next month? 

Who. therefore, can predict definitely what will be the nature of JDC's 

responsibilities in Europe, in North Africa, in Israel? Who can predict the 

nature and extent to which JOe will be called upon to provide the wherewithal 

for rescue operations? What calls will be made this week, next week, next 

month for medicines, food and clothing -- and from what areas? 

How many will reach Israel in any ~iven month? And of those reaching 

Israel, how many will be aged, ill, handicapped and require immediate care 

in one of the institutions operated by Malben, the Joe welfare agency in the 

Jewish State? 

For more than 40 years JOe has dedicated itself to the succor of Jews 

caught up in catastrophe -- natural or man-made, To the best of its ability, 

to the limit of its capaCity, JDe -- the lifeline of aid from the Jews of 

America to the Jews of other areas -- will continue to fulfill its mission. 

In a period of crisis such as the present. needs are always greater. 

-~-
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UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

Budgetary Requirements in 1957 

For the Immigration and Rehabilitation Program of the Jewish Agency 
(Including Karen Hayeeod) 

Purpose 

Immigration. Resettlement. Rehabilitation of 
60,000 immigrants ................................................. . 

Elimination of Maabaroth ............................................... . 

Allocations to 444 post-Statehood Settlements 
(Including Irrigation and Agricultural 

Servioes) , ...... " ........ . , ........... , ... , ...... , .. , ........ . 

Deferred Payments on Agricultural 
Set tlement Work .............. , ..... , ........... " .............. ,"'1'"'''' 

Allocations to the Jewish National Fund 
and Other Organizations for Constructive 
Work in Israel .................................................... . 

Educational and Cultural Programs ............................ . 

Youth Aliyah ...................................................................... .. 

Information Services ....................................................... . 

Administration ............................................ .......... ............. . 

", 

Amount 

$ 60 . 000.000 

14.520.000 

48.942.000 

16.649.000 

5.623.000 

6.306.000 

6.428.000 

1.726.000 

4.060.000 

$164.254.000 



1957 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

This report is being written as the world enters a period of uncertainty. 

orisis and change unmatched since the end of World War II. Jewish refugees 

ffom Hungary find their way into Vienna, as Israel's people declare that -- no 

matter what -- their immigration gates will continue to remain open; as the 

question of Jews in North Africa and other even more isolated Arab areas 

remains one of doubt and uncertainty. 

In the midst of such uncertainty, it is clear that the tempo of history 

has grown speedier. Who can be certain of the shape of the world six months 

trom now -- or next month? 

Who. therefore, can prediot definitely what will be the nature of JOe's 

responsibilities in Europe, in North Africa, in Israel? Who can predict the 

nature and extent to which JOe will be called upon to provide the wherewithal 

for rescue operations? What calls will be made this week, next week, next 

month for medicines, food and clothing -- and from what areas? 

How many will reach Israel in any given month? And of those reaching 

Israel, how many will be aged, ill, handicapped and require immediate care 

in one of the institutions operated by Malben, the JOe welfare agency in the 

Jewish State? 

For more than 40 years JOe has dedicated itself to the succor of JewB 

caught up in catastrophe -- natural or man-made. To the best of its ability, 

to the limit of its capacity, Joe -- the lifeline of aid from the Jews of 

America to the Jews of other areas -- will continue to fulfill its mission. 

In a period of crisis such as the present, needs are always greater. 
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Any needs indicated here may grow larger; any aid, of necessity, may have to 

be increased; any goals now established may shortly, perhaps tomorrow, prove 

to be far too small. 

At the time of the JOe Country Directors' Conference in Paris in mid

October. 1956, before the events of the end of Octoher and the beginning of 

November had taken place, it was estimated that JOe would require a minimum 

of $26.550 , 000 for 1957 to aid more than 210,000 men. women and children in 

Europe, Moslem areas and Israel. 

With the above sum t he J DC hopes in 1957 to under t ake the fo l lowing: 

In Israel, to operate and maintain -- through Malben -- nearly 7,000 beds 

for the aged , the chronicall y i ll , the tubercul ar and others in need of in

stitutional services; to provide vocational opportuni ties for 500 handicapped 

persons; to establish 1 .000 dependent heads of families in income- producing 

shops and services; and to make available these and other services for handi

capped newcomers in order to speed tbeir adaptation and social adjustment and 

to relieve the government of Israel of t he burdens these present. 

In Moslem areas, to put at the disposal of 100,000 individuals, mostly 

children , such food, clothing, medical aid, vocational and educational facil

ities and other services as are required to combat poverty, disease and back

wardness, and to help prepare them better for the future, either in their 

present countries of residence or in Israel. 

In Europe, to provide welfare assistance to thousands in the form of cash 

assistance, medical care, care of the aged and other services; to initiate and 

support plans for long-term solutions through integration or emigration; to 

stimulate, guide and prOvide finanoial support for projoots essential to the 

growth and strengthening of local Jewish communities in the expectation 

that one day these communities wil l be independent of outside assistanoe. 
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HOW MUCH FOR EACH NEED 

Of the $26,550,000 required by the JDC: 

* 26 percent will be allocated for relief (in cash and in kind) to needy 

families, for supplementary feeding of children and adults. and for the 

maintenance of children's homes, 

* 34 percent for medical care and care of the aged, chiefly in Israel; 

* 10 percent for cultural, religious and educational activities in 

Moslem areas and Israel; 

* 7 percent for reconstruction activities. including vocational training 

and credit institutions; 

* 12 percent for building and equipping medical institutions and old-age 

homes in Israel as well as the development of facilities essential to European 

Jewry. 

Various smaller programs and projeots falling outside the broad categories 

enumerated above will absorb the remainder. 

JDC'. 1957 BUDGET IN DETAIL 

MALSEN IN ISRAEL .............. . ............. .................................. .. ........ Requirements: $12,000,000 

The JDe welfare program in Israel -- Malben -- for handicapped new arrivals 

will require in 1957 an expenditure of $1,000,000 per month. Approximately 55 

percent of this amount will be employed in maintaining a network of homes and 

hospitals providing care for more than 6,900 persons by the end of the year. 

The variety of services to be provided is shown in the following table: 
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INSTITUTIONAL CASELOAD AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1957 

Type of Service 

Homes for the Aged .. .............. ....... .... ...................... ................ ... ...................... . 

Tuberculoais Servioe ........ .. .... .. ... ... .. .... ... .. ..... .... .... ........ .......... . , .... .... ..... .... ... . 

Chronic Disease Haspi tala ............... ......................... ......... .. ... ...... ................. . 

lnst! tutions for the Aged Infirm ..... .................... .................... ... , .............. . 

Mental Hospitals .. ..... ... .. ..... .... .. .... .... ......... ... .. ... ... ..... .... .... , ... .. , .. ..... .. ....... ... ..... . 

Children's Hosp1 tala .......................... .... .. .. ..... .... ..... ..... ........ .......... .. .............. . 

General Hosp! tals .... .. ........ ........ .............. ....... ,., .. ,"' '' ' ' ' '''' , .. , .. ,', ... , .. , .. , ...... .... .. .. 

Total 

4,710 

475 

675 

460 

400 

150 

~ 

6,925 

To reach this level of more than 6,900 beds by the end of 1957, it will b. 

necessary to provide funds for the completion of some construotion now under way: 

a new home for the aged at Aore. completion of a 200-bed hospital for chronio 

diseases at Nahariya and the completion of the Neve Avoth Home for the Aged. 

Despite the fact that 4.700 beds. or more than two-thirds of Malben's 

total institutional facilities. are devoted to care of the aged, there will 

remain a very substantial waiting list of persons recently arrived in Israel 

for whom placement in a home is essential to survival. One program designed 

to meet this need is the establishment by Nalben of 50 small apartments. each 

consisting of one room, plus kitchenette and other facilities, for aged 

couples who. in addition. will get a pension from JOe or other sources. 

Eventually this program will provide 200 apartments; in addition, the aged 

residents will be given adequate medical and welfare care through Malben 

visiting servioes. 

While Malben' s insti tutiona1 services absorb the major share of its 

$12,000.000 budget. other services include more than 20 sheltered workshops 

in which over 500 persons are employed in manufacturing such items as shoes, 
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mattresses, unde rwear, furniture, handbags, etc. Here the employees are par

tially disabled persons who otherwise would be totally dependent. The recon

struction loan program is another major service of Malben which aids large 

numbers to become socially useful citizens. With the aid of Malben funds, 

heads of families are being given an opportunity to establish shops and serv

ices in new settlements , housing developments and market places. By the end 

of 1956, more than 5,200 such businesses will have been established for the 

benefit of more than 21.500 persons (including dependents), 

Malhen in 1957 wil l furnish. as it has in the past. aid to hundreds of 

others through its various social services, its occupational therapy program 

and its clinics. Included will be the provision of prosthetic and orthopedio 

appliances. In addition, Malben wi l l intensify its cooperation with the Israel 

Government in the fight against TB. An understanding has already been reaohed 

under which Malben will pa rticipate in a coordinated plan for preventive work 

in the TB field through chest clinics and home care . Implementation of this 

plan will be similar to the existing program for the coordinated treatment of 

TB cases in hospitals. 

MOSLEM COUNTRIES ..... _ ....................... . . ........ .. .. ...... ... Requirements: $3,500,000 

The political and economic disturbances in ~oslem countries in 1956 are 

responsible for increased unoertainty among Jews in those areas and for JDe ' s 

increased responsibilities over and above planned programs. Without going 

into the details of the general political situation, which in all likelihood 

will be changed even further by onrushing events, it is of interest that the 

economic situation of the Jews in these areas has taken a rapid turn for the 

worse. For one reason, emigration to Israel left the least fit and least 

healthy behind in Moroooo. Consequently, in some communities more than 50 

percent of the Jews are on relief rolls. 
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To meet requests tor help from many Jewish oommunities earlier in 1956, 

Joe was forced to undertake an adult assistance program which reaohed 6,300 

persons each month in 20 communities. 

By the end of 1956, it is anticipated that 7.500 persons a month will 

benefit from this program. In addition. small work projects ara being planned 

in a number of communities to provide work for the unemployed. 

The need for increased JDe financial assistance 1s even more likely. In 

Morocco, the Jewish communities formerly received substantial allocations fro. 

ths French Protectorate. It is a question whether or not such grants will be 

forthcoming in the future. In Tunisia. governmental subventions to Jewish in

stitutions have already decreased sharply. The Jewish community of Tunis re

ceived less than half of the subventions in 1955-56 that it received in 1952. 

Finally, the numbers of those requiring aid are at the present moment, 

despite the fairly sizeable emigration, substantially the same as they were. 

A large part of the movement of the Jewish population conSisted of families 

and individuals coming from regions in the interior and from layers of the 

Jewish population hitherto largely untouched by JOe services, As for those JOe 

beneficiaries who have emigrated, they have since been replaced by others who 

have moved into the largar centers of population. Thus, no actual diminution 

is likely to take place in the number of the needy to be helped by the JDC. 

The operating principle of JOe for 1957 is the following: to continue 

and even to expand, wherever necessary, current programs of child care and 

supplementary feeding; of medical care for both children and adults; of edu

cational, religious and cultural activities, and other relief and rehabili

tation services. 

There are an estimated 500,000 Jews in Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Iran 

of whom nearly 100,000 are reached in one way or another by JDC services. 
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These programs are largely oriented towards providing welfare services 

for children and youth. There are approximately 35,000 children receiving 

supplementary feeding through JDe-supported canteens and other central fee~ing 

establishments. Medical care is extended to about 22.000 through OSE insti

tutions in North Africa and through direct operations elsewhere. Kinder

gartens, nurseries, orphanages and other such establishments assist over 

7,000; schools, principally Alliance Israelite schools, but also educational 

facilities run by the Ozar Hatorah, local communi ties and the Lubavitcher. as 

well as separate Hebrew courses, are attended by more than 70,000 persons. 

More than 5.500 persons receive vocational training through the JOC

supported services of ORT. U.S. Department of Agriculture surplus foods are 

widely employed to improve feeding standards in the canteens and are being 

used in a parcel distribution program to about 6,300 beneficiaries, 

In Iran, where the situation is still somewhat more settled than in other 

Moslem areas, plans for expanded activities have been undertaken by a renascent 

Jewish community. Plans now call for the organizati on of mother-and-child 

health centers in Ha~adan, Kerman and Yazd, where layettes have to be dis

tributed, milk and special baby food provided. There will also be facilities 

for bathing babies; expectant and nursing mothers will be given advice and 

practical guidance. In Teheran, the establishment of a second kindergarten, 

in cooperation with the local Ladies Committee, has been decided upon . Shiraz 

will also get a kindergarten. 

The 1957 budgetary requirements for programs in Moslem countries are 

estimated at $3,500 . 000, the same amount that was allocated by the JOC for 

1956. The amounts finally required may total substantially more. 

WESTERN EUROPE ..... .......... ....... ... ... ....... ... ... ... ... .. .. .. .... ... .... .. ... .... .. Requirements: $3,982.000 

Ten years ago, JDC helped more than 300,000 persons in Western Europe to 



cope with the immediate emergency problems of day-to-day living. This year 

the combined case load for Western Europe numbers a little under 30,000, but 

the nature of the problems being dealt with is markedly different. 

These 30,000 individuals represent a residual caseload of both 

OP Jews. a large percentage of whom will remain dependent upon Jewish ce,m.,una1 

funds for some time to come. A recent statistical survey of the JOe cash 

relief rolls in Western Europe. totalling about 15,000 beneficiaries, indi

cated that approximately two-thirds of the cases involve permanently handi

oapped persons. 

Intensive efforts are being made by tbe JDC to provide long-term solu'tie, ••• 

to reduce the caseload. In cooperation with the United Nations High Commission,,;' 

for Refugees, lifetime care bas been arranged for a number of aged persons in 

Italy . 

Funds bave been added to existing loan funds, and new credit institutions 

have been established, in order to make business opportunities acoessible for 

hitherto dependent cases. The vocational activities of ORT (financially 

supported by the JOC) are expected to bear fruit in the long run when some of 

the younger members of dependent families become skilled and obtain employment, 

with all this means to making the family as a whole self-supporting. Integra

tion grants are given to JOC assistees in order to help them in establishing 

themselves in local oommunities . By all these means, including the emigration, 

however limited, of socially assisted cases, there is some possibility of a 

reduotion in the caseload . However, the rate of contraction 1s not likely to 

be sharp and its impact on the welfare requirements will be hardly discernible 

in 1957. 

Since 1954. in cooperation with the Conference on Material Claims Against 

Germany. a special effort has been under way to develop local Jewish community 
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.tructures and organizations, Basic welfare services, such as homes for the 

&led, children's homes and hospitals. have received financial support. Funds 

bave also been reserved for schools and religious institutions, and the de

velopment of community centers has played a significant role in this program 

ot capital investments. 

The JOe's 1957 relief and rehabilitation budget for Western Europe includes 

approximately $600,000 for capital investments. The results of these invest

ments are expected to make themselves evident in improved standards of care, 

in satisfying hitherto unmet needs for institutional services. and by strength

ening and reinvigorating Jewish communal interest and Jewish communal life in 

the remaining communities of any size in Western Europe, It is hopefully 

anticipated that this long-range program will prepare the local communities to 

assume a larger share of the financial responsibility for their social needs 

and to that extent ease the burden on Jewish sources of funds from abroad. 

In terms of numbers of ass1stees, and the amount of financial help called 

upon from the JOC, the principal programs are situated in the former OP 

countries, Austria, Germany and Italy; and in Belgium and France. 

Austria - There are approximately 10.500 Jews in Austria, over 90 percent 

of whom reside in Vienna, Because the age composition is heavily weighted on 

the side of the aged, an unusually large segment in the foreseeable future 

is or will be in need of assistance. 

Approximately 2,100 persons regularly receive aid either through the 

Kultus Gemeinden or through the direct JOC operation. The Vienna Kultus 

Cemeinde. subventioned by the JOC, provides assistance regularly to approxi

mately 680 persons, of whom about 40 percent are more than 60 years of age 

and another 25 per cent are permanently unemployable. 

Germany - The last remaining Jewish OP camp in Germany, Camp Foehrenwald, 
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will no longer be a significant factor in budgeting. Through the integration 

and resettlement scheme initiated some time ago. more or less permanent solu_ 

tions were worked out for the residual camp population. With the aid of BUb

stantial grants made available by JOe, as well as matching grants and housing 

facilities by the German government, it is expected that the Foehrenwald 

families remaining in Germany will in time be absorbed and integrated into 

various Jewish communities. There are, however, a number of particularly 

difficult cases which will continue to require help, to be extended to them 

through the local Jewish communities. 

The bulk of locally-needed welfare services will be assured by means of 

JDC grants to the Jewish Central Welfare Agency whose member communities now 

issue cash assistance regularly to about 1,900 persons; offer vocational 

training to about 90; maintain 13 homes with a population of 510 aged persons. 

and nine nursery schools caring for 220 children . 

Italy - In the last few years JOC, in Italy as well as in other European 

areas, has given increasing support to the needs of the local, settled popu

lation. Through the Union of Italian Jewish Communities, aid has been extended 

for relief as well as related services . . Most recent reports indicate that 

nearly 1,000 persons are receiving cash assistance, the funds for which are in 

part forthcoming from the local communities, the remainder from JOC. With the 

aid of JOC, the standards of relief are slowly being raised to a minimal but 

effective level. 

Direct JDC aid in Italy reaches some 500 OP's and provides medical and 

other services for many others. An important share of the funds now expended 

for direct activities are employed in behalf of post-TB cases and their 

dependents, numbering about 120 persons. 

Belgium - The assistance programs of the JDC are carried out in Belgium 
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througn support of three local agencies, the most important of which is the 

A. I .V.G. of Brussels, which has a cash relief load of 1,046 persons. While in 

leneral the trend in the re l ief rolls of these agencies has he en down, such 

savings as might be anticipated have been partly offset by rising costs. 

France - France is reported to have a Jewish popul ation of about 300,000 

or two- thirds of the total for Western Europe. The number of assistees in all 

services which are supported by the JOe, and impl emented through local agen

oies, is over 14,000. 

The central fund raising and we l fare agency for the Paris region - Fonds 

Social Jui! Unitie - is responsibl e for carrying out the bulk of the services 

1n behal f of both refugees and native persons. Its annual budget amounts to 

approximately $2,500,000, of which the JDe share represents between 30 per

cent and 35 percent, the remainder coming from local, private, communal and 

lovernmental sources. The number of beneficiaries of cash assistance totals 

about 2,700; there are more than 800 children in 15 homes. 

A program was begun in 1954, with the aid of Claims Conference funds, for 

t he rebui l ding, expansion or the establishment, wherever necessary, of essen

t ial communal faci l ities and services, including school s, medical establish

ments. canteens. chil dren ' s homes and kindergartens. Concern has also been 

shown for the necessity of strengthening Jewish communal life both in Paris 

and in the provinces by al locating funds for t he establishment of community 

centers . 

A factor which may seriously upset the budget calculations for 1957 arises 

in connection with the emigration of Tunisian and Algerian Jewish families to 

France. While during the first five months of 1956 an average of 32 immigrant 

families turned each month to the local J ewish welfare agencies for aSSistance, 

currently this number has doubled. A further deterioration of conditions in 
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these countries will undoubtedly lead to a considerably greater influx and the 

financial pressures on the local welfare organizations will only be relieved 

by a larger measure of support from JDe together with the local community. 

Sweden. Norway, Denmark. Holland - About 400 persons. many of them former 

TB patients, receive monthly welfare assistance in Sweden; a grant has been 

allocated for establishing a Home for the Infirm, in order to deal with unmet 

requests for this type of service; planning has begun for the establishment ot 

a community center in Stockholm; wide-spread support is being given to various 

religious and cultural activities, particularly in behalf of recently resettled 

refugees finding themselves somewhat isolated in the smaller towns. 

In Norway, a small assistance program, as well as a scholarship program 

destined to provide training opportunities for unskiJled refugees, represent 

the services currently 8ubventioned by JOe. 

While the Danish Jewish community has supported local welfare requirements 

without calling upon JOC for aid, it has had to delay much needed repairs to 

various institutions for lack of adequate funds. It is for these specific 

purposes that some small allotments were made available for a home for the 

aged and for a synagogue in Copenhagen in 1955 and 1956 and it is planned to 

make small grants for similar projects in 1957. 

The Dutch government has given approval to, and is providing two-thirds 

of the cost of, the construction of a much-needed Jewish mental hospital with 

a capaCity of 76 beds. The remaining third of the cost is to be furnished by 

JOe over a two-year period. the first installment of which is included in the 

1957 budget. 

Switzerland - JOe covers about 20 percent of the budget of the central 

organization in Switzerland which concerns itself with aged, ailing and other

wise handicapped refugees. The cash relief load of this organization averages 
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monthly and the Home for the Aged houses about 120. While the 

number of persons requiring cash assistance has declined, the total budget 

oannot yet be met out of resources available from the government and from the 

SWiss Jewish community. 

Portugal and Spain - Small residual caseloads will oontinue to require 

assistance. 

Greece, Yugoslavia - The bulk of the funds reserved for Greece for 1957 

is intended for the ongoing relief program conducted by the Central Jewish 

Relief organization. involving 340 beneficiaries of cash assistance and 

medical care. 

In Yugoslavia, JOe runds in 1957 will COVer the bulk of the operating 

costs of a home for the aged, which will care for 120 meD and women and feed 

an additional 60 needy persons living outside the institution. Cash assistance 

will benefit approximately 300 persons regularly, and considerable support 

will be given to kindergartens and various cultural activities. 

OTHER COUNTRIES ....... .. ............ ................ ............ .... .. ......... ... ...... ... R.quir.m.nts: $220,000 

Relatively small numbers of refugees continue to require the aid of JDe 

in the Philippines, Central America and China, while $100,000 is reserved for 

Austra lia , to enable local welfare societies to absorb the appreciable number 

of refugees who have found asylum on that continent. In time, because of the 

many economic opportunities which that country offers, they are expected to 

become self-supporting. In the meantime, during the transition period, new 

arrivals need help in their day-to-day living, in finding housing and in star

ting upon small business venture~. Currently, approximately 500 perSQns are 

being assisted regularly, 
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RELI~F -IN-TRANSIT .................................................................... R.qu i r.m.n ts : $2, 450, 000 

The very substantial relief needs whioh fall outside of the specific 

try programs described above are met through JOe's relief-in-transit 

In some respects, these programs are as important as any carried on anywhere by 

RECONSTRUCTION .............................................................................. Requirements: $1,600,000 

In 1956, the JOe grant to the World ORT Union totalled 81.450,000 and 

constituted approximately 60 percent of the global budget of that 

Through its vast network of schools in Europe and in Moslem countries, approx

imately 14,000 young people received training and instruction of varying 

duration. in a wide variety of skills and trades, the principal emphasis 

falling in the fields of mechanica, electrical repairs. carpentry. sewing. 

etc. In 1957. a grant of $1.450,000 for the World ORT Union is again foreseen. 

The oredit institutions of the JDC have long played an important role in 

assisting Jewish professionals, artisans and small businessmen to meet em.rg.n~1 

needs. In recent years, the programs have been widely extended and enlarged in 

Europe and in other areas such as Australia. North Africa and South America. 

They are proving to be particularly useful in assisting in the integration of 

newcomers in the countries of resettlement. There are 27 such institutions and 

they are issuing loans at a rate of over 4,000 per annum with a total value of 

about $1,700,000. In order to continue and expand these programs further, a 

sum of $150,000 is being reserved for 1957. 

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITI~S ....................................... R.quir.m.nts: $660,000 

For very many years, JDC has given financial assistance to various cultural 

and religious institutions and projects in Israel . Currently 80 yeshivoth 

receive regular monthly grants from the JDC and are given special assistance 

with respect to their central feeding establishments. where these exist. 
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About 1 .700 refugees -- rabbis, cantors and their dependents -- benefit from 

regular monthly grants , and support is given to six research projects in which 

100 individuals are employed . The continuation of this worthwhile program 

will require $660,QOO in 1957, 

OTHER ... . ................................................. .... . ...................... .. ....... ... .. Requirements; $2.138.000 

This general category includes miscellaneous one-time grants for activ

ities generally cutting aoross geographical lines: it includes the operating 

and service costs for JDe's New York and Paris Headquarters and its profes

sional and other overseas personnel. and the cost of the annual audit . Like

wise included are such items as the purchase anQ distribution of matzoth, 

matzoth meal and other Passover supplies for distribution to approximately 

50,000 persons; provision for special cultural projects such as supplementation 

of teachers' salaries in areas where the local community is unable to bear the 

full expense , the cost of special publications and various other specialized 

services. 

• 
, 
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1957 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

OF THE 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

Purpose 

Support of Malben i n I sraeL ..... ............................... ......................... . 

Aid to Jews i n Moslem countries ................... " ..... ,,,, ......................... . 

Aid to Jews in 'este rn Europe ....................................... .. .......... ........ . 

Re lief ac tiv! ties in othEtI' countries .. .. .................................... .. ... . 

Relief-in Trans ! t .... .. ..................... ............................. ........................... . 

Recons truction (Economic Aid , Vocational Training) .. ..... .... ...... . 

CuI tural and Religious AcUv! ties ., ......................... ........ .. ............. . 

Various , inc luding grants to communities and 
institutions, operating and service 
expenses, etc . .. .... .. ..... .... ...................................... ............................ . 

Amount 

$12, 000,000 

3,500,000 

3,982,000 

220,000 

2,450,000 

1,600,000 

660,000 

2.138.000 

$26,550,000 
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THE FCLLOWIKG CABLE FROM EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE JDC WAS RECEIVED FROM 
VIENNA ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 23, AS THIS BOOKLET WAS BEING READIED FOR THE PRESS 

VIENNA 
TO: JOINTDISCO 

FORESEEIKG NO IMMEDIAtE DECLINE INFLUX HUNGARIAN REFUGEES, JDC SETTING UP 

LONG RANGE PROGRAM IN AUSTRIA TO MEET NEEDS AND PROBLEMS NEW ARRIVALS. 

CHARLES H. JORDAN, ACTING DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF JDC, IS MEMBER COORDINATING 

COMMITTEE ON REFUGEES FROM HUNGARY SET UP BY OFFICE OF UN. 

"IT IS DANGEROUS TO COKTINUE THINKIKG AS WE HAVE BEEN THnKIKG TILL NOW 

OF AN EMERGENCY LASTIKG LIMITED NUMBER OF DAYS AND AFFECTIKG LIMITED NU~~B 

OF PEOPLE" JORDAN STATED. HE ADDED: 

"DESPITE WILLINGNESS NATIONS OF FREE WORLD TO ACIiIT LARGE NUMBERS OF 

HUNGARIAN REFUGEES, PROBLEM IN AUSTRIA CONTINUES TO GROW INSTEAD OF DIMINISHING. 

"GLANCE AT FIGURES SHOWS INACEQUACY OF ORIGINAL APPROACH TO PROBLEM. 

COUNTRIES OUTSIDE AUSTRIA AGREED TO DATE TO ACCEPT APPROXIMATELY 35,000 REFUGEES; 

NUMBER ARRIVALS ALREADY FAR BEYOND THAT AND INCREASING AT AN UNPRECEDENTED RATE. 

OR PUT IT ANOTHER WAY, NUMBER BEING TAKEN OUT OF AUSTRIA NOW AVERAGES 1,000 PER 

DAY, NUMBER ENTERING COUNTRY DURING PAST WEEK RANGES TO 10,000 PER DAY. 

"IN FACE OF THESE FIGURES IT IS IMPERATIVE ALL OF US CONCERNED THIS 

PROBLEM -- GOVERNMENTS, INTER GOVERNMENTAL AND VOLUNTARY AGENCIES DEALING 

REFUGEES -- REVISE OUR THINKING. WE MUST TAKE VIGOROUS MEASURES TO MEET 

SITUATION REALISTICALLY AND DEAL WITH IT IN FULL SCOPE OF ITS SIZE AND 

IMPLICATIONS. TO FAIL THESE PEOPLE IN THEIR SEARCH FOR NEW LIFE WOULD BE 

TRAGIC AND BEYOND DESCRIPTION. 
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WHEN REFUGEES STARTED TO POUR OVER BORDER 15 DAYS AGO, MAJOR RE:3PCINSIBl[Lr 

FOR RECEPTION AND CARE OF JEWISH REFUGEES WAS UNDERTAKEN BY THE KUL,TU:;GEIMEI.NDI 

OFFICIAL JEWISH COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION VIENNA, JORDAN REPORTED. 

"AS INFLUX GREW, IT BECAME APPARENT THE SMALL JEWISH COMMUNITY WAS NOT 

EQUIPPED TO MEET THIS PROBLEM BY ITSELF, NO MORE THAN AUSTRIAN GOVERNMENT 

COULD BE ASKED TO MEET OVERALL SITUATION SINGLE HANDEDLY" HE STATED. HE 

EXPLAINED THAT: 

"IN VIENNA, WORK IS STILL THE RESPONSIBILITY OF KULTUSGEMEINDE AND JDC 

WORKING HAND IN HAND WITH IT. WE NOW SUPPLY NECESSARY FUNDS AND ARE PROVIDINQ 

TRAINED PERSONNEL FROM OTHER COUNTRIES TO WORK WITH LOCAL PEOPLE. THE JEWISH 

AGENCY PROCESSING CANDIDATES FOR MIGRATION TO ISRAEL AND HIAS IN CHARGE OF 

MIGRATION TO OTHER COUNTRIES. 

"WE ARE DIRECTING MORE AND MORE JEWISH REFUGEES AWAY FROM VIENNA TOWARD 

OTHER PARTS OF AUSTRIA . JDC TAKING FULL RESPONSIBILITY IN OFFICES SET UP IN 

SALZBURG AND LINZ. IN SALZBURG WE PROVIDED HIAS WITH ACCOMMODATIONS FOR 

PROCESSING MIGRATION OF JEWISH REFUGEES TO AMERICA." 

DESPITE DIFFICULTY LOCATING ALL JEWISH REFUGEES, OVER 1,300 REGISTERED 

AS OF MIDNIGHT NOVEMBER 21 AND NEWCOMERS NOW REPORTING TO JEWISH AGENCIES AT 

RATE OF 150 DAILY . 



1957 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 

The Jewish immigrant who comes to the United States today is, 1n many 

respects, different from the Jewish immigrant of the immediate post-war years. 

In one vital respect. however, they are Similar: they both need help to gain 

• foothold 1n the new world. 

The majority of those who come to the United States settle in New York 

City and apply to the New York Association for New Americans. This has been 

true since 1949, when NYANA assumed complete responsibility for the rehabili

tation ot Jewish newcomers making their homes in the metropolitan area. It 

w111 be no less true next year when. in spite of restrictive immigration laws, 

it is estimated that 3,000 Jewish immigrants will enter this oountry. 

The largest proportion of these newoomers will make their homes in the 

Greater New York area, as has been the case in tbe past . It is essential that 

NYANA be prepared to offer these newcomers, as it did to its predecessors, the 

kind of help which has proven so effective since 1949 in guiding over 57,000 

DeWcomers to economic independence. and to cultural integration into the main

stream of American life. 

The pattern for NYANA's 1957 activities is based on the record of its 

aChievements during 1956. In 1956 , through its broad range of social serv

ices, NYANA helped 4,000 recent Jewish immigrants in the often difficult proc

ess of adjustment to life in a new land. More than 2,600 of these newcomers 

arrived in 1956 alone and settled in New York City. 

According to present indications. the total number of Jewish arrivals to 

the United States in 1956 will be more than 5,000 -- an increase of 1.000 over 

the number of arrivals in 1955. Today's immigrants are arriving under the 
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regular immigration law -- the McCarran-Walter Act -- and the Refugee Reliet 

Act of 1953. Although Jewish immigration has increased during this year be

cause of the Refugee Relief Act, many who had hoped to arrive under this Act 

were unable to do so, due to its restriotive requirements. This Act will ex_ 

pire on December 31, 1956, but those who receive visas will be able to enter 

the country until April 1957. It is, however. clear today that the full im

migration goal set by the Act cannot possibly be attained by its expiration 

date, 

From the outset. NYANA'a machinery was geared to bring in as many eligi_ 

ble refugees as possible under the provisions of the Aot. More than 600 as

surances, covering about 1,800 individuals, have been processed by NYANA under 

the Act. Many of the individuals for whom NYANA issued assurances have alreadJ 

arrived in this country, and there is a strong hope that a substantial portioD 

of the remainder will be able to find refuge on American soil before the Act 

expires. 

There is growing recognition that improvements in our immigration laws 

are necessary. For example, in the last session of Congress, the Senate 

passed a bill whioh provides for the continued use of the unused visas under 

the Refugee Relief Act. This bill also eliminated the mortgaging of quotas 

under the previous Displaced Persons Act, and contained other provisions. 

However, the btll did not pass in the House of Representatives. The platforms 

of both parties contain favorable planks for improvements in our immigration 

laws. It is hoped that the next Congress will enact remedial measures so that 

thousands of men, women and ohildren who have set their hearts on migrating 

to this country will be able to do so, 

At the time of this writing, the United States Governreent has agreed 1Q 

admit 5.000 Hungarian refugees who fled to Austria as a result of the recent 
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iprisings in Hungary. They are to be admitted to this country under the 

through other provisions. NYANA has already issued addi-

tiona I assurances under the Refugee Relie! Act to absorb those Jewish families 

rho can enter under this measure and who will .be settling in New York City. 

NYANA'S ACTIVITIES 1956 

Over the years NYANA has developed a range of services and effective 

teohniques to assist the newoomer. The first step in helping the new arrival 

to become a self-sufficient American 1s to assist him in the appraisal of his 

needs. In 1956 almost 2.500 families came to NYANA seeking various kinds of 

services. Careful evaluation by Skilled interviewers determined that 75 per 

oent of the applioants required individualized help from one of NYANA's spe-

oialized departments. either Family Servioe or Vocational Service. Twenty-

five per oent of the applicants were helped immediately through guidance, or 

were referred to an appropriate agency in the community. 

For the family without any funds, with' health or other complicated prob-

lems, and without relatives to whom it may turn, the Family Service Department 

continues to provide skilled casework help and the financial assistance to 

meet the basic necessities for establishing a home; for food, clothing, medi-

cal and dental care, and other needs. In determining how best to meet a fam-

i1y's particular needs, the department gives careful consideration to the im-

mediate situation and long-term total adjustment. Many of the families re-

ceiving this help are the IIhard corell of the agency caseload who require in-

tensive and specialized care so that they may be rehabilitated and helped to 

become self-supporting. In 1956, about 1,700 persons required a wide range 

of assistance from the Family Service Department. , 
The caseload of the Department was 197 families on January 1, 1956 (the 

average family has about three members). During the year, 338 additional 
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families received help and the cases of 327 families were closed because 

no longer required help. Thus, the services rendered enabled most of the 

lies to become self-supporting, since only 208 cases are expected to remain 

in the department at the end of the year. 

Expenditures for direct relief and rehabilitative services provided by 

the Family Service Department in 1956 totalled $355.088. These funds were 

distributed as follows: 

1219.444 -- for food. shelter and utilities 

23.436 -- for medical care 

37,639 

5,681 

37,639 

7,101 

14,918 

tor hospital and institutional care 

tor olothing 

for furniture and household repairs 
to help families establish a home 

for vooational training 

tor the rehabilitation of the 
clients in NYANA's Work Center 

9.230 -- for other relief expenditures 

As with most Americans. a job is the keystone of independence for the 

newcomer, During 1956. NYANA's Vocational Services Department continued to 

direct its help to assist the immigrants to become self-supporting as soon as 

possible through vocational counseling and guidance. training and job place-

ment services. Every activity of the department is directed toward ultimately 

placing the newcomer in a job whereby he can earn his own living and support 

his family. The department provided its services to 1.820 persons during the 

year. The total number of immigrants placed in jobs came to 1.400. Due to 

conditions beyond their control. many immigrants arrive here without a trade 

or marketable skill. Sixty newcomers were placed in special vocational train-

lng programs whioh covered 17 different industrial fields. Within eight to 
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weeks atter completion of training, many of the trainees are able to sup

their families. 

The sheltered workshop which NYANA established in June. 1955 to rehabil

the handicapped and the aged served a total of 61 clients during its 

<{ ,rs" year ot operation. About three-quarters of those who attended daily are 

60 years of age. A number of the aged and handicapped individuals have 

to secure employment in private industry. Others have been 

secure specialized training, which was previously unavailable to 

workshop experience. For all, the workshop, or Work Center 

has prOVided real assuranoe of their human usefulness and 

NYANA'S EXPENDITURES 1956 

Ouring 1956, NYANA spent about 1718,000 to provide the essential serv

described above. Ot this sum. $568.551 was used for NYANA's own servioes 

organizations serving immigrants in New York City. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR 1957 

The estimate ot needs tor 1957 is based on providing services for the 

newcomers who are expected to arrive during the coming year and tor those im

.igrants who are already here but will still require some help. It takes into 

oonsideration the faot that. for the first three months of 1957. immigrants 

w11l still be arriving under the Refugee Relief Act. the nature of the oase

load for which the agenoy will be responsible next year. and the types of 

services that will be required to help as many families as possible become 

Belf-supporting. The estimate does not take into consideration any changes 

1n legislation which may increase the flow of Jewish immigrants into this 

country. and thereby increase the amount of funds required. 

NYANA expects to serve about ~ individuals in allot its departments 
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during 1957, and it is again anticipated that the majority of these can be 

served without requiring the outlay of relief funds. 

It is estimated that the Family Service Department will provide service. 

to about 472 families representing 1.416 men, women and Children. The case_ 

load of this department will continue to consist of difficult and complicated 

family situations. 

The Vocational Services Department in 1957 will provide its specialized 

services to about 1.600 individuals . The Work Center for the handicapped and 

aged clients will continue its program for those who still require its serv-

ices and for the new olients who may be found eligible for its program. 

As always, NYANA w111 continue to review its program and modify or expand 

its services in order to best meet its specialized role in the community. 

NYANA's total needs for 1957 are now estimated at $753.250. This sum will be 

distributed as follows: 

Family Services - relief and rehabilitation ..... .. ...... .. . 
Vocational guidance. training and employment .... ........... . 
Reoeption and referral ........ ...... ... ... .. ... .. .......... ..... ... ..... .. ....... . 
Otfice and administrative services ...... ............................. . 
Subventions ... .. .......... .... ....... ... ...... .. .. ... ...... ................ .. ............... . 

$450,030 
90,630 
17,095 
48.770 

146,725 

Tota1 ..... ... .... ...... ......................... .......... ..... ........ ...... $753,250 

The subvention of $146,725 is for the Service to Foreign Born program of 

the New York Section, National Council of Jewish Women . This organization 

provides specialized and technical immigration and naturalization services to 

many thousands of families and individuals in New York City. 

Those who hope to come to this country in 1957 and settle in metropoJitan 

New York oan depend upon NYANA to act as their advocate and guide to speed 

them toward their goal of independence, with funds supplied by the United 

Jewish Appeal. 
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THE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL IN 1958 

In 1958 the United Jewish Appeal will conduct its 20th consecutive annual 
oampaign to finance the major humanitarian programs of the American Jewish 
oommunity. As it begins the effort that will round out its second decade, UJA 
can point to a magnificent achievement -- more than 2,600,000 men, women and 
ohildren aided and more than 1.300.000 lives saved -- made possible by its 
hundreds of thousands of devoted supporters and campaign workers during the 
years since the first unified drive in 1939. 

The UJAls 20th campaign year comes during the lOth year of Israel·s 
Statehood. These two events have a profound relationship. The greatest 
achievement of Israel's people in this first decade has been their welcoming 
of more than 900.000 immigrants from lands of persecution or insecurity. This 
vast work of rescue and resettlement could not have been maintained without 
the massive financial support made available by the Jews of America through 
the UJA. 

The following pages present the 1958 budgetary requirements of the UJA 
oonstituent agencies -- the United Israel Appeal. Joint Distribution Committee 
and the New York ASSOCiation for New Americans -- to carry forward welfare. 
migration, resettlement and rehabilitation services benefiting more than 
600.000 Jews in need in Israel. in more than a score of other countries abroad 
and in the United State •. 

Their combined budgets total $237,031,800. But there will be an estimated 
135,000,000 made available to some overseas operations of the UIA and the JOe 
trom sources other than the UJA (see note at bottom of summary table on Page 
4), leaving the amount of $202,031,800. 

This is a heavy budgetary responsibility. But it is based on a reali~tic 
program to implement Jewish survival and Jewish renascence. And in the light 
of American Jewry's record of dedication over the last two deoades, the UJA 
takes up the great task of its 20th campaign with confidence that American 
Jews will want to meet the stern challenge of the year ahead. 

The most extensive need revealed in the following budgetary presentations 
both in terms of people to be helped and monetary requirements -- is to 

keep the way open for the movement of refugee Jews to freedom and to speed 
housing and economic integration programs for newcomers in Israel. 

Israel's people, it must be noted. are continuing to give haven to the 
overwhelming majority of Jews on the move from areas of insecurity and de
spair. But, struggling with ponderous economic and security problems. they 
cannot oarry the vast immigrant absorption burden unaided. 

This year's problem of transferring scores of thousands of refugees and 
giving them a new start grows out of the greatest dislocation of Jews in near
ly a decade. Ouring 1957, more than 120,000 Jewish men, women and children 
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sought to get out of lands where they could see no hope and no future. They 
fled from Hungary, Egypt and North Africa. Thousands were permitted to leave 
Poland. Close to 82,000 of the total entered Israel, with another 27,000 
going to the United States, Britain and British Commonwealth nations, Western 
Europe, Latin America and a scattering of other countries. Additionally, some 
15,000 Jews were repatriated from the Soviet Union to Poland, where they are 
now to be aided by UJA, through the JDe, which bas been invited to resume its 
work in that country after an absence of eight years. 

The 1957 experience must be kept in mind in considering the 1958 budgets 
outlined in the following pages. For 1958, budget items are based on an 
estimated migration of 80,000 Jews, chiefly from Eastern Europe, with up to 
70,000 entering Israel and the remaining 10,000 going to other countries of 
the free world. But remembering last year's developments, it must be recog
nized that unforeseen international changes or political upheavals may pro
duce new pressures for Jewish migration and create rescue needs which might 
far outdistance the budgetary allocations presented in this book. 

The upsurge in Jewish migration went far beyond the budgetary estimates 
last year, but the extra proceeds of 130,000.000 from the UJA Emergency Rescue 
Fund -- while less than a third of the amount sought -- kept the situation 
from getting completely out of hand. By utilizing available funds to the best 
advantage and by extemporizing many emergency procedures, the UJA agencies 
moved the swollen total of refugees to safety and helped resettle the major
ity. With Israel taking in most of the uprooted and far more than the origi
nal estimate. the main burden of the deficit fell upon the Jewish Agency and 
the Government of Israel. The outpaced immigrant absorption program in 
Israel, therefore, looms large in the 1958 over-all budget. The problem could 
grow to new crisiS proportions if 1958 produces more unexpected international 
contingencies. 

The budget of the United Israel Appeal. totalling $207.200.000, reflects 
the critical immigrant absorption picture in Israel. The Jewish Agency was 
severely limited in its capacity to absorb the 81,000 newcomers who arrived 
from October, 1956. to October, 1957. Housing is now th~ most acute problem. 
Reception and welfare services for the sharply increased numbers of immigrants 
used up some of the funds needed to build new settlements and permanent hous
ing. As a result, 22,000 families -- some 100,000 individuals -- continue to 
exist in the inadequate and demoralizing makeshift shelters of the ma'abaroth. 
In addition, the Jewish Agency must speed its vital programs to organize new 
communities and develop agricultural facilities as well as continuing technical 
and financial aid to consolidate the 460 post-Statehood settlements. 

The Joint Distribution Committee budget. calling for a total of 
$28,591,000. also reflects the increased needs springing from the widespread 
dislocation of Jewish populations. Some 200,000 dependent Jews in Israel. 
Europe, Moslem lands and other areas must be helped by the JOC in 1958. 

A welcome new development is JOC's return to Poland after a nine-year 
forced halt in its long record of sustaining Polish Jewry. At the Polish 
Government's invitation. JOe is setting up aid programs for some 10.000 Jews 
who have recently been repatriated from the Soviet Union. All UJA supporters 
share in the emotional lift of this renewed contact with the remnant of a 
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great Jewish community which was a mighty well- spring of Jewish cultural and 
spiritual resources. The number of repatriates may be enlarged by another 
15,000 to 20,000 returnees during the year, and JDe may be required to cope 
with greatly increased responsibilities in Poland before the close of 1958. 

JDC also must carry forward its life-sustaining programs for some 100,QOO 
Jews marking time in countries of their present residence or in refugee centers 
while waiting for permanent resettlement, and JDe must maintain its Malben 
program in Israel which cares for thousands of aged, ill and handicapped new
comers. 

The New York AssOCiation for New Americans also is confronted with in
creased responsibilities growing out ot the upsurge in Jewish migration. I ts 
1958 budget requires $1,240,000 to aid 5,000 individuals. With responsibility 
for assistance to Jewish immigrants arriving in the New York vicinity -- where 
most immigrants arrive in the United States t he NYANA operation must be 
highly flexible to deal with sudden changes in immigration pol icies and pro
oedures. 

The combined budgets of the UJA constituent agencies project gl obal 
assistance programs to benefit more than 600.000 men, women and children 
olose to 450.000 of them in I srael . This great multitude of the unabsorbed, 
uprooted, underprivileged or dependent will f i nd in 1958 -- as Jews in need 
have found throughout the years -- that the Amerioan Jewish community stands 
ready to acoept its responsibility as the mainstay of a l l Jews who need help. 

I n 1958 the UJA counts on the demonstrated devotion of American Jews to 
make its 20th year a beacon of humanitarian service that can light the way to 
a life of dignity and a hopeful future for thousands who otherwise would sink 
into despair. And in 1958, too. t he American Jewish community, through the 
UJA, will make Israel ' s lOth year of Statehood more meaningful by joining with 
Israel's self-sacrificing people to keep the gates of freedom open and to 
build a creative future for the oppressed and the driven. 

I , 
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1958 UJA ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE 

Number of Persons Requiring Assistanoe, by Agency 

Agency 

Un! ted Israel Appeal ................................................................................... . 
Joint Distribution Committee ........................................... . 
New York Association for New Americans ............ . 

Welfare Aid Programs (b) 

Child Care, including homes for children. nurseries, 
hot heals in schools, etc ........................................................................ . 
Medical Aid, including infant care, anti-trachoma measures, 
speCialized aid and preventive medical care ..................................... . 
Aged t invalids! chronically ill ........................ , ................................. .. 
Education, including cultural and religious activities ............... . 
Ma'abaroth {maintenance and upkeep) ..................................................... . 

Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Programs 

Agricul ture 
Consolidation of existing farms l 
Grants and Aid to advanced farme { 34,000 units ..... -................ . 

Housing (17,000 units for immigrants) ......... ................. . ............... . 
( 6,000 units for Ma'abaroth dwellers) ............................... . 

Te chnica l Aid, including agricultural guidance ....................... . 
Irrigation: improvement and expansion of water supply 
Eoonomic Aid 
Loans to artisans, storekeepers. merchants. etc . ...................... . 
Vocational Training , including ORT Organization for Rehabili-
tation through Training and Youth Aliyah ......................................... . 
Emigration. Relief in Transi t ................................................................ . 

(a) Unduplicated figures 
(b) Inasmuch as the same person may benefit from various types 
ot UJA-financed programs, the number of beneficiaries by type 
of welfare aid and rehabilitation programs exceeds the total 
number of persons aided . 

1958 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
Agency 

Uni t ed Israe l Appeal ................................................................................ .. 
Joint Distribution Committee .......................... _ .... . 
New York Association for New Americans ................ . 

Less revenue from other sources (c) ..................... . 
To be provided by the United Jewish Appeal. ....... . 

410,000 
200 , 000 

5,000 
615,000 

190,000 

183 ,000 
71,000 

117, 000 
80,000 

136,000 

70,000 
30,000 

210,000 

26 , 000 

36,000 
80 , 000 

Amount 

$207,200,000 
28,591,000 
1.240 ,80Q 

$237,031,800 
- 35 , 000 OOQ 

$202,031,800 

(c) Includes income from German reparations, grants from the Conference 
on Material Claims, philanthropic contributions outside U.S.A. , etc. 



Introduction 

1958 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
ot t~ 

UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

For the Rescue and Resettlement Program 
of the Jewish Agency 

In an age in which technological progress has given man awesome staward-

ship over the means of total destruction, it is sometimes difficult to affirm 

the sanctity of each individual human life, Yet, the Biblical command 'Thou 

Shalt Choose Life' is as imperative today 8S it was 2,000 years ago. On the 

following pages, the United Israel Appeal on behalf of the Jewish Agency pre-

sents the story of more than 80,000 men, women and children who could choose 

l ife in 1957 and of the tens of thousands whose future is up to us in 1958. 

In submitting the budgetary requirements to the National Conference of 

the United Jewish Appeal, the UIA realizes that no set of figures can fully 

reflect the hopes and fears, the suffering and courage of those whose chances 

to 'choose life' depend to a large extent upon the generosity of American 

Jewry. To do full justice to the humanitarian aspects of the Jewish Agency's 

immigration and resettlement work, to present it ,within the proper context of 

all the complex economic conditions and political tensions which affect the 

Agency's program, would require a far more extensive survey and a more complete 

analysis than can be given on these pages. 

The following report, therefore, does not attempt to convey the full im-

pact of Israel's dynamic growth. the ever-present sense of 'history in the 

making' which has spurred her people to telescope the achievements of genera-

tions into a single decade. At a time when the future of tens of thousands of 
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Jewish men, women and children may depend on the deliberations and resolutiona 

formulated by this year's UJA conference and on the speedy implementation of 

these resolutions by Jewish communities throughout the United States. a program 

of action must take precedence over historical analysis. 

To offer a factual basis for the formulating of such a program of action, 

the UIA presents the following summary of current trends and developments as 

they are reflected in the activities and budgetary requirements of the Jewish 

Agency. 

The Shadow of Unmarked Graves 

"Jews who have been living in the shadow of thousands of unmarked graves 

are today turning their eyes to the one land which for them spells dignity. 

life and hope." I n these words. an American visitor describes the feeling of 

a Jewish community behind the Iron Curtain which after long years of isolation 

has renewed its contacts with the rest of World Jewry . 

The influx of new arrivals from Iron Curtain countries has been the out

standing feature in this year's immigration to Israel. Out of some 75.000 who 

entered the country during the first eleven months of 1957. some 40.000 hailed 

from Eastern Europe. The remnant of what was once the greatest flourishing 

center of Jewish life is striking new roots in the Jewish homeland. 

Since May. 1948, over 900,000 immigrants have come to Israel from 72 

lands . Yet, in this heterogeneous human tide, the newcomers from Eastern 

Europe stand out as a poignant reminder of the most devastating decade of 

terror and persecution in the annals of the Jewish people. In Poland alone, 

a thriving Jewish community of more than three million has been reduced to 

less than 50.000. For every Jew who walks the streets of a Polish city today . 

the shadows of sixty Jewish martyrs walk beside him. 

Yet, the growing desire to emigrate to Israel which is manifest among 
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Jewish communities behind the I ron Curtain , is spurred not only by the haunt

ing memories of the past, but also by the fact that these communities faoe a 

bleak fu ture. 

Anti-semitism. which has been endemic 1n these areas for centur ies, dies 

hard. In Poland, for example, even t he Gomul ka regime has not been able to 

prevent scattered incidents of Jews being molested or even physically assaulted 

in publ ic places. Housing and employment opportunities for Jewish repatriates 

from Russia are gross ly inadequate . 

One of the most tragic aspec t s of Jewish l ife i n Easte rn Europe, however, 

is the problem of Jewish youth. Today, the same Jewish communities whose 

physical existence was deal t a near-death blow by Hitl er ' s henchmen are faced 

with the threat of spi r itual atrophy because they are losing their chi l dren to 

an alien way of life. As one immigrant mother reports: "My daughter was on 

the verge of conversion to Christianity because she did not dare absent her

self from religiOUS instruction in her Catholic school. She felt that she did 

not dare admit that she was different. She began to hate us , to bate herself 

for being a Jew. This is why I came here. I want my child to grow up among 

her own people . " 

At this moment, the UIA agencies do not have any direct representation in 

Eastern Europe. Yet, the report by JDC (p. 25), which recently renewed relief 

operations in Poland, gives some indication of conditions in what is probably 

the most liberal of the Iron Curtain countries. If, even under the Gomulka 

regime, many Jews cannot see a future for themselves and their children in 

their present country of residence, it can be readily understood that pressure 

for emigration has been riSing among other Jewish communities behind the Iron 

Curtain. 
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Reception Around the Clock 

During the past year, immigrant reception around the clock has often been 

the order of the day. Israel's gangplanks to freedom were not pulled in at 

sundown. 

The reception of the newcomers with its rounds of milk, smiles and DDT 

the Jewish Agency's prescription for the tense and tired arrivals -- has 

developed into a fast-paced, smooth-working routine. Yet. each boatload of 

immigrants re-enaots the dramatic story which one American reporter called 'the 

man-made miracle of ISfael.' The stage props remain, but the actors are 

always new. 

One of the outstanding features of the latest immigration wave is recorded 

on the immigrants' registration sbeets under the heading 'occupation'. During 

the past twelve months an increasing number of new arrivals have listed such 

professions and technical skills as physician, engineer, architect, geologist 

and mining expert . Many of them have completed advanced training in their 

specialized fields and are experts in the most up-to-date methods of research 

and technology. 

This shift in occupational background spells many potential economic ad

vantages for Israel; yet, it also points to a formidable array of new problems. 

On the one hand, the newcomers' skills could make significant contributions to 

Israel's sooial and economic progress. On the other hand, however, the group

approach to resettlement which has proved effective in the past must be re

placed by selective and indiVidual treatment. Housing facilities often must be 

found in crowded urban areas and employment opportunities must be carefully 

investigated to assure that each newcomer will be able to utilize his valuable 

professional training and experience to the fullest extent. 
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Share in the Absorption Program 

The complexity of the immigration and rehabilitation process in Israel 1s 

compounded by the international situation and the country's own economic problems. 

In 1957 the people of Israel did more than their share. Their taxes con

tributed towards immigrant housing and agricultural development. Their chil

dren shared already crowded classrooms with immigrant youngsters. Their sick 

were crammed into hospitals inadequately equipped to cope with the rising need 

tor medIcal care. 

But despite all the sacrificial efforts on the part of Israel's people, 

their financial resources were too meager to assist in all aspects of immi

grant absorption. 

Unavoidable defense spending and heavy budgetary outlays caused by mass 

immigration, led to a renewed upward turn in the inflationary spiral. Computed 

on the basis of September. 1951. as 100 points, Israel's consumer price index 

rose from 254 points in January. 1957, to 269 points in August of that year. 

In this sense, the 'pangs of absorption' are felt not only by the new arrivals 

themselves but are experienced by every housewife who finds that inflation is 

playing havoc with the carefully balanced family budget. 

Too Little Yet Not Too Late 

While the people of Israel are caught between mounting defense needs and 

riSing prices. the Jewish Agency's rescue and resettlement program has been 

further hampered by the fact that UJA's Emergency Rescue Fund has failed to 

keep pace with the tempo of immigration, 

According to current estimates, the rescue and initial absorption of one 

refugee during a twelve-month period requires an average expenditure of 81,000. 

On the basis of these estimates, Israel alone needed $80.000,000 to receive 

and assist 80,000 newcomers in 1957. Yet, total receipts of the Emergency 
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Rescue Fund, inoluding receipts used for rescue and resettlement outside 

Israel, did not reach even half that figure. 

Had the Jewish Agency decided to cut the immigration program to tit her 

share in the Emergency Fund, more than 50.000 refugees who came to Israel dur_ 

ing the past eleven months would still be waiting behind the Iron Curtain, in 

Egypt, North Africa or Austrian DP camps. Yet, operating on the prinCipal 

that too little is better than too late, the A,eney arranged tor the transfer 

of these refugees regardless of financial considerations. Though 'too little' 

implies severe hardships tor the newcomers, past experience has shown that in 

the Agency's immigration program it is only the 'too late' which must be 

avoided at any cost. 

What does 'too little' mean in terms of the 80,000 who did arrive in 

Israel in the course of 19577 Because of the critical shortage of philan

thropic funds, 35 to 40 per cent of the newcomers must be accommodated in huts 

and other temporary housing units. Welfare cases, which account for about 

15 per cent of the year's immigration, cannot receive proper attention and 

care. Instead of full economic integration. auxiliary employment for new 

settlers in development areas averages only three days a week per head of 

family. barely enough to provide food and other basic necessities. 

Yet. it is not too late to make up for what could not be achieved in 

1957. The gifts of American Jews in 1958 can still turn the ingathering of 

the refugees into a homecoming in the fullest sense of the word. 

Mounting Backlog 

The above outline of unmet needs paints to what at first glance may be 

considered a paradox. Despite the fact that total receipts of UJA 1n 1957 

registered a significant advance over previous years, the backlog of deferred 

projects on the books of the Jewish Agency continued to pile up. 
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The explanation for these contradictory trends will be found in the fact 

that the Agency's program is cumulative. The full rehabilitation of 900.000 

newcomers and the consolidation of 460 post-5tatehood settlements 1s a complex 

process which cannot be completed in a single budget year. The extent of the 

current absorption backlog can be gauged by the fact that the elimination of 

the remaining ma'abaroth , which have a total population of more than 100, 000 

individuals, would require close to 90 million dollars. Investments needed 

tor the full consolidation of 32,000 post-statehood farms (about 60 per cent 

of all farm units in the country) are estimated at around 270 million dollars . 

Taken by themselves, these figures may cause grave concern. Yet reviewed 

against the background of past achievements they are far from discouraging. 

Compared to the total of 900 million dollars which the Jewish Agency spent on 

the rescue and rehabilitation program since May 1948, the above figures show 

that despite the constant pressure of mass immigration, about two-thirds of 

the job has already been done. 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS IN 1958 

TOTAL BUDGET ....... ......... ... ... .... ......... ...................... ... ........... ............ ................ ......... $207.200.000 

The combined budgetary requirements of the Jewish Agency, the United 

Israel Appeal and the Keren Hayesod in 1958 are ,estimated at $207,200 , 000 . 

These estimates take into account funds needed for the rescue and rehabilita-

tion of 70,000 Jews from depressed a reas in Europe and North Africa; a1100a-

tions due to 460 post-5tatehood settlements; investments in housing for immi-

grants who arrived within the past nine years; and payments for other pressing 
, 

obligations which must be met in the course of 1958 . 
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RESCUE AND INITIAL ABSORPTION 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS .......................................................................................... $70,000,000 

Immigration in 1958 

The main consideration in determining the Jewish Agency's immigration 

program in 1958 is not 'who will want to come to Israel' but 'who will be 

allowed to come' . The difference between the number of prospective immigrants 

and those who will actually be permitted to leave their country of origin is 

likely to run into the hundreds of thousands. 

In 1958. the Jewish Agency will require a total of 111 . 270.000 for the 

transfer of immigrants. including costs of transportation as well as services 

an route. As in the past. a number of transit centers will be maintained in 

France, Italy and Greece, where immigrants will be assembled,screened and 

given medical care if needed. Jewish Agency representatives will continue 

to accompany transports, acquainting travellers with conditions they will 

find in Israel and mapping absorption plane for them. 

Initial Assistance 

It is estimated that initial assistance for newcomers in 1958 will 

require a total of $13.930.000. As in previous years, this sum will include 

expenditures for the distribution of household goods such as beds, blankets, 

chairs, tables and kitchen utensils; the services of trained social workers 

and vocational guidance teams; and health insurance for all new arrivals for 

a period of three months. However, the bulk of the funds marked for initial 

assistance in 1958 will be spent on the following projects: 
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Absorption of Professionals and Skilled Workers. As indicated in the 

introduction to this UIA budget. immigration from Eastern Europe brings to 

Israel a relatively large number of professional and skilled workers whose 

absorption problems must be dealt with on an individual basis. In addition 

to assisting these new arrivals in finding suitable employment. the Jewish 

Agency will grant special loans to those who require a transitional period of 

retraining (lawyers and teachers, for example) before they can return to their 

previous professions. 

Loan FUnds. For a number of years, the Jewish Agency has provided special 

loan funds which enable immigrant artisans to acquire tools and other essential 

equipment. During the coming year, theee funds muet be inoreased to include 

loans to physicians, dentists and other professionals who will establish them

selves in development areas where there is a growing demand for their services. 

Social Welfare Cases. As resoue immigration is by its very nature non

selective, it is anticipated that social problem cases and their dependents 

will constitute about 10 to 15 per cent of all arrivals in 1958. While JOe's 

Malben organization is relied upon to care for aged, sick or handicapped new

comers, the Jewish Agency must make special arrangements for 'employment prob

lems', i.e. elderly people or widows with small children. 

Absorption of Immigrants in Agriculture 

Because of pressing obligations in other areas, the Jewish Agency in 1958 

will establish only 10 to 15 new farm villages. However , a plan has be en worked 

out which will make possible the settlement of about 20 per cent of a ll new 

arrivals (about 3,500 families) mainly in existing communal villages and small

holders' settlements. The following features of the agricultural absorption 

program for 1958 present a noteworthy departure from earlier techniques: 



Lower Costs. By utilizing openings in existing villages, the Jewish 

Agency expects to lower total settlement costs from 820,000 to less than 

$12,000 per farm unit, or about $40,000,000 for 3,500 units. Initial invest_ 

ments in 1958 are estimated to amount to $10.800.000. with the balance to be 

distributed over a three-year period. 

Hired Labor on Farm Estates. Since most of the new arrivals have no pre

vious experience in agriculture, the Jewish Agency will settle about 700 

families near large farm estates operated by contracting companies which will 

employ the newcomers on a 'earn as you learn' basis. In this way, the pros

pective farmers will not only have a reliable source of income during their 

first months in the country, but will also have gained conSiderable experience 

in many branches of agricultural work before the consolidation of their own 

holdings has been completed. 

One-year Trial Period. For a number of years, Israel's kibbutzim (com

munal settlements) have suffered from a shortage of labor. However, new immi

grants were often reluctant to join villages where oommunal dining halls and 

other aspects of a closely knit cooperative brought memories of OP camps and 

communist-style collective farms. In order to give new arrivals an opportunity 

to appreCiate the true nature of the kibbutzim which could offer substantial 

economic advantages to many immigrants, the Jewish Agency has arranged for a 

one-year trial program for newcomers in communal settlements. 

Housing . 

The guiding thought of every Jewish Agency plan is the phrase 'no more 

huts'. Yet year after year, the shortage of philanthropiC funds has forced 

the Agency to accommodate thousands of newcomers in temporary housing units. 

Investments in temporary accommodations which. sooner or later, must be 

replaced by permanent structures, constitute a tragic waste of scarce resources. 
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average cost of a permanent housing unit for one immigrant family is 

estimated at $4,000, total housing expenditures for the sarna family will rise 

to S6,000 or more if the newcomers must pass through an initial phase of tem

porary settlement . 

Between 1950 and 1955. the Israel Government assumed full responsibility 

for immigrant housing. Since 1956, however, other pressing demands on the 

Israel Treasury have forced the Jewish Agency to assume an increasing share in 

the financing of this program. 

It is estimated that new arrivals in 1958wl11 require about 17,000 housing 

units. As the Jewish Agency must provide at l east 50 per cent of all housing 

costs in 1958 (or an average of $2,000 per unit), the current budget includes 

a figure of $34.000.000 for housing. 

PARTIAL ELIMINATION OF MA'ABAROTH 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ........ ... .... .. .......... .. ... .. .... ... ... .... .. ... ....... .... .. ... .. ... ..... .. ..... .. $15 .700.000 

According to Webster. the origin of the word 'slum' is uncertain. This 

note serves well to characterize the basic nature of slums. Nobody builds 

slums. Their origin is uncertain. They develop by default not by design . 

The Hebrew language has as yet no precise t~rm for slum. The near-slum 

settlements which pockmark some sectors of Israel are known as ma'abaroth. a 

term derived from the Hebrew word ma'avar. that is. "transition". 

The word ma'abaroth first appeared in the Israel vocabulary in 1950 to 

designate the clusters of tin and wooden huts which were set up as "temporary" 

accommodations for new immigrants. However. in rapidly changing Israel theSe 

tranSition settlements are assuming a disturbing air of permamence. Is it 

possible that a future Israeli lexicographer will enter the notation: 

Ma'abaroth; eng.: slums; origin uncertain? 
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Fanciful though this question may seem, the harsh truth is that at thle 

moment it cannot be answered with an unequivooal no . Year after year, the 

pressure of new immigration waves has forced the Jewish Agency to postpone 

construction of permanent homes for ma'aharoth dwellers, of whom many have 

spent four or five years in substandard living quarters. 

At present there are Bome 22,000 families (about 100,000 persons) living 

in transition settlements with an equal number accommodated in semi-permanent 

housing units in development areas . For the coming year, the Jewish Agency's 

share in a country-wide construction program which will provide permanent homes 

for at least one-third of the families now living in ma'abaroth will amount to 

$15,700,000. 

EDUCATION AND HEALTH 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ......................................................................................... $15.500,000 

During the initial period of mass immigration, the Jewish Agenoy did not 

allooate speoial funds to provide health and eduoational servioes for the new 

arrivals. Yet, over the years, it has beoome inoreasingly diffioult to expand 

public services at a rate commensurate with the mass influx. If one remembers 

t~at last year alone the ratio of newoomers to settled population in Israel 

was equivalent to an immigration of olose to 7,000,000 in the United States, 

it oan readily be understood that ordinary means of financing the expansion 

of schools and hospitals in Israel have failed to keep pace with spiralling 

needs. As the Israel Government, burdened by heavy defense expenditures, is 

unable to provide for an accelerated expansion of publio services, the Jewish 

Agency's budget must inolude speoial funds for these activities. 

Elementary and Higher Eduoation 

During the coming year, Jewish Agenoy subsidies will help to expand 
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elementary schools in immigrant villages and newly developed townShips. In 

addition, the Jewish Agency in cooperation with the Israel Government will 

provide some 4,000 scholarships for gifted immigrant youngsters whose parents 

cannot afford the relatively high fees in secondary and vocational schools . 

The Jewish Agency will also make allocations to institutions of higher learn

ing. such as the Hebrew University, the Haifa Technion and the Weizmann Insti

tute of Science, which accept students from among the new immigrants at minimal 

tuition rates. 

Adult Education 

As in any immigration country, Israel's student population ranges from 

six to over sixty. To offer accelerated adult education oourses in Hebrew and 

allied subjects, especially for professionals and white collar workers among 

the immigrants, the Jewish Agency in cooperation with the Israel Government 

organized special seminars which employ the most up-to-date methods of language 

teaching. These seminars or Ulpanim which were first set up in 1949, have 

by now grown into a network of 61 centers with a total student body of more 

than 13.000. 

Health Services 

The widening gulf between increasing population figures and existing 

hospital facilities in Israel is causing grave concern. Warning that "hospi

tal corridors are overcrowded with extra beds" the head of one of the country's 

largest hospitals reported that his institution operates continually at 10 

per cent above capacity. In one instance, a regional hospital in one of the 

outlying development districts had to be closed for lack of operating funds. 

Fully aware that mass immigration is one of the major causes of Israel's 

hospital problem, the Jewish Agency in 1958 will contribute towards the upkeep 
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of a number of Government sponsored clinics and hospitals. Though these con

tributions may not be sufficient to expand existing facilities, they w111 

assure the continued operation of hospitals in those parts of the country 

which are far removed from other medical centers. 

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS .... .. ... ........ ..... ... ... ... ... ........ .. .. .... .... .. .. .. ... ....... ... .. ...... ... ... .. $54, 800,000 

Throughout Israel, the bleak young settlements of yesterday are turning 

into flourishing farming communities. This process of maturation and consoli

dation, which has taken place slowly. often imperceptibly, is beginning to 

show very gratifying results in rising production figures, well-stocked stores 

and declining expenditures on food imports. During the past year. the value 

of agricultural produce in Israel inoreased by 10 per cent while the value of 

agricultural exports increased nearly 18 per cent. 

Yet production figures and favorable trade balances offer little conso

lation to newcomers who day after day struggle with inadequate equipment because 

the Jewish Agency's allocations to new settlements have fallen behind schedule . 

Of 32,000 immigrant families who have been settled on the land since May 1948, 

few are as yet independent full-time farmers. 

During 1958. the Jewish Agency will require more than 135,000.000 for 

allocations to immigrant settlers in 460 post statehood villages. 

Regional Development Schemes 

Lachish Success Story. Integrated regional development schemes, intro

duced by the Jewish Agency with the start of 'Operation Lachish' in 1955, have 

come to be recognized as the most effective and economic means of settling 

sparsely populated sectors of Israel. 

Within two years. 23 villages have been established in the once-deserted 
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During that period of time, over 25,000 acres of land have 

been brought under the plow and the value of agricultural produce during the 

first year has been estimated at over $3,300 ,000, A regional center has been 

established at Kiryat Gat with a population of about 6,000 persons. Over 

2,000 housing units have been built in the region. and an additional 1,000 

units are now under construction. 

Among the 5.000 settlers in Lachish's farm villages are newcomers from 

three continents and 17 countries, including Poland, Rumania, Hungary, Morocco, 

Tripoli, Yemen. Iraq and Brazil. The average income of the settlers. including 

value of food grown on their own land, 1s estimated at 1100 a month, a modest 

sum yet fully adequate to oover all basiC necessities. 

The Adullam Project. The success of the Lacblsh project has encouraged 

the Jewish Agency to embark upon a similar regional settlement scheme in the 

Adullam district, a 25,000 acre tract in the Judean Hills southwest of Jeru

salem. According to the Bible~ it was in a cave in the Adullam area that 

young David hid from the wrath of Saul. Now, the hills whicb onoe offered 

refuge to a king of Israel will become the site of new homes for many refugees. 

According to present plans, 12 settlements -- each accommodating about 50 

immigrant families -- will be set up in the Adul~am district. Each village 

will have about 1,500 acres of land of which part has been earmarked for 

afforestation and pasture. Since most of Adullam's soil is covered by brush 

and rocks, the settlers will be employed initially in land reclamation work 

to be carried out by the Jewish National Fund. Eventually. Adullam's main 

cash crops will be tobacco ~nd grapes. 

During 1958, the Jewish Agency will require about $6.000.000 for regional 

development pro1ects. 



Ouring the past year, Israel's irrigated area expanded by 25,000 acrea. 

Because of the shortage of tunds, no definite plans have as yet been set up 

for expansion of irrigation schemes in 1958. Yet, there can be no doubt that 

without adequate expansion of the country's irrigation network agricultural 

development will soon come to a standstill. 

A recent report by Mekoroth Water Company, an enterprise established with 

Jewish Agency funds and charged with the implementation of all Agency supported 

irrigation projects. highlights potentialities for the expansion of existing 

irrigation Bohemes. According to this report , the ultimate capacity of thir_ 

teen regional schemes operated by the oompany will be olose to 940 million 

cubic meters as compared to actual output of only 572 million cubic meters in 

1955. This figure does not take into account the proposed country-wide irri

gation soheme whioh would be based on the waters at the Jordan River. 

One of the priority projects on Mekoroth's agenda, a project in which the 

Jewish Agency must participate on behalf of the ultimate consumers, i.e . the new 

immigrants, is the broadening of the Yarkon-Negev scheme. In 1956, the first 

pipeline bringing the waters of the Yarkon. north of Tel Aviv, to the semi-arid 

Bouth was put into operation. However. funds are urgently needed to construot 

a second, parallel line whioh will make possible expansion of agrioultural 

production in the Lachish district and other parts of the Northern Negev. In 

emphasizing the need to implement tbis projeot at the earliest possible date, 

Mekoroth's report notes that while in the North of Israel irrigation can in

crease the yield of land four to six times. in the semi-arid south "it can 

make the difference between no crops at all and two bumper crops a year." 
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REQU!RDIENTS ............................................................................................ 17. BOO. QQO 

One or the .ost heart-warming aspects or the 1957 rescue and resettlement 

one that underscores the high purposes ot I1t&-eavlng and lite

bailding -- 1s the taot that ot the 81,000 i .. igrants entering Israel. 51 , 000 

ohildren. 

Infants and YOUDgsters or primary school age generally were cared tor 

within the family group . The orphaned were placed in child-care homes . 

Immigrant children between the ages of twelve and sixteen are eligible tor 

Youth Allyah's tour-year progr,am, wblcb otfers full maintenanoe. instruction in 

academic Bubjects and vooational training. Orpbans and semi-orphans as well 

as children ot parents liviDg in aa'Bbaroth IUl7 be acoepted fro. the age or 

ten. Ouring the past year, some 6,000 new wards were accepted by Youth Allyah 

and in October or this year. the total number or trainees was about 13,500. 

About two-thirds ot youth Aliyah's present wards came tram North Atrica 

and otber Moslem lands. Because at the bigh degree ot illiteracy among teen

agers trom these areas and because at the .any social problems presented by 

these ghetto-bred youths, Youth Aliyah instructors had to develop new teacbing 

.ethods and new approaches to tbe gradual integration ot the distrustful, 

hostile youngsters. 

Recently. however, youth Aliyah bas accepted an increasing number of young 

people troa Iron Curtain countries. Ouring the tirst halt ot 1957, some 25 

per cent ot all children and youth accepted into the Youth Aliyah scheme came 

trom Eastern Europe a8 compared to 10 per cent who came trom that area during 

the previous six-months' period . 
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The arrival of trainees from Eastern Europe presents a unique challenge 

for Youth Aliyah. Here are young people who have been conditioned to look 

upon all things Jewish as antiquated and second rate. They cannot oonceive ot 

any form of communal living except in terms ot the kolhoz. Many of them are 

torn between the desire to express their own individuality and the fear that 

authority will punish such I rebellious' attitudes. It will take a careful, 

patient process of re-education to help these newcomers to adjust to a commu

nity whose institutions are patterned after the traditions of Western democraoy. 

In addition to the full-time Youth Aliyah program, which is financed 

jOintly by Jewish Agency funds and oontributions reoeived from special Youth 

Aliyah oampaigns throughout the world. the Agenoy will operate day centers for 

young immigrants in varloue development areae. These centers, whioh offer 

pre-vooational training and recreational facilities, will serve young people 

between the ages of 16 and 18 who are no longer attending sohool but have not 

yet found full-time employment. 

OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

In aooordanoe with an agreement conoluded between the Jewish Agency and 

the Jewish National Fund in 1951, the present budget lists an allocation of 

12,881,000 to the JNF to be used for land amelioration and drainage work on 

the future sites of new immigrant villages. Allocations to a pumber of organ

izations engaged in constructive work in Israel, as well as payments to various 

Jewish groups. which the Jewish Agency will make out of its share or German 

Reparations Funds during 1958, amounts to 13.819,000. Thus, total allocations 

to other organizations under the Agency's 1958 budget will amount to $6,700,000. 

For the information services of the three agencies included in this budget 

--- the United Israel Appeal. the Jewish Agency and the Keren Hayesod -- a sum 

of 12,300,000 has been allocated to cover expenditures for supplementary activ-
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ities such as literature and campaign material. The combined administrative 

expenditures of the three agencies are estimated at 14.800,000. 

The budget also includes a sum of $29.600,000 for payment of obligations 

on account of services received in previous years. 

Towards the Third Million 

Since its inception in 1939. the rescue and rehabilitation of Jewish 

victims of terror and oppression bas been the major concern of the UJA cam

paign. Within the span of a decade, UJA has helped to bring one million Jewish 

refugees to Israel. In the Negev desert and the eroded billa of Galilee. UJA 

funds have been instrumental not only in the redemption ot the long-neglected 

8011 but in the reclamation of a man-made wasteland -- the arid. fear-ridden 

world of the dispossessed. 

This year, as Israel's population nears two million people. one question 

is uppermost in everyone's mind: "Will there be room, not physioally but eco

nomically, tor the third million?" The answer to this question will not be 

found in the corridors of the UN or the financial centers of the world. Only 

American Jews through UJA can provide an affirmative answer. 
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UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

Budgetary Requirements in 1958 

For the Immigration and Rehabilitation Program of the Jewish Agency 
(Inoluding Karen Hayseod) 

Purpose 

ramlgrat l on. Resettle.ent. Rehabilitation of 
I_igrants ... . ..... .. .. ................... .... .. ............................... . 

Partial Elimination ot lIa'abaroth ............... , ............. . 

Allocations to 460 post-8tatehood Settle.ents 
(Including Irrigation and Agricultural 

Services) ............ .......... .. ........ .. ..... .. ........ .... . 

Obligation............... ... ........ ............ ..................................... ,( i 

Establishment of New Farm Villages and 
Allocations to the Jewish National Fund 
and Other Organizations for Constructive 
Work in Israel ............................................................. . 

Education and Health ... ..... ...... ........ ... .............................. . 

Youth Aliyah ....................................................................... . 

Information Sorvic08 ....................................................... . 

Admi nistration ................... ........ ....................................... . . 

Amount 

'70,000,000 

15,700,000 

54,800,000 

29,600,000. 

6 ,700 , 000 

15,500 , 000 

7 , 800, 000 

2,300,000 

4,800,000 

1207,200,000 



1958 BUDGETARY REQUIREllENTS 
at the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

A WHEEL TURNS 

In 1958 the Joint Distribution Committee is returning to Poland. 

It was nine years ago that tbe Polish Government asked JDe to terminate a 

program which had been in almost continuous existence for 35 years. Yet in the 

tall of 1957. in another day and anotber climate, JDC reoeived. and accepted, 

the invitation ot the Polish authorities to return to resume its humanitarian 

activities. The wheel had turned. 

In the coming months some 10,000 men. women and children, recent repatri-

ates from the Soviet Union, will get the life-glving aid of the JOe . "Home" 

again but still homeless. they will come once more to know "Joint." to know 

the institution so signifioant in the history of PolIsh Jewry. In the days 

ahead, as so often in the past, the aid or the American Jewish community will 

bring life and hope to needy Jews on the soil at Poland. Nor can the end be 

foretold, for already there are signs that an additional 15,000 - 20,000 re-

patriates may be expected in 1958, and these, too, will be in great need. 

But there are others, outSide Poland, who cannot be forgotten, other 

refugees in many lands. These are the men and women who have been forced into 

helpless flight by persecution and war and anti-Jewish harassment -- from 

Hungary. from Egypt, or from North Africa -- and their needs are equally as 

great and as urgent. 

And there are the tens of thousands -- in Israel, in Europe, in Moslem 

countries -- who are the victims ot no new and sudden "emergency" -- but who 
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Throughout the world there are some 200,000 Jews jn such great need that 

they must have the aid of the Joint Distribution Committee in 1958. And the min: 

imum sum whioh JOe will require in order to provide this aid is 128.591,000, 

Estimated Global Requirements 1958 

The 1958 budgetary requirements of the Joint Distribution Committee. 

totalling $28,591,000, are as follows; 

1. Emergency Aid to Refugees (including Poland) ................. $ 1. 000, 000 
2. Malben in Israel ............................... , ..................... t •••••••••••••••••••• 12,000,000 
:3. Moslem Countries ............. , ............................... , ..... , ......... ,............ 4,100. 000 
4. Europe.............................................................................................. 3,693,600 
5. Other Countries............................................................................ 402,400 
6. Relief-1n-Tnn.1t.. ...................................................................... 2.500.000 
7. Reconstruotion.............................................................................. 1,800,000 
8. Cultural and Religious AcU vi ties in IsraeL... ............... 660,000 
9. Other. ......................................................... ...................................... 2.435. 000 

Tot a 1.. ...................................................................................... 128.591.000 

With this sum JOe hopes in 1958: 

To provide emergency relief and immediate care for 20 ,000 to 25,000 

refugees and migrants, the bulk of them Polish repatriates, but including sub-

stantial numbers of refugees from Hungary and the continuing exodus from Egypt 

and North Africa. 

In Israel, to support and maintain, through Malben, a network of insti-

tutions for aged, ill and physically handicapped newcomers containing 7,000 

beds; to operate sheltered workshops for more than 500 handicapped persons; 

to grant some 1,000 rehabilitation loans to new arrivals in Israel; to con-

tinue to make available these and other services for handicapped newcomers in 

the country in order to help in the process of adaptation and social adjust-

ment; and to relieve the government of Israel of the burdens which these un-

fortunate people would otherwise present. 

In Moslem countries, especially North Africa, to provide life-giving 

aid to some 100,000 individuals, mostly children, including supplementary 
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feeding, medical aid, votational training and assistance to their religious, 

educational and cultural activities. 

In Europe, to develop programs for the economic and social integration 

of the new refugees in local economies; to continue to support local relief 

services, to assure adequate care for all, including the needy among native 

Jewish popUlations; to initiate and encourage the development of permanent 

solutions for those dependent families for whom such a possibility exists; at 

the same time to build and strengthen local communities so as to enable them 

to become self-reliant and independent of outside aid. 

In translating 1958 needs into dollar terms. it is important that allow

ance be made for the inflationary trends of varying degrees manifest in prac

tically all JDC's areas of operation. This inflation is reflected in the ris

ing costs of carrying out welfare and other services. Moreover, the economic 

and political situation in some countries has also adversely influenced the 

amount of support available both from local governments and from l ocal commu

nities to these JOC-supported programs. The net effect resembles a treadmill. 

During 1958 JOe will need to appropriate more funds in certain areas merely 

to maintain -- not to expand -- its programs. 

Following is a detailed description of JDC'~ 1958 budgetary requirements: 

EMERGENCY AID TO REFUGEES .. .... ....... ........................... . . ........ Requi rements : $1 , 000,000 

Once again in 1958 the world sees growing numbers of Jews on the move, 

forced to seek haven in other, sometimes alien, places. Each event, every 

catastrophe, leaves behind it its measure of human debris, men and women whose 

sufferings speak out to the world through their anguished eyes. 

Ranking first in this group are the approximately 10,000 Jews who have 

returned to Poland after many years in Russia. Only the men and women among 

them are actually "returning"; many of the children were born in Russia and 
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are meeting not only a land which is strange to them but a language which 1s 

alien to their ears. 

It is questionable how many of the 10,000 who have returned will resume 

their lives permanently in Poland; many, surely. will move on to other plaoes . 

But now, as they return. they find a country whose economy is unable to absorb 

them even temporarily. Housing has been supplied to them, but it is far from 

adequate. There are few jobs and, in spite of what the government is doing. 

approximately 50 per CBnt of the repatriates are unemployed . In addition, 

in many cases they taoe. a8 well, the familiar, well-remembered hostility of 

their neighbors. 

The immediate needs to be dealt with -- the minimum whloh JOe must provide 

will neoessitate the establishment of feeding programs in the schools; day 

nurseries for children, to permit mothers to supplement family incomes by work

ing; the distribution of household supplies to families lacking even the essen

tials for hygiene, sanitation and comfort; the granting of loans to artisans; 

and the establishment of small cooperatives . In addition, the repatriates 

will look to JDC for the support of religious and cultural activities which 

they have long lacked. 

JOe has agreed to conduct this program at the request of the Polish 

authorities and with the full knowledge of the United States Government. For 

the moment, no provision is made for assistance to the other 40,000 Jews living 

in Poland, many of whom may also be in need. Nor, it should be noted, is there 

provision in this budget for the additional 15,000 to 20,000 Jews who are 

expected to return to Poland from Russia during 1958. 

In some respects the plight of the Hungarian and Egyptian Jewish refugees 
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dispersed in a number of countries but peraanently settled in Done ot thea. 

Tbe problems at integration and resettle.snt are not easily overeo.e. Even 

tor those who bave taken up peraanent residence, the integration process is a 

100g one and many will remain dependent upon assistance fro. JDC tor consider

able periods ot t1.e. 

Housing and emergency care must be provided. To prepare tbem tor em

ployment. the retug.es .uat trequentlJ be giveD lanlUAl8 instruction and voca

tional training or retralo1nl. In olrouastano8a wbere aelt-eaployment 1s to 

be encouraged. loans or capital grants are needed. to enable the head ot the 

t&ally to establish b1aselt 1n a busines8 of soae kind. Through support of 

credit iostltutioos and or ORT's yooatloaal training activities and other re

lated services, JDC 1s helping the retugee to rind his niche in 80clety. 

Whether they remain where they are, or whether they leave tor other lands, 

these refugees -- until they are able to stand on their own teet -- must also 

look to JDC, Ot great concern too -- and unpredictable in teras at its pos

sible effect upon this budget -- is the situation of Egypt's remaining Jews. 

In addition to the humanitarian assistance now being provided to them, the 

questions remain: how long w111 they want. or be permitted to stay in Egypt' 

And the other side at the coin: w1l1 there be others in the months ahead who 

will find themselves part of another Exodus? And what aid will they require? 

As tar as the movement at North Atrican Jews to France is concerned, it 

aaybe that this does not. by accepted definition, represent an emergency rescue 

program; nevertheless, tor many reasons it warrants inclusion in this grouping. 

During long or shorter periods, a8 they reaain in France, bewildered. helpless 

and witbout penaanent roots, Moroccan and otber North Afrioan Jews require 
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amount and the length of JOe aid to this group w111 depend on Israel's at)so,~ 

tive capaoity. 

MALSEN IN ISRAEL .......................... , .................................... ......... Requlrements: 

Of the $28,591,000 which JOC will require 1n 1958, its Malben program on 

behalf of aged, ill and handicapped newcomers in Israel w11l absorb nearly 40 

per cent, or $12,000,000 (11,000,000 per month). 

The beginning of 1956 finds Malben institutional services providing more 

than 7 . 000 beds, with by far the major number in homes for the aged. Malben. 

in oaring for TB ' s, the chronically ill and the infirm, contributes slgnifi-

oantly toward meoting the medical needs of newoomers who, because of the 

general shortage at facilities in Israel , might otherwise go without care. 

The variety of services provided is shown in the follo.ing table: 

Institutional Case load as of December 31, 1957 

Type of Service 

Homes for the Aged 
Tuberculosis Servioe 
Chronic Diseases Hospitals 
Institutions for the Infirm 
Mental Institutions 
Children's Institutions 
General Hospitals 

I 

Numbe r 0 f beds 

4,700 
540 
550 
460 
520 
170 
~ 

Tot a I 

The reoent influx of immigrants from Hungary, EIYpt. Poland and North 

Africa has brought with it a considerable number of handicapped individuals. 

Nalben services are beginning to feel the pressures stemming from this new 

wave of immigration. It is still too early to predict whether existing Malben 

facilities will meet the needs of the newest arrivals or not. Should the 

latter prove to be the case, an appreciable expansion in Malben bed capacity. 

not foreseen in the estimated 1958 requirements of 112,000.000, may be the 

sale alternative for coping with a critical situation. 
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Various Malben auxiliary services are being developed which are expected 

to provide some measure of aid and comfort to aged men and women, without hav

ing to resort exclusively to costly institutional services. Small housekeep

ing units are being obtained for the use of aged couples able to take care of 

themselves. A number of clubs have been established in the principal cities 

of Israel where the aged may gather and find companionship and recreation. 

There are many aged men and women, now caring for themselves or living with 

their families, who might otherwise seek admission to a Malben home, if for no 

other reason than a desire to escape loneliness and idleness. 

In the treatment of tuberculosis, Nalhen has in a measure attained its 

objectives. By pooling its resources for the treatment of TB with those of 

other agencies in Israel some time ago, Kalben took the lead in exploiting to 

the maximum existing facilities . In addition, a wide-range control program 

was created for the early detection of the disease. Thus, barring an unfore

Been number of TBls among the new refugees, the situation in Israel with regard 

to TB care is thought to be well in hand. 

As a consequence, JOe has entered into an agreement whereby the Israel 

Ministry of Health has now assumed administrative responsibility for the com

bined TB program and will, over a period of seve~al years , assume financial 

responsibility as well. However, such savings as may result in 1958 will have 

to be employed for the expansion of other services. particularly those involv

ing the mentally ill. There will be a little over 7,000 fully occupied beds 

in the Malben program at the beginning of 1958. Almost 10,000 persons are 

cared for annually in the old-age homes and hospitals, since more than 2,000 

are discharged from Malben institutions each year. In addition, the out

patient department treats about 1,800 persons and medical appliances are 

issued to nearly 400 annually. Thus, the care and maintenance aspects of the 

Kalben program will in 1958 absorb roughly two-thirds of the 812.000,000. 



carried out by Malben. In a network at 80ae 22 sbeltered worksbops. over 500 

handicapped persons are employed under protected conditions. as determined br 

a qualitied .edical and vocational statt. They are engaged in the produotion 

ot olothing. tootwear. mattresses, woven goods. metal and wood products and a 

variety ot otber projects tor wbich there is a market within the countr,y. 

Thus. gainful employaent is made available to people who might otherwise be 

entirely dependent on others, and a total loss to the productive output of the 

Israel economy . Including dependents, some 2.000 persons are thus made selt

supporting. 

In June 1950 MalbeR ioitiated a prograa under wbiob handicapped heads ot 

families are established -- with the aid ot loans -- 1n small shops in various 

cities and towns throughout the countr,r. In addition to these loans. assist

"ance is given in equipping and stocking tbe Bhopa, and training in the rudl

mentar.y elements ot bUSiness operation is provided where needed. By the end 

ot 1957 over 6.250 such units will have been established. 

Including family ae.bers. this program alone has aided more than 25,500 

men, women and cbildren. It is anticipated that in 1958 this project will 

succeed in placing between 75 and 100 additional tamilies monthly. 

Pending greater knowledge ot the i.pact of the Hungarian. Nortn African. 

Egyptian and Polish immigration on Kalben waiting lists. Malben construction 

plans tor 1958 are largely contined to alterations and repairs of existing in

stallations, ratber than to the building ot new ones. The cost of operating 

tbe vast complex of Kalben institutions and services is mounting markedly under 

the influence ot the sharp rise in prices and wages taking place in Israel. 

In estimating the requirements for 1958 at tbe rate of 112.000.000, it is 

assumed (1) that inflation will not turther increase costs; and (2) tbat 



installations at high cost . 

!l9SLEM COUNTRIES ....... ........... .. ............... ... ........... .......... ......... ...... Requirement.: $4,100,000 

In no other areas ot the world in which JOe is active are its programs 

more sensitive and more responsive to political changes than in the Moslem 

countries. particularly North Atrica and Iran. In Iran. relative political 

stability has prevailed in recent years . The same cannot be said for North 

Atrica and no one can predict what the next several years will bring. 

While there are ditferent conditions in each of the Moslem countries in 

_hich JOe serves, common to all of them currently is the sharp increase in the 

total cost of operation. The amount ot aid whioh JOe must provide is steadily 

increasing. simply in order to assure the continuation ot tbe programs at 

present levels, let alone realize much needed expansion . 

In Morocco and TuniSia. local governmental contributions to educational. 

medical and other activities are steadily taIling oft; and the gradual impover

ishment of tbe community as a whole has likewise led to a lessening in its 

oontributions as well. If the noteworthy gains in the fields of health. edu

oation. vocational training and elsewhere. which are the result of tbe impres

sive JOe programs in tbese countries. are not to be lost, this fall-otf of 

inoome from other sources will have to be compensated for by JDC . 

The budgetary requirements for Moslem countries for 1958 total 14.100,000. 

With this oomparatively small sum, more than 100,000 adults and children will be 

regularly aided in one way or another. through supplementary teeding. medical 

care, religious and educational aotivities, summer camp programs, youth ac

tivities, kindergartens, nursing homes and vocational training. With relative

ly little money muoh can be accomplished in these countries -- the standards 
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in underdeveloped areas are lower, personnel and other operating costs are 

1e55 than elsewhere, and farm surpluses freely donated under the U.S. Depart

ment of Agriculture programs are readily employed in large quantities in the 

kind of programs carried out in these countries by JOe. 

Morocco: Nearly half the budget for Moslem countries is to be allocated 

to Morocco, where about 30 per cent of an estimated total Jewish population 

of 200,000 receives JOe assistance every day. Some 26,730 children and nearly 

10,000 adults receive supplementary feeding, Approximately 39,340 children 

regularly attend sohools and kindergartens financially supported by JOe. Of 

this group, more than 27,000 are to be found in the 83 sohools of the Allianoe 

Israelite Univergelle, 5,000 in 33 centers operated by the Ozar Hatorah and a 

little over 3,300 in the 40 units of the Lubavitcher. 

The battle against such common diseases as tuberculosis, trachoma, tinea 

and others is carried On through JOC support for the operating budget of OSE, 

the medical agency which operates about 30 clinics and dispensaries with a 

monthly patient load of nearly 12,000. JDC funds have also made possible the 

establishment and functioning of infant, child care and maternity centers. 

In the field of economic rehabilitation, JOe helps support the vocational 

training program of ORT in Morocco which trains nearly 2.800 young people yearly. 

Loan funds have been created in Casablanca and other cities with the coopera

tion of the Jewish Colonization Association; 539 loans were granted during the 

first six months of 1957 to artisans and small businassmen, whose livelihoods 

have been seriously threatened by the general economic decline in Morocco. 

Tunisia: JOG-supported feeding, child care, educational, medical care 

and related programs in Tunisia regularly reach about 20,000 out of a total 

estimated Jewish population of 70,000. These activities include canteen feed

ing for a daily average of 4,500 children and a well-rounded medical service, 
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largely carried out by OSE, which provides various kinds of care and treatment 

for about 4.600 patients monthly. 

Other activities include two loan funds which have been granting about 

500 loans annually; ORT schools with 2,700 boys and girls attending yearly, 

and secular and religious education for about 5,700 persons. Mention should 

also be made of the community center in the city of Tunis -- to be completed 

shortly -- toward which JDe has made a large financial contribution. 

Algeria: The prolongation of the conflict between Arabs and French in 

Algeria has had its effect upon the local Jewish population. particularly in 

areas outside the oity of Algiers. It is leading to a growing need for JDe 

assistance, and the possibility is that an expanded program of basic relief 

Similar to that in other North African areas may soon be required. With the 

worsening of political and economic conditions in Algeria, increasing numbers 

among the poor and marginal-income families will find themselves in need of 

JOe assistance. 

Until now JOe's program in Algeria has been of relatively small magnitude: 

the child feeding program has about 600 beneficiaries, seven schools have an 

attendance of about 1.000 children. and there is a continuing ORT program. 

Iran: In Iran, with a Jewish population of 80.000, JOe's various relief 

services have been developing steadily over the past few years against a back

ground of relative political stability. Feeding programs now serve some 5.700 

children; medical aid is made available through 22 centers to about 11,500 

persons; through nearly 50 schools of the Alliance and Ozar Hatorah more than 

11,000 children are receiving an education; some 1.190 are receiving vocational 

training through ORT; in the course of the school year clothing and shoes are 

distributed to about 7,000 children. 

The lack of physical facilities has seriously impeded JDe activities up 
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to now. To overcome this lack, construction has been begun in various parts or 

Iran. In Tehran, where more than half of the country's Jews live , an addition_ 

al wing of the local Jewish hospital will shortly be completed. At present 

the hospital has a children's ward with 42 beds, a maternity ward with 14 beds 

and an out-patient clinic which treats 6.000 monthly. The new wing will pro

vide for the expansion of existing facilitIes, including a maternity and child 

health clinic and other out-patient services. Also in Tehran a Dew kinder

garten, recently constructed, wll1 enable the local operating committee to 

double the present number of children -- 500 -- under its care. 

In cities outside ot Tehran facilttles are likewise being improved or 

expanded. In Shiraz, a kindergarten is under construction and the local Ozar 

Hatorah sohool is being remodeled; in Shiraz and Isfahan bath-houses are be

ing established as part of a general hygiene program. In a number of towns 

and cities essential equipment is being furnished to local kindergartens. 

EUROPE .............................................................................................. Requirements: $3.693, 000 

In all of western continental Europe there are roughly 500,000 Jews . 

Except for the City of Paris. with an estimated Jewish population of 175,000. 

they are widely scattered throughout different countries. 

For several years JOe has had a stabilized case load in Western Europe 

of some 30,000 men, women and children. In this area JOe has directed its 

efforts for a number of years not only to providing immediate assistance, 

but toward assisting local Jewish welfare agencies to reach the stage where 

they can take over full responsibility for the local needy. JOe has also 

assisted in a program to improve, expand or establish essential facilities, 

including homes for the aged, children's homes, vacation colonies, hospital 

facilities and community centers -- much of this with funds made available 

by the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany. 
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It is impossible to estimate at this point what etfect the new influx 

ot refugees from many areas will have on needs and programs in Europe. 

Austria: The Jewish population of Austria currently numbers about 12,500, 

including about 2.500 Hungarian refugees. 

Not including this latter group, about 2,100 persona are ragularly receiv

ing assistance from the JOe-supported program, many of them aged and chroni

oally ill. This includes about 1,200 receiving cash grants and 200 in the aId

age home and hospital in Vienna. A kosher kitchen in Vienna provides meals 

regularly to nearly 300 persons. JDe also supports eduoational and religious 

aotivities. 

Because of the large number of sick and aged in this group, there is 

little likelihood that any drastic reduction will take place in 1958 in the 

numbers requiring aid. 

Germany: As a result of the closing of Camp Foehrenwald, JOC is no long

er obliged to carry out a direct operation in Germany . Now JOC funds are 

channeled through a central welfare agency to the communities; by this means 

aid is furnished to the settled Jewish population. including hundreds of for

mer Camp Foehrenwald residents. About 1.600 persons regularly receive assist

ance. chiefly in the form of cash grants. In addition. JOC supports 13 homes 

for the aged with a population of nearly 560. 11 nursery schools for about 260 

children and other medical. vocational and oultural and religious activities. 

Italy: About 4.000 persons regularly receive assistance, more than half 

getting cash grants. OSE. with a subvention from JOe. prOVides medical serv

ices regularly to more than 3,000 patients. and operates a summer camp pro

gram and other services. 

Because the teaching of Catholic doctrine is an integral part of the pub

lic education system in Italy, the communities have, with the aid of JDe. made 
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serious efforts to establish acceptable, separate. full-time Jewish schools . 

Schools in Rome and Milan serve about 500 students each; it may be that addi

tional requests for admission will require their expansion. 

Belgium; The caseloads of the three JDe-assisted agencies in Belgium 

have been stabilized at about 2,000 persons, many of them primarily in need of 

short-term assistance. More than half are currently receiving cash assistance; 

other JDC programs, in Brussels, Antwerp and other communities include medical 

programs, ohildren's homes. a home for the aged and a canteen feeding program. 

France: The sudden influx into France in 1956 and 1957 of various groups 

of refugees required the diVersion of funda allotted for continuing programs, 

Apart from the current emergency, the programs continue at about the same rate 

as in recent years, aiding about 13,000 to 15,000 persons in one manner or 

another. 

There are some 6,000 or 7,000 persons receiving oash assistance, The 

oanteens serve some 15,000 meals a month. Cooperating agencies run a total 

of 15 children's homes with about 900 children. About 3,500 individuals get 

medical care, largely through OSE institutions. The three full-time schools 

have had to inorease their admissions, particularly in order to accommodate 

ohildren of North African origin, and now total over 600 pupils. Both the 

schools and the summer oamp program -- which in 1957 reached 5.500 children 

will require further expansion in 1958. 

These programs are carried out very largely in cooperation with a cen

tral fund-raising-and-allocating agency. While local communal funds and 

government support cover much of the financial requirements of the various 

Jewish agenCies, JOC will nevertheless be called upon to contribute more than 

40 per cent of the substantially increased operating budgets which the new 

conditions necessitate, 
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Capital improvements include the rebuilding of children's homes, vacation 

colonies, homes for the aged and similar institutions; in addition, a number 

of community centers have been or are in the process of being constructed in 

Paris and in smaller outlying communities. 

Sweden. Norway. Denmark. Holland: The regular relief caseload in Sweden 

of ahout 350 persons has been increased due to the arrival of Jewish refugees 

from Hungary. of whom about 100 are in need of aSSistance. In addition to 

aiding continuing programs, JOe will continue to provide subSidies toward com

pleting the construction of a home for the infirm aged and for centers in 

smaller communities. 

In Norway. the JOe grant for 1958 will be used exclusively for the devel

opment of a vacation camp and completion of a community center in Oslo. 

Although the Jewish community of Denmark has not called upon Joe for aid 

in meeting its local relief requirements. it has requested assistance to help 

carry out much-needed repairs to various communal institutions for which there 

are insuffiCient local funds. Small grants have been made in recent years. and 

will again be made in 1958. 

For Holland there is little change in JOe-supported programs. Funds are 

needed to help initiate or complete various ins~allations. including a psychi

atric hospital. an old-age home and some small community centers. 

Switzerland: JOe covers about 20 per cent of the budget of the central 

relief organization in Switzerland. This agency has a cash relief load of a 

little under 300 persons monthly. a home for the aged with about 125 persons and 

a small medical aid service. In 1958 JOe aid will help make repairs to the 

old-age home and to enable one of the smaller communities -- with a large pro

portion of refugees -- to construct a combined synagogue and community center. 
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Portugal. Spain: Small residual caseloads will continue to require 

assistanoe. 

Greece. Yugoslavia: The major share of funds allocated for Greece will 

provide cash grants to about 300 persons. In addition, 135 children will re

ceive supplementary meals in school canteens and about 150 individuals will be 

provided with medical aid. Small amounts will also be made available for 

synagogue repairs and for small community centers in the provinces . A size

able sum is earmarked for low-cost housing for the victims of the recent earth

quake in Larissa. who were left without shelter as a result of this disaster. 

The largest slngle item in the 1958 budget for Yugoslavia is the operating 

cost of a new 120-bed home for the aged. completed at the end of 1957. JOC 

provided part of the funds for ereoting this new institution. 

JOC also supports a cash assistance program for a little over 400 persons 

monthly. half of whom are aged or chronically ill. There are four JOC-support

ed kindergartens with an enrollment of about 100 children and a summer camp 

for about 3GO youngsters. As in previous years. small amounts will be set 

aside for various religious and cultural activities and for repairs to some 

of the synagogues damaged during the war. 

OTHER COUNTRIES ... ................ .. ..... .. ............. .... ...... ...... ............. .. ........ Requirements: $402,400 

Requirements for small numbers of refugees in outlying areas, such as the 

Philippines, China and Central America, remain relatively unchanged. The 

amount required for Australia in 1958 is considerably increased, because to 

the regular relief load of about 1,500 persons have been added a very substan

tial number of the Hungarian Jews who have been resettled in that country and 

for whom integration assistance is needed. This is particularly true in the 

light of the acute housing problem existing in Australia. The outlook, 
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bowever . is promising, since the country offers many economic oppor tunities , 

and most of the newcomers should become self-supporting within a relatively 

short period of time. In the meantime . substantial outside support will be 

needed by the local welfare agencies to permit them to extend the neoessary 

help required by the refugees already in Australia and the several hundred 

others expected shortly. 

BELIEF-IN-TRANSIT ................................... ......................... ........... Requirements: $2.500,000 

Over and above the urgent needs to which JOe addresses itself through the 

oountry programs which have been described above. life-saving aid is being ex

tended to thousands of others by means of other channels. designated as relief

in-transit services. These programs are considered to be as important as any 

carried on anywhere in the world by JOC. 

RECONSTRUCTION .. ....... .. ..................... .. ...... .. .. ..... .......................... Requi remen ts : $l , BOO,OOO 

Under this heading are included the vocational training activities for 

which JOC provides subventions to the World ORT Union, as well as the credit 

institutions. Frequent reference has already been made to the prime impor

tance of both these programs as measures of economic rehabilitation. 

During 1957, more than 20,000 students reoeived training and instruction 

in the ORT schools supported by JOe. This vast network of trade schools, oc

cupational and workshop courses and apprenticeship training programs through

out the world has an average monthly enrollment of between 12. 000 and 13,000 

boys and girls. In Israel and the Moslem countries, major emphasis 1s on 

three or four-year professional trade schools in the fields of mechanics, 

carpentry, electrical and needle trades. In Europe, on the other hand. there 

are large numbers of adult trainees taking various short-term instructional 

and manual training courses. In 1957 JDC granted World ORT Union $1,500,000; 

in 1958 a similar subsidy is expected . 
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The economic aid provided through the facilities of JOe-sponsored credit 

institutions to many thousands of Jewish artisans. merchants, tradesmen and 

professionals -- both among the refugees and the indigenous population -- has 

continued to be an important factor in JOe's overall rehabilitation scheme. 

Some 30 loan funds are now functioning in Europe. North Africa. South America 

and Australia, providing more than 400 loans monthly for the purchase of mate

rials. machinery and equipment. While a number of these institutions have been 

in existence since the end of the war, many others were established in recent 

years in cooperation with the Jewish Colonization Association and are still in 

the initial stages of development and expansion. This is especially true out

side of Europe. In the case of Australia and South America, the loan kassas 

constitute an effective instrument toward the integration of new arrivals, 

including the recent influx of large numbers of Hungarian and Egyptian Jews. 

To permit the further development and growth of this aspect of JOC's economic 

rehabilitation program, it is estimated that $300,000 will be required for 

the year 1958. 

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES IN ISRAEL ....................... Requirements: $660,000 

For many years -- virtually since 1914 -- JOC has given financial assist

ance to various cultural and religious institutions and projects in Israel. 

About 80 per cent of the funds earmarked for this purpose in 1958 will be ab

sorbed by grants to some 80 yeshivoth with a combined student body of roughly 

7,000, including contributions toward improved feeding programs in these insti

tutions. Assistance to refugee rabbis, cantors and other religious function

aries (who together with their dependents number about 1,700 persons) is also 

included in the budget, a9 well as grants to research projects and publications. 
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~ .. .. .. ....... ....... ..... ...... .. ... .. ... ..... .. .. ...... ..... ..... .. .. ..... .. ..... ... ... .. ... .. . R.quir.m.nts : $2.435.000 

Under this general heading are grouped a number of items cutting across 

ceographical lines, as well as administrative costs . Some of the items include 

the procurement of matzoth, matzoh meal and other Passover supplies for approx

imately 50.000 persons, special cultural projects such as supplementation of 

teachers' salaries in areas Where the local community is unable to bear the 

full expense; and a variety of miscellaneouB one-time grants, It also includes 

operating and service costs for JOe's New York and Paris headquarters, includ

ing the professional overseas staff. and the C~Bt ot the annual audit. 

The $28,591,000 which the Joint Distribution Committee requires in 1958 

will provide only for those 200.000 Jews who are a lready known t o be in need . 

It does not. nor can it, provide for tens of thousands of others -- those who 

may. through disaster or the hostility of their neighbors. or through a simple 

deSire to live as free men in a free land. turn to JOe as their last and only 

hope . 

Never in JOe's 43-year history has the American J ewish community failed 

to respond to the cries of the helpless. Through the United Jewish Appeal. 

American Jewry has continued to furnish JOe with the weapons and the ammunition 

it must have for the battle against need . And in 1958. as before. JOe will 

continue to carry out its mandate -- that no Jew in need be turned empty-handed 

from the door. 



1958 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

ot tho 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 

The year 1957 was unique in the history of American immigration. By no 

aeans the year of largest immigration. it was markedly different from other 

Jears in two respects: the sudden and unplanned nature of the Hungarian 

refugee emergency, and the quick response of the United States Government 

and the American people. 

The voluntary agencies primarily charged with the welfare and settlement 

responsibility of refugees had to act with equal rapidity and gear themselves 

to handle the situation overnight. It was imperative for the good of the new

comers themselves and for the total international Situation that the refugees 

be cared for expeditiously. 

One year ago, at the 1956 Annual National Conferenoe of the United Jewish 

Appeal, NYANA projected a year of quiet and orderly aid to approximately 3,000 

newcomers, of whom 1,960 would aotually be arriving in the oity during 1957. 

Instead, NYANA had passed the mark set for new arrivals for the entire 

year by the month of February 1957. 

It was no easy task to serve the daily influx of Hungarians, arriving 

without prior notioe. Without the backing of American Jewry through the 

United Jewish Appeal, it would have been impossible. The knowledge that the 

neoessary funds would be available made it possible for NYANA to concentrate 

on the immediate humanitarian job with the greatest efficiency, and with 

gratifying results. 
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Just a little over one year ago Hungary's fight for freedom became a re_ 

ality. The revolution in Hungary broke out -- suddenly, unplanned and unorgan_ 

ized. Streams of Hungarian families fled across the border to Austria. With 

the United States decision to admit thousands of Hungarian refugees they were 

hopeful that they would be able to come to this country, In November 1956. the 

first Hungarian escapees entered the United States. Thousands of the escapees 

have since been admitted; some received the last immigration visas available 

under the Refugee Relief Act, but the majority were admitted as "parolees1t 

which does not grant them permanent status in the United States. 

During 1957. NYANA has provided a variety of services to over 1,300 Hun

garian Jewish families representing about 3,200 individuals. Less than 200 of 

these families still require financial help today; some of them because they 

arrived only during the last few months. The adjustment of Hungarian families 

has been especially rapid due to a combination of their own strengths and ef

forts, NYANA's services and the general community's response to their plight. 

Most of them are already contributing to our social, cultural and economio life. 

The Hungarian escapees' need for a haven of freedom and safety highlighted 

the gaps in our basiC immigration laws, Efforts to bring about basic changes 

in the McCarran-Walter Act during the last session of Congress were not suc

cessful, but a law which provides Borne measure of relief for the remaining 

refugees in Europe and other countries was passed and became effective in 

September, 1957. 

Among its other provisions, the new law eliminates the mortgaging of 

quotas under the former Displaced Persons Act and the Refugee Relief Act. and 

it authorizes the issuance of 18.656 special non-quota immigrant visas which 

remained unused under the Refugee Relief Act of 1953 when that Act expired at 

the end of 1956. It is hoped that thousands of Jewish individuals who have 
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been waiting to come to this country, including some of the new refugees from 

Egypt, will be able to benefit under this new legislation. It is now estimated 

that about 6,000 Jewish immigrants will arrive in the United States during 1958 

under the new law and under the basic immigration law. As in the past. the 

greater proportion of the new arrivals are expected to settle in New York City. 

There is even a possibility that Congress will enact additional immigra-

tioD legislation in 1958. but NYANA's estimates for the coming year are based 

entirely on existing immigration laws. Any legislative changes for the better 

would obviously affect the estimate of needs for 1958 projected by NYANA at 

this time. 

NYANA'S ACTIVITIES -- 1957 

In 1957, NYANA through all of it. departments provided financial aid, 

medical care, casework. vocational. rehabilitation and other essential services 

to 1,960 Jewish families representing about 5,880 individuals; 2,863 of these 

newcomers wefe Hungarians who arrived during the year. NYANA continued to 

concentrate its efforts on helping the newcomers become self-supporting as 

quickly as possible. 

Not every newcomer requires all of the services that are available in NYANA. 

The length of time that an immigrant must depend upon help from the agency may 

vary from one week to a year, or longer in situations where there are many 

problems. The baSic services provided by NYANA for newcomer families include: 

A Home - minimal furnishings and household necessities. 

Clothing - as needed to get the newcomer started in the community. 

Medical and Dental Care - utilizing clinics and other free facilities 
wherever practical. 

Maintenance - for food, rent, utilities and other basic necessities. 
Individual budgets are worked out according to each family's needs, 
based on accepted living standards in the New York City community. 
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Supplementation - 1n cases of large families where there 1s only one 
wage earner. 

~ - utilizing the newcomer ' s skills wherever possible . 

Vocational Training - to adapt the newcomer's skills to American methods . 

Sheltered Workshop - to provide work tor elderly and handicapped new
comers. 

Business & Loan - to provide loans tor the purchase of small bUSinesses 
by newcomers unable to support their families for reasons of health. or 
lack of industrial skills, and where retraining is not feasible. Also 
provides loans for the purchase of necessary work tools, union dues, and 
for some professionals, such as doctors. to enable them to establish 
themselves in practice. 

Counseling - a staft of trained social workers and vocational counselors 
assist the newcomers with their initial adjustment problems and work out 
individual plans for living arrangements, jobs, vocational training. eta. 

During 1957 these services were prOVided through a number of specialized 

departments. 

The Family Service Department provided intensive services to 3,288 dif-

lerent individuals during 1957. These individuals required financial aid to 

establish their first home, to buy food, clothing and other necessities. Many 

also required medical, dental and other specialized services. The activity or 

this department is reflected in the fact that on January 1, 1957 its caseload 

consisted of 281 family units. During the year 789 new cases and 118 reopened 

cases were added so that it served a total of 1,188 family units. During this 

same period, 953 cases were closed. The department is expected to finish the 

year with just about the same number of cases with which it began, but with a 

turnover of close to 1,000 families who were provided with the services that 

enabled them to become self-supporting in a remarkably short per10d of time. 

Expenditures for direct relief and rehabilitation services in 1957 will 

total S815,961. The following figures indicate how this sum was used to meet 

the essential needs of the newcomers. 
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8568,321 for food, shelter, utilities. 

$ 37,602 for medical care and dental care. 

S 16,570 for hospital, institutional and foster care. 

S 17,726 for clothing. 

$144,526 hr furniture to help families establish homes . 

S 15,792 hr vocational training. 

S 15,424 for rehabilitation of the olients in NYANA's Workshop. 

The Vocational Services Department continued to play its important 

role in helping the immigrant become self-supporting as quickly as possible 

and 1n rehabilitating the handicapped . This department provided vocational 

counseling, job placement and other rehabilitation services to 3,045 indiVidu

als during 1957. or tbis number. 2,096 were new applicants and 949 bad pre

viously be~n served by the department and returned for additional services. 

The total number of immigrants placed in jobs during the year came to 2,105. 

Many of the placements made required intensive, individualized job solicita

tion due to language handioaps, lack of trade or marketable skills in the 

American labor market, or other problems. A total of 222 persons were assisted 

to secure vocational training courses which covered 31 different industrial 

fields. Many of these individuals are able to support their families in full 

after short periods of training . 

The sheltered workshop which NYANA established as part of its program for 

the rehabilitation of the elderly and handicapped immigrants served a total of 

120 different individuals since it was established in 1955. This shop provides 

a protected work opportunity to persons whose problems are such that they can

not be placed in private industry. As a result of their experience in the 

workshop some have been assisted to secure employment and others have become 
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eligible for specialized training in rehabilitation centers which previously 

have been unavailable to them, The workshop has also provided direct and in

direct savings in relief . One of its most important contributions, however, 

has been the opportunity for the elderly and the handioapped to oontinue to 

lead productive and useful lives. 

NYANA'S EXPENDITURES -- 1957 

To meet the essential needs of the immigrants served during 1957, NYANA 

spent $1.~38,299. of which $1,186.599 was used for its own services and 

$151,700 was granted in the form ot subventions to other organizations pro

viding specialized servioes to immigrants in New York City which are not in

cluded in NYANA's own program. 

NYANA'S REQUIREMENTS FOR 1958 

As indioated previously, about 6,000 Jewish newoomers are expeoted to 

enter the United States during 1958 with the majority settling in New York 

City . These new immigrants will require the same essential services from 

NYANA as their predeoessors have received so that they too may become con

tributing members of our community in as short a time as possible. 

NYANA expects to serve 5,000 individuals in all of its departments during 

1958. Barring any emergency, it is antioipated that a major percentage of the 

neWCOmers can be served without requiring the outlay of relief expenditures. 

The family Service Department is expected to provide its specialized 

-----"sSP"-i.ceS-dur-iog----l95S----t0----l-.--065----L'amUi-eS------r-epr-eseot-i-ng----C1os 9 to 3-,---l-95---men-.-----women-----

and children. Many of the cases which this department will carryover on its 

caseload on January 1, 1958, as well as some of the cases to be added, will 

represent the "hard core" type of case which requires extensive rehabilitation 

services in order to help the individual become partially or fully self

supporting . 
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The Vocational Services Department in 1958 is expected to provide employ-

ment, vocational guidance and rehabilitation services to about 2.755 individ-

uals. It is hoped that a favorable labor market will continue so that the 

majority of persons served can be placed in jobs rapidly . The workshop tor 

the older and handicapped clients and the Business and Loan Department will 

oontinue to serve those immigrants who need their services and to adjust their 

programs according to the needs of the new clients. 

As 1s evident from NYANA's past experience, the majority ot newcomers 

continue to be independent after they have been helped to establish a home, 

to secure their first job and to obtain essential medical or dental care. 

Every new immigrant is informed that NYANA is here to help him if he has prob-

lems even after his beginning adjustment in the community . He is enormously 

proud of being on his own. Those who return for additional help do so only 

when they are overwhelmed with problems beyond their control . Frequently 

these problems can be solved through professional counseling without the out-

lay ·of cash expenditures for direct reltef. 

NYANA's total needs for 1958 are now estimated at $1,240,800, divided as 

follows : 

$ 849,308 Family Service -- relief and rehabilitation. 

143,626 Vocational guidance, tratning and employment . 

33,682 Reception and referral. 

62,134 Office and administrative services . 

152,050 Subventions to other organizations for special i zed 
services to immigrants (not included in NYANA's services) . 

$1,240,800 Total 

NYANA has maintained and will continue to maintain an operation which 

permits expansion to meet any crisis, and a determination to cut down as quickly 
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as is commensurate with the needs. The New York Assooiation for New Americane 

is highly conscious of the necesslt~ to conserve every possible dollar for the 

overwhelming needs which UJA and its agencies must meet in Israel and other 

parts of the world. At the same time , NYANA will continue its conscientious 

assistanoe to every Jewish newcomer in need in New York City. knowing that the 

American Jewish oommunity. through the United Jewish Appeal, is determined to 

give the required aid to all who need it. 
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THE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL IN 1959 

The nearly one hundred community leaders of the 5th UJA Study Mission 
unanimously passed a resolution on November 9, 1958, in Jerusalem. recommending 
community support of another special fund in 1959 for the UJA. They also recom
mended a review by each local Welfare Fund of its allocation to UJA "so that a 
just and fair allotment of funds may be made to the Appeal." 

The detailed budgets of each UJA agency -- the United Israel Appeal. the 
Joint Distribution Committee and the New York Association for New Americans -
describe the conditions which led these responsible community leaders to call 
for additional funds in 1959 to aid more than 630,000 Jews in need. 

The combined Agency budgets total $238.065.060, of Which an estimated 
$33 , 000,000 will be contributed by sources other than UJA. (See note at bottom 
of summary table on page 4.) This leaves the sum of $205,065.160 which can only 
come from American Jews through the United Jewish Appeal. These budgets are 
based on a realistic appraisal of critical needs which cannot be postponed. 

They include: 

1) Rescue and settlement of Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe and 
other areas. 

2) 10,000 permanent housing units for a large part of Israel's 110,000 
earlier immigrants still in ma'abarot (shanty towns). 

3) Helping 89 of the 482 farm settlements established by the Jewish 
Agency to achieve self-sufficiency. 

4) Welfare and rehabilitation services for previous immigrants to 
Israel. 

5) The regular programs of aid to Jews dependent on UJA agencies in 
Europe, Moslem lands, other areas, Israel and the U.S. 

Rescue and Settlement from Eastern Europe 

The recent renewal of heavy immigration to Israel took everyone by sur
prise. Primarily. this resulted from the unexpected granting at exit visas tram 
one East European country. There was no way of knowing -- nor is there still -
how long this immigration will keep up. 

In October, 1958, nearly 4,000 arrived in Israel. And it was known that by 
October more than 60,000 Jews already had registered tor exit visas in one 
country of exit alone, with 4.300 registering in a single oity in a single day. 

There is. then, considerable reason to believe that the monthly immigration 
rate set in Octoher will continue . And so long as the opportunity exists for 
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them to reach Israel, funds must be available for the transportation, initial 
absorption and settlement of these immigrants. 

Housing for Ma'abarot Dwellers 

The plight of the immigrants living in the ma'abarot -- some of them for as 
long as six and seven years -- is more than deplorable. Their situation repre
sents a waste of human talents and resources which Israel can 111 afford, And 
in the long run, it 1s uneconomical to maintain tin huts and shanties which are 
in constant need of repair. 

Not all the 110,QOO ma'abarot dwellers can be rehoused in 1959, but a start 
must be made to eliminate these slums. Those living in the most dilapidated 
shanties will have to be moved out in 1959 to modest, but permanent quarters. 

Self Sufficiency for 89 Farm Settlements 

The Jewish Agency has established 130.000 immigrants on the land in 482 
farm settlements in the last ten years. These new farmers today produce 40 per 
cent of the country's total agricultural products. At no time has the Agency 
had enough money to provide these settlements with proper equipment to reach top 
productivity. Most of the farmers have to seek part-time outside work to support 
their families. 

But 89 of these settlements are close to self-sufficiency. Given the imme
diate extra help they need in the way of machinery, water, livestock and other 
farming necessities, the immigrant farm families can be completely on their own 
within a year or so. Their additional produce will make a substantial contribu
tion to the country's food basket and to its export trade. 

Special Welfare and Rehabilitative Services 

There are at least 3,000 social cases among families living in the ma'abarot 
who could be rehabilitated, given the necessary funds. At present, they must be 
maintained and their idleness is a drain on Agency funds and social resources. 

A variety of other services, including additional scholarships to secondary 
schools and colleges for talented immigrant youngsters, health and medical ser
vices, and vocational training, must be expanded for immigrants already in Israel 
and those expected to arrive in 1959. 

Regular Programs of the UJA Agencies 

The United Israel Appeal, which remits funds to the Jewish Agency, the 
philanthropic body carrying out the program for absorption of Israel's newcomers. 
has a total budget of $207.313.000 for 1959. Of this amount. $50,000.000 is for 
new immigrants from Eastern Europe; $50,000,000 for partial elimination of the 
ma'abarot and other special immigrant absorption needs, and $107,313.000 for the 
Agency's regular program of immigrant care and absorption. 

This sum includes the important work of Youth Aliyah with immigrant young
sters; aid to 393 farm settlements to bring them closer to independence; support of 
60 Ulpanim - rapid language Hebrew schools; a variety of social. health, medical, 
educational and other welfare services, and payment of obligations on account of 
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services received 1n previous years. (See page 27 for financial breakdown of 
this budget.) 

The Joint Distribution Committee, UJA's second major beneficiary, requires 
a total of $29,593,000 in 1959 to aid 250.000 Jews in need in Europe, Moslem 
lands, other areas and 1n Israel. Included are Jewish refugees, the destitute 
populations of Jewish communities and the thousands of aged , chronically ill and 
handicapped neWCOmers in Israel served by JDe's Malben program. 

JDe aid in Poland was supposed to be limited to Polish Jewish repatriates 
from the Soviet Union. But when JDe started its program late in 1957 at the re
Quest of the Polish authorities, it soon became evident that it was impossible 
to make a strict differentiation in every instance . The so-called tlsettled" 
Jewish population was often no better off than the repatriates. 

Joe aided 15.000 Polish Jews in 1958. and is currently helping 5.000 Polish 
Jewish families. 3,000 of whom are among the settled population. 

In Morocco and other Moslem lands at least 100.000 Jews are almost totally 
dependent on JOe. Increased aid is required as a result of worsening economic 
and political conditions in the area. 

In Western Europe the flood of refugees in late 1956 and 1957 proved an im
possible burden to small, local Jewish communities in France. Italy and other 
countries. most of them struggling to rebuild their own oommunal agenoies. de
stroyed in the war. Joe must aid the refugees still in those oountries. 

The New York Association for New Americans, third UJA benefioiary, has had 
added responsibilities in the past two years as a result of the Hungarian and 
Egyptian crises, which increased Jewish immigration to the United States. 

Again in 1959, additional refugees will enter this country under recently 
implemented amendments to the immigration laws. NYANA's 1959 budget asks for 
11,159,060 for settlement and vocational services to 4.350 newcomers. 

More ~han 630.000 Jews Require UJA Aid 

Thus. the oombined budgets of UJA's benefioiary agencies are intended to 
provide global assistance programs to benefit more than 630,000 men, women and 
children -- close to 410 . 000 of them in Israel. This great multitude of Jews in 
need share one sustaining hope: the knowledge that the American Jewish commu
nity is aware of their needs and will not fail them. 

As Israel enters its second decade. external threats from neighbors remain; 
the internal problems of hundreds of thousands of ill-housed, unemployed, par
tially absorbed immigrants are perilous to the economy and those still waiting 
their turn for freedom . A great new "crisis of construction" exists which can
not be minimized and which will daily grow more serious if it remains unmet. 

Now is the time to finish the unfinished business of immigrant absorption. 
Men and women waiting for help can be taken off the waiting lists . By doing so, 
Israel's people can be aided to forge ahead in their building of the world's 
newest democracy. and Jewish communities in areas of distress and despair can 
move closer toward £reedom and a creative future. 
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1959 UJA ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE 

NUMBER OF PERSONS REQUIRING ASSISTANCE BY AGENCY AND TYPE OF PROGRAM 

Agency No , of Beneficia r i es (a1 

Uni ted Israel Appeal ... .................................................................................... . 
Joint Distribution Comml ttee ....................................................................... . 
New York Assooiation for New Americans .............................................. ..... . 

Total 
Welfare. Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Programs (bl 

"e1 fare Aid 

Child Care, including homes for children. nurseries. hot meals 
in schools . etc .. .. , ... ............ ..... ............ .... .... ... .. ....... .... .. ...... ....................... . 

Medical Aid. including infant care, anti-traohoma measures. 
specialized aid and preventive medical service ................... ............ . 

Aged. Invalids. Chronically Ill .................. .. .... .. ............. .. ..... .... ............... ... 
Education. inoluding cultural and religious activities ..... ........... .... . 
Ya I abarot. maintenanoe and upkeep ............. .. ........... .................... ...... . 

Reconstruction and Rehabilitation 

Housing. for immigrants and ma'abarot dwellers. 20,000 units .......... 
Agriculture 

Final consolidation of 89 settlements l 
Continuing aid to 393 other settlements 32 , 000 farm uni t s .. 
Teohnical aid, including agricultural guidance .............................. .. 
Irrigation, construction of new reservOirs. improvements of 

water supply system 
Land amelioration. publio works projects - employing .................. .. 

Economic Aid 
Loans to artisans. storekeepers. merchants. eto ........................... .. 
Vocational training, including aRT (Organization for 

Rehabilitation Through Training) and youth Al1yah ..................... . 
Transmigration, relief in transit ............................ .......... ................... . 

1959 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
Agency 

377. 000 
250.000 

4.35Q 
631.350 

181.000 

177.000 
79.000 

133.000 
llO.OOO 

100.000 

130.000 

204. 000 

19.000 

24.000 

34.000 
60 . 000 

Uni ted Israel Appeal ......... ............................................. ............................... .. ... $207 ,313 . 000 
Joint Distribution Committee ................................... ............................ ........... 29 . 593,000 
New York Association for New Amerioans....... ....................... ........................ 1.159.060 

$238.065.060 
Lees revenue from other sources (0) .................... .. ............................................ - 33.000 . OOQ 
Total to be provided by the United Jewish Appeal.. ...................................... $205,065.060 

(a) Unduplioated figure. 
(b) Because the same person may benefit from more than one UJA-financed program. 

the number of beneficiaries listed by type of assistance exceeds the tota l 
number ot persons aided 

(0) Includes income from German reparations. grants from the Conference on 
Material Claims. philanthropio contributions outside the U.S.A. , etc . 



Introduction 

1959 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
of the 

UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

For the Rescue and Resettlement Programs 
ot the Jewish Agenoy 

"You are about to see and study the contradiction in terms that 1s Israel." 

lith these words, Jewish Agency Treasurer Dr. Dav Joseph greeted the nearly one 

hundred members of the 5th UJA Study Mission which visited Israel in November, 

1958, Indeed, at no time has this contradiction in terms been more notable than 

during the past 12 months which were highlighted by the celebration of Israel's 

10th Anniversary. 

On the occasion ot that anniversary, American media of mass communication 

from coast to coast reviewed the remarkable record or Israel's achievements dur-

ing its first deoade of independence. They conveyed the image of a people con-

fident in its ability to wrest new life from a long-neglected soil and to forge 

a mu~titude of refugees into a self-supporting nation. Yet along with the 

spirit of confidence, there prevails throughout Israel an undercurrent of 

anxiety. a fear that under the renewed pressure of mass immigration the 

oourageous young nation may yet fail to attain the ' objectives to which it 

has dedicated itself. 

In presenting the budgetary needs of the Jewish Agency to the Annual 

National Conference of the United Jewish Appeal. it would be a most pleasant and 

gratifying task to recall the many constructive projects which the Jewish Agency 

has been able to carry out with the aid of UJA funds during the past year. 

Yet, this Conference meets at a time when developments in certain crucial 

areas of the world -- developments which we hail as a new ray of hope for tens 
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at thousands, yet worry about because at the magnitude ot additional 

they impose on the precarious financial structure of the Jewish Agency -- make 

it imperative that we concentrate on the task at hand. We are, therefore, pre

senting this budgetary analysis with the same note of regret indicated by Dr. 

Joseph when he told the members of the UJA Study Mission : "I would have pre

ferred to greet you by heralding betore you our more recent achievements on Our 

way forward. Instead, I am constrained to worry you with our troubles, with a 

somber analysis of our financial posit1on." 

The Immigration Pioture 

Since September ot this year the immigration curve, which traces the 

monthly total of refugees arriving in Israel, has risen steeply. From 1.584 in 

August. the indicator has climbed to nearly 4,000 in October. The reason: one 

of the Eastern European countries which tor seven years had closed its doors to 

would be Jewish emigrants, has resumed the issuing of exit visas. A second 

country seems about to follow Buit. 

Immediately, questions were raised on all sides. Why the apparent lifting 

of the ban? Why now? For how long? For how many? Rumors were followed by 

denials. only to be followed by new conjectures. As yet. nobody knows the 

answers. 

Israel immigration authorities screened the new arrivals. trying to find a 

pattern which might indicate future trends. There were many who had pressed to 

be allowed to join relatives in Israel. Yet there were others who did not fit 

into the reunion-of-families scheme. And there were people from towns and people 

tram outlying districts. The only rule which seemed to apply to all newcomers 

was the tact that they had to leave most of their belongings behind and arrived 

in Israel with little more than a few articles of clothing. 

The immigrants themselves were unable to shed any light on the question of 
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thiS new policy. For years they had been waiting, hoping against hope. and sud

denly on Yom Kippur Eve of 1958 the breathtaking news came: they were free to 

leave. One 29-year-old technician recalled how he had applied for an exit visa 

and how officials had asked him whether he was leaving any relatives behind. 

When he indicated that be had parents, a grandmother and other kin, he was told 

to bring all their passports and exit visas were issued to the entire group. A 

DeW policy? Maybe. Nobody knows for sure. 

The arrival of Jews fr~ lands which had been sealed to Jewish emigrants 

since 1951, was an electrifying event . It shook the despairing and the com

placent -- those who had given up all hope of being reunited with their loved 

ones and those who had predicted that the stream of immigration was drying up . 

It threw into bold relief the need for more homes. more farms. more jobs, 

schools and hospitals. It turned the task of securing additional cash for the 

Jewish Agency's rescue and rehabilitation program into a matter of survival . 

As these lines are written, the tempo of immigration to Israel continues at 

the rate of many thousands a month. However, in one Eastern European country 

alone more than 60,000 Jews had registered requests for exit visas by the end of 

October and the number of registrants may be twice this figure in the near 

future. In one city, as many as 4,300 Jews registpred for emigration in a 

single day. If the exit doors remain open, this mounting pressure will cause 

an upsurge in the immigration tide far above the estimates on which this budget 

1s based. 

The Staggering Backlog of Needs 

"Even if not a single immigrant entered Israel for the next few years, 

there is an unfinished job of helping those who are already there to get to 

their feet. U This statement by a group of Council of Jewish Federations and 

Welfare Funds leaders who toured Israel in the Bummer of 1958 points to the 
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grievous backlog of unmet needs reflected in 50 ma'abarot throughout Israel. 

One has only to spend a tew hours in one of the huts which houses the office 

of the Jewish Agenoy representatives in eaoh of these shanty towns to gauge the 

urgency and complexity ot the problems involved. Requests submitted to the 

Direotor of the ma'abara range from a plea for better housing to complaints 

about teenagers who are running wild for lack of suitable ocoupation or super

vision. Bitter tales of prolonged unemployment, chronic illness and unsanitary 

living quarters are brought to him. There are the ~lgh-pitched voices of those 

whom poor living oonditions bave brought to the verge of hysteria and the quiet 

teara of others who are dejeoted beyond rebellion. There are parents unable to 

care for their ohildren, and children unable to oare for aged parents . 

With remarkable patienoe and ingenuity, the ma'abarot directors try to 

stretch grossly inadequate budgets. Yet for every request which can be granted 

there are two which must be deferred week after week. As time goes by, people 

who at first waited patiently are becoming sullen, demanding and desperate. In 

a oountry humming with activity and growth, they feel left out and forgotten. 

It is estimated that the closing of the ma'abarot, whioh at present house 

some 22,000 families, will require about 190,000,000 for the construotion of new 

homes plus 135,000,000 for the rehabilitation of social cases and services to 

immigrant youth. On the basis of past experience. it cannot be antiCipated that 

the problem will be solved within one budgetary year. However, decisive steps 

must be taken to assure that this year will see a real "beginning of the end" 

for what has rightly been called the "shame of the ma'abarot." 

Villages of Tomorrow 

The visitor who travels through Israel's new farm and development areas 

finds clusters of white houses huddling together on barren hillsides and tree

less flatlands. As he peers through the dust raised by the wheels of his car he 
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notes patches of green -- brave heralds of a new lite being carved out of an 

endless expanse of seemingly barren soil. Here and there he will come across 

stacks or irrigation pipes waiting to be connected to a main conduit. 

There is something bleak and stark about many of these fledgeling settle

ments which conveys the feeling that they are only villages of tomorrow . The 

majority of the newcomers who live in them must still cover the greater part of 

their modest family budgets through part-time employment in road bUilding, land 

amelioration and other public works projects. Even those who settled on the land 

as long as a decade ago still derive about 25 per cent of their earnings from 

employment outside their own farms . 

Originally. it had been assumed that the consolidation of a new farming 

community would be completed within a period of four to five years. However, 

due to the lack of funds, the Jewish Agency's Department for Agrioultural Set

tlement had to defer allocations for farm development year after year, and today 

the amount required to complete the consolidation of all post-statehood settle

ments is estimated at $195,000,000. In addition, at least $100,000 , 000 will be 

needed to implement country-wide irrigation schemes. (Although the Israel 

Government Shoulders the major burden of these water development projects, the 

Jewish Agency ~ust contribute its share on behalf of the new immigrant villages 

which will benefit from the country-wide irrigation program.) 

A recent survey conducted by the Settlement Department illustrates the 

effect of the reduction in annual allocations for farm development. In 59 post

statehood settlements established as far back as 1948-49, some 700 settlers have 

not yet received their first cow; about 1,000 are still waiting for their first 

draught animals, and some 500 villagers have not yet been able to build their 

first chicken coop. Out of 482 post-statehood settlements, no more than 89 can 

be said to be approaching the final stage of consolidation . 
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The age composition of the newcomers intensifies the hardship wrought by 

the cut-backs in allocations. Many post-statehood farmers are men in their 

forties who fear that the consolidation of their villages will be completed only 

at a time when they are no longer physically able to make full use of their land 

and livestock. As one disheartened villager remarked: "By the time we have the 

eqUipment to really work this soil, we will be ahout ready to be buried 1n it.1I 

1959 Must Be Different 

To a large extent, it will be up to the American Jewish community to deter

mine whether 1959 wlll See a continuation ot the chain of makeshift projects 

and deterred needs which have surrounded the operations of the Jewish Agency 

with a perpetual atmosphere of crisis. It is obvious that. apart from the ap

palling degree of human Buffering involved. orisis finanoing entails a serious 

waste of precious finanoial resouroes. Two temporary housing units in a 

ma'abara. which must be scrapped atter a few years. cost about as much as one 

permanent dwelling. Acoelerated farm development could contribute substantially 

to decreasing Israel's trade defioit. Protracted individual relief payments are 

more expensive in the long run than the building and operation of suitable in

stitutions for the oare of sick and elderly newcomers. 

Despite Israel's difficult seourity situation. which necessitates large 

expenditures for military purposes. its people have taken the significant 

step ot floating the first internal loan for immigrant absorption. Tentatively 

Bet at IL 20.000.000 ($11.000.000), this loan will be a difficult burden for a 

people of whom the majority are themselves post-statehood immigrants . Yet it is 

anticipated that every Israel citizen with a monthly income of $120 or more 

will oontribute to this loan. 

We believe that the determination ot Israel's people to make 1959 a dif

ferent kind ot year for the new immigrants will inspire American Jews to match 
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these sacrifices with their own supreme efforts . We believe that in 1969 we can 

and must break out of the vicious circle of "too little and too late '1 whioh bas 

plagued the Jewish Agency during the past decade. We believe that the time has 

come to reasses s deferred needs along with ongoing needs for the budgetary year 

and to take a decisive step toward the elimination of the i mmigrant absorption 

backlog. 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS IN 1959 

TOTAL BUDGET ................ .. .............. .......................... .. ............................. ............ ......... $207,313,000 

The combined budgetary requirements of the Jewish Agency, the United Israel 

Appeal and the Karen Hayssod in 1959 are estimated at $207.313.000 . This esti-

mate includes $50,000,000 tor the immigration, initial absorption and resettle-

ment of immigrants expected to arrive in Israel during the coming year; 

150.000,000 for partial elimination of ms'abarot and for other unmet needs ; 

$107,313,000 for ongoing programs in the fields of agricultural development. 

education. youth work and social services, as well as other pressing obligations 

which must be met during 1959 . 

IMMIGRATION AND INITIAL ABSORPTION 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ................. .......... .................................................................. $9,550 , 000 

Immigration 

In November, 1958, the New York Office of the Jewish Agency i ssued s state-

ment to the press which read. in pa rt: "The Jewish Agency denies r eports which 

appeared in the press according to which the recent increase in t he number of 

Jewish immigrants from certain Eastern European countries to Israel came as a 

result of negotiations between the Jewish Agency and the Governments of these 

countries. The Jewish Agency has no contact wha tsoever with these Governments 

and the arrival of Jews from these oountries came as a surpr ise to the Agency." 

This statement highlights the difficulty in estimating antiCipated 
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immigration during the coming year . As previously indicated, the large number 

of applications for exit visas now pending in Eastern European countries gtves 

us every reason to anticipate a new upsurge in immigration, running into the 

tens of thousands . Yet, regardless of the numbers involved, the J ewish Agency 

must stand ready during 1959 to assist every Jewish man, woman and child who 

will be in a position to make his way to Israel. 

Resoue immigration of the kind we must anticipate for 1959 is not only 

unpredictable but also relatively expensive. Since, in the majority of cases, 

Jewish Agency personnel cannot operate direotly in the countries of emigration, 

soreening centers and tranSit camps have to be maintained in Southern France, 

Austria, Italy and Greece, where prospective immigrants are assembled, screened 

and given medical care if needed. To maintain and staff these offices and 

transit camps abroad. including medical services. the Jewish Agency in 1959 will 

require 51.015 .000. In addition . 15.750.000 will be needed for the transporta

tion of the immigrants and of their belongings and for the guidance personnel 

which accompanies the refugees throughout their journey. 

Initial Assistance 

It is estimated that initial assistance for newcomers in 1959 will require 

a total of 12.785.000 . As in previous years, this sum will include expenditures 

for the distribution of household goods such as beds, blankets, chairs. tables 

and kitchen utensils; the services of trained guidance teams. and health insur

ance for all new arrivals for a period of three months. 

HOUSING 

BUDGETARY REqUIREMENTS ............................................................................................ $67.850.000 

Current Needs 

"On a rainy night in New York or Detroit perhaps you will dream that there 

are thousands of newcomers arriving here and there are insufficient houses for 
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them." These words addressed to the 5th UJA Study Mission by Finance Minister 

Levi Eshkol reflect the thoughts which haunt responsible officials in Israel as 

news of a new upsurge in immigration electrifies the country. Instead of the 

hoped-for reduction in the size and number of the ma'abarot, every increase in 

immigration threatens to swell the population of these pitiful reminders of our 

inability to meet current needs. 

The total investment required to provide permanent homes for newcomers 

expected to arrive in 1959 is estimated at 155.000.000. However, in view of the 

pressing need to replace the deteriorating ma'abarot with permanent homes. the 

Jewish Agency. in its 1959 budget. allocates only 126,950,000 for the construc

tion of houses for immigrants expected to arrive within the next twelve months. 

It is antiCipated that this sum, together with allooations by the Israel Govern

ment, will be sufficient to start an adequate construction program and that cash 

payments for the balance of the investments can be postponed beyond the current 

budgetary year, 

Unmet Needs: The Ma'abarot 

In 1954, when the Jewish Agency initiated the 5hip-to-Settlement Program, 

it was hoped that the ma'abarot, the slum-like transition settlements. could be 

olosed within three to four years, However. as rescue immigration continued to 

make heavy demands on the limited resources of the Jewish Agency, the elimina

tion of the ma'abarot proved to be a slow and painful process, Today. 50 

ma'abarot. with a total population of some 110.000 persons, have not yet been 

replaced by permanent homes. 

50 much has been said and written about the hardships and the squalor 

encountered by the newcomers in the ma'abarot. that there seems no point in 

recalling the painful history of the shanty towns. Yet if we remember that 

there are children of seven or eight years of age in the transition settlements 
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who have never known what it means to live in a real house and who have no other 

playground but a few feet of dusty. littered soil between one hut and the next. 

we realize that the ma'abarot are not only an eyesore for the present but a 

threat to the future. 

Out of a total of $90.000,000 required for the elimination of the ma'abaro1 

the current budget of the Jewish Agency allocates $40.900,000 for this purpose . 

This sum is in no way commensurate with the pressing needs. Rather, it reflects 

an estimate of the funds which will be available to the Jewish Agency after 

requirements for rescue immigration and essential ongoing services have been 

met. If the Jewish Agency's income should exceed budgetary estimates during the 

coming year, or if it should be possible to reduoe expenditures for immigration 

or ongoing services, every additional dollar will be invested in an all-out 

effort to accelerate the elimination of the ma'abarot. 

AGRICULTURAL SE'ITLEMENT 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS .... .......... ..... .. .................... ..... ..... ....... .. ........ ..... .. ......... ........ $54. 978. 000 

The Overall Picture 

The 130,000 immigrants who have settled on the land with the assistance of 

the Jewish Agency during the past ten years, account for about 63 per cent of 

Israel's total farming population. Yet the combined output of the 482 post

statehood villages is currently estimated at about 40 per cent of the total 

agrioultural produotion of the country. 

This relatively low productivity of the new immigrant villages, compared to 

the veteran settlements, reflects the degree to which the Jewish Agency's alloca

tions to new farming communities have fallen behind schedule. Caught between a 

decrease in philanthropic funds and accelerated immigration , the Jewish Agency 

had to reduce allocations for agricultural settlement from 61 per cent of the 

total 1953-54 budget to only 30 per cent of the six-month budget for the period 
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ending March, 1958. As a result ot this cut-back in allooations, the majority 

of the new settlers are as yet only part-time farmers. In the ooastal zone, for 

example, the average post-statehood settler derives about 70 per cent of his income 

trom his own farm. In the hill regions. many settlers earn only 40 per cent of 

their modest income from farming. The rest must be earned through outside employment. 

It is estimated that the total investment required to assure the full pro

ductivity of the 482 post-statehood villages amounts to $195,000,000 at current 

prices. In addition, the Jewish Agency must contribute toward the $100,000,000 

needed to implement the country-wide irrigation scheme. Thus, even if the es

tablishment of new villages was kept at a minimum level. it would take about 

Beven to eight years to complete the consolidation of the post-statehood 

settlements at the current rate of allocations for farm development. 

Against this overall picture of long-term obligations, the following pages 

outline the agrioultural development programs of the Jewish Agency for the 

budgetary year 1959. If these programs can be implemented as scheduled, it is 

estimated that they will enable new immigrant villages to increase the combined 

value of their agricultural production during 1959 by $15,000.000, that is 15 

per cent of the estimated value of Israel's total agricultural production during 

the past twelve months. 

Absorption of Newcomers in Agriculture 

Beoause of the urgent need to develop existing villages, no new settlements 

will be established during 1959. However. four work villages in Upper Galilee 

will be turned into full-fledged farming communities. The establishment of 

eight additional villages in a region adjacent to the Syrian border, which had 

originally been included in the 1959 program, had to be postponed for lack of 

funds despite the fact that it 1s urgent to reinforce the thin chain of villages 

in this exposed border area. 
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On the basis of past experience, it is estimated that between 10 to 15 Per 

cent of the immigrants expected to arrive during the comlng year will register 

for agricultural settlement. Slnce the newcomers will be absorbed 1n existing 

farming communities, it is hoped that allocations during their first year on the 

land can be kept at a minimum. The 1959 budget. therefore, includes only a sMI 

of 15.500.000 for initial allocation to new arrivals who will settle on the lag4 

during the next twelve months. 

Unmet Needs in Agricultural Settlements 

The full consolidation of 482 post-statehood villages is a long-range task. 

However, the current budget singles out one priority item which must be included 

in this year's effort to reduoe the baoklog of unmet needs: the final consoli

dation of 89 new immigrant villages whioh were established as far back as 1948-49. 

These settlements, whioh inolude 28 smallholders' villages, 31 oommunal settle

ments and 30 extensions of older villages, comprising altogether a total of more 

than 5,000 farm units, will receive 15.800.000 for their final consolidation 

during the coming year. 

Ongoing Agricultural Programs 

Farm Development. The major part of the allocations for ongoing agricul

tural programs included in the Jewish Agency's budget for 1959 will be spent on 

the development of 393 post-statehood settlements. Despite the fact that, ac

oording to plan, the consolidation of each farming community should have been 

completed within a period of five years, even the 290 villages which were 

established during the period 1950-52 have not yet reached the consolidation 

stage. The 1959 budget of the Jewish Agency allocates a sum of $28,678,000 for 

farm buildings, livestock, farm equipment, local irrigation facilities, seeds, 

saplings , approach roads and other communications facilities in post-statehood 

villages. 
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Irrigation. Because of the shortage of philanthropic funds. the Jewish 

Agency's budget for 1959 allocates only 53.000,000 for special irrigation proj

ects. The major part of this sum will be spent on regional irrigation proj

ectS. such as the drilling of wells and the construction of reservoirs which 

will eventually be integrated into the country-wide master plan. Despite the 

urgent need to supplement regional schemes in the semt-arid south with additional 

water resources from the northern part of Israel. the amount allocated to the 

national irrigation scheme is only a fractton of the sum needed during the 

coming year. 

Citrus Plantations. Citrus. the largest single item in Israel's export 

trade, not only has become an important factor in Israelis foreign currency 

budget, but also a reliable source of income for the new immigrant settlements. 

During the coming year, $3.500,000 will be allocated for the planting of 2.500 

acres of citrus groves in 150 post-statehood settlements. 

Employment. The cut-back in annual allocations for agricultural develop

ment has forced many new settlers to augment their earnings through employment 

in public works projects. It is estimated that during the coming year some 

19,000 post-statehood settlers will require a total of 2,300,000 days of auxil

iary employment. Towards the financing of these prolects, which include the 

implementation of drainage schemes, land amelioration and terracing, and the 

construction of approach roads to outlying villages, the Jewish Agency in 1959 

must contribute 11.500.000. 

Guidance. According to the operational plans of the Jewish Agency, each 

recently established settlement should be provided with the following guidance 

personnel: 2 agricultural instructors, 1 social worker, 2 assistant welfare 

workers, 1 nurse, 1 administrator, and one or more teachers in accordance with 

the number of children in the village. For the services of these guidance teams, 
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including more than 600 farmers from veteran settlements who have agreed to aot 

as instructors for the inexperienced settlers. the Jewish Agency in 1959 will 

require 14.500.000 . 

Other Services and Allocations. During the coming budgetary year, the Jaw

isb Agency will continue to operate 18 tractor stations with a total ot 420 

tractors to serva Dew immigrant villages throughout Israel . In addition, the 

Jewish Agency must set aside allocations to reimburse new settlers in border 

areas for working time spent on guard duty . The Agency must also provide crop 

subsidies for outlying villages which have not yet been linked to the country's 

major highways and therefore incur exoessive transportation costs for their 

products . For these activities. the Jewish Agency's budget f or 1959 includes. 

sum of 12.500.000. 

SOCIAL SERVICES AND REHABILITATION 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS ........ . ................... "' ... ...... ,.",,,,,,,, ,,.,,, ................................. $11. 300. 000 

Services to New Arrivals 

The extent of funds required for social services and economic rehabilita

tion of newcomers expected to arrive in Israel during 1959. depends to a lar ge 

degree on the health and age composition of the immigrants. Among those who 

have arrived since September. there was a relatively low percentage of persons or 

working age. If this trend continues . the sum of S8.000.000 allocat ed in the 

present budget for social services and economi c rehabil i tation of new arri vals 

may prove to be inadequate . 

Since social services and rehabilitation must be planned individually accord

ing to the potentialities and handicaps of each applicant. it is difficult to 

predict how the total allocations will be distributed between the various facets 

of the Agency's social service and rehabilitation program . The following is a 

general outline of the types of aid which will be extended to the new a rrivals. 
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Cash Grants. According to past experience. it takes an average of four to 

siX weeks to arrange for the temporary or permanent care of social cases. Dur

ing that period, the Jewish Agency must support these families with cash grants 

averaging $125 per case. In difficult cases, the grants must be continued over 

a longer period of time. 

Loans. Immigrants who, because of age or physical handicaps are unable to 

find employment, are given priority in the establishment of shops, newsstands, 

small workshops and various services required in the new development areas. In 

the majority of cases, these projects are financed with the help of long-term. 

low-interest loans extended to the newcomers by the Jewish Agency in cooperation 

with other bodies. Similar loans will be made available to protessionals among the 

new immigrants to tide them over an initial period ot reorientation or retraining. 

Allocations. As in previous years, the Jewish Agency will make allooations 

to institutions which accept aged or ailing immigrants tor temporary or perma

nent care. The Agenoy will also reimburse local authorities for public services 

provided to immigrants unable to pay municipal rates . 

. Home Visits . In addition to the guidance services ottered by the local 

ottices of the Jewish Agency, the Agency's soclal workers will continue their 

regular schedule of home visits to acquaint new immigrants with Israel's pattern 

ot hygiene and nutrition. to check on health problems, sanitation and child care, 

and to acquaint the new arrivals with the various agencies whose services are 

available to them. 

Unmet Needs 

There are thousands ot families in Israel today who exist on grossly 

inadequate welfare payments or eke out a sub-standard living in the tin huts 

which are the "shopping centers" of the ma'abarot. Under the Jewish Agency's 

constructive loan program, each ot these tami1ies could be enabled to gain a 
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modest degree of economic independence through an average investment of $800 

per case. Yet tor years, the cards indicating the names, experience and past 

history of these immigrants. together with recommendations for the type of 

shop or service for which they would be suited, have remained in the Agency's 

files beoause there has been no money to realize these modest dreams. 

In the ma'abarot alone, there are scme 1,200 social cases who are at present 

depending on the few prutot they earn from the sale of small household items. 

groceries, or vegetables. It the ma'abarot are to be eliminated, these people 

will again appear on the publio welfare rolla unless constructive arrangements 

can be made for their resettlement at a new location . 

During the current budgetary year, the Jewish Agency will require 

82,300,000 fo r the economic rehabilitation of nearly 3 ,000 social cases who 

arrived in Israel during the past decade. 

Unfortunately, not all social cases can be rehabilitated through economic 

aid. According to the Israel Ministry of Welfare, there are at least 1,400 

mentally deficient children and adults who have arrived in Israel but have not 

yet found placement in suitable institutions. Of this group, roughly 800 are 

under 17 years of age, the remainder between 17 and 35. During 1959, the Jewish 

Agency must contribute 11,000.000 towards the building of additional institu

tions to care for mentally deficient immigrants. 

EDUCATION AND HEALTH 

BUDGETARY REqUIREMENTS ..................... .............. ...................... ........... .. ........... ....... .. ... . $18. 810.000 

Publio Health and Elementary Education 

During the initial period of mass immigration. the Jewish Agency did not 

allocate speCial funds to provide health and eduoational services for the new 

arrivals. Yet over the years, it has beoome increaSingly difficult to expand 

the Government's public services at a rate commensurate with the mass influx. 
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The number of students in Israel's tuition-free elementary schools has increased 

by more than 200 per cent during the past decade. Medical facilities need to be 

expanded further to serve immigrant communities in outlying districts. 

Out of total annual tax receipts amounting to IL 800,000,000, the Israel 

Government during the fiscal year 1958-59 must spend more than IL 73.000,000 on 

education. To this must be added the budget of the Israel Ministry of Health, 

which amounts to IL 700,000 for Israel'S current fiscal year. The public ser

vices financed through these Government expenditures benefit immigrants and 

earlier citizens alike; yet the major share of the taxes which defray the costs 

of these services are as yet paid mainly by the veteran population. 

The Israel Government, burdened by heavy defense expenditures, is unable to 

provide for a further accelerated expansion of public education and health pro

grams. The Jewish Agency, on the other hand, would find it impractical and un

economical to institute its own educational network for new immigrant children 

who cannot be accommodated in over-crowded classrooms with already overburdened 

instructors. It has, therefore. been agreed that during the coming year the 

Jewish Agency will contribute 113.200,000 towards public education and health 

services provided to the new immigrants. 

Higher Education 

It is estimated that, at present. tuition fees, books and related expendi

tures for one Israel high school student amount to about $340 a year. In terms 

of the earnings of the average immigrant laborer this figure equals about three 

months' wages. 

In order to bring a high school education and advanced agricultural and 

vocational training within the reach of gifted immigrant children, the Jewish 

Agency contributes to a countrywide scholarship fund which in the last academic 

year enabled 4,441 young people to extend their education beyond the elementary 
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grades. During the same year, however, at least 1,000 applications from ""O,.Ll,,04 

oandidates had to be turned down for lack of funds. 

While it 1s obvious that such basic needs as food and shelter must be given 

priority in any philanthr.opio program, the grossly inadequate allocations for 

the scholarship fund may have serious consequences, not only for the future of 

the youngsters whose applications must he rejected but for Israel's total eco

nomic and social development. 

In addition to its participation 1n the scholarship program, the Jewish 

Agency, during 1959. will continue allooations to institutions of higher learning 

such as the Hebrew University, the Haifa Technion and the Weitzman Institute of 

Science, which accept students from among the new immigrants at minimal tuition 

rates. Arrangements have also been made with these institutions to provide 

stipends for a number of immigrant scientists in order to acquaint these new 

arrivals with Israel's research problems and research faoilities . 

Adult Education 

Ten years ago, the first Ulpan. a seminar for the intensive study of Hebrew 

and allied subjects, was established in Jerusalem with the assistanoe of the 

Jewish Agency. DeSigned to ease Israel's Tower-of-Babel problems and to aooel

erate the eoonomio rehabilitation of professionals and white collar workers among 

the immigrants, the Ulpanim have been eminently successful, not only in their 

newly developed methods of instruotion but in the way in which they have served 

as a home base for the students during their first difficult months in a new 

country. Since 1949, some 100,000 immigrants have passed through the 60 Ulpanim 

now operating in every part of Israel. During the coming year some 9,000 

newcomers aFe expected to attend these seminars. In many cases, the Jewish 

Agency must provide full maintenance for newcomers attending Ulpanim for an 

average period of three monthe. 
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In addition to the Ulpanim program, the Jewish Agency w111 oontinue to 

sponsor local adult education activities in immigrant towns and villages. 

Total allocations for higher education. vocational training and adult edu 

~§tion in the Jewish Agency's budget for 1959 are set at 15.610,000. 

YOUTH IMMIGRATION 

BUDGETARY REqUIREMENTS ............. ................. ................ .......... ... .. ........ .. .. .... .. ...... ... ... . $8.250.000 

During his recent visit to the United States, Moshe Kal, World Director 

of Youth Aliyah, reported on the progress of new Youth Aliyah trainees who came 

to Israel from Eastern European oountries. "These ohildren are part of a gener

ation deeply influenced by the 'cold war' ," Mr. Kal said . "It 1s a generation 

which is praotical. realistio and skeptical. These youngsters have no firm be

liefs in any system, neither 1n Communism nor in democraoy. They must be com

pletely re-educated as Jews , sinoe many of them did not know until very reoently 

that they were Jews at all." 

In the face of these pressing educational problems, shortage of funds has 

loroed youth Aliyah to reduce the extent of its operations for the first time in 

the 25-year history of the program. Between January and November, 1958, the 

number ot youth Immigration trainees decreased from 13,200 to 11,500. Acoording 

to the 1959 budget, the number of new wa rds to be acoepted during the coming 12 

months will not exceed 2,400, as compared to 6,200 newcomers absorbed by Youth 

Immigration during the past budgetary year. 

Apart from the anticipated increase in immigration, the proposed reduction 

in Youth Aliyah's servioes will be a blow to thousands of immigrant families al

ready in Israel . Many new arrivals from Eastern Europe who have immigrated 

sinoe 1956 are finding the process of absorption much harder than anticipated 

and are increasingly turning to Youth A1iyah to secure proper training and main

tenance for their ohildren. Each month, some 700 applications are received, 
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of which 500 must be rejected for lack of funds. 

Currently, Youth Immigration's financial problems are aggravated by infla_ 

tion. The major part of its expenditures consists of maintenance grants linked 

to Israel's rising cost-or-living index. It has therefore become necessary to 

reduce the number of wards in educational institutions for whom full maintenance 

allocations must be paid, and to increase the number attached to agricultural 

settlements where trainees cover a portion of their maintenance costs by part

time work. As a result, it has become necessary to raise the acceptance age tor 

the majority of new wards from 13 to 14 years for boys and from 12 to 13 years 

for girls. (Full orphans w111 be accepted regardless of age.) 

This shift toward more frequent placement in communal settlements will 

create new absorption problems for youngsters from Eastern European countries 

who at present constitute the majority of prospective trainees. Because of past 

experiences, these young people do not adjust easily to communal life . Many of 

them wish to continue their studies yet cannot find facilities for higher edu

cation in communal settlements. Thus, trainees tend to drop out before the end 

of their training period and the time and money spent on their initial absorp

tion 1s wasted. 

A special problem is presented by young people in the 15 to IS-year age 

groups, who cannot be absorbed into the Youth Immigration program. Being past 

the age of compulsory education yet too young to jOin the army, thousands of 

these youngsters spend their days without proper occupation or supervision. 

Since the fledgeling immigrant towns are not yet suffiCiently developed to offer 

adequate employment for heads of families, adolescents have very little chance 

to find work in development areas. 

To combat the social dangers created by these conditions, the Jewish 

Agency, in cooperation with the Israel Government, has set up a network of 
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17 youth centers which provide immigrant teenagers with pre-vocational training 

oourses. part-time instruction in academic subjects, warm meals and recreation 

faciltties. It is estimated that at least 10 additional centers are needed im

mediately to cope with what might develop into a problem of juvenile delinquency. 

However, despite the urgent requests from social workers and probation officers, 

the Jewish Agency will not be able to set aside funds for the construction and 

maintenance of additional youth centers in 1959. 

OTHER REQUIREMENTS 

In accordance with an agreement concluded between the Jewish Agency and the 

Jewish National Fund in 1951, the present budget lists an allocation of $2,365,000 

to the JNF to be used for land amelioration and drainage work in new immigrant 

villages. Payments to various Jewish groups. which the Jewish Agency will make 

out of its share of German Reparations Funds during 1959. amount to $1.100,000. 

Thus. total allocations to other organizations under the Agency's 1959 budget 

will amount to 13,465.000. 

For the information services of the three agencies included in this budget 

the United Israel Appeal, the Jewish Agency and the Keren Hayesod --- a sum 

of $2,640.000 has been allocated to cover expenditures for supplementary activ

ities such as literature and campaign material. The combined administrative 

expenditures of the three agencies are estimated at 14,070.000. 

The budget also includes a sum of 126.400 000 for payment of obligations 

on account of services received in previous years. 

No Al te rna ti ve 

In times of stress and danger, Israel has faced seemingly insurmountable 

obstacles with the calm words: Ein brera - "There is no alternative." 

The same may be said of the Jewish Agency program for 1959 outlined on the 
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preceding pages. There is no turning away from these responsibilities. There 

is no alternative . 

Would American Jewry agree that rescue immigration be suspended at a time 

when newly opened exit doors can be locked again at any moment? 

Would they wish to discontinue ongoing programs, endangering all that has 

been built up with UJA funds during the past decade? 

Will they stand by idly as thousands of men, women and children face their 

eighth winter in the flimsy, rain-drenched shelters ot the ma'abarot? 

There is no alternative to this program. 

There 15 no alternative to an all-out effort for UJA in 1959 . 
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UNITED JEWISH APPEAL 

Budgetary Requirements for 1959 

For the Immigration and Rehabilitation Program of the Jewish Agency 
(including Keren Hayeeod) 

purpose Amount 

Immigration and Initial Absorption 
of immigrants expected in 1959 ..................................................................... $ 9,550,000 

Housing 
for immigrants expected in 1959 ........... , .......................... $26,950,000* 

partial elimination of ma'abarot ........................... 40,900,000** 67,850,000 

Agricultural Settlement 
for immigrants expected in 1959 ...................................... , 5,500,000* 

final consolidation of 89 settlements.................. 5.800,000** 
ongoing programs of farm development.. .................. 43 ,678 ,000 54,978,000 

Social Services and Economic Rehabilitation 
for immigrants expected in 1959 ...................................... 1 8.000,000* 

rehabilitation of earlier arrivals ........................ 3,300,000** 11.300.000 

Education and Heal th ................................................................ .. 18,810,000 

Youth Immigration .................................................................... . 8,250,000 

Allocations to Jewish National Fund ................................ .. 2,365,000 

Allocations ola German Reparations ................................... / i 1,100,000 

InfoI'Illation Services ............................................................. .. 2,640,000 

~ Administration ................................................................ , .......... . 4,070,000 
/' 

Obligations ................................................................................. . 26 400 000 

Total Budgetary Requirements ................ 1207.313.000 

SUMMARY 

Special Needs 
* For immigrants expected in 1959 ................................ 150, 000, 000 

** For partial elimination of malabarot 
and unmet needs ....................................................... 50 . 000.000 $100,000,000 

Ongoing Programs and Obligations ....................................... . 107.313.000 

Tot.l.. ............................................................. 1207.313.000 



Introduction 

1959 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

In a Polish city, a little girl lies crying on a hospital bed while her 

doctor waits anxiously for the shipment of "miracle" drugs which will cure her ... 

in the anteroom of a French social service agency, a newly arrived refugee family 

sits on the valises and bundles containing all its meager belongings, waiting 

for the interpreter to come and clear things up ... outside a school canteen in 

Morocco. the boys and girls line up for a hot mid-day meal, the only meal for 

most of them. When it 1s distributed, not a drop is spilled -- not a crumb 

allowed to fall. 

It 1s 1959 and once again the hopes of hundreds ot thousands of homeless. 

helpless and harassed Jews must turn to Joe -- as have the hopes of millions 

before them s1nce JDC's found1ng 1n 1914. 

Late in 1957, after a lapse of eight years, JDC returned to Poland at the 

invitation of the Polish Government to aid Polish Jews repatriated from the 

Soviet Union. It was to be a limited program, designed to help the returnees 

re-establish themselves, meanwhile providing 1mmediate aid -- housing, clothing, 

medical care, food, maintenance. 

But what if a feeding program established in a school applies only to every 

other youngster? Side-by-side sit two children -- one a repatriate. the other 

his cousin, not a repatriate, but equally hungry. You heSitate only a moment. 

then you do what has to be done. You feed both. 

The Hungarian and Egyptian crises of late 1956 and early 1957 seem far away 

now . But the refugees from both countries who found haven 1n France still need 

help. 

-~-
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More than 22,000 of Egypt's Jews were expelled and set adrJft; more than 

18,000 Jews left Hungary during the revolution, until the border was clamped 

shut early in 1957. Many were aided by UJA funds to settle in Israel and other 

free lands, but others have been sheltered in France. waiting for permanent 

settlement. Most of these refugees brought only what they could carry. They 

were welcomed by the Frenoh Jewish community, which did its best for them. But 

the community itself had still not recovered from the aftermath of a war that 

ended more than a decade ago. Struggling to care for its own needy. the French 

oommunity cannot help these new victims of oppression without extra aid from JDe. 

In many Moslem lands the need continues great. but in Morocco the need has 

been intensified by the reduction of aid which previously was forthcoming through 

the Moroccan Government. Here. a Jewish community which only entered the 20th 

Century 50 years after the Century began, is striving to hold on to the gains 

made in the last ten years in the battle against trachoma, hunger, ignorance. 

The community is determined that its children shall have a future. 

And so they ask the Jewish communities of America, contributing through UJA: 

Shall the programs for Moroccan Jews in schools, medical centers, feeding pro

grams, vocational training, be curtailed, or will you give more to make up for 

the withdrawal of Government funds? 

In Poland, in France, in North Africa, in many other lands where Jews are 

dependent on JDC aid, help through UJA is still the difference between extinction 

and survival -- for individuals. for families, for whole communities. 

In 1959 there are some 25 countries in which the aid of the Joint Distribu

tion Committee is still vitally needed. And in all, an estimated 250,000 men, 

women and children will require JDC aid in the struggle for survival. The mini

mum which JDC will require in order to provide this aid is $29.593.000. 
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Estimated World-Wide Requirements - 1959 

The 1959 budgetary requirements of the JOint Distribution Committee, total-

ing $29 , 593, 000, are 85 follows: 

1. Malben in Israel .......... ......................... .... .... .... .... ...... ... ............. 111 . 000,000 
2. Moslem Countries ................ ........ .. ........ ........... , .............. ..... ....... .. 4,300,000 
3. Europe ...... ....... ... ..... ............ ... .... ........ .... ... .. .. ... ........ ....................... . 5.618,000 
4. Other Countries .......................................... ...... ....... .. ........... .. .... .. 295,000 
5. Relief in Transit ..... ...... .. .... ........ ... ...... .. ... ... ... .. ...... .. .. .. ... ...... .... 3,750,000 
6. Reconstruction... ... .... ..... ... ..... .. ... .... ... ......... .......... .... .. ... ... .... .... .. .. 1,850,000 
7. Cultural and Religious Activities in IsraeL.... .... .. ... ..... 660,000 
8. Oth.r.... ............ .. .. .. .............. .. ...... .. ........ .. .. .. .......... .. ........................ 2.120.000 

Tot a 1.. .... .. ........................ 829.593.000 

With this sum JDe hop •• in 1959: 

In Israel, to support and maintain, through Nalhen, a network of institu-

tiona for aged, chronically ill and handicapped newcomers, containing 6,500 beds; 

to develop new programs by which the healthy aged may be aided to live happily 

outside of institutions -- in homes Of their own; to grant some 700 - 800 re-

habilitation loans to new arrivals in Israel; to continue to make available these 

and other services for handicapped newcomers in order to help them in the process 

of adaptation and social adjustment, aod to relieve the people of Israel of the 

burden which these hapless men, women and children would otherwise represent. 

In Moslem countries, especially North Africa, to continue to provide life-

giving aid to some 100,000 individuals, mostly children -- aid which includes 

supplementary feeding, medical aid , vocational training and assistance in their 

religious, educational and cultural activities, and t o guarantee that the partial 

withdrawal of ass istance formerly provided by governmental and other sources 

shall not create new hardships. 

In Europe, to develop programs for the economic and social integration of 

refugees -- Egyptian, Hungarian, North Afrioan, Polish and others -- into 100al 

economies; to continue to support looal rel i ef servioes, and increase this sup-

port where necessary to assure adequate care for all, refugees as well as the 
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needy among native Jewish populations; to initiate and encourage the development 

ot permanent solutions for those dependent families for whom such a possibility 

exists; at the same time to build and strengthen local communities to enable 

them to become self-reliant and independent of outside aid. 

It is important to note that the 1959 JOe budget is for continuing, already 

blue-printed, assistance programs. It contains no reserve to cover new or un

expeoted crises; it contains no reserve to cover the possible effect on JOe op

erations, particularly in Israel. of the recently begun Jewish emigration from 

certain parts of Eastern Europe. Let it be noted, however, that should this 

emigration assume the very important dimensions which many expect, JDC may be 

confronted with a sizeable increase in the lUnds which it needs. 

Following is a detailed description of JDC's 1959 budgetary requirements: 

MALBEN IN ISRAEL ... .. ... .. ....... ". " ',',"" "" "', .,' ,', ', .. ,. ,, .. ,.. .. .. ..... Requ1rements: $11,000,000 

Of the 129,593,000 that JDC will require in 1959, the program on behalf of 

aged, chronically ill and handicapped newcomers in Israel will absorb 38 per 

oent, or $11,000,000. 

This figure -- JOC's largest single requirement for one country -- repre

sents an intensive effort to hold the line in costs while new approaches are 

developed to meet the increasing needs reaul ting from the continuing stream of 

refugees from Poland, Hungary. Egypt and other lands. 

The principal targets can be briefly summarized as: 

(a) to provide care and maintenanoe for the sick and the aged , inoluding 

physical and. eventually. economio rehabilitation, wherever and when

ever possible. 

(b) to explore and exploit opportunities for economic rehabilitation for 

handicapped persons so as to enable them to beoome, in whole or in 

part, self-supporting and thereby relieve the State of Israel of the 
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burden they might otherwise become. 

The variety of medical and institutional services. which account for the 

bulk of Malben's budget, 1s shown in the following table: 

Type of Service Number of Beds 

Homes for the Aged 
Institutions for the Aged Infirm 
Tuberoulosis Service 
Chronic Disease Hospitals 
Mental Hospitals 
Children's Hospitals 
General Hospitals 

Tot a 1 

4,050 
500 
460 
670 
500 
180 

--1.§Q 

6,510 

With the antiCipated bed turnover, Malben wlll be able to serve at least 

10,QOO individuals in nearly 60 institutions and hospitals during the year ahead . 

In addition, many handicapped new immigrants will be aided with medical appli-

anees and treatment through Malben's out-patient department. 

An increasing share of Malben's operating budget has each year been devoted 

to the program for the aged. A substantial number of the healthier residents in 

Malben's old age homes are employed, within tbe limits of their physical capa-

bilities, in carrying out oertain tasks necessary to the operation of the homes. 

This has the multiple advantage of keeping their sense of usefulness, providing 

them with some means of their own, and of lowering very significantly the cost 

ot operations. 

Malben's program of extra-mural care is also being expanded. Small house-

keeping units are obtained for aged couples able to care for themselves . They 

receive monthly grants, either from Israel's national insurance or frem Malben, 

and are in a position to obtain part-time employment to supplement their modest 

monthly allowances. 

To help the aged enter into the life of their communities, Malben, with the 

help of local municipalities, has also opened a number of !!Senlor Citizen!! clubs 
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on the premises of Malben old age homes and 1n the towns, Providing much-needed 

companionship and recreation, these cluhs help to alleviate the loneliness of 

many who might otherwise feel impelled to apply for admittance to Malben homes. 

By pooling its resources for the treatment of TB with those of other agen

cies in Israel some time ago, Malhen was instrumental in bringing the problem 

under control. Now it is using this experience to tackle the problem of the 

mentally ill, who have Buffered severely until now from a lack of suitable in

stitutions and services. A joint program sponsored by Malben and the Ministry 

of Health for the development of psychiatric services 1s now in progress. 

Malben 1s also seeking to reduce the very large numbers of uncared for 

mentally retarded children. In the past, Malben has successfully operated a re

habilitation program for such children, but on a limited scale. Pending a de

tailed study of the actual needs and the best methods for coping with them, JDC 

has reached an agreement with the Ministry of Welfare for the placement of 85 

such children, with JDC assuming SOme of the maintenance costs. 

Malben's technical skills and invaluable experience are increasingly called 

upon in other areas of need. High among these are programs, in close coopera

tion with other agencies, for assistance to blind or crippled children, and for 

the young and middle-aged chronically ill for whom facilities are lacking in 

Israel. 

In 1959 Malben will extend reconstruction loans and training to some 700 -

800 handicapped families to help them set up small shops and service establisn

ments throughout the country. Thus, an additional 3,500 individuals (including 

dependents) will become selt-supporting this year. In the past eight years this 

program has aided more than 28,000 persons. 

A number of Malben's sheltered workshops, which have given employment to 
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more than 500 handicapped individuals, will he converted into cooperatives, 

to be operated and managed by the workers themselves. 

Altogether, Malben in 1959 will assist some 16,000 - 17,000 persons in 

urgent need of medical care, welfare services and economic rehabilitation. 

MOSLEM COUNTRIES ................................. ...... . . ... .............. Requlrements: $4,300,000 

Ever since the beginnings of JDC's programs in Moslem countries it bas been 

clear that there 1s no other area of the world in which these programs are more 

sensitive and more responsive to political changes. In recent years there has 

been only ODB Moslem oountry - Iran - in which relative political stability has 

ruled, and where JOC bas been able to plan and to carry out its programs in an 

atmosphere of relative oalm. 

In North Africa. however. the upsurge of Arab nationalism has bro'ught many 

and far-reaching changes in recent years. The desire for peace and security has 

set thousands on the move -- to Israel, to France and to the relative protection 

at the larger cities . 

The growth at the Jewish population in this area is such that the point has 

now been reached where the population increase more than otfsets the present 

rate of emigration from Moslem countries. As a result. there is an increased 

need for supplementary feeding, pre and post-natal care and many other weltare 

services. 

But far more intense in recent months have been the effects -- in Morocco 

particularly, but also in Tunisia -- of the economic and politioal separation 

from Franoe. Always vulnerable, the Jewish communities of these countries now 

find themselves caught -- even more than their Arab neighbors -- in the vise of 

economic insecurity and tear. 

It is this community, today less able than before to provide for its own 

needs. which is faced with the withdrawal of a part of the aid upon which it has 
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depended. For though JOe supplied the major share of outside assistance, support 

for the largest system of schools for Jewish children -- the Bchools of the Alli_ 

ance Israelite Universelle -- came from the Moroccan Government. Other aid for 

OSE, the medical-aid agency, and other programs came from the local authorities. 

Now, under the changed circumstances which prevail , much of this assistance 

has been -- is being -- withdrawn. And for JOe to fail to make up the differenoe 

1s not merely to stop things where they are: it means that within a short time 

all the progress will have been lost; it means that the disease rate will go up, 

and the death rate; it meaDe the danger that the Jewish community will revert to 

the helplessness and apathy which ruled it for centuries. 

Even before this trend was evident, JOe's program in this area was begin

ning to feel the pinch of inflation . Merely to maintain JDC's programs at their 

previous levels would have required an increase in the amounts necessary -

probably as high as 10 per oent . 

The numbers of people involved are enormous. 

Of the nearly 500,000 Jews in Morocco. Tunisia, Algeria and Iran, ~ 

100.000 men . women and children are dependent on JOC aid. JOC-supported ins titu

tions and welfare services. In many cases , they require help through more than 

one of JOC's assistance programs. 

More than 50,000 persons, the majority of them school children, receive 

daily supplementary feedings to add to their meager diet. About 23,000 regularly 

get medical care each month. More than 60.000 children attend the JOC-supported 

schools of the Alliance Israelite Universelle, the Ozar Hatorah. the Lubavitcher 

and other organizations. Some 5,000 individuals receive vocational training in 

ORT (Organization for Rehabilitation Through Training) schools. 

Morocoo is JDC's largest operation in the Moslem area . Of a Jewish popula

tion of 200,000, approximately 60.000 have been receiving JOe aid . But since 
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the establishment of an independent Moroccan state, Jews from outlying districts 

have begun to move to the larger cities, increasing the demand for JDe services. 

Although children and young people are the major beneficiaries of JOe. the gen

eral worsening of conditions has required JDe to give inoreasing help to adults. 

JDe's effort to establish and maintain acceptable standards of nutrition 

and hygiene 1s benefiting 28,000 Moroccan Jewish children in school oanteens. 

Nearly 12,000 adults regularly receive food parcels. Some 1,500 other persons 

are aided to aohieve a healthful diet through supplementary feeding in soup 

kitchens and anti-TB centers throughout the country. Ot key importance in these 

feeding programs are the farm surplus foods donated by the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture. JOC imports and distributes some 4.000.000 pounds of this food 

every year. 

A separate Jewish school system is essential to provide proper educational 

facilities for Jewish children in a Moslem land. In Morocco. JOC supports the 

operation of the Alliance Israelite Universelle. with its 78 schools and 25.000 

pupils; the Lubavitcher. with 45 centers and 3,500 students; the Ozar Hatorah. 

with 29 oenters and 5,000 students. In addition. JOC annually 9istributes 

clothing valued at $250.000 to the neediest children in these and aRT schools. 

The battle against such common diseases as tuberculosis. trachoma. tinea 

and others is carried on through JOC support for the operating budget of OSE. 

the medical agency which operates about 26 clinics and dispensaries with a 

monthly patient load of nearly 8,000. JDC funds have also made possible the 

establishment and operation of infant. child care and maternity centers. 

In the field of economic rehabilitation. JOC helps support the vocational 

training program of ORT. which trains some 2.500 young people annually. Loan 

funds have been established in Casablanca and other cities with the cooperation 

of the Jewish Colonization Association. Some 467 loans were granted during the 
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first six months of 1958 to artisans and small buSinessmen, whose livelihoods 

have been seriously threatened by the general economic decline in Morocco. 

In Tunisia. JDe-supported feeding, child care, educational, medical and re_ 

lated programs regularly assist ahout 16,000 out of a total estimated Jewish 

population of 65,000 - 70,000. These activities include canteen feeding for a 

daily average of 4.280 children and a well-rounded medical service, chiefly ad

ministered by OSE. which provides care and treatment for about 5.400 persons. 

A kindergarten program has also been developed for more than 1,000 children. 

Five JDe-supported Alliance schools have an attendance of over 3,000 chil

dren and 15 schools operated by various small Jewish communities. with the aid 

of JOe. provide eduoational facilities for an additional 1.800 children. 

JOe annually imports into Tunisia about 1,000,000 pounds of U.S. Department 

of Agriculture farm surplus foods and annually distributes clothing valued at 

$75.000 to needy Jewish school children. 

In Iran , with a Jewish population of 80,000, JOe is continuing its social 

services against a background of relative political stability, and in full co

operation with the authorities. The welcome reception that the Government of 

Iran has given to the United States and international technical assistance mis

sions has made it possible for JOC also to benefit from their resources and 

skills. 

Nevertheless, the Jewish population is stUI subject to the "normal" eco

nomic and social limitations of a minority group. 

More than 14,000 students are enrolled in JOC-supported kindergartens and 

Alliance, Ozar Hatorah and ORT schools. Nearly 6,000 children receive daily 

supplementary feeding, A large percentage of the school children receive cloth

ing and shoes during the school year, 

Great emphasis is placed on medical services, particularly in the area of 
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sanitation and hygiene. Approximately 10.000 individuals benefit monthly from 

the services offered in 22 medical installations. heavily supported by JDe. 

In Algeria, JOe's efforts to satisfy a backlog of urgent needs are largely 

frustrated by the present political and military climate. Nevertheless. within 

the existing limitations, JDe has been able to support feeding programs for some 

800 regular beneficiaries. aid several Talmud Torahs and yeshivoth, with a oom

bined enrollment of nearly 2,000 students, and provide other services for some 

4,000 individuals. mostly children. There is no doubt of the great need for an 

expansion of JOe services in this country. Future events will determine whether 

this can be achieved. 

EUROPE ............................................................................................... Requi rements: $5,618,000 

With the resettlement or integration of nearly all of the Jewish Displaced 

Persons some years ago, it seemed likely that the chief remaining problem for 

JDe in the European area would be to provide supplementary aid to a variety of 

oommunities which had still not oompletely recovered from the depredations of 

war and Nazism and could not provide fully for their own needs . 

This included care for small numbers of so-called "old" refugees, the 

refugees of the Forties. But no one could have antioipated the waves of "new" 

refugees which suddenly burst on hospitable shores in the Fifties, 

It is these refugees who account chiefly for the fact that in the Europe of 

1959. JOe must spend approximately 1600.000 more than in 1958. Nearly all of 

this increase is to be allocated to two areas of need: 

(1) For Hungarian. Egyptian and North African refugees in France and in 

Italy who have not as yet been absorbed or permanently settled; and 

(2) For impoverished Jews in Poland, not only those recently repatriated 

from the Soviet Union. but even larger numbers among the "settled" population. 

The critical housing shortage, particularly in France, retards the process 
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of integration for newcomers and creates a burden for Jewish communities which 

have been making advances in recent years toward meeting their own local needs. 

Moreover. many of the newcomers who have not been absorbed or resettled are aged, 

chronically 111 or handicapped. This is also true of the majority of the 55,000 

regular beneficiaries of JDe in the European area. Thus, JOe and the European 

Jewish communities face a greater, rather than a reduced, responsibility over 

the next several years, These factors. together with the steadily rising cost 

of services and {acilities, unfortunately tend to offset the gains made in re

cent years in local community gtving. 

Due largely to funds made available by the Conference on Jewish Material 

Claims Against Germany, JOe is continuing its long-range program to repair or 

replace, where needed, institutions and facilities neglected or destroyed during 

the war. These include homes for the aged, children's homes, hospitals and com

munity centers. The latter, it is hoped, will serve as focal paints for the 

strengthening of local groups so that they can assume an ever-increasing share 

of their communal responsibilities. 

In Poland, a year ago, JDe returned to establish an assistance program. It 

was an important and a sizeable program, but its limits were clearly defined: 

to bring aid to those Jews who were "returning" to Poland after many years in 

Russia. Because they were homeless and in most cases penniless, a variety of 

programs had to be set up for them: feeding, medical care, schooling, vocational 

training (through ORT) , even cash grants for furniture and other amenities, 

But in 1959 the estimate is that a sizeable majority of those requiring JDe 

aid in Poland will be among the so-called "settled" population. 

Late in 1957, after a lapse of eight years, JDe was invited by the Polish 

Government to resume its activities in Poland. More than 15,000 Polish Jews 

have returned from the Soviet Union, With few exceptions, they wish to emigrate 
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to Israel. Pending their eventual resettlement. Joe is helping to install 

thousands of them in decent living quarters. 

At the same time, JOe could not shut its eyes to the urgent needs of the 

settled Polish Jewish population. JOe services had to be expanded to include 

this group as well . Of the 5,000 families now receiving assistance, 2.000 are 

recent repatriates and 3,000 come from the settled population. 

With JOe funds, one-time grants to meet special emergency needs are going 

to 400 - 500 families monthly; an average of 1,900 individuals -- invalids, aged, 

students -- are receiving monthly grants; feeding programs serve over 2.000 

children; a home for the aged in Lodz cares for 64 persons, and many thousands 

are aided through other welfare activities. including aRT vocational training 

programs. 

Even if most of the repat~iates seek the earliest opportunity to leave 

after the termination of the Polish-5oviet repatriation agreement in March. 

1959. the process is bound to be gradual, in view of the numbers and technical 

problems involved. For them, and for the seriously impoverished remaining 

Polish Jews, some of whom will also leave, JOe will require at least $850.000 

for the year ahead, an increase of $350,000 over what was spent in 1958. 

In Austria, of the normal Jewish population of 10,500, some 2,000 are re

ceiving cash grants, old-age home care, medical aid, educational. religious, 

oultural and other services. 

About 1,000 Hungarian refugees the remainder of the 18,000 Jews who 

crossed the border after the Hungarian upheaval of 1956 -- are still on JOC 

relief rolls. Although all of them wish to leave Austria, the emigration proc

ess 1s slow and a significant number may prove to be more or less permanent 

additions to JOC's caseload in Austria. In the meantime. JOe is caring for 

them, making every effort to keep their spirits up and prevent their occupational 
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skills from getting rusty. It 1s hoped that the majority will be out of the 

oamps this year. 

In France, the emergencies of the last few years have had a greater effect 

than is realized. France has become the foremost transit area in the world for 

Jewish refugees . In addition, since the Suez orisis and the Hungarian revolu

tion, about 12,000 Egyptian, Hungarian, North African, and Polish refugees have 

entered the country and stayed. The cash relief, child oare, medical, social 

and educational services were all beavily overtaxed. 

A very sharp inorease in prices complioated matters further . Even able

bodied newcomers find their earnings are insuffioient to meet excessive rentals 

and they require supplementary aid. The housing situation (most hotels in France 

will not permit ohildren) leads to the break-Up of family units . Children's 

homes, boarding schools and other institutional facilities are piteously over

crowded . Only one out of every tour applicants during the first six months of 

1958 oould be placed in a children's home. 

A total of 1,500 Hungarian , Polish and Egyptian refugees are ourrently re

ceiving monthly cash allowanoes tram JDC, plus medical aid, child care, educa--

t ional and cultural services ThiS is in addition to the large number at North 

African Jews who have been absorbed into the regular caseload maintained by the 

local Jewish organizations with JDC aid. These groups now have a cash relief 

load of over 6. 000 persons, operate 15 institutions for ohildren and young 

people. and 10 schools with a combined attendance ot 2.000 ohildren . ThQY also 

conduct a variety of servioes for the sick and aged . The response of the local 

community to the emergency needs has been prompt and generous but . in view of 

the overall refYgee requirements and the inflationary trend. JOe must have oon

siderably increased funds for France in 1959. 

In Germany. the need for welfa re services has been greatly reduced . Only 
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about 1,500 persons regularly receive cash assistance. JOe also supports 13 

bomes for the aged, housing 560 persons; 8 day nurseries for 225 children, and 

other medical. vocational. cultural and religious services. The absence ot pro

fessional social workers is keenly felt. JOe is introducing training and other 

programs to develop and expand lay leadership. with the aim of stimulating the 

German Jewish communities to take on a greater share of communal responsibility 

tor local needs. 

In Italy. thousands of refugees have arrived in the last few years. Most 

of them moved on, but many remain and must be aided with cash relief. vocational 

training, children's schools and other servioes. Altogether. 2.500 persons in 

Italy, including some permanent residents, regularly receive cash assistance. 

More than 900 children receive supplementary feeding and 6 medical institutions 

regularly serve about 3,000 persons. Many hundreds more are helped through 

various cultural and vocational training programs. JOC also supports 2 full

time Jewish schools. one in Rome and the other in Milan, each with about 700 

children enrolled. 

In Belgium, the three JOC-assisted agencies aid about 2,000 persons through 

cash grants, feeding programs, medical services, a home for the aged, 2 chil

dren's homes, vocational training programs and 2 credit institutions. JDC also 

assists a number ot Polish, Hungarian and Egyptian refugees in Belgium . 

In Sweden, JDC supplements local contributions in order to aid 1,000 persons 

through cash relief. medical services, educational and cultural aotivities, loan 

institutions, etc. Among them are Hungarian refugees and newcomers from Poland. 

In Norway, the Jewish community has required very little outside aid for 

refugee assistanoe. thanks to the generous attitude of the Norwegian Government. 

The JDC-Claims Conference grant for 1958 was used exclusively for the develop

ment of a vacation colony and the oompletion of a community center in Oslo. 
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In Denmark, the Jewish oommunities have been meeting their own local wel_ 

fare needs but receive JOe grants for carrying out urgent repairs in various 

communal institutions for which local resourceS are inadequate. 

In Switzerland, JDe covers about 20 per cent of the budget of the central 

relier organization. This agency has a cash relief load of nearly 300 persons 

monthly; maintains a home for the aged, housing 125 persons, and operates other 

welfare programs. 

In Portugal and Spain, about 100 persons requiring cash assistance and 

medical care remain the full responsibility of JOC. 

In Greece. more than 600 persons require cash aid, supplementary feeding. 

medical oare and other welfare servioes, JDe contributes approximately half the 

cost of these programs. JDC aid has also been required to rehouse many Jewish 

families made homeless by reoent earthquakes. 

In Yugoslavia, the local Jewish Federation assists approximately 800 

persons, almost completely with JOe aid. About 450 receive cash assistance; 

115 aged persons are in a new home. and about 120 children are cared for in 

4 kindergartens. 

OTHER COUNTRIES .............. ...................... ....... ................................ ... .. .. . Requirements: $295,000 

Australia has become an important country of asylum for Jewish refugees . 

It has given refuge to thousands of immigrants from Hungary and other countries 

in numbers out of proportion to its pre-war Jewish population and beyond Austra

lian Jewry's financial capacity. JDC accordingly aids the welfare societies of 

Melbourne and Sydney, which provide welfare and other services to about 3.000 

persons. In China and the Philippines. there remain small groups of impoverish

ed families for whom assistance must continue. In Latin America. JDC aids in 

the integration of large groups of Hungarian and Egyptian refugees through 

credit institutions. 
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In addition. a new -- although small -- program of assistanoe is to be 

undertaken on behalf of the B'nei Israel Jews of InQ1A . This community of Bome 

17,000 - 18,000, whose history is centuries old, is perhaps the most isolated 

from the mainstream of world Judaism of all the world's Jewish oommunities. 

Living in a land of almost indescribable poverty, they wage the same 

struggle against hunger and disease as do their Hindu and Moslem neighbors. But 

in addition they wage another battle -- their battle as a numerically insigniti-

oant minority to survive as Jews. 

Without any resources ot their own, they have turned to JDe. The small 

grant which JOe will provide will have value tor the B'ne! Israel, not only in 

terms of the aid which it represents, but as testimony that their isolation may 

be at an end. 

RELIEF-IN-TRANSIT ........................................................................... Requirements: $3,750,000 

Over and above the urgent needs described in the various country programs, 

Joe also extends life-saving aid to thousands ot other persons by means of sep-

arate ohannels, deSignated as "relief-in-transi t" services. 

These programs are as important -- and as vitally needed -- as any carried 

on by JDe anywhere. The changed -- and changing -- world of 1959 requires that 

appropriations for these services be inoreased during the year ahead by approxi-

mately $680.000 . 

BECONSTRUCTION ..... ............................................................................ Requ1 remen t.: $1.850. 000 

Under this heading are included the JOe-supported ORT vocational training 

activities and JOe-aided credit institutions. The prime importance of both 

these programs in the area of economic rehabilitation oannot be overestimated. 

During the past year more than 20,000 students received training and in-

struction in JOe-ORT schools. This world-wide network of trade schools, 

occupational and workshop courses and apprenticeship training programs has an 
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average monthly enrollment of about 15,000 young people and adults. In Israel 

and the Moslem countries major emphasis is given to three and rour-year profes_ 

slonal trade schools teachlngmechanlcs. carpentry, electrical and needle trades. 

In Europe large numbers of adult trainees take various short-term instructional 

and manual training oourses . In 1958 JDe granted the World ORT Union $1,500,000 

plus a supplementary grant for its recently initiated program in Poland. For 

1959, ORT activities are expected to continue at their present levels. with the 

exception of Poland. where the program must be expanded. 

Economic aid through the facllttles of JDC-sponsored oredit institutions 

continues to be an important factor in the economic rehabilitation of thousands 

of Jewish artisans. merohants, tradesmen and professionals - both among the 

refugees and among the indigenous population. JOC contributes funds to over 34 

credit institutions, granting more than $2,500.000 in loans annually. 

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES IN ISRAEL ................. .......... R.qu1r.m.nts: 6660,000 

Since 1914 JOe has given financial assistance to cultural and religious in

stitutions and projects in Israel . In 1959 JOC must help 81 Yeshivoth with a 

student body of over 7,000. Assistance to refugee rabbis, cantors and other 

religious functionaries (who, with their dependants. number about 1,700 persons) 

is also included in the budget, as well as grants to research projects and pub

lications employing about 100 persons. 

OTHER ...... .................................... ............................ ...... .... ..... ... .... ... .. .. Requirements: $2,120 , 000 

Under this heading are grouped the operating costs of the New York and 

Geneva headquarters, including its profeSSional personnel, the cost of the annual 

audit and a variety of activities which cut across geographical lines , and for 

which one-time grants are appropriated. Examples of this last category include 

the matzoh and other Passover supplies which, in 1959, will be distributed to 

some 50.000 persons, and special oultural allocations for books , supplementation 
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of teachers' salaries, seminaries, costs of special publications on Jewish 

lubjects. etc. 

As in other years, the JOint Distribution Committee's budget for 1959 is a 

minimum budget - the 529,593.000 which it calla for will provide only for those 

250,000 Jews who are already known to be in need. 

There is no allocation in this budget for what may happen, for those who 

mAl be in need -- though these may include new waves of refugees, or the victims 

of disaster, or those whose lives are blighted by economic crisis or the 

hostIlity of their neigbbors. 

But if new emergencIes do arise -- emergencies not antIcIpated in this 

budget? 

Not since 1914, when JOe first came into being, have American JewS failed 

to answer the pleas. ot the needy and the helpless in lands overseas. In 1959 -

if need be -- JOC knows that it can turn once more to the American Jewish com

munity which. through the United Jewish Appeal. has responded again and again in 

the battle against need. 

And BO, if JOC responds -- both to expected needs and to unexpected emer

gencies -- it is with the knowledge that this answer is once again the will and 

the command ot American Jewry. 



Introduction 

1959 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

ot tbe 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 

The New York Association for New Amerioans in mid-1959 will round out a 

deoade of servioe. 

In the past ten years, NYANA provided essential aid to nearly 70,000 new

comers, an impressive majority at all Jewish immigrants to the United States 

ainoa 1949. 

They were assisted by NYANA's extensive services to achieve independence 

and integration in the economic, social and oultural life 01 the Greater New 

York community. 

Almost three-quarters. or some 50,000. came to New York during the first 

half of NYANA's existence, under provisions of the Displaced Persons Act and the 

Refugee Relief Act of 1953. 

Provisions for the admission of Hungarian escapees were made in 1956 and 

1957, and further amendments to the law in September, 1957, are permitting 

additional numbers to enter the oountry. 

In 1957 only 3,000 had been expected to enter the U.S. But that figure was 

surpassed in the first two months of the year. As a result of the Hungarian 

revolution. approximately 7,500 Jewish immigrants arrived that year, with the 

majority again settling in New York. 

During the current year, the flight generated by the Hungarian revolution 

is still being felt, with some Hungarian refugees continuing to enter the 

country. Jewish rerug~e6 trom Egypt. now eligible under the 1957 amendments, 

have begun to arrive. 
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Constant Factors in Refugee Integration 

However drastio or varied the changes in the New York refugee integration 

situation at one time or another, several vital factors have remained constant 

throughout the entire ten-year history of NYANA. 

The most apparent conslstency--and the most vital--is the universal objec_ 

tive of the Jewish retugees to become integrated as rapidly as possible into the 

mainstream of American life and the American Jewish community; to become normal, 

Belt-sufficient, produotive and happy citizens of their adopted city and country. 

The second steady feature 18 the refugees' need tor a helping hand to start 

moving toward their goal. The nature and the extent of NYANA aid varies from 

newoomer to newoomer, but it is all geared to rapid settlement and integration. 

This objective and these needs have ehaped NYANA's ten-year history of 

activities in behalf of Jewish immigrants. 

The third constant element is tbe ability of the Jewish newcomers to 

achieve their objective through their own efforts with the help they receive 

from NYANA--help made possible by the United Jewish Appeal. 

Evidence of this was disclosed during the first half of 1958. A recession 

had set in, creating temporary hardships tor many persons in the area and 

throughout the country. Among them, obviously, were newcomers. A surprising 

number managed to get along without further help, although some had to return to 

NYANA beoause of loss of jobs. Short-term aid and vooational services provided 

by NYANA were suffioient to resolve their problems. 

There is every reason to believe that these three factors will continue to 

operate 1n 1959. 

NYANA ACTIVITIES IN 1958 

During 1958, some 1,554 Jewish families. representing 4,663 persons, were 

aided by NYANA's comprehensive program of financial aid, medical care, casework, 
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Altogether, about 6,000 Jewish immigrants will have entered OUf country 

during 1958. with the majority once again being aided by NYANA to secure a 

permanent footing in New York City. 

IMMIGRATION IN 1959 

The broad outlines of refugee settlement in New York and of NYANA's activ

ities in 1959 wl1l tollow the 1958 pattern. Some Hungarian refugees wl11 come 

here. Relatively large numbers of Jewish refugees from Egypt. now waIting in 

Europe. will enter the U.S. Also, some Polish immigrants will be arriving here 

to rejoin their families. And there wll1 continue to be immigration to the 

U. S. trom other countrias as more visas become available. 

An important element influencing immigration next year 18 the fact that 

Seotton 15 ot Public Law 85-316, whicb became effective in September, 1957. is 

just now beginning to operate with some degree Of efficiency. This law elimi

nates the mortgaging of quot~B under the former DP and Refugee Relief Acts. and 

also authorizes the issuance of a specified number of special non-quota 

immigrant visas for refugees. In addition, many individuals will continue to 

arr~ve under the regular immigration law. 

About 5,300 Jewish immigrants are expeoted to be admitted into the United 

States during 1959. Again, as in every year past, the majority will settle in 

the Greater New York area. 

This is the "normal" expectation. It is determined solely by existing 

circumstances and known facts. "Crisis" or "emergency" immigration cannot be 

reckoned ahead. But so long as trouble areas exist throughout the world, so 

long will the possibility of "crisis" immigration exist. 

What is important, as the Hungarian experience amply proved, is that the 

Jewish community. through NYANA. is quite capable of dealing effectively with 

any unforeseen emergency that may arise. 
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rehabilitation and other services extended to each family on an individual basis. 

What kind of aid, how much and tor how long given were determined by specifio 

need. 

To help newcomer families attain self-support as rapidly as possible, 

NYAHA provides the following basic serVices: 

SHELTER, CLOTHING: minimal furnishings and household necessities to 
get started in the oommunity. 

MEDICAL, DENTAL CARE : cllni08 and other tree faoilities arB utilized 
wherever possible. 

MAINTENANCE: rood, rent, utilities and other basic necessities. with 
individual budgets tor each family's needs based on accepted New York 
C1ty l1v1n, otandards. 

JOB PLACEMENT. TRAINING: helping to place newcomers in jobs; training 
newoomers to adapt their skills to American methods; maintaining a 
Sheltered Workshop tor elderly and handioapped newoomers. 

BUSINESS AND LOAN: providing loans for purchase of small businesses by 
newoomers unable to support their families for ressons of health or 
lack of skills, or for whom retraining is not feaSible. Also loans for 
purohase of necessar.y work toole. 

COUNSELING: a staff of trained 80cial workers and vocational counselors 
aid newcomers with initial adjustment problems, working out individual 
plans for living arrangements, Jobs, eto. 

These services are provided through specialized departments. 

The Family Service Department provided intensive service to 1,900 indi-

viduals during 1958. Some required financial aid to establish their first 

homes; to buy food, clothing, other necessities. Others required medical and 

dental care, counseling and specialized service. 

The department began 1958 with an active caseload of 286 family units. 

Ouring the year, 350 cases were added, for a total of 636 family units, repre-

senting 1,900 individuals. Of this number. 432 cases will be closed -- by the 

end of the year, that is. they will have received the necessary help to beoome 
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,elf-sufficient within a brief span of time. The department expects to end the 

Isar with 204 active family cases, most of them recent arrivals. 

NYANA's fundamental premise is that independence 1s best obtained by inten

aive servicing that helps the newcomers help themselves to become established on 

the firm foundation of economic self-support. Where needed, financial assist

ance is promptly given. but only as a temporary measure to help the newcomer 

families through the early, trying days of adjustment to new surroundings or to 

meet emergency situations. Emphasis is placed on providing the necessary 

.ervices. such as housing. medical care, vocational and rebabilitation services, 

to help the individual become settled and start earning a living. 

Employment is the basic ingredient of adjustment . In this vital area, 

NYANA's Vocational Service Department last year secured 1,008 jobs for new

oomers. This often required intensive. individualized solicitation because of 

language difficulties, lack of skills or other problems. 

Over-all, the department in 1958 provided plaoement, counseling and other 

rehabilitation services to 3,143 individuals. This includes 583 newcomers who 

were receiving aid on January 1, some 1,498 new applicants, and 1,062 who 

returned tor additional placement assistance. 

Among them, 125 persons were aided in securing vocational training in 

25 different industrial fields. With this help many are able, after short 

training periods, to support their families fully. 

NYANA's Sheltered Workshop was set up in 1955 to aid elderly and handi

oapped immigrants unable to secure employment in private industry. Of the 

150 persons thus far aided by the Workshop, some were actually enabled to get 

Jobs; others became eligible for specialized training in rehabilitation centers 

previously unavailable to them. 

Aside from making possible direct and indirect savings in relief, the 
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Sheltered Workshop, above everything else , has given the elderly and the handi~ 

capped the ohanoe to lead produotive, useful lives . 

NYANA EXPENDITURES IN 1958 

In 1958 NYANA spent a total of 1866,865* to meet the essential needs of 

newcomers . This sum was distributed as follows : 

Family Service - relief, rehabilitation 

Vocational Services - placement, guidance, training, 
Sheltered Workshop 

Reception and Reterral 

Office and administrative service 

Subventions (Grants to other organizations for 
speoialized services to immigrants not inoluded 
in NYANA's servioes) 

TOTAL 

* December estimated 

WAN! REQUIREMENTS FOR 19@ 

$505 , 248 

118,183 

7,004 

61,401 

145, 029 

$866,865 

The majority ot the 5,300 Jewish newcomers expected in 1959 will settle in 

metropolitan New York . For speedy integration and selt-support they will 

require the same essential NYANA servioes which their predecessors received. 

In the coming year NYANA, through its specialized departments, expects to 

serve 4,350 individuals. The majority of these new immigrants will be arriving 

on agency assurances, as permitted under the new law, with the result that a 

larger outlay of relief funds will be required. These are, in the main. immi-

grants with neither family nor friends in this country in a financial position 

to vouch for them and NYANA will have to carry the major burden of their 

settlement. 

It is expeoted that 900 families, consisting of some 2.700 men, women and 

children. will be aided by the Family Service Department . Some of the larger 
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,,'L"' .• ", or those with complex problems, wIll require extensive rehabilitation 

to beoome partially or tully self-supporting. 

15 also estimated that 3,000 will receive aid from the Vocational 

Department in placement, guidance, counseling and rebabilitation 

The recession of early 1958 is past, and most forecasts pOInt to a 

long period ot steady economic advance to meet the increasing needs ot a growing 

Dltl0n. Within this framework, prospects seem good for the continuation of a 

relatively favorable labor market in whicb jobs can be found quickly for most 

IIW arrivals. 

The Sheltered Workshop and the Business and Loan Department will continue 

to provide their specialized services wherever required. 

NYANA's decade of experlen~e points to the sure conclusion that the vast 

aaJority of the new arrivals in New York will join those who came before them in 

aohieving independence quickly with NYANA's help. And the overwhelming majority 

w1l1 oontinue to be independent from that point on. 

All newcomers, however, possess the additional assurance that NYANA stands 

ready at all times, even after initial adjustment in the community, to provide 

aid in emergencies. Some, beset with problems beyond their means to handle. do 

return for additional service. Most often, professional counseling or vocational 

aid is able to solve these problems without cash expenditures for direct relief. 

NYANA's total needs for the coming year are estimated at 11.159.060 as foll ows: 

Family Service--relief, rehabilitation 

Vocational Services--placement, guidance, 
training, Sheltered Workshop 

Reception and Referral 

Office and administrative services 

Subventions for specialized services 

TOTAL 

1732.442 

146.310 

38.101 

67.927 

174.280 

11.159.060 
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The New York Association for New Americans has almost completed ten full 

years of service. The American Jewish community made this great humanitarian 

endeavor possible through its oonsistent and generous support of the United 

Jewish Appeal. NYANA's operation is flexible. It is as large as the services 

it must provide to the newcomers. It can expand rapidly to meet a crisis, and 

it contraots as the volume of need diminishes . 

Moving into the eleventh year of activity. NYANA is proud to continue to 

serve as the symbol and the instrument of the American Jewish community in 

helping Jewish newcomers in Greater New York to create a new life in a new 

homeland . 
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THE UNITED JEWISH APPEAL IN 1960 

An exact estimate of the requirements of distressed and needy Jewish men, 
men and children throughout the world for the entire year of 1960 would require , 
prophet's insight. There are so many persons, known to be 1n need , whom we 

are presently unable to help .that it is today only possible to appraise what we 
ow can be done - must be done - for those already brought part of the way to 

• new life, 

In Israel, this means th~t ONE out of every THREE of the nGarly one million 
1mmigrant~ who have arrived since Statohood, and are not yet fully absorbed into 
the econom\lc and social fabric of the country. In other countries. including 
the United States, where UJA help can be administered, this means the refugees 
still not permanently settled or integrated and the deprived Jewish populations 
living precariously in Moslem and other lands. 

During 1960 American Jews have the unprecedented opportunity of providing 
the help desperately required by the nearly 400,000 immigrants in Israel who 
are not yet self-6ufficlen~. For the first time in years, there is no immediate 
crisis requiring the divergence of absorption funds to meot emergency immigra
tion and other needs. For the first time in years, it is possible to complete a 
large part of the job undertaken when nearly one million immigrants were aided 
to reach Israel after May 1948. 

Conditions for one-third of the immigrants in Israel are far from satis
tactory. The surge of pride which American J ews feel when they consider the 
magnificent accomplishments of the people of Israel must be tempered with a 
determination that All of the immigrants shall have the opportunity to become 
self-supporting more quickly so that they, too, can make their contribution to 
the building of the land. 

At this moment, when there is no great immigration surge, we have the golden 
opportunity to speed the absorption of those who~e continued dependency creatGs 
untold hardships for them and impedes the progress of all the people in Israel. 

UJA Agency Budgets Total 1240.935.850 to Meet Minimum Requirements 

The budgets of each UJA agency -- the United Israel Appeal, which remits 
funds to the Jewish Agency for immigrant absorption and reception in Israel; the 
Joint Distribution Committee, which carries out the Malben program in Israel and 
aids Jews in 25 other overseas countries and Moslem lands. and the New York 
Association for New Americans, which aids Jewish immigrants in the United States 
-- describe the needs in detail. Altogether, those now dependent on UJA agencies 
total more than 600,000. In addition, there will be the normal immigration flow 
to Israel of hundreds weekly. 

The combined agency budgets total $240,935,850 . Of this sum, $210,927,000 
is required by the Jewish Agency, the philanthropic body in Israel which meets 
the needs of newoomers, and $29 , 142,000 by the Joint Distribution Committee . 
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Both agencies also reoeive funds from sources outside the United States. The 
peroentage of their total budgets to be undertaken by the United Jewish Appeal 
is to be determined by the delegates to the Annual Conference of the UJA on 
Deoember 11-13. 1959 in New York City. 

Sixth UJA Study Mission to Report on Needs in Europe and Israel 

Reoommendations based on the findings of the Sixth UJA Study Mission will 
be presented to Conference delegates. The lIS-man Mission. composed of commuD:lt 
leaders from every seotion of the oountry. returned to the United States the 
of November. Their report of needs and the status of UJA-supported programs 1. 
thus up-to-the-minute and based on first-hand information . Mission members met 
with top Israel Government officials and officials of the Jewish Agency and the 
Joint Distribution Committee while overseas. 

Malor Foreseeable Tasks Ahead for UJA Agencies in 1960 

In Israel: 

1) HOUSING FOR IIII!IGRANTS 

The most desperate situation in Israel today is the lack of decent pe""",~ 
housing for thousands of immigrants. inoluding 60,000 still living in ~~~LQ1, 
immigrant shanty towns. Other thousands are in overcrowded and deteriorated 
housing which must be made livable. 

2) FARM AID FOR IMMIGRANT SETTLERS 

Approximately 32,000 farm units in 485 farm villages have been 
by the Jewish Agency for 130,000 immigrants. These post-Statehood settlement. 
are not yet economically self-suffioient sinoe funds have never been available 
to equip them completely. It is possible in 1960 to finish equipping some 01 
the villages already over two-thirds of the way to independence. Increased 
must go to farm units not yet ready for oonsolidation to bring them closer to 
independenoe by the end of 1960 . 

3) PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT FOR DEPENDENT IMMIGRANTS 

As a means of providing work and some kind of inoome to farm settlers 
immigrants not yet absorbed in the general economy, the Jewish Agency oont :ritmt 
to a fund which provides them with part-time work. At present. only 12 to 
days of work per month. at $2 .50 a day, oan be provided for heads of families. 
It is impossible for a family to live at this rate and the resulting problema 
create heavy burdens on other Services while delaying the family's absorption. 

4) WELFARE AND REHABILITATION SERVICES 

The percentage of immigrants who are social cases because of age, 
illness or physioal handicaps, is high in Israel since Israel does not make 
these or similar problems a basis for exolusion. There are currently 11.500 
persons on the Agency welfare rolls who require speoial assistance, and more 
than 6,000 others on waiting lists. Malben must provide institutional. part
time oare and rehabilitation services to more than 40.000 persons. 
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5) IMMIGRATION AND SETTLEMENT OF NEWCOMERS 

It is not possible at this time to give any accurate estimate of the total 
r of immigrants to Israel in 1960. But it is expected that newcomers will 

to enter the country at a normal flow rate of at least several hundred 
week. Transit centers in Europe must be maintained, transportation provided, 

and a full range of initial absorption services in Israel made available. 

6) AID TO IMMIGRANT YOUTH 

Young immigrants without families or guardians, and those with families 
unable to care for them, require special services. youth Aliyah cu r rently has 
nearly 10 , 500 wards. Others need part-time training in new immigrant centers 
and scholarships for secondary schools to continue their education. 

In Other Countries: 

1) WELFARE AID IN WESTERN EUROPE AND POLAND 

More than 50.000 individuals in Western Europe and Poland will require one 
or more of the indispensable services maintained by JOC. Hungarian and Egyptian 
refugees still not permanently settled continue to need help. In Poland. aid is 
reaching some 20 ,000 to 22,000 Jews annually, mostly repatriates from the Soviet 
Union. But the so-called "settled" population is in urgent need of help as weJ.l. 

2\ IMPOVERISHED JEWS IN MOSLEM COUNTRIES 

More than 100.000 Jews in Moslem countries. mainly children. could not sur
vive without JDC aid. Adults also are in desperate need , but available help is 
not enough for all. The full range of welfare services is provided for children, 
including all-important medical aid. 

3) AID TO JEWS IN MISCELLANEOUS OTHER COUNTRIES 

JDC must help approximately 5,000 Jews in other countries , mainly Australia. 
the Philippines. Latin America and China. JOC also provides relie f-in-transit for 
many thousands of Jews in need who cannot be reached through its regular programs. 

In The United States: 

Under a new provision of the immigration law. close relatives of U.S. 
citizens and aliens admitted for permanent residence will be able to enter the 
U.S. in 1960 . NYANA expects to provide settlement services to some 5.300 persons. 

This Is A Year For Generous Giving 

More than 600,000 Jews are today sustained by the belief that. at any cost. 
aid will continue to reach them and all others who may find themselves in des
perate need in the coming year. American Jews have never failed to respond to a 
call for help from their less fortunate overseas brothers. The call in 1960 is 
no less urgent, no less important than others have been. The need to aid a 
people and build a land remains an unfinished task for our generation -- a his
toric task which we have been privileged to undertake. Our gifts are the means 
to attain the prayer of centuries haven for the homeless , life with dignity 
and freedom for the deprived Jews of the world. 



1 96 0 U J A ACTIVITIES AT A GLANCE 

NUMBER OF PERSONS REQUIRING ASSISTANCE BY AGENCY AND TYPE OF PROGRAM 

Agency No. of Beneficiaries (a) 

Un! ted Israel Appeal ............... .................................................................. . 
Joint Distribution Comml ttee ......................................................... . 
New York Association for New Americans ............................................... . 

Total 
Welfare. Reconstruotion and Rehabilitation Programs (bl 

Welfare Aid 

Child Care, including homes tor ohildren, nurseries, hot meals 
in sohools, eto ...................................................................................... . 

Medical Aid. including infant care, anti-trachoma measures, 
specialized aid and preventive medioal service ........................ .. 

Aged, Invalids. Chronically Ill ...................................... " ..... .. .... , ......... . 
Education, inoluding oultural and religious activities ............... . 
Ma' abarot, maintenanoe and upkeep .................................................. ..... . 

Reconstruction and Rehabilitation 

Housing, for immigrants, ma'abarot dwellers, replacement and 
recondi tioning of deteriorated houses , (20,000 un! ts) ........... . 

Agricul ture 
Final consolidation of settlements) 32.000 farm units 
Continuing aid to other settlements) ................................ .. 
Technical aid, inoluding agrioul tural guidance ................... .. 
Irrigation, construotion of new reservoirs. 

Land amelioration. public work proj ects ............. ,., ........ .. ...... . . 
Economic Aid 

Loans to artisans, storekeepers, merchants, etc. 
Vocational training, including ORT (Organization for 

Rehabilitation Through Training) and Youth Aliyah 
Transmigration, relief in transit ......... , .................................... " .. ,. 

1960 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 
Agency 

Uni ted Israel AppeaL ................................... ....... .. .. 
Joint Distribution Committee .. ............................. . 
New York Association for New Americans ................................... .. 

(a) Unduplicated figures 

345,000 
250,000 

5,000 
600,000 

179,000 

140,000 
66,000 

126,000 
60,000 

90,000 

130,000 
190,000 

30,000 

38,000 
50,000 

$210,927,000 
29,142 , 000 

866,850 
$240,935,850 

(b) Because the same person may benefit from more than one UJA-financed program, 
the number of beneficiaries listed by type of assistance exceeds the total 
number of persons aided, 
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Introduction 

1960 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL 

For the Rescue and Resettlement Program 
of the Jewish Agency 

There is no way to present an analysis of budgetary requirements without 

words and figures. Yet, if repeated often enough, some apt phraseology may in 

time dull our consciences and obscure the true nature of stark facts. Such a 

phrase is "backlog of unmet needs." 

During the past few years, these four words have cropped up so perSistently 

in the reports of the Jewish Agency that they no longer convey a due sense of 

urgency. However, a backlog of unmet needs is not Just a string of words .. 

it is people huddled together in tin huts as 
the winter rains turn gul1ys into rivers; 

it is months and years of a man's life wasted 
for lack of proper tools; 

it is the differenoe between a potential juvenile 
delinquent and a happy, well-adjusted youngster. 

The Jewish Agenoy's budget for 1960 is primarily a budget of unmet immigrant 

needs such as these. Its major portion is made up of the unmet balances of ten 

consecutive budgets which have become more crucial with the passing of each con-

secutive year. Other sections reflect obligations incurred during the past 

twelve months and additional responsibilities anticipated for the coming year. 

Roughly two out of every three post-Statehood immigrants in Israel have 

been fully rehabilitated, Their files are closed and the story of their trans-

formation from fearful refugees to free, productive citizens is past history. 

- 5-
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Yet there remain some 345,000 men, women and ohildren wbo are still waiting 

their turn -- some tor as long as six or seven years. 

The Jewish Agenoy is confident that . with the generous help of American 

Jewry. the backlog or unmet immigrant needs in Israel wlll eventually be elimi_ 

nated . Yet whils We realize the importance of long-range plannlng. we cannot 

closs our hearts to those who ask us day atter day : "How muoh longer?" 

Only American Jewry . through the United Jewish Appeal, can answer that 

question. 

BUDGEtARY REQUIREMENTS IN 1960 

Total Budg.t ............ .. .. ........ ... ..... ...... ....... ........ .... .......................... ... ..... .. ..... ........ ...... . 210.927.000 

The oombined budgetary requirements ot tbe Jewish Agency, the United Israel 

Appeal and the Karen Hayseod in 1960 are estimated at 1210,927,000 . This esti

mate includes 173,183.000 tor ongoing programs in the field of agricultural 

development; 164,999,000 for elimination of la'abarot, slum clearance and other 

housing projects; 110,335,000 for the immigration, initial absorption and reset

tlement of immigrants expected to arrive in Israel during the ooming year; 

162.410,000 for social services, economic rehabilitation, youth work, education 

and other pressing obligations whioh must be met during 1960 . 

HOUSING .............................................................................................. Requirements : $64,999, 000 

The Legacy of the Past Decade 

From the onset of mass immigration. the Jewish Agency made every effort to 

limit the population of the temporary settlements. This was done not only be

oause of the hardships imposed upon the newcomers by sub-standard dwellings and 

poor sanitary facilities in these temporary villages, but aleo in view of the 

psyohologioal effect upon people who were anxious to "oome home" in the full 

sense of the term. As long as immigrants are foroed to live in transition 
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they cannot integrate themselves fully into the life of their new home

Though they carry Israeli identity cards and may work side-by-side with 

new Israeli friends, they do not become part of any established community, 

return each evening to tfieir own marginal world. 

In order to facilitate the speedy integration of the n~w arrivals, the 

Agency, at the height of mass immigration, pressed into servioe any struc

ture that could conceivably be called a house. In addition. new dwelling units 

were put up on shoe-string budgets. cutting floor space and outlay for building 

aaterials to the barest minimum. It was only thanks to these economy measures 

that more than 90 per oent of all post-Statehood immigrants could be provided 

with modest homes in towns and villages throughout Israel. 

There can be no doubt that these dwellings, howe,er inadequate, have been a 

aaJor factor in the successful and complete rehabilitation of two-thirds of the 

total immigrant population. Yet, as was to be expected, the Jewish Agency will 

have to pay a price for accelerating its ,-housing program beyond the realistic 

limits of its financial resources. Dwellings which were recognized as inadequate 

ten years ago, must now be condemned or thoroughly reoonstructed. One-room 

units must be expanded to accommodate large families, especially those whose 

children have by now become teenagers. Where adolescents are crowded together 

with parents and ·other older relatives in a single room of about 100 square feet, 

the implications for the social and emotional development of these young people 

need hardly be spelled out. 

A Four-Fold Approaoh 

The Jewish Agency's housing budget for 1960 takes into account this legacy 

of ten years of mass immigration when, under the pressure of insufficient funds, 

anything more substantial than canvas or flimsy boards was euphemistically 

designated as "permanent housing." Consequently, the Jewish Agency's housing 
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program for 1960 has been designed to serve a tour-fold purpose: 

1) to replace or recondition sub-standard units pressed into service 
during the early years of mass immigration; 

2) to alleviate overcrowding in small immigrant housing units occupied 
by large families; 

3) to reduce further the number of tin and wooden huts in ma'abarot; 

4) to provide shelter for immigrants expeoted to arrive in 1960 . 

Because of the uncertain immigration picture and because of the fact that 

some sub-standard housing units in Israel afe occupied by people who resided in 

the country prior to 1948 and, therefore. are not the responsibility of the 

Jewish Agency. it 18 difficult to arrive at an exaot oount of the number of 

units which must be built or reconditioned by the Agency within the next few 

years. However, a recent survey conducted 1n connection with Israel's five-year 

housing program indicated the scope of the task ahead. According to the survey: 

an average of 10,000 housing units will be needed annually 
for new arrivals; 

more than 15,000 housing units are required to complete the 
elimination of the ma'abarot; 

9,800 families, of six persons or more, are currently crowded 
into one-room units of 90-120 square feet; 

15,000 units, mostly in congested city quarters, should be 
condemned and replaced by new dwellings; 

10,000 units are in a hazardous state of disrepair and must 
be thoroughly repaired or reconstructed. 

It is obvious that housing needs of such magnitude cannot be met overnight. 

Yet every delay in the implementation of a large-scale housing program endangers 

the welfare of those who must continue to live in dwellings which are practically 

slums. In addition, every delay in building activities tends to make next year's 

housing program even more expensive since inadequate structures will rapidly 

deteriorate to a point where they can no longer be repaired, but must be COD-

damned outright. 
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During 1960. the Jewish Agency expects to spend close to $65,QOO,000 on the 

construction of new dwellings and the repair or enlargement of existing units. 

This sum includes an allocation of close to $29,000,000 towards the elimination 

of the remaining ma'aharot. At present, there are 47 ma'abarot in Israel with a 

total population of 15,500 families (about 60,000 persons). compared to a total 

of 245,000 immigrants crowded into temporary settlements six years ago. 

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT .......... . .. ................................................ R.qu1r.m.nts: $73,183, 000 

Steady Progress 

By definition. annual budgets are estimates of funds needed and tasks to be 

accomplished during a twelve-month period. Yet, in the field of agricultural 

settlement -- the core of the Jewish Agency's operations -- plans for any Single 

year cannot be fully evaluated without reference to long-range achievements and aims. 

Ten years ago, the Jewish Agency set out to perform a seemingly impossible 

task -- to build a healthy agricultural economy by placing people who had never 

been farmers on land whioh, in part, had never been farmed. It was a venture born 

of necessity rather than sound economic reasoning. But like similar "calculated 

risks" in Israel's short, yet remarkable history, it has produced gratifying results. 

Israel's post-Statehood settlements are a true mirror of the "Ingathering 

of the Exiles." Today, 32 .6 per cent of the new immigrant farming population 

hails from Europe; 32.4 per cent from North Africa and Egypt; 14.7 per cent from 

Turkey, Iran and Iraq; 11.3 from Yemen, and the rest from India, Israel or the 

Western hemisphere. 

At the end of 1959 the Jewish Agency had under its care a total of 485 

agricultural villages. Together, these settlements comprise over 32,000 farm 

units with a total population of over 130,000 persons. Their combined cultivated 

area comes to 325,000 acres (about 40 per cent of the total land under culti

vation by Jewish farmers in Israel), including 142,500 acres under irrigation. 
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The value of the total agrioultural production of Israel's post-5tatehood 

villages is estimated at $135,000,000. an increase of nearly 50 per cent over 

1957. The new immigrant villages account for over one-third of the country's 

agricultural production and, because of the recent emphasis on cash crops, 

produce about 50 per cent of all of Israel's industrial crops, such as peanuts. 

cotton and sugar beet . 

Room to Grow 

It is estimated that the full consolidation of the settlements now under 

the oare of the Jewish Agenoy will require additional investments of close to 

1200.000,000 . Yet while the Agency 1s anxious to meet its long-deferred obliga

tions to post-5tatehood settlers. agricultural development cannot be frozen at 

the present level. Even in 1959, when the Agency's funds had to be concentrated 

on the alleviation of the absorption backlog, three new settlements were set up 

to strengthen the chain of villages along Israel's under-populated border areas. 

Ouring the coming year, additional settlements will have to be established in 

the North and South and work villages in development areas, such as the Addulam and 

Laohish regions, will have to be transformed into full-fledged farming communities. 

Out of close to 1,400,000 acres of arable land in Israel, 400,000 acres 

have not yet been brought under cultivation, and it is essential that they be 

settled and developed. 

Agricultural exports can play an important role in helping to balance 

Israel's foreign trade . Agricultural exports have an added value of 60 to 70 

per cent -- as against 30 to 40 per cent for industrial exports -- and they are 

fast establishing themselves on the world market . But Israel's future agricul

tural development will be determined by one crucial faotor: ~. 

The Government has a master plan for the diverSion ot the Jordan. Mean

while, work on the seoond Yarkon-Negev pipeline. which had to be suspended for 
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lack of funds. has now been resumed. And as the nation's oountry-wide projects 
, 

push southward, regional and local irrigation networks must be set up by the , 
Jewish Agency to serve settlements which it has established for immigrants in the 

semi-arid south. 

In passing, it should be pointed out that the expansion of irrigation 

facilities will not only make possible the establishment of new villages, but is 

expected to improve conditions in settlements now barely able to eke out a sub-

slstenoe minimum . With additional water many of these farming communities will 

be able to change over to crops which are more productive per acre and employ 

additional farm labor, making possible not only a much-needed diversification of 

their eoonomy but alao providing hundreds ot thousands of additional working 

days for new immigrant farmers . 

The Other Side of the Coin 

The Jewish Agency takes pride in the notable progress whioh has been 

aohieved thanks to its agricultural settlement program. Yet here. as in the 

field of housing, a price had to be paid for aooelerating these projeots out of 

proportion to the limited funds at the disposal of the Agenoy . Those who have 

paid this prioe and a~e continuing to pay it in the form of physical har?ships 

and frustrations. are the new immigrant farmers . 

Under the best of ciroumstanoes, an inexperienoed person settled on under-

developed land will have a diffioult time. In addition. Israel's new farmers 

faoe the problem of delayed allooations with a resultant lack of proper equipment, 

livestook and irrigation faoilities. In return for Jong days of hard physioal 

labor. the average immigrant farmer, who has been settled on the land for a num-

ber of years, has an annual inoome of only about 11,220 (inoluding earnings from 

outside employment) as oompared to an average annual income of 11,720 for indus-

trial workers in urban areas. These figures do not take into aooount the fringe 
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benefits offered by many industrial plants or the fact that the farm family 18 

usually larger than the urban family. According to a recent survey. many imml_ 

grant farmers earn up to 45 per cent less than their fellow immigrants who 

joined Israel's industrial labor force. 

Acoording to plan, each village established by the Jewish Agency should 

receive its full allooation (about 116,500 per farm unit) within four to six 

years to beoome self-sufficient. At the current rate of operations. however, 

this process 1s likely to take twioe as long or longer. The consequences of 

this slow-down of allooations are evident in any ot the hundreds of villages 81 

yet dependent on Jewish Agenoy ald. 

Although the farmers and their familiee have shown a high degree of coura" 

and perseverance, no human being has an unlimited supply of these essential 
• 

qualities, So far, the current annual rate of farm families leaving post-

statehood villages for urban oenters 1s only three per oent. Yet unless the 

Jewish Agenoy can meet a substantial portion of its deferred obligations to 

the hard-pressed settlers, the rate of farm "desertion" is bound to rise , 

Expenditures on Farm Development in 1960 

So far, the Jewish Agenoy has completed slightly over two-thirds of the 

investments required for the consolidation of the post-Statehood settlements. 

However, in terms of produotivity the remaining third is the most important one. 

In the early stages of farm development, investments are made in housing, roads. 

farm buildings, soil preparation and other projects which are essential, yet 

non-inoome produoing items. It 1s only 1n the later stages that investments oaD 

be oonoentrated on tools, livestock and plantations. that is. on those branche. 

of the farm which enable the settler to become eoonomically independent. curiDi 

the ooming year the Jewish Agenoy's expenditures for agrioultural settlement 

wll1 be dlltrlbuted ae follows: 
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Consolidation of Older Settlements: The largest single item in the Jewish 

Agency's budget for agricultural settlement is a sum of $29,300,000 allocated 

for the final consolidation of settlements which were established during the 

first three years of Statehood. Among them are 56 villages (about 5,300 fami

lies) whose final allocations. totaling $6,000.000. will be distributed within 

the next twelve months. Also included in this category are some 100 villages 

(7.000 families) whose final allocations, totaling 152,000.000, will be spread 

over the next two years. This is the first time since the beginning of large

scale colonization that close to 40 per cent of the Agency's agricultural budget 

will be devoted to the consolidation of older settlements. 

Farm Development: For continuing programs in the remaining 324 new immi

,rant villages which have not yet reached the consolidation stage, the Jewish 

Agency has set aside a total of $22.650.000 for farm buildings. farm machinery, 

tools. livestock. seeds and saplings. 

Settlement of Immigrants Expected to Arrive in 1960: For the farm settle

ment of newcomers expected to arrive in Israel in the course of the year, the 

Jewish· Agency's budget allocates a total of 13.333,000. This sum is based on 

the assumption that the newcomers will join existing villages where initial 

settlement costs are not as high as in newly established farming communities. 

There are at present about 1,000 openings for farm families in existing small

holders settlements. There are some additional openings in established 

communal villages. 

Irrigation: Because of the shortage of philanthropic runds. the Jewish 

Agency during 1960 will concentrate mainly on the establishment of local and 

regional irrigation projects for which an allocation of $3,333,000 is set aside 

in the 1960 budget. 

Citrus Plantations: As citrus plantations are not only a most reliable 
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source of income for the new settlements but also Israel's number one export 

item, the Jewish Agency in 1960 will spend $3.500,000 for the development of 

citrioulture. The Agency hopes in the near future to add at least 10.000 

acres to the citrus plantations in post-Statehood settlements. Even before the 

groves begin to bear fruit. the preparation and care of the orchards -- to be 

financed with Jewish Agency funds -- will be a welcome source of additional 

income for the settlers. 

Auxiliary Employment: As in pr6vlous years, the Jewish Agency in 1960 will 

have to provide auxiliary employment for new immigrant settlers who cannot yet 

derive a living from their own farms. To assure a minimal existence for these 

farm families, the Agency in the coming year will have to finance about half-a-

million work days 1n drainage sohemes, land amelioration and terracing. the con-

struction of approach roads to outlying villages, etc. The total costs of 

working on these projeots is estimated at $2,400.000. 

Guidance and Extension Services: Guidance and extension services. for which 

the Jewish Agency allooates $4,700,000 in its 1960 budget. are among the most 

important investments in the immigrant villages. The Agenoy 1 s guidance personnel 
\ 

serves not only as agricultural instruotors but helps to alleviate many of the 

sooial problems which at times develop in newly established farming communities. 

Other Services and Allocations: Among other services extended by the Jewish 

Agency to the new immigrant villages are the construction of roads. the installa-

tion of oommunications facilities and the operation of tractor stations. The 

Agenoy must also provide crop subsidies for outlying villages which have not 

yet been linked to the co~ntryls major qighways and therefore incur excessive 

transportation costs for their products. For these services and activities, the 

Jewish Agency 1s budget for 1960 allocates a sum of $2,800,000. 
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SOCIAL SERVICES AND ECONOMIC REHABILITATION ......... .. .. .. ........ Requirements: $10.850.000 

Rehabilitation or Relief? 

Since May 1948, some 132,000 immigrants arrived in Israel who because of 

age, physica l handicaps or emotional difficulties represented long-term absorp

tion problems. This staggering figure of social cases - close to 15 per cent 

of the total immigration - reflects Israel's open-door policy, a policy unmatched 

by any other country in the world . 

It is difficult to Bay how many of these 90cial cases have by now been fully 

rehabilitated , There are today over 2.600 cases (about 11,500 persons, includ

ing dependents) under the active oare or the Jewish AgeDcy's Absorption Depart

ment, In addition, there are on record salle 6,000 oases for whom nothing ,could 

be done up to now becau8e of shortage of runds. These figures . however. do not 

include thousands of elderly or sick people who have been provided with only 

temporary means of subsistence or temporarily placed with relatives or in insti

tutions . (See repor t of Joint Distribution Committee on its Malben program in 

Israe.! for details of its specialized social welfare program . The Jewish Agency 

deals with cases not covered by Nalhen.) , 

The rehabilitation program of the Jewish Agency is beset by a disconcerting 

paradox: because available funds were always far below urgent needs, the Agency 

was often forced to "waste II what little could be made available for rehabilita

tion of the social cases. In other words. instead of the '1,500 - 12,000 needed 

to rehabilitate one family, actual allocations averaged less than one-third of 

this amount -- enough to buy food and other basic necessities but too little to 

establish a small store. buy tools or add one bed to a~ old-age home or institu

tion for the chronically ill. In this way, the Jewish Agency's funds were spent 

in many cases not on constructive solutions but on welfare or relief payments. 
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The price paid for the delay in the rehabilitation program cannot be measured 

solely in monetary terms. A man condemned to enforced idleness over a period 

of years loses courage and initiative. His hands begin to lose some of their 

skill. His determination to start afresh and to make himself once again eco

nomically independent weakens. 

Deferred rehabilitation is not only a waste ot money . It is a waste of 

time and of those sources of strength within an individual which no money can 

ever buy back . 

Main Activities in 1960 

There are few hard and fast rules in the Jewish Agency's soolal service and 

rehabilitation program. Within the limits of available funds, each case must be 

considered individually to assure that whatever arrangements can be made will 

meet the particular needs of that partioular case . At times. a case worker may 

draw up a satisfactory rehabilitation plan for hie client only to find that mean

while the necessary finanoial resources have been diverted to meet some other 

emergency. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to predict how many fam

ilies can be fully rehabilitated 1n the oourse at 1960 and how many will have to 

be carried as relief cases into the next budgetary year. 

The Jewish Agency estimates that during 1960 it will require S6.100.000 for 

social services and $4.750,000 for economic rehabilitation. These funds. which 

have been set aside for services to new arrivals as well as care of immigrants 

of previous years, will be spent on the following activities: 

Cash Grants: During their first six weeks in Israel, social cases among 

the new immigrants receive cash grants from the Jewish Agency averaging abou~ 

$125 per family. However, long-term assistance to social cases, extending over 

many months or even years, usually averages only S3Q-S35 per family per month. 

~: Immigrants who, because of age or physical handicaps, are unable to 
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find employment are given priority in the establishment of shops, newsstands, 

emaIl workshops and various services required in the new development areas. As 

indicated on the preceding page, these long-term low-interest loans extended by 

the Jewish Agency, in cooperation with other bodies, should average between 

$1,000-$2,000 per case. The Jewish Agency in 1960 will make every effort to 

secure adequate loans for the rehabilitation of as many sacial cases as possible 

rather than revert to the system of partial loans which has proved wasteful in 

the past. Similar loans will be extended to professionals among the new immi

grants to tide them over initial periods of reorientation and retraining. 

Relocation of Ma'abarot Dwellers: The gradual elimination of the ma'abarot 

involves more than the construction of sufficient permanent housing units. The 

majority of those left today in the remaining shanty towns are persons who have 

been unable to compete on the labor market. Many ot them have tor years eked 

out a meager living by operating small grocery stores. working as shoemakers, 

barbers or offering similar service to the malabara population. However as the 

ma'abarot population declines, not enough customers are left to provide them 

with a livelihood. Their relocation and economic integration into other estab

lished communities is one of the most pressing problems confronting the Jewish 

Agency in 1960. 

Temporary Shelter for Aged and Handicapped Immigrants: All institutions 

for the aged and handicapped within the UJA agencies' programs are operated by 

JOe's Malben . However, the Jewish Agency must maintain some shelter for those 

Who have not yet been accepted by Malben or are not eligible for its services. 

To accommodate these immigrants until other arrangements can be made for them, 

the Jewish Agency in 1960 will continue to operate the Shaar Aliya and Pardess 

Hannah centers, as well as the Shimon hostel in Jerusalem. 

Allocations: Because of the complexity of the social and economic problems 
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involved in the rehabilitation or placement of elderly and handicapped immi

grants, the Jewish Agency. rather than embark upon a multiplicity of individual 

projects. makes allooations to a number of funds and institutions which provide 

essential services to newcomers among the immigrants. These oontributions in

clude payments to children'S homes; correctional institutions; sheltered work

shops; contributions to the national old-age insuranoe Boheme on beha~f of immi

grants who otherwise would not be eligible for benefits; payments to local 

authorities for public serv10es provided to immigrants who cannot pay municipal 

rates, and contributions to a fund which wl11 support elderly parents while 

their children are undergoing vocational training. 

Construction of Workshop Buildings in Deyelopment Areas: Since currently 

50 per cent of all immigrants are being resettled in development areas, the 

Jewish Agency during the ooming year will build some 25 structures in develop

ment townships which will house the workshops of new immigrant craftsmen and 

small industrial enterprises employing the newcomers. 

IMMIGRATION AND INITIAL ABSORPTION ........ .................. .......... ...... R.quir.m.nts: $10.335.000 

Immigration continues to be the one unknown factor in any Jewish Agency 

budget. Yet the experience of the past year has shown us once again that it is 

unwise to commit to paper even the speculations we may entertain with regard to 

this delicate subject. We know that in various parts of the world there are 

hundreds of thousands of Jews whose condition is such that emigration to Israel 

is the only possible solution for them. We also know. however. that while theBe 

Jews would make any personal sacrifice to achieve this goal. their treedom of 

movement depends on the decisions of governments who are highly sensitive to 

anything that could possibly be construed 8S pressure on the part of the Jewish 

Agenoy or of world Jewry. 
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While we are anxious to refrain from any statement whioh may have a negative 

.ffect on the movement of potential immigrants to Israel, we are oonfident that 

if and when a new wave of mass immigration should be imminent, American Jews 

'ill be ready to meet this challenge. for in the United Jewish Appeal they have 

oreated an instrument whioh 1s capable at any time of re~pondlng to such emer

lenoles. 

Barring unprediotable developments and assuming a normal flow of immigra

tion, the Jewish Agency in 1960 wl11 bave to spend a total of $10,335.000 on 

immigration and initial absorption. As in previous years, this sum wIll include 

expenditures on the maintenanoe of transit oenters abroad; transportation of the 

immigrants and of their belongings; the distribution of household goods such as 

beds, blankets, chairs. tables, and kitchen utensils; small caah grants and food 

packages to tide the immigrants over their first few days in the country; the 

services of trained guidance teams. and health insurance for all new arrivals 

tor a period of six months , 

ULPANIM AND HIGHER EDUCATION .................. ..... .......... .... .................. . Requirements: $5.180,000 

Vlpanim 

For the professionals and white collar workers among the new immigrants who 

qualify for the Jewish Agency's Ulpanim program, these intensive seminars in 

Hebrew and allied subjects are an invaluable short-cut to their economic rehabi

litation. While they attend Ulpanim - usually for a period of tour to six 

months - the newcomers are free to concentrate on their studies and to make per

sonal contacts which will eventually enable them to tind employment in their 

respective fields of specialization. Those who discover that there are tew, if 

any. openings in their own fields, are given the opportunity to consult with 

Jewish Agency guidance personnel in order to plan for retraining in allied pro

fessions or ocoupations, 
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To meet the needs of an adult student body, the Jewish Agency operates - in 

addi tion to full-time seminars - the so-called "work" Ulpanim in which students 

earn their maintenanoe by part-time employment on the farm or in the workshops 

of their host settlements. For immigrants who already hold full-time jobs and 

can devote only a few evening hours to their studies, the Jewish Agency has set 

up extension courses. 

The Jewish Agency anticipates that in 1960 at least 5,000 new students will 

join full-time or work Ulpanim throughout Israel. 

Higher Education 

As Israel has no tuition-free secondary schools, the Jewish Agency, five 

years ago, set up a scholarship program which enables gifted immigrant young

sters to pursue their studies beyond the elementary grades. So far, close to 

20,000 young people have benefitted from this program and the Jewish Agency 1n 

1960 expects to distribute scholarships to some 5,000 teenagers who will attend 

secondary schools and vooational training claeses. 

In addition, the Jewish Agency, during 1960, will continue allocations to 

institutions of higher learning. such as the Hebrew University, the Haifa Tech

nion and the Weizmann Institute of Science, which accept students from among the 

new immigrants at minimum tuition rates. Arrangements have also been made with 

these institutions to provide stipends for a number of immigrant scientists in 

order to acquaint these new arrivals with Israel's research problems and facil

ities. 

SERVICES TO IMMIGRANT yOUTH .... . . ............................. .... ... .. ... .. .. Requ i remen ts : $8 ,375, 000 

Although allocations for the youth Immigration program in the 1960 budget 

are slightly above budgetary allocations for the previous year, youth Aliyah 

will have to continue to reduce the scope of its operations in the months to 



come. The reason for this curtailment lies in the fact that the maintenance 

grants for Youth Aliyah wards in agricultural settlements and educational insti

tutions are linked to the cost-of-living index which has risen substantially 

over the past few years. Unfortunately. these rising per capita costs could not 

be matched by a commensurate increase in allocations. In fact. Youth Aliyah's 

budget during the period 1956-1959 has been reduced by about 14 per cent. 

Youth Aliyah statistics reflect this dual pressure. In September 1949, a 

total of 15,000 wards was under the care of Youth Aliyah. By March 1958. the 

figure had declined to 13,200 and by the end of April 1960. it will have been 

further reduced to about 10.500 trainees. 

Under the proposed budget for 1960. Youth Aliyah will not be able to accept 

more than 3,000 new wards, that i8, less than the number of those expected to 

graduate from Youth Aliyah during the next twelve months. This. despite the fact 

that each month between 800 to 900 applications are received at Youth Aliyah's 

headquarters in Jerusalem of whioh, after careful screening, some 400 are found 

eligible for immediate acceptance, but only 200 of whom can actually be aided 

by youth Aliyah. 

This cut in a program which has been hailed by educational experts from 

many parts of the world will be a blow. not only to the youngsters themselves, 

but to their families who have turned to Youth Aliyah as a last resort. Many 

new arrivals from Eastern Europe since 1956 have tried hard not to be separated 

from their children. Yet finding the process of absorption much more difficult 

than anticipated, they feel that youth Aliyah alone c~ give their growing 

youngsters the supervision and training they so urgently need. 

To cut operational expenditures, Youth Aliyah has tried to place a larger 

number of trainees in agricultural settlements where maintenance costs are lower 

than in educational institutions. However, this shift has not been satisfactory. 
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Many young people, especially those from Eastern Europe, arB eager to oontinue 

their studies yet oannot find faclltties for higher eduoation in oommunal settle

ments. Furthermore. Israel's expanding industry offers many employment oppor

tunities for skilled workers, and an increasing number of Youth Aliyab trainees 

would prefer vocational training to the agricultural instruction offered by the 

settlements. 

With the out-back in the Youth Immigration program, the activities of the 

pre-vocational training oenters operated by the Absorption Department of the 

Jewish Agenoy in cooperation with Youth Aliyah become even more important. 

These centers serve yOUDg people in the 15 to 19 age group who arB past the age 

of compulsory, free eduoat1on, yet too young to Jo1n the army . Since the fledgl

ing immigrant towns are not yet sufficiently developed to offer adequate employ

ment for heads of families, theBe adolescents have very little chance to find 

employment of any kind. 

At present, there are some 20 pre-vocational training centers operating 

mainly in development areas. The Jewish Agency estimates, however, that at 

least 12 additional centers will have to be opened in 1960. 

OTHER REqYIREMENTS 

In accordance with an agreement concluded between the Jewish Agency and 

the Jewish National Fund in 1951, the present budget lists an allocation of 

'2.222.000 to the JNF to be used for land amelioration and drainage work in new 

immigrant villages . Payments to various Jewish groups. which the Jewish Agency 

will make out of its share of German Reparations Funds during 1959, amount to 

'1.100,000. Thus, total allocations to other organizations under the Agency's 

1960 budget will amount to '3,322 , 000 . 

For the information services of the three agenoies inoluded in this budget 

- the United Israel Appeal, the Jewish Agency and the Keren Hayesod - a sum of 
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12.770.000 has been allocated to cover expenditures for supplementary aotivities, 

and fund-raising campaigns outside of the United States. The combined adminis

trative expenditures of the three agencies are estimated at $4,580,000. 

The budget also includes a sum of $27,333,000 for payment of obligations on 

account of services received in previous years. 

The Face of the Land 

Budgets are short-lived, They become obsolete at year's end . Yet the 

record of American Jewish philanthropy has been etched into the very face of 

Israel. 

In that same sun-drenched landscape, however. there stand out like sores 

the human problems still to be solved . . 

the shame of the shanty towns 

the bleakness of fledgling villages 

children idling on street oorners 

Through their gifts to the United Jewish Appeal. American Jews can help to 

remove these last reminders of a decade of turmoil and transition. 

May this 22nd Conference of the United Jewish Appeal be a step in that 

direotion . 



JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL 

Budget for the year 1960 

Agricultural Settlement 

Consolidation of Olde r Immigrant Farm VUlages ... ..... $29 . 300 . 000 
Continuing Programs i n Younger Villages ......... ............. 22.650 .000 
Settlement of I mmigrants Expected to Ar rive 

in 1960............................................................... ........... .. 3,333,000 
Irrigation................................... ..................... .. .. .................... 3,500,000 
Citrus Plantations........................................ .... .................... 4,500,000 
Auxiliary Employment................. ........................................... 2,400.000 
Guidance and Extension Services .......... ............................ 4,700,OCO 
Other Services............. ..................... ...................................... 2,800 , 000 

Housing 

Elimination of Ma 'abaro~ ....................... .. ................. .. ........ 28,888.000 
Other Hous i ng Proj ect.s .... ...... ... ................ .......................... . 36.111,000 

Soc ial Se rvices and EC9nomi c Rehabilitation .............. .. 

Immigrat i on and Initial Absorpt10n 

Transi t Camps Abroad............................................................ 1.116 . 000 
Transportation ........ ................. .. ... ...... ............. ................. ...... 6 . 106,000 
Ini tial Absorption................................................................ 3 , 113 ,000 

Ulpanim a nd Highe r Education ............................................... . 

Servi oes t o Immigrant youth ............................... ................. .. 

AllocatiQns to the Jewish Na tional Fund ... .. ................... .. 

Allocations ol a Ge rman Reparations ........ ..................... ...... . 

Information Servi ces ................................... ... ......................... . 

Administration .......... .............................................. .................. . 

Obliga tions I ncurred in Pr evious year s .. .. ................ ... .. .. 

$ 73,183,000 

64,999,000 

10,850,000 

10,335 , 000 

5,180,000 

8,375,000 

2,222,000 

1,100,000 

2,770,000 

4,580,000 

27,333,000 

TOTAL ·· ··· .. · .. ·.· ... .. .... .... ........ 1210, 927,000 
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Introduotion 

1960 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

From Tashkent to Wroclaw -- that used to be Breslau -- it is nearly 3,000 

ailes. From Wroclaw to Israel it 1s 1.500 miles more. 

In Wroclaw there is a man who last year began a journey of almost 4,500 

miles by the only route open to him. It was the hope of making that journey 

which had sustained him through long years of loneliness and anguish. 

Today he notes the passing of the days in a city he never sought. his 

Journey interrupted, and the days of his waiting not yet ended. The loneliness 

and the anguish have returned. It is only the hope of completing the journey 

which sustains him. 

If he lives long enough. If tomorrow comes. 

For the hob-nailed boots and the thundering guns destroyed not only those 

who were his family; his bones are tWisted, and it is easier to take him for 60 

than the 35 that he is. 

In a city of North Africa, in a room in a corner of the city's ghetto, there 

is another man whose journey has been halted. He is llQ1 alone, for with him in 

that single room are his wife, his mother and the six children that his wife has 

borne him. 

The time is lost in history when his ancestors did not live in the place 

where he was born. For generations, they loaded their donkeys and set off to 

earn their livelihoods, selling what they could and where, sometimes not return

ing, at other times returning empty-handed, but grateful that the brigands took 

only their goods, and not their lives. 

Then the day came when he sought to end the life of fear and despair; the 

-~-
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day when he sought to give to his six children something more than he himself 

had ever had -- a place to live proudly and unafraid. 

And thus his journey began. the long weary way to the city near the coast. 

and then on to a new beginning 1n Israel. 

Except that the road was open only as far as the city of the ghetto. There. 

gates once open were tightly barred. And now, his journey interrupted too, he 

waits. unable to earn the bread his family needs. He is here, but his heart is 

far away. And he lives for the day when he too may follow his heart. 

If he lives long enough. If tomorrow comes. 

rf the aid which feeds him continues; i£ the medicines and the clothing for 

his children do not stop coming; i! the helping hand which is the Joint Distri

bution Committee continues to reach his hand. 

The man in Wroclaw too knows that helping hand and the name by which it is 

called. There too it 1s the JDC which helps to sustain him. Allover the world 

that name is known. Today in 25 countries there are those for whom it has a 

special meaning: hope for a tomorrow -- the only hope. 

In these 25 countries there are some 250,000 for whom JOC is the future, 

and for many it is their hope for life itself. For these -- those half-way to 

their destinations and for all the others -- the sick, the aged, the children, 

the needy and the helpless -- in 1960 JOe will require a minimum of $29,142,000. 

In the course of the year, JOe must seek to bring its relief and rehabili

tation services to the aid of some 40,000 in Israel, more than 50,000 in Western 

Europe and Poland, over 100,000 in the Moslem countries, about 5,000 in such out

lying regions as China, the Philippines and Australia, and thousands of others 

through the channels of its relief-in-transit program. 
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Estimated Global Requirements - 1960 

The total cost of these services will require an outlay of a minimum of 

$29.142.000. as follows: 

1, Malben in Israel.. ..................... .... ........ . .. ............. $10,750, 000 
2. Moslem Countries .. ...................... 4 , 950,000 
3. Western Europe and Poland ... . .................. 5,304,000 
4 . Relief-in-Transit .. .................... ............. 3.300,000 
5. Other Countries .. .............. ...... .............. .................. 323,000 
6. Reconstruction .. ............. . .................... ................ 1,800,000 
7 . Cultural and Religious Activities in Israel.. . ........ ........ 745,000 
B. Other expenditu r es including special grants .... .............. 1.970.000 

Tot a 1. ........................... . 129.142.000 

Israel alone accounts for some 40 per cent of JDC's 1960 requirements. most 

of which will be employed in maintaining a system of institutional and out-

patient services for the aged and the ill. economic rehabilitation through shel-

tered workshops and constructive loan funds. and a variety ot other services 

which Ma~-JOC places at the disposal of handicapped newcomers to Israel. 

Joe programs i n Moslem countries. which are absorbing an increasing share 

of JOC's annual requirements, represent 17 per cent of estimated total disburse-

ments in 1960 . A larger proportionate share of the cost of operating Jewish 

secular and religious schools, feeding programs, medical services, reconstruc-

tion activities, etc . , falls to the JOe as local governments (particularly in 

Tunisia and Morocco) and local communities make relatively smaller contributions 

to these programs. Mo reover, JDe is facing expanding needs and rising costs in 

this area, 

Joe programs in Western Europe and Poland on behalf of Nazi victims -- 1n-

cluding relief-in-transit -- can still b ~ sustained at levels consistent with 

reasonable standards. largely due to the supplementary funds made available by 

the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany. A portion of these 

funds is annually allocated towards building up such necessary physical fac11i-

ties in the Jewish communities of Western Europe as youth and community centers, 
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children's homes. homes for the aged, hospitals, etc. At the same time, JOe 

t echnioal assistance helps to improve the standards of operation, to strengthen 

community organizations and to increase l ocal fund-raising -- all of which should 

eventually lead to a greater degree of local communal self-reliance and a fall-

lng-off in dependence upon external Jewish funds to meet local r equirements . 

Following is a detailed description of JOe's 1960 budgetary requirements : 

MALBEN IN ISRAEL ................................... .... .. ... ..... .. ......................... R.quir.m.nt. : $10 .750.000 

The tremendous human influx into Israel since 1948. with its high incidence 

of aged, infirm and chronically 111 individuals, has confronted the people of 

I.ra.l with a probl.m. the .olution to which hae had a d.cid.d b.aring on the 

ques t ion of their survival. Ualben. established in 1949 to aid dependent hand i-

oapped newcomers , has oontributed in no small measure to the success with which 

the absorption process is being carried out by providi ng r elief and rehabilita-

tion services to thousands. 

But from the very beginning, Ma1ben-JDC was faced with a backlog of unmet 

needs generated by the mass immigration . Successive movements in later years 

from Moslem countries and Central Europe have impeded the elimination of such a 

backlog . In 1960. Malben hopes to be able to deal promptly and effectively with 

all eligible cases reterred tor oare. 

Malben institutional services absorb roughly two-thirds of its annual expend-

itures . Ma1ben will be maintaining approximately 6 , 600 beds in 1960 , as follows: 

Service Numbe r 0 f Beds 

Homes for the aged .. ... .... ............ ................ .... ....... ........... . . 
Insti tutions for the infirm .. ........................... .......... .... . 
Tuberoulosis s e rvices .......................................... ............ .. 
Chronic disease and other hospitals .. ............ ... ...... ... .. 
Mental hospi tals ... ............................................................. .. 
Children I s tnstt tutions ........... ..... ..... ..................... .. ..... . .. 

Tot a 1 ... ...... ............ . 

4 .000 
750 
400 
750 
500 

-lJ!Q 

But, with admissions and discharges, the total number of beneficiaries or 

Malben's institutional services will exceed 10,000 in the course of the year . 
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The high proportion of aged coming into Israel, many infirm and without 

tamily. and the absence of suitable shelter for this particularly distressed 

group required an all-out effort on the part ot Malben-JDC for the construction 

of homes for the aged. Until fairly recently, a sizable share of the communal 

budget has been allocated to expanding Malben's capacity to care for the aged. 

With the development by Malben of extra-institutional services for the aged, 

an increasing percentage of the 4,750 beds caD now be reserved for the infirm 

aged. Carerul review of the case load in homes for the aged, as well as the wait

ing lists for admission, indicated that a significant number ot relatively 

healthy aged could be adequately served outside of institutions if housing and 

some financial support were mLde available. 

In the past two years, more than 400 Malben eligible persons were provided 

with housing, thereby freeing beds for more urgent cases. This aspect of the 

program is expected to expand in the future. 

Many of these aged persons are eligible for, and receive, pensions from the 

National Insurance Institute. Malben, jOintly with other agencies concerned, 

bas entered into an arrangement for minimum support to others not covered by 

National Insurance, but nonetheless urgently in need and having little or no 

other means. At the present time over 6,000 grants, involving more than 8,000 

persons, are being paid monthly through the common fund in which Malben parti

ol~ates . 

Another type of non-institutional service relieving pressure on Malben for 

plaoement in homes is the day-care program, providing meals, recreational and 

ocoupational activities, and other servic6s in Malben homes for aged persons 

residing in neighboring oommunities . 

Clubs for the aged, another successful adjunct to Malben's overall service, 

have prOVided some relief from overcrowded homes by giving the aged person a 
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place to meet with others, to occupy himself 1n leisure-time activities, and 

occasionally. an opportunity for some gainful employment. Twenty-nine such 

clubs have an enrolled membership of about 1.200. 

Over 5.000 cases are referred to Mal~ annually for health and welfare 

services. Hospital capaoity at present totals approximately 1,200 beds. The 

intake rate 1s about 6,000 yearly. and the two out-patient clinics 1n Naharyia 

and Pardessia average 1,000 examinations and consultations monthly. In the first 

six months of 1959, over 450 prosthetiC appliances were issued. In order to 

reserve hospital space tor the most urlent oases. a home-care program was recent

ly initiated, with visits to patients at home by doctors, nurses, 90cial workers, 

occupational therapists, etc. 

Malben-JDC has been inetr~mental in aiding tbe mentally ill in Israel and 

has been one of the moving foroes in directing attention to the needs of retard

ed children, apart from those 185 beiD, cared for by Malben. In ,aneral, Malben 

seeks to act with other agencies to evolve plans for meeting health and welfare 

needs through out the country, in the belief that it is thus better able to dis

oharge its own responsibilities. 

Vooational and economic rehabilitation playa major role in Malben's acti

vities. Nearly 400 handicapped persons are gainfully employed in the sheltered 

workshop program. Counting their dependents, over 1,500 persons are thus selt

supporting and economically productive. In addition, jobs have been found for 

other handicapped newcomers, vocational training is being prOVided, and, whera 

necessary, assistance in obtaining suitable housing for them is given. 

The program of constructive loans provides rehabilitation opportunities for 

handioapped persons by providing about 60 loans per month for the establishment 

of small businesses and services. The Malben program also includes social ser

vioes, occupational therapy, nurses' training courses and cultural activities. 
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JIllSLEM COUNTR;oo; ........ ......... ...... .... .... .. ..... .. .. .... ..... .. ... .... ....... .. .... .. .. . Requlrements: $4,950, 000 

The half million Jews in Moslem countries Buffer the double mlsfortune of 

being underprivileged minorities living in under-developed countries. 

Within the limits of the financial resources available, and subject to the 

restrictions imposed by the prevailing social. political and economic conditions 

in this area, JDe has sought to aid what is largely a distressed Jewish popula

tion . JOe has of necessity confined itself for the most part to helping the 

Joung -- through feeding programs. medical care, educational. cultural and re

ligious activities and vocational training -- without negleoting Bome of the 

lore urgent needs of the adults. Thus, approximately 100.000 Jewish individuals • 

• ostly children. are regularly assisted in Moslem countries. 

JDC operates through financial subventions to local organizations. Techni

oal and professional assistance is made available by JOC's highly qualified 

etaff, working closely with their local counterparts. 

A tendency noted a few years ago is making itself felt more and more as time 

loes on. Local financial partiCipation, either by the government or by local 

communities, is not keeping pace with the rising costs of maintaining essential 

programs in these areas. As a consequence. a larger proportionate share of in

creasing financial requirements is falling to JOC. This is particularly to be 

remarked in Morocco and Tunisia, where the local economies are steadily deter

iorating. 

Morocco: JOC-supported programs continue serving about a third of the 

nearly 200,000 Jews living in the country (including the former Spanish Zone and 

Tangiers). The feeding program reaches about 43,000 individuals monthly ,includ

ing 27.000 children served in canteens. 12,000 beneficiaries in the food parcel 

program and the remainder through various other channels. 

By far the largest part of the financial resources of OSE-Maroc comes from 
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Joe and enables it to operate six centers in which medical services are made 

available to thousands. Particular attention is given to milk distribution for 

infants. maternal and child health. and the treatment of trachoma. tinea and 

other ailments common to the young. OSE-Maroc also provides servioes to adults. 

but on a smaller scale. 

JDe-supported kindergartens are a prominent part of the program. There are 

some 20 kindergartens in various communities throughout Morocco; nearly half of 

the 3,200 children in attendance are in Casablanca. 

JOe technical staff has played an extremely important role in developing 

the programs in the kindergartens. Considerable emphasis has been given to the 

training of teachers and supervisors in order to develop and maintain modern 

standards of care. Thanks to the widespread network of schools maintained by 

the Alliance Israelite Universelle. Lubavitcher and Ozar Hatorah. approximately 

40,000 boys and girls are in attendance in those schools. which are very heavily 

dependent upon JOe Bubvention£. 

There are many other aspects to the JDe program such as Hebrew courses, 

youth activities, summer camps, social services, loan funds and others. 

TuniSia: With a population of approximately 64,000 Jews, 16,000 regularly 

receive assistance in one form or another: 4,500 in the feeding program; a like 

number in medical installations (for the most part run by OSE-Tunisia); about 

1,000 children in kindergartens: 3.000 in five schools operated by the Alliance 

Israelite Universelle, and about 1,600 children in 15 schools operated by the 

local communities. Various cultural activities, the ORT program of vocational 

training, and credit institutions make a significant contribution to the total 

effort. 

IrAu: With an estimated Jewish population of about 80,000. the unduplicat

~d count of JDe beneficiaries numbers approximately 19.000. School canteens 
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reach nearly 6,000 children; some 22 medical installations provide medical aid 

to 9,000 persons; mother and child care centers in Tehran, Shiraz, ISfahan and 

Hamadan serve about 2,400, and the educational programs provide for over 13 ,000 

in 49 schools or kindergartens. 

If by some good fortune additional funds were to become available in 1960. 

over and above the amounts now budgeted for Iran, kindergarten activities should 

be expanded to serve an additional 1,000 young children very much 1n need of 

Buch care. 

Algeria: The program bere is ot l imited dimensions. JOe has made a very 

sizable contribution. on a matching basis with the local oommunity, towards the 

construction of an Ecole Rabb1nique which is beginning to function on a limited 

basis . 

WESTERN EUROPE & POLAND., .... , .... ..... ..... ...... . .. .. ..... ....... ... ........ .. ... ... Requirements: $5,304,000 

In 1960 over 50,000 individuals will require one or more of the indispen

sable servioes which the JDe helps to maintain in Poland and Western Europe, in

cluding Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Holland, Italy, 

Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Yugoslavia. Assistance is in 

the form of cash relief, institutional care for the aged, medical treatment, 

cultural and religious aotivities, economic rehabilitation, etc. 

Less than four years ago, the regular caseload numbered about 30,000 and 

all the signs pointed towards a steady, appreciable decline in the future. 

Events such as the Hungarian uprising, the flights from Egypt, the movement of 

Polish refugees, the substantial emigration from North Africa to France, and the 

reintroduction of the JOC program into Poland, are the primary reasons for the 

marked reversa l in this trend. 

Pol and 

Less than two years ago, JOC resumed aotivities in Poland at the invitation 
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of the Polish government. Today, JOe aid in Poland reaches 20,000 - 22,000 Jews 

annually. 

While the immediate aim of the program was to provide emergency aid to the 

many thousands of destitute Polish Jewish repatriates arriving from Russia, the 

services gradually had to be extended to meet the most urgent needs of the 80-

called "settled" population. 

By March 31, 1959. the date of expiration of the Soviet-Polish repatriation 

agreement, over 17,000 Jews had entered Poland from Russia. Another 1,500 had 

arrived by the end of August and repatriates arB continuing to enter Poland. 

Indications are that the vast majority of repatriates wish to emigrate. 

Israel being the main objective. However. because of the restrictions of the 

repatriation agreement. the movement out of Poland has been limited. It is es

timated that some 6,000 repatriates have left Poland. 5,000 for Israel and 1,000 

to other countries. 

There are today some 12,500 to 13,000 repatriates in Poland, many of whom 

continue to benefit from one or more of the JOe services . While the tempo of 

emigration will probably increase as a result of the termination of the Soviet

Polish agreement, technical and other diffioulties will impede any large-scale 

movement even under the most favorable of circumstances. Substantial funds will 

consequently still be required in 1960 to meet the minimum needs of this group . 

Welfare programs in 1960, both for repatriates and for the indigenous popu

lation, will at the least have to be maintained at current levels to provide 

much-needed assistance to some 15,000 persons monthly. Since there is a large 

turnover in the families receiving assistance, JOe-supported services will actu

ally reach a majority of the Jewish population in Poland, estimated at 35.000 -

40,000 persons . 
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Joe servioes in Poland inolude: 

1) Emergency one-time grants to some 1,500 families monthly for living 
quarters, clothing, coal. temporary unemployment relief, etc. 

2) Cash relief to some 4.000 beneficiaries each month, including about 
2.100 aged, invalids and sick persons, and 350 students. I 

3) Canteen feeding program serving nearly 2,600 children in Jewish 
Bchools throughout Poland. 

4) Kosher kitchens providing 50,000 meals a month to 2,000 persons. 

5) Vacation colonies accommodating 3.000 children in rented summer 
camp facilities for a period of four weeks. 

6) Medical program aiding 8ome. lOa persons monthly. inoluding ship.... 
ments of medicaments not readily available on the local market. 

7) Regular monthly Buppoft for 65 persons in the old age home in Lodz. 
including a number of chronioally and mentally ill reSidents. 

8) Emigration assistance to an average of 100 families monthly. to 
furnish them with needed articles of clothing. luggage. eto. in con
nection with their departure. 

9) Monthly stipends to help support about 2.000 families of aRT 
trainees who. without this financial aid, would be unable to partic
ipate in the vocational training program. (In all. nearly 3.000 
trainees attend the ORT courses. 80 that roughly two-thirds of the 
total enrollment receive student grants . These grants are in addi
tion to the regular JDC subvention of the ORT program in Poland.) 

10) Economic loans to indiViduals and Jewish cooperatives. to enable 
hundreds of Jewish artisans and craftsmen to earn a living either on 
their own or in cooperatives, 

Allocations for various religious and cultural activities make up the re-

mainder of the JOe program. These inolude grants for upkeep of synagogues. 

allotments to religious oongregations in support of Talmud Torahs, salarieS for 

religious funotionaries, eduoational and religious supplies. celebration of 

Jewish festivals, maintenance of olubs, etc. 

Barring any unforeseen ciroumstanoes affecting the population movement or 

the status of JOe operations in Poland. the sum of 1850.000 will be required to 

meet JOe's minimum obligations for its work in Poland. 
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Western Europe 

JOe's programs. for whioh the requirements amount to approximately 

$4.500.000. largely emphasize the day-to-day needs of a caseload made up ohiefly 

of the aged, chronically ill and otherwise handicapped. With few exoeptions, 

these appear destined to remain long-term charges. JOe and looal staff are mak

ing concentrated efforts to find permanent solutions leading to their sooial and 

economic adjustment through resettlement, housing grants, job placement services. 

legal counseling, vocational training (ORT) and credit institutions. 

At the same time, inc TeaSing attention is being given to getting the local 

communities to assume a larger share of the responsibility for providing aid to 

the residual caseload. ThUB, considerable financial and technical aid has been 

devoted to building up and improving local communal facilities and services (very 

largely with the help of funds from the Conference on Jewish Material Claims 

Against Germany); to developing stronger community organizations, and to stimu

lating more active fund-raising. 

It is of importance to note in this connection that local Jewish sources 

and governments likewise contribute to the programs for which the JDe allocates 

funds. In fact, in most countries of Western Europe, JOe subventions cover less 

than half ot the total cost of the programs. 

A brief description of some of the more significant features ot JOe's oper

ations in this area follows: 

Austria: The number of Hungarian refugees still requiring assistance has 

decreased substantially -- to less than 400 -- and is expected to decline fur

ther. On the other hand, the regular relief rolls of the JDe and the KYjtus

gemeinde remain relatively unChanged. The caseload, largely concentrated in the 

Vienna area (as is the overall Jewish population of about 10,700), consists in 

the main of aged, chronically ill and unemployables. The principal services 
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elude cash relief to about 1,000 persons, plus about 400 Hungarians; a canteen 

r several hundred beneficiaries; an old-age home and hospital with 200 resi

nts. and JDe-supported Talmud Torahs and kindergartens, with roughly 500 

obl1dren in attendance. 

Belgium: There are two focal points of JOe activities: Antwerp. with a 

population of 10,000 Jews, and Brussels, with about 22,000. The central Jewish 

.eltare organization in Antwerp receives a substantial part of its income from 

JDe to meet the various needs of the local Jewish population, including recently 

arrived Egyptian. Polish and Hungarian refugees. About 300 persons require regu

lar monthly cash grants. some 250 receive medical atd, and about 1.700 low-cost 

oanteen meals are served monthly. The children'S home cares for 32 young people 

and a new modern home for the aged provides care and maintenance for 55 dependent 

aged. 

In Brussels. JOC functions through a local organization whioh it helped to 

establish after the war and to which it contributes over 80 per cent of the 

funds required for cash assistance to about 700 persons monthly. medical care 

tor about 400 monthly; legal aid, social services, ohild care, etc. In both 

Brussels 'and Antwerp, JOC-supported loan funds are important aspects of relief 

and rehabilitation. 

France: The budget for France has loomed very large in the total require

ments for Europe sinoe the end of the war, and oontinues to' do so beoause France 

has served as a tranSit point or as a country of asylum for many tens of thou

Bands of refugees. Of the 350,000 Jews now residing in France, perhaps a third 

to a half have settled there since the last war. The sympathetic understanding 

Of the French Government has made it possible to find temporary or permanent 

refuge for Jewish distressed persons and refugees, including the Egyptian. Hun

garian and Polish refugees of recGnt date. However. financial responsibility 
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for the newcomers is largely the oond-ern of the French Jewish community and 

JOC. 

Over 15,000 persons regularly receive assistance in France. While there 

continues to be a measure of Government support. and the local community's par

ticipation is inoreasing, a sizable part of the burden still falls on JOe. The 

cash relief rolls list about 3,500 individuals, exclusive of new refugees. This 

caseload has the characteristics of those in other JOe country programs -- a 

high incidenoe of aged and chronioally ill. and in this particular case, a con

Siderable number DC dependent widows . 

In addition to the regular c8seload, there are about 400 Polish, 100 Hun

garian, and 1.400 Egyptian retugees ourrently receiving aid. The Egyptian 

refugees present an unusually heavy finanoial burden -- laoking other means of 

income, many of them are totally dependent on welfare assistance. Hopefully, 

a sizable peroentage of the Egyptian refugees will be emigrating to the United 

States, Latin Amerioa and Australia. Nevertheless. during 1960 the numbers 

remaining in France. pending emigration or integration into the local eoonomy. 

will require sizable assistanoe. 

Both the "normal" and the new refugee case loads are aided by many other JDC

supported welfare. cultural. rehabilitati~h and other services, Some 20.000 

meals are served monthly in two JOC-supported oanteens; an average of 2.500 

persons receive medical care. and the children'S homes have a reSident popula

tion of 850. There are ten Jewish schools with a reported attendance of about 

1.000 ohildren. and part-time sohools with another 1.000. 

In the area of ;tund-raising. JOC professional staff has worked closely with 

the local leadership in the application of methods successfully used in the 

United States and elsewhere, and which, with some modification. are appropriate 

to the looal Boene. 
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Germany: JDe haa been able to ourta!l drastioally its direct aotivities in 

Germany . Welfare programs are carried out through the Zentralwohlfahrtsstell!. 

the central Jewish welfare organization, which 1n turn relates itself to the 

variOUS communities in Western Germany (including the Western Sector of Berlin), 

wboss combined Jewish population 1s estlmat~d to total nearly 30. 000. 

Looal integration (furthored by the JOe with one-time grants) , German res

titution payments, emigration and other factors have oontributed to a steady de

cline in the c8ss1oad, whioh numbered about 1,550 persons a year ago and 1s now 

down to 1,350. In addition to the 1.350 recelvlngasslstanoe through cash grants • 

• edieal care, etc . , subventions go to 13 old age homes with 550 residents, and 

to 9 kindergartens with 215 ohildren in attendance. While a further reduction 

1s foreseen for the future, the amount of net savings is not expected to be very 

great because the basia caseload is approaching an irreducible minimum . More

over , there are annually a certain number ot returnees to Germany who are given 

assistance tor short periods of time pen6ing settlement of their restitution 

olaims. 

Italy: JOC has been obliged to continue a program of direct services for 

refugees, sinoe there exists in Italy no local oounterpart capable of taking 

Over this responsibility. However, the direot oaseload has been steadily re

duced. The oash relief load. for example, has dropped from 275 persons a year 

ago to 170, largely through emigration and German restitution payments. JOC 

supports 18 persons in homes for the aged and an average of 23 in hospitals . 

The volume of needs of Egyptian refugees in Italy has diminished very appre

ciably from the high point in 1957, when ov~r 6.000 Egyptian Jews were aided. 

Principally through emigration and integration, the number is now only 200 

persons. At the present tim~. 23 Hungarian refugees are also being assisted. 

The needs of the settled population are being met through the Union of 
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Italian Jewish Communities. About 1,000 persons are receiving monthly grants 

financed by the JOe and the local communities. Funds are also made available 

for care of the aged, child care, and religious and cultural activities . 

OSE-Italy receives financial assistance from the JOe in order to carry out 

its services for an average of 1,600 children and adults monthly. principally in 

Rome and Milan. 

Other Countries: Although smaller in Bcope, JOe-supported programs in other 

countries of western Europe are nevertheless of vital importance. In Greece, 

out of a total Jewish population of approximately 6.000 persons, about 1,000 are 

beneficiaries of casb relief. feeding. medical care. educational and cultural 

activities, loan institutions and other services. In Portugal and Spain, small 

residual caseloads are almost totally dependent upon JOC funds . In Norway, where 

proportional to the Jewish population of about 1,000 persons a large number of 

refugees have been permanently settled in the last several years , funds for vo

oational rehabilitation have speeded up the integration process for many of the 

newcomers. 

Sweden, like Norway, has been a haven for Jewish displaced persons and 

refugees. Out of an estimated Jewish population of 13,000, some 5,000 are re

ported to have settled in Sweden since 1945. Many of the newcomers are in need 

of assistance to supplement public aid until jobs and housing are available. 

Because of their sufferings and harsdhips during and immediately after the war, 

some of the new arrivals are in need of permanent assistance. The JOe grant 

subsidizes a major part of the annual welfare budget for refugees in Sweden. 

Denmark and Holland are the beneficiaries of funds for capital investments 

for homes for the aged, hospitals, community centers, etc . on a participating 

basis with government and local communities . In both countries the communities 

take full financial responsibility for their own welfare needs. In Switzerland, 
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a small subvention from JOe, plus local income trom private or governmental 

lources. provides care for about 350 persons, including 42 Hungarian refugees 

and 119 persons in the home tor the aged. 

Finally . approximately 800 of the 6,500 Jews in Yugoslavia are assisted, of 

whom 435 annually receive cash grants, 110 are cared for in the home for the 

aged and 120 children attend four kindergartens. 

BELIEF-IN-TRANSIT ......... .. ........... .... ... .. .... ...................... .......... ..... .... Requirements: $3,300,000 

Tens of thousands of destitute Jews who cannot be reached through the 

welfare programs tlescribed above, nevertheless receive conSiderable assistance 

through this special relief-in-transit program. These programs are as important 

__ and as vitally needed -- as any carried on by JDC anywhere. 

OTHER COUNTRIES ..... .. .. ... .. .. ..... .. ....... .... ... .... ... ... ... .. ........ .......... .... ... .. Requlrements: $323,000 

While the overwhelming bulk of the JOC's resources is direoted towards 

assistance programs in Europe. Israel and the Moslem countries. urgent needs 

1n China. the Philippines. Latin America. and particularly Australia. have 

strong claims on its resources . Australia has played a very significant role 

in offering permanent homes to a sizable number of Hungarian. Polish and Egyp

tian refugees. With funds made available by JDC and the Claims Conference. to

gether with what the local communities contribute. temporary care and maintenanoe 

is being provided to newcomers until such time as Jobs and housing are seoured. 

In some instances. cash assistance has to be continued by local agencies for an 

extended period of time. supplementing inadequate wages. The speed and skill 

with which this absorption program is carried out helps to keep the doors open 

tor the reception of other refugees in the years ahead. 

RECONSTRUCTION ............... ..... .................. .......... .. ................. .. ..Requirements: $1.800 . 000 

In order to enable ORT to continue its program of vocational training. JOC 

is planning . if funds are available. to allocate $1 . 650,000 to its program in 
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J.960 . Thi s will mean that some 30,000 individuals will benefit trom the vast 

netwo rk of Bohools maintained by ORT in Europe, Moslem ocuntrles and Israel. 

They will be helped to develop the kinds of skills and trades whioh will enable 

them eventually to support themselves and their families . 

Another aspeot of the JDe economic rehabilitation etfort~ are the n~arly 40 

credit institutions, mainly in Europe, but also in Australia, .Latin Amerioa and 

North Africa. They issue over 6,000 loans yearly for $2.500,000, and' have proven 

of vital support to merchants . artisans. small businessmen and professionals . 

CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES IN ISBAEL ... ... .... .. ... ... ...... Requlremente: $745,000 

Since 1914 the JOe has aSSisted yeshivoth in Israel . With the growth of 

their number and size , the JOe has been called upon to augment its financial aid. 

At the present time, over 90 institutions with 7.500 students receive regular 

monthly and speoial grants trom the JOe . 

While subventions to the yeshivoth will absorb the major share of the 1960 

requirements, two other programs are provided for. Refugee r~bbiB and other re

ligious functionaries. who together with their dependenter'number about 1,600 

persons. will reoeive monthly allotments and five research projects will r eceive 

support. 

QI!!!;8 ........... ... .... .... .......... ......... ......................................... .................. Requi remen t. : $1, 970, 000 

This headlng includes the operating and service oosts for JOC's New York 

and Geneva Headquarters; the cost of the annual audit ; various misoe1laneous 

" expenditures apd one-time grants, including those conneoted with the purohase 

and distribution ot Passover supplies; speoial oultural projeots; oosts inoiden-

tal to JDC's technioa1 assistance servioes. and various other items. 

The Joint D1stribution Committee budget for 1960 represents a minimum 

program, with no provision Cor the oris,es. tor the emergenoies which the year 

may bring. 
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, 
This budget asks for $29,142,000 for those who are half-way to tomorrow. 

There are the thousands who have begun their journey to freedom in tree 

lands -- but who have been forced to halt half-way to their destinations. 

There are other thousands half-wayan the road to health . 

There are still others who have been aided halt-way -- toward lives of 

independenoe, self-support and dignity. 

All these the American Jewish community has aided -- through the United 

Jewish Appeal -- and they are today half-way to their goals . 

In 1960 it will again depend in large measure on Amerioan Jewry, as it has 

in other years, how much turther they wll1 go. 

And whether tomorrow ever comes. 

~. /1 



Introduotion 

1960 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 

In mid-1959. NYANA completed a decade of extensive services that helped 

immigrants become integrated into the life stream of the New York community. 

By the end of 1959. encompassing ten and one-half years of activity, NYANA 

will have aided nearly 73 , 000 immigrants to find new homes, new jobs, new futures 

_ in brief. new lives in our metropolitan oommunity. These newcomers in New York 

constitute a sizable majority of all Jewish immigrants to the UnltedStates since 

1949. 

Coinciding with NYANA's tenth anniversary was the establishment of World 

Refugee Year, designed by the United Nations to spotlight the world's sympathe

tic attention on the refugee problem, The year 18 being devoted to solving 

those refugee problems that can be solved and helping those refugees who can be 

helped by stimulating wide governmental and publio support for resettlement and 

integration of refugees in havens of their choice. 

The achievements of the new arrivals in New York offer eloquent proof of a 

basic premise underlying World Refugee Year: refugees, seemingly doomed to end

less wanderings and barren existences, can become normal citizens making useful 

contributions to the welfare of their new lands. 

Jewish newcomers, many of whom suffered twenty and more years of war, de

vastation. tragedy and hardship before reaching their destination. quickly made 

their place in the soclal, economic and cultural aotivities of Greater New York. 

They furthered the well-being of the community and its people by contributing to 

lts economic and cultural life. 

-~-
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The open-hearted support by American Jewry or NYANA's complex of extensive 

services to hel~ newcomers become integrated rapidly. eloquently testifies to 

another basic assumption of World Refugee Year: that there are individuals and 

organizations eager and capable of giving refugees the Deeded start towards a 

Dew life. 

Immigration in 1959 

Immigration last year, in terms of numbers of new arrivals and of the scope 

of NYANA's services to newoomers, unfolded almost precisely as estimated at the 

end of 1958. 

By the year's end. about 5.300 Jewish newoomers will have arrived in the 

United States . Of tbis total. the vast majority settled in New York. with most 

at them receiving some form of assistanoe from NYANA. Among the new arrivals 

were a trickling of Hungarian Jews uprooted by the Hungarian revolution of 1956. 

a growing number of Egyptian Jews. 80me immigrants from Poland, as well as a 

good number from other countries throughout the world. 

Legislation Affegting Refugee Immigration 

The number of refugees entering the United States has been dependent in 

large measure on the passage of emergency piece-meal legislation to supplement 

the inadequate and virtually unchanged baSic immigration law. 

Ouring the first five years of NYANA's existence, when the flow of refugee 

immigration was heaviest, about 50,000 Jewish newcomers to New York arrived under 

the provisions of the Displaced Persons Act and the Refugee Relief Aot of 1953. 

The Ootober 1956, revolution in Hungary led to special provisions to allow 

for the admittance of refugees from that country . 

This was followed by the passage of Section 15 of Public Law 85-316 which 

eliminated the mortgaging of quotas under the former OP Act and the Refugee 

Relief Aot and authorized the issuanoe of special non-quota immigrant visas 
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unused under the Refugee Relief Act. which expired at the end of 1956. 

The latest measure passed in September 1959, is known as the Family Re

union Law (86-363) . As the name indicates. it creates new provisions for certain 

relatives of United States Citizens and aliens admitted for permanent residence. 

This most recent enactment produces no changes in the national origins quota 

system. However, it does somewhat alter the basic immigration law by reclassi

fying and adding new categories to various preferential listings. 

Favorably affected are parents and unmarried children over 21 years of age 

of U.S. citizens; spouses and unmarried children of alieDs permanently residing 

here, and brothers, sisters. married sons and daughters (as well as their spouses 

and children accompanying them) of U.S. citizens. 

Immigration in 1960 

The Family Reunion Law is the most Significant new feature influencing the 

flow of immigration in 1960, when its impaot will first be felt. 

Next year only a small number of Hungarian Jewish refugees are expected to 

arrive here . On the other hand. there is anticipated a continued increase in 

the number of Egyptian Jews entering the oountry. Some Jewish immigrants are 

expected to arrive from Poland. There will also be arrivals from other lands as 

visas become available. In addition to those entering under new legislation. 

many will continue to enter under the baSic immigration law. 

In sum total. approximately 5,500 Jewish immigrants are expected to be ad

mitted into the United States during 1960, a slightly higher number than in 1959. 

As in the past ten and one-half years, the majority will make their home in the 

Greater New York area. 

NYANA Activities in 1959 

During 1959 some 2.500 Jewish families, representing 5.100 persons, were 

helped through NYANA's comprehensive range of social servioes: financial 
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assistance. medical and dental care, casework and vocational counseling, voca-

tional training, job placement and other rehabilitation services. In determining 

how best to meet a family's particular needs. the services are extended to each 

family on an individual basis, after careful consideration of the immediate sit-

uation and the long-term total adjustment. 

To help newcomer families attain self-support as quickly as possible, NYANA 

provides the following basic services: 

MAINTENANCE: food, rent. utilities and other basic necessities. with 
individual budgets for each family's needs based on accepted New York 
City living standards. 

SHELTER, CLOTHING: minimal furnishings and household necessities to 
get started in the community. 

MEDICAL. DENTAL CARE: clinics and other free facilities are utilized 
wherever possible. 

JOB PLACEMENT. VOCATIONAL TRAINING: helping to place newcomers in 
jobs; training newcomers to adapt their skills to American methods; 
maintaining a Sheltered Workshop which provides work for elderly and 
handicapped newcomers. 

BUSINESS AND LOAN : providing loans for purchases of small businesses 
by newcomers unable to support their families for reasons of health 
or lack of skills. or for whom retraining is not feasihle. Also pro
vides loans for purchase of necessary work tools. 

COUNSELING: a staff of trained social workers and vocational counsel
ors assists the newcomers with their initial adjustment problems. work
ing out individual plans for living arrangements. vocational training. 
jobs. etc. 

This package of services is provided by specialized departments of NYANA . 

The unified and centralized program of varied services assists the newcomer in 

an appraisal of his needs and in becoming a self-sufficient American. 

Family Service Department 

The Family Service Department provided intensive service to 1.700 indivi-

duals during 1959. For the family without any funds, with health or other com-

plicated problems. and without relatives to whom it may turn, the department 

provided cssework help and financial assistance to meet the basia neoessities 
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tor establishing a home - food, olothing, medical and dental oare and other 

lPeclalized needs . 

Generally. newcomers aided by this department are tbose with the severest 

problems in adjustment; those with serious physical, emotional or personality 

problems; those who had extreme difficulty in Job placement, inoluding those too 

old to work according to the standards of the current labor market, and those 

11th insufficient earnings to support their families tully. 

In spite of the severity of these problems. Family Service helped most to 

become self-supporting in a relatively quick time. 

The department began the year with an active oaseload ot 201 family units. 

During 1959 another 302 oases were added. for a total of 503 family unite. rep

resenting 1.700 individuals. Of this total. 346 cases will be olosed by the end 

ot the year. that is, they will have received the neoessary help to become selt

suffioient. The department expects to end the year with 157 active cBses, most 

ot them very recent arrivals. 

Vocational Servioes Department 

The comprehensive program of the Vocational Services Department remains a 

keystone in NYANA's ability to help the newcomer achieve economic self-sufficienoy 

in the shortest possible time. 

Employment is fundamental to adjustment and integration. Without work, the 

newcomer and his family cannot become absorbed into the life ot the community; 

be remains an "outsider, II dependent upon others for his existence. 

In 1959 some 1,085 newcomers were placed in jobs . Intensive individual

ized job solicitation through field visits, telephone and mail promotion was re

quired because of the clients I language diffioulties, lack of transferable skills 

and other problems common to immigrants seeking a start in the Amerioan labor 

market . Following plaoement, the Vocational Services Oepartment assists the 

/ 
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immigrants with additional counseling, training and upgrading to help them attain 

a etable eoonomic adjustment. 

The year 1959 brought a far greater number of newcomers with technioal, 

engineering and commercial skills than in several previous years . As the demand 

for such skills remained fairly high. most of the newcomers could be placed in 

their own fields. 

Over-all. the department in 1959 provided oounseling, placement and other 

rehabilitation services to 2,989 individuals. This includes 560 newcomers who 

were receiving vocational aSSistance on January 1. Bome 1,445 new applicants and 

984 who returned for additional vocational services. 

A total of 122 persons were assisted to take vooational training courses in 

26 different industrial fields. With this help, many were able to support their 

families in full after short periods or training. 

In its effort to help immigrants become self-supporting and to rehabilitate 

the handicapped, NYANA established a Shel~red Workshop in June 1955 . The work

shop offers a protected work opportunity to immigrants who receive relief from 

NYANA. or who would need it if they were not employed there. 

The Workshop specializes in simple factory work. which is done on a contraot 

basis for many different manufacturing firms. The employees all reoeive wages 

based on the number of hours of work they are able to put in. 

Of the 210 persons employed in the Workshop thus far, a number were enabled 

to secure jobs in industry as a result of their favorable experiences in the 

Workshop and some were placed into training oourses through programs ot outside 

rehabilitation agencies. 

Aside from making possible direct savings in relief, the Sheltered Workshop 

has above everything else become a meaningful resource in helping the elderly 

and the handicapped beoome more effective persons. 
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The Business and Loan Oepartment continued to provide service to 240 cases. 

NYANA EXPENDITURES IN 1959 

In 1959 NYANA spent a total of $770,150* to meet the essential needs of 

5,100 newcomers. This sum was distributed as follows: 

Family Service -- relief, rehabilitation 

Vocational Services -- placement. guidance, training, 
Sheltered Workshop, Business 
and Loan 

Reception and Referral 

Otfice and administrative servioes 

Subventions (Grants to other organizations for 
specialized services to immigrants not included 
in NYANA's servioes) 

TOTAL 

*4th Quarter estimated 

NYANA REQUIREMENTS FOR 1960 

$374,598 

110,308 

52,706 

60,258 

172,280 

$770,150 

The great majority of the Jewish newcomers expected in 1960 will settle in 

metropolitan New York. For speedy integration and self-support they will require 

the same essential NYANA services which their predecessors received. In the 

coming year NYANA, through its specialized departments, expects to serve 5,300 

individuals. 

It is expected that 600 families, consisting of some 1.800 men, women and 

children, will be aided by the Family Servioe Department. Some of the larger 

families, or those with complex problems, will require extensive rehabilitation 

services to beoome partially or fully self-supporting . 

It is also estimated that 3,235 persons will receive aid from the Vocational 

Services Department in counseling, guidance, placement and rehabilitation services. 

The Sheltered Workshop and the Business and Loan Department will continue 

to provide their speoialized services wherever required. 



On the baSis of ten and one-half years of experienoe, it is certain that tbt 

vast majority of the new arrivals in New York will join those who came before 

them in, achieving independence quickly through NYANA's help. And the overwhelm-

ing majority will continue to be independent from that point on, 

Importantly. all newcomers possess the extra assurance that NYANA stands 

r eady at all times, even after initial adjustment in the community, to provide 

aid in emergencies , Some. beset with problems beyond their means to handle. do 

return for additional servioe. Most often. professional counseling or vooation_ 

al assistance is able to solve these problems without cash expenditures for 

direot relief. 

NYANA REQUIRE"fNT§ FOR 1960 

NYANA's total needs for the coming year are estimated at $866,850 as follows: 

Family Service -- relief, rehab111tation 

Vocational Services -- guidanoe. training. placement 
Sheltered Workshop, BusineSB 
and Loan 

Reception and Referral • 
Office and administrative servioes 

Subventions tor specialized services 

TOTAL 

NYANA stands ready as ever to meet any emergency , It. 

$473,754 

138,758 

39,372 

56,026 

158,940 

$866,850 

history is filled 

with such crises , most recently the influx of Hungarian refugees, While 

emergenCies cannot be anticipated, NYANA's operation remains flexible --

as large or as small as necessary -- to provide servioes to newcomers , 

Moving into 1960. and the second half of World Refugee Year . NYANA, through 

the United Jewish Appeal. oontinues as the instrument of the American Jewish oom-

munity's humanitarian will to help newcomers create a new life in a new land. 



GOAL-1961 
$ 72,740,000 

A BUDGET FOR THE 

1961 UNITED JEWISH APPEAL 

Based on the Budgetary Requirements of ul e Constituent and Member Agencies of 

the United Jewish Appeal-the United isu ei Appeal, tile Joint Distribution Com-

minee, the New York Association for New Americans _and the United Hias Service. 
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AGENCY 

Jewish Agency 
for Israel. Inc. 
New York 

Joint 
Distribution 
Committee 

BUDGETARY ITEM 

Agricul tural Settlements ................ ... ................. . 
Housing ........ ... ... ...... .. .. .. .. ............. .... ..... ...... ...... ......... . 
Immigration .......... ... ....... ....... .. ... .... ... ......... ...... ... .... .. . 
Absorption ..... ........................ ......... ............. .............. . 
Youth Aliyah (Youth Immigration) ................ ..... . 
Education ..... ..... .. .... .... ....... ....... ... ... .... .. ... ..... .. .. .. .... ... . 
Jewish National Fund Allocation .. .. ...... .. .... ..... .. . 
Administration. Jewish Agency. Jerusalem ... . .. 
Administration, Jewish Agency for 

Israel. Inc ...... .. .... .. .... ....... ...... .... ... .... .. . .... .... . 

A M 0 U N T 

$25,617,000 
7,747,000 
3,706,000 
4,344,000 
1,247,000 
1,352,000 

622,000 
1,205,000 

255,000 
D.bt S.rvic. ______________ :::::'5~,"'0~0';!0-", O!!:O~O 

$51,095,000 
.A .. m"-ou"n ... t"-'t"o'--"b"'.-"p.:ro"-v"'i"d"."'d'-"b:;t.y_U"J""A ...... ..... ..... ......... . 

Malben Network ... ........... ... .. 
Religious & Cultural Activities in Israel.. .. 
Moslem Countries .. ....... .. ...... .. ....... ....... .. ... .. .... .. .... . . 
Western Europe and Poland .. .. ..... .. ..... ... ............... .. 
Relief in Transi t ... .. .. ... ... ....... .. .. ......... ................. . . 
Other Countries ..... ....... ........... .. ...... ... .............. ....... . 
Reconstruction ............. .... ................ ... .......... ... ........ . 
Other ................ ..... .. .... .. ....... ..- ... ..... ....... .. ........ ..... ... ... . 

$10,000,000 
785,000 

5,100,000 
4,900,000 
4,000,000 

290,000 
1,800,000 
1,900,000 

Anticipated Income from Sources other than UJA: 
$28,775,000 
$11,575,000 

New York 
Association for 
New Americans 

United Hias 
Service 

United Jewish 
Appeal. National 

Amount to be provided by UJA ........... .. ........... . 

Family Service (Relief, Rehabilitation) ........ 
Vocational Service (Placement, Training, 

Guidance, Loans) ...... .................. .. .................. . 
Reception and Referral .... .. .... .. .. .. .. ... .... .. ... ... ........ . 
Office and Administrative Services ..... .. .......... . 
Subventions for Services to Immigrants Not 

Included in NYANA ......... ... .. ..... ... ... ... ..... ..... .... . . 

Amount to be provided by UJA.. 

UJA Grant for Immigrant Work ............ .............. .. ... . 

$344,450 

138,550 
30,100 
42,000 

144,900 
$700,000 

. . . , .. .. .. ". -~., 

Campaign Operation and Administration .. .. ... ... ..... .. .. .. ... ..... .. ... . 

Total 1961 United Jewish Appeal requirements 

- 1 -



The twenty-two-year period of the United Jewish Appeal's existence has en-

l .o~?a"5e'd both unbelievable horror and almost simultaneously, miracles of survival 

and growth. American Jews, able to save only pitifully few from Hitler's ovens, 

pledged that the survivors would be brought to haven and helped to build new, 

fruitful lives. And they have. in the main. kept this pledge, aided by the as

tonishing vigor and will to independence of the people of Israel and the survivors 

themselves. 

But the years since the end of World War II have brought to light many more 

complex problems than immediate rescue and aid for Hitler's victims. Food, shel

ter, clothing - these first basic necessities were easily provided. And the estab

lishment of the State of Israel in May 1948. offered a homeland for the Jews left 

homeless by Hitler. 

American Jews quickly recognized that without their aid this small unde~ 

developed state, beset by warring neighbors, could not possibly provide for the 

newcomers. So American Jewry took upon itself the historic task of helping to 

build the new land as an essential part of the global rescue and welfare opera

tion for which it assumed responsibility when it organized the United Jewish 

Appeal in 1939. 

Israel's "Bar-Mitzvah" Year 

In 1961 Israel celebrates its Bar-Mitzvah year. The traditional thirteenth 

year ceremony which recognizes the man in a boy goes back to a time far removed 

from modern concepts of development and growth. Today's parents Know full well 

that the IIman" is not yet truly on his own and that their responsibility is not 

ended with the ceremony. 

- 2 -
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Israel has already progressed far beyond the dreams of its oitizens and sup

porters. It is a vital force in the Middle East, to be counted upon in the world 

of free nations. It offers a shining example to the newly developing countries ot 

Africa and Asia and willingly shares with these newcomer nations its knowledge ot 

building a modern, democratic society in a difficult, arid land, settled by people 

from more than 70 different countries, cultures, languages . 

The visitor to Israel today, whether it be his first visit or his tenth, sees 

a flourishing land, its bright and hopeful face set to the future, and a busy 

people building everywhere - factories, schools, homes, roads, farms, villages and 

cities. So amazing 1s Israel's progress in its nearly thirteen years of life that 

it is difficult to recognize that this advance is highly uneven; that the overall 

growth has been in spurts which have left large pockets of need; that these unmet 

needs are a serious threat to the establishment of a truly stable economy. 

American Jewish Aid Has Not Kept Pace With the Needs 

The aid provided by American Jews through the United Jewish Appeal has helped 

to make possible the settlement of 975.000 immigrants in Israel since 1948 and the 

complete absorption of two-thirds of these newcomers. But this aid nonetheless 

has fallen short of the goal - the opportunity for all these immigrants to build 

an adequate and productive life . 

As Jews in need of haven keep arriving at a current annual rate of 30,000 -

the pressure for rapid aid increases. At the same time, receipts from the yearly 

nationwide campaign of the United Jewish Appeal have been decreasing. The lack of 

headlined emergencies. coupled with the surface prosperity apparent in Israel. has 

understandably given many American Jews the reeling that their job of rescue and 

resettlement is nearly done. 

At best. it is far from done i~ a land where 320,000 immigrants - nearly 

every third newcomer - require substantial assistance from the Jewish Agency in 
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Jerusalem, the philanthropic body in Israel which undertakes the immigration. 

resettlement and absorption of newcomers, or of the Joint Distribution Committee, 

which aids Jews 1n 26 countries, including Israel. where it conducts a special 

welfare program for aged, chronically ill and handicapped immigrants. American 

Jews must take stock now and plan a new approach in 1961 to lessen the gap between 

needs and available funds. 

Complete Responsibility for Allocation of Funds in American Hands 

The 1961 campaign marks a new era in the allocation and distribution of 

American Jewish philanthropic funds provided through the UJA to meet overseas 

needs in Israel and other countries. For the first time, complete responsibility 

tor the budgeting of all UJA funds is centered in America. This important 

development took place in April 1960, with the reorganization of the Jewish Agency 

tor Israel, Inc. and the setting up of a 21-man Board of Directors to represent 

American Jewry in determining the use of UJA dollars for those programs to be 

carried out in its behalf by the Jewish Agency in Jerusalem. Through the office 

or its own Jerusalem representative. the new Board maintains control over the 

disbursement of such funds. 

The reorganization of the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. reflects the joint 

desire of the Jewish Agency in Jerusalem and American Jewish communal leadership 

to broaden the base of responsibility for important decisions affecting immigrant 

aid programs in Israel. It underscores as well the role or American Jewry as an 

active and deeply committed partner in the great enterprise of Jewish resoue and 

resettlement. 

The members of the new Board. which is under the chairmanship of Dewey D. 

Stone of Brockton, Mass .• include, in addition; Morris W. Berinstein. Albany. 

N.Y.; Rabbi Isadore Breslau, Washington, D.C.; Samuel H. Darorf, Philadelphia, Pa.: 

Melvin Dubinsky, St. Louis. Mo . ; Max M. Fisher, Detroit, Mich.; Or. NahUm Goldmann. 
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New York City; Dr. Israel Goldstein, New York City; Abraham Goodman. New York 

City; Mrs. Rose L. Halprin. New York City; Dr. Dov Joseph, Jerusalem; Rabbi 

Mordecai Klrshblum, New York City; Philip M. Klutznick, Chicago, Ill.; Albert A. 

Levin, Cleveland. Ohio; Joseph M. Mazer. New York City; Joseph Meyerhoff. 

Baltimore, Md.; Dr. Emanuel Neumann, New York City; Louis Segal, New York City; 

Phillip Stollman. DetrOit, Mich.; Ralph Wechsler, Newark. N.J., and Jack D. Weiler. 

New York City. Gottlieb Hammer is Executive Vice-Chairman of the Jewish Agency 

for Israel. Inc. 

Survey of Programs 1n Israel Made On Behalf of New Board 

One of the first steps taken by the newly elected Board of the Jewish Agenoy 

for Israel, Inc. was to invite Dr. Isador Lubin of Rutgers UniverSity, noted Amer

ican economist and administrator. to undertake an on-the-spot survey of immigrant 

rehabilitation programs and needs in Israel. In a preliminary report. Dr. Lubin 

stated that the effectiveness of the Jewish Agency's work in Israel hinges on the 

"regular periodic transfer of adequate funds" and stressed the need to close the 

cruCial gap that oontinues to exist between available cash and unmet immigrant needs. 

Praising the work of the Jewish Agency. Jerusalem. in dealing with immigrant 

needs, he stated. "I have the impression of a job being well done by field people 

who know their business. 

"But." he warned, "even after making allowances for the large amounts that 

come in from abroad. there are yet too many people requiring aSSistance. The prob

lem is to establish priorities in the use of such inoome from the United State. 

and other countries in terms of the proper timing and the most effective alloca

tion of all resources." 

Urging the establishment of a long-range program of immigrant absorption, 

Dr. Lubin made it clear that any such program must inevitably be geared to the 

certainty that funds will be available on a predictable annual basis, and that 

___ constant study and review are neoessary. 
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American Board Selects Jewish Agency Programs For Support by American Jews 

The Board of the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. (New York) has studied the 

proposed budget submitted by the Jewish Agency. Jerusalem, on a line-by-line basis. 

This budget deals with those minimal sums which are essential to carryon estab

lished programs for some 230,000 immigrants already 1n Israel and to provide ini

tial assistance for a minimum of 30,000 newcomers expected to arrive in the next 

12 months. From this budget, the Board has selected programs in the field of lm

ligration. resettlement and absorption of newcomers which it feels are the speCial 

responsibility of American Jews. The exact amounts requested and the details of 

each program are included in the budget of the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc., 

ginning on page 18. 

Realistic Goal of $72 .740.000 Proposed For 1961 United Jewish Appeal 

As a result of the reorganization of the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc .. it is 

ssible fOr the first time to present to the American Jewish Community a natiQg

~goal for the United Jewish Appeal based entirely upon the recommendations of 

qualified American groups. (The Joint Distribution Committee, the United Hias 

Service and the New York Association for New Americans are American agencies which 

have always been directed by American boards.) 

It is recommended that in 1961. American Jews seek to raise $72 .740 . 000 as the 

minimum amount which they can and should provide to carry forward great and historic 

programs of aid. These programs will aid 580 . 500 Jews throughout the world. 

The amount sought does not begin to cover the total needs which exist, partic

ularly of the immigration absorption programs in Israel. A statement of the out

standing functional obligations of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, ~ would be 

1225,000,000 -- a sum of $195,000,000 for its immigrant agricultural programs and 

130,000,000 for immigrant housing. 
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For the past several years, it has been UJA practice to submit overall state

ments of the needs of all its member agencies to delegates at its Annual National 

Conference; the delegates then called on America's Jewish communities to raise as 

much as possible toward this overall figure. The belief is. however. that this 

does not offer a satisfactory procedure for campaigning in 1961. 

The goal recommended for 1961 is made up of the following budgetary proposals: 

1. Programs totalling 151.095,000, selected by the Board of the Jewish Agenoy 

for Israel, Ino. in the fields of immigration. settlement and absorption of new_ 

comers to be carried out by the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem. (Additional funds are 

received by the Jewish Agency. Jerusalem. from campaigns in other countries. German 

reparations. and Israel Government subsidies for farm programs.) 

2. Programs of the Joint Distribution Committee in Israel and 25 other over

seas countries. amounting to S17,200,OOO. (The JOe also receives additional funds 

from campaigns in countries other than the United States and from German repara

tions.) 

3. The total budget of the New York Association for New Americans, amounting 

to 8700.000. 

4. The sum of $245,000 to the United Hias Service for aid to immigrants set

tling in countries other than Israel. 

5. The sum of $3,500,000 to cover the operating and fund-raising expenditures 

of the nationwide United Jewish Appeal. 

As evidenced by the detailed budgets of UJA agencies. the over-all sum is 

closely figured. It does not take into account any emergency or crisis which might 

suddenly swell the number of Jews needing aid or help to reach Israel. nor is any 

provision made for the repayment of funds borrowed on behalf of the Jewish Agenoy, 

Jerusalem. Only the servicing of these debts is included. 
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Above all, it, does not take into account the full backlog of unmet needs among 

Israel's immigrants. It represents only those programs of aid in Israel. the U.S. 

and 25 overseas countries which cannot be reduced further without creating untold 

hardship for the men, women and children utterly dependent on them. 

Report of Seventh UJ! Study Mission Underscores Need for Setting Specific Goal 

The largest UJA Study Mission ever to visit Europe and Israel prior to a UJA 

annual meeting -- 125 Jewish community leaders from key cities throughout the 

oountry -- returned to the United States in November. Their report brings to 

American Jewry both a factual account of the needs they found and a summary of 

their many interviews with top Israel Government officials, Jewish Agency lead

ers and hundreds of immigrants. 

In Israel, Mission members focused their attention on the plight of immi

Irant farmers and visited many of the farm settlements so desperately in need of 

aooelerated help to become self-suffioient. The Mission's findings have been an 

important factor in determining the need for. and amount of, a nationwide goal. 

Mission members were unanimous about the neoessity to present to the Annual 

WA National Conference the aotual 1961 "spending" budgets of the UJA's benefici

aries, rather than the customary Statement of Total Needs which has been presented 

in previous years. 

Goal Entails Acceptance of Responsibility To Raise Full Amount 

The goal of $72,740,000 proposed to delegates at the UJA National Conference 

1s 15 per cent higher than the actual amount it is expected the UJA will raise in 

1960. If adopted, every American Jew must feel obligated both to make a larger 

ontribution and to devote extra energy and extra time toward raising it. At the 

Bame time, the adoption of a fixed goal imposes upon America's Jewish communities 

the obligation to assume a fair and proportionate share of the 1961 total. 
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Failure to do these things would bring one of two drastic results. The debt 

of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem. which is determined to meet its obligations one 

way or another, would have to be increased -- contrary to American Jewry's baSic 

desire for a liquidation of that debt. This debt is the result of the failure ot 

American Jews to meet past obligations, Or -- more tragically -- the welfare and 

rehabilitation programs of both the Jewish Agency and the Joint Distribution Com

mittee on behalf of hundreds of thousands of human beings would have to be further 

curtailed. The worldwide Buffertng that this would prolong, the number of young 

and needy it would fail, the human hopes it would daSh, the very lives it would 

endanger make this development unthinkable. 

320.000 Immigrants in Israel Alone Depend on Jewish Agency and Joe 

Altogether. as already noted, in 1961 UJA's beneficiary agencies must provide 

for at least 580,500 persons throughout the world. of whom 320,000 are in Israel. 

Approximately 260,000 immigrants in Israel depend on Jewish Agency assistanoe 

to move ahead toward self-sufficiency. Another 60,000 count on the JOe Malben 

program for aged, chronically ill and handicapped immigrants, or other Joe 

services. 

Nearly one-half of the total funds which American Jews are here asked to pro

vide for the programs of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, are to be devoted to the 

critical task of aiding 130.000 immigrant farmers, living in 485 agricultural 

settlements established by the Agency since 1948. Israel's entire farm program 

has reached a stalemate which can have serious repercussions for all its people, 

as well as the farm families. At no time have funds been sufficient to equip the 

settlements with all the basic farm essentials necessary to produce an adequate 

living for these farm families. It is estimated that $195,000,000 is needed over 

a three to five-year period to provide all these settlements with the means and 

equipment to become self-sufficient. 
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The sum asked of American Jews in 1961 for farm development is $25,617.000 __ 

less than one-seventh of the total actually required. But this sum, however far 

it falls short of the total need, will help to keep the program gOing and will 

.ove at least some settlements closer to independence. 

As will be seen from the budgets presented, the next major item in the Jewish 

Agency's budget for 1961 is for housing. The sum which American Jews are asked to 

provide is only enough to build about 15 per cent of the new housing units des

perately needed, both for new immigrants. and for the 40,000 individuals still 

living in the ramshackle huts of the ma'abarot . 

Approximately 17.250 housing units should be built for them in 1961. Clearly, 

the failure to do so spells heartbreak for many families who have hoped, year 

after desperate year, that their turn for decent housing would come. Yet in the 

light of overall needs it is not possible to allocate a larger percentage of the 

Jewish Agency, Inc. 's budget to housing. 

In this connection, it is a sad commentary on the requirements of a restrict

ed budget that nearly half a million dollars must be spent on the upkeep of the 

la'abarot to try to keep them habitable. 

30.000 New Immigrants Will Require Full Settlement Services 

It is expected that at least 30.000 new immigrants will reach Israel in 1961. 

It is not possible to list the countries from which they will come. 

Because it is often not possible for Jewish Agency personnel to contact immi

grants directly in the countries of emigration, it has been necessary to establish 

thirteen transit centers where immigrants can be assembled for embarkation, given 

a medical screening and, if necessary, medical aid. 

As the budget of the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. shows, initial absorp

tion services in Israel cover assistance to newcomers during their first days, 

transportation to towns and settlements, provision of household goods and equip-
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mant, counseling and vocational guidance and cash grants to families whose bread_ 

winners cannot obtain immediate employment. 

The sum provided for receiving the immigrants will have to be revised radi

cally if there is an upswing of immigration during 1961. 

Aid to Professional, Youth and Social Cases 

Israel desperately needs the services of Skilled and professional immigrants . 

The program of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem. to speed their adjustment so that 

they can be of service as soon as possible is an important part of Israel's absorp

tion procedure. Through Ulpanim. rapid language Hebrew courses, new arrivals are 

soon better equipped to find employment in their respective fields. 

Israel as yet has not been able to establish tuition-free high schools. The 

budget of the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. provides for high school scholarships 

as part of the services to immigrant youth. However, many qualified youngsters 

will have to be turned down this year as in other years for lack of funds. 

Meanwhile, so-called "SOCial cases" have always constituted about 10 per cent 

of Israel's total immigration. These are individuals and families who are unable . 

for reasons of lack of health and other disabilities, to make an easy adjustment 

in Israel. Approximately 25.000 persons in this category currently need the spe

cial aid and counseling services which, it is hoped, will permit them to become 

productive members of their communities. 

youth Aliyah Program Will Aid 13.000 

During 1961, the Youth Aliyah (youth Immigration) program in Israel wi ll wel

come its 100,OOOth youngster. Young people, cared for in Youth Aliyah homes and 

trained to take their place in the ranks of contributing citizens of Israel, have 

proved an asset to their country which far outweighs the cost of t heir upkeep. 

Since this phase of the immigrant absorption program has special promise for 
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Israel's future. it is regrettable that a lack of funds makes it necessary to limit 

the number of youngsters receiving care to 13,000. 

~DC - Malben Program Provides Care For the Aged . Hope For the Handicapped 

More than half of the funds requested from American Jewry through UJA by the 

Joint Distribution Committee are for its programs in Israel. As noted, some 60,000 

persons will benefit from them, including 37,000 immigrants in the Malhen network 

of homes . hospitals , clinics and other institutions. 

The JDe Malben program in Israel was instituted 11 years ago as a sorely 

needed serviCe for the care of the aged, the chronically ill and handicapped immi

grants. Israel, alone of all nations. requires no credentials save need of haven 

trom Jewish refugees who would enter . 

The number of persons rehabilitated by Malben and helped to become self

supporting, even among the aged and seemingly incapacited, is astonishing. In 

addition, Malben supports pilot projects in the fields of mental health and the 

training of retarded children. These see~likely to prove as successful as earli

er Malben programs for immigrants suffering from TB and other diseases, which have 

now been reduced to a minimum in Israel. 

The Organization for Rehabilitation through Training - aRT - which receiVes 

funds for its work from JOe, will provide vocational training for 9,000 young 

immigrants in Israel so that they may join· the ranks of the self-supporting . 

Many, in faot, will also be in a position to aid families not yet oompletely on 

thei r feet. 

Although it is a comparatively small part of its Israel program from a finan

Cial point of view, JOe ' s aid to religious students, scholars and rabbis reaches 

14.000. 

Joe Supports Life Itself For One-Fifth of Jews in Moslem Lands 

There are 500,000 Jews in the Moslem countries of North Africa and in Iran. 
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Of these, 100,000 are on the welfare rolls or the JDC. Most of them are children. 

Many adults are in need of help but JOG. lacking sufficient funds, has limited it. 

health, welfare and educational programs mainly to those in behalf of children and 

youth. 

The establishment and support of educational institutions in these countries 

guarantees more than a literate generation. It also has proven the most effective 

way of providing at least one hot meal a day to children. of supervising their 

general health. and of dispensing all-important medical care which is helping to 

wipe out the scourges of tinea and trachoma. 

JOC's major program of aid in Moslem lands is in Morocco, where the Jewish 

population is larger. and the need for aid greater, than in Tunisia or Algeria. 

In Iran. one out of every four Jews currently requires JOC assistance. 

JOC Aid in Europe Reaches Many Thousands 

In Europe, thousands of Jews are supported wholly, or in part. by the JDC on 

a long-term or a one-time grant basis. The JOC's case load in Europe has increased 

in the past few years, despite the resurgence of once-shattered Jewish communities 

which have been aided to rebuild their institutions and expand their communal ser

vices. New dependents have been created by the flight of Jews during the 1956 

Hungarian revolution. Nasser's expulsions of Jews from Egypt, the repatriation of 

Polish Jewish families from the Soviet Union and the movement of some indigent 

Jewish families from several North African countries. In addition, many survivors 

of Hitlerism, between the ages of 40 and 50, who at the end of the war seemed able 

to forge ahead on their own, are now showing the delayed effects of their harrow

ing experiences in physical and emotional breakdowns. Today, they require assist

ance which they did not need a few years ago. 

A good many of the Polish Jews repatriated to the Soviet Union since 1957 

have been able to proceed to Israel. About 8,300 are left and many of these, too. 
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will eventually go to Israel, as will some of the IIsettled" Jewish community which 

1s also being aided by JOC. In Poland. JDC is currently providing relief, medical 

aid, vocational ' training (through ORT schools) and care for aged and handicapped 

to some 15,000 Jews . 

Other JOe Aid Helps Build Self-Support 

JOe assistance to ORT permits this organization to operate vocational train

ing programs in 19 countries for 36.000 students annually. This training has 

immense value for those Jews who must support themselves in their countries of 

residence and is equally important to those who hope to move on to Israel in the 

next few years. 

Another JDe program which has proved an excellent investment is the loan pro

gram to the handicapped and artisans who, without such "preventive" funds, would 

unquestionably have remained, or becolDe, welfare charges. This fund has granted 

more than 7,000 loans with an aggregate value of just over $3,000,000 in various 

oountries. 

Hitler Victims Aided in Various Countries 

There are still refugees from Germany in China, the Philippines, Haiti and 

the Dominican Republic who must be aided by JOG. In addition, some minimal aid 

must go to immigrants in Latin America and Australia to speed their adjustment. 

New York Association for New Americans Will Serve 5,500 in 1961 

Approximately 7,000 Jewish immigrants are expected to arrive in the United 

States in 1961, of whom 3,800 settling in the New York metropolitan area will re

quire NYANA ' s settlement services. Under a new section of the U.S. Immigration 

Law, permitting certain categories of refugees to enter as "parolees" for two 

years prior to achieving permanent immigration status, additional numbers of 

Hungarian and Egyptian Jews in Western Europe will be enabled to reach the United 

States. 
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In addition to these 1961 newcomers, NYANA will be called upon to continue 

aid to those 1960 arrivals who are not yet self-supporting, or those who find 

themselves in need of help following a seemingly suocessful initial adjustment. 

A total of 5,500 will be helped. 

The majority of immigrants now arriving in this country are predominantly in 

the professional, white-collar and skilled categories, as opposed to previous 

immigrants without special skills. NYANA has retallared its services accordingly 

and is emphasizing the provision of employment opportunities and retraining for 

them. 

1961 Is the Year of New Responsibilities 

American Jews are taking on a new responsibility - total control of the allo

cation and use of all funds raised through the UJA. In electing to support speci

fied programs in Israel and overseas. as has been pointed out. and setting the 

exact amount of funds which will be contributed. they pledge themselves and their 

communities to make sure that the sums required will be available. 

Israel and its people are by no means yet secure. In many lands. Jews are 

not only in great want but in grave danger. The rebuilding of a land and a people. 

undertaken so joyously after Israel became a State, is only partially completed. 

The work must go on in that spirit of generosity and pride of accomplishment whioh 

has enabled the United Jewish Appeal to rescue, resettle and aid more than 

2.700,000 Jewish victims of war, persecution and deprivation. 

The task will not be finished until every Jew everywhere in the world is safa 

and the Jewish State secure . 



1961 BUDGETARY ALLOCATIONS' 

JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL. INC. 

SUMMARY 

Agricul tural Settlement ........................................................ $25.617,000 
Housing........................................................................................ 7,747. 000 
Immigration....................................................................... ......... 3,706, 000 
Absorption .......................................................................... , ....... 4.344.000 
Youth Aliyah (Youth Immigration) ...................................... 1.247,000 
Education ............................................................ ,....................... 1,352.000 
Jewish National Fund Allocation.......................................... 622, 000 
Administration. Jewish Agency, Jerusalem ...................... 1.205.000 
Administration. Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc........... 255,000 
Debt Service .............................................................................. 5.000.000 

TOTAL ..................................... 51. 095.000 

ALLOCATIONS IN MAJOR FIELDS OF ACTIVITY 

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEllEN! 

Allocations to 56 Villages and 
30 Enlargements of Older Settlements 
Approaching Consolldation ..................................................... 4.235,000 

Development of 368 Villages. 6 Extensions of Older 
Settlements and 20 Training Farms 

Cows and Cow Sh.ds .......................................... , 2,167,000 
Chickens and Chicken Coops .......................... 3.823,000 
Granaries and Storage..................... .............. 539,000 
Local Irrigation .............................................. 3,086,000 
Vineyards and Fruit Trees 

(other than citrus) .................................... 3,328,000 
Draught Animals................................................ 231,000 
Machinery and Tools........................................ 908,000 
Preparation of Pasture Land........................ 369,000 
Electrici ty........................................................ 220,000 
Survey and Planning........................................ 110 . 000 114.781,000 

Regional Water and Drainage Schemes.................................... 1,018.000 
Auxiliary Employment .................................................................. 1 ,650,000 
Marketing Subsidies for Not Yet Developed Villages ...... 1,678,000 
Warehouses, Packing Sheds. Tractor Stations.................... 305,000 
Orange Groves (New Plantings and Care of 

Groves Not Yet Bearing Fruit) ............................................ 1.950.000 

TOTAL .................................... 825.617.000 

*These budgetary estimates have been carefully reviewed by the Board of Directors or 
the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. and by its consultant, Dr. Isador Lubin . Since 
the budgetary year of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem. does not coincide with the cal
endar year, the Board of Directors of the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. will take 
final action on the budget at the start of the Jerusalem agency's budgetary year. 
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HOUSING 

800 Units for New Immigrants ............... ...... .. .. ... .. .... .... .... ........ S 
800 Units for Liquidation of Ma'abarot ...... .. .. .. ...... .. .. ...... . . 
Housing Loans for Ma' abaro t Dwellers .................. ...... .. .. ... . . 
Expansion and Repair of Units in Agricultural 

Settlements .......................... ...... .... .......... ............. ......... .. .. .. .. ... . 

3,000,000 
3 , 000,000 

380,000 

1,367,000 

TOTAL .. .. .... .... ..... .. ........ ... .. ... 7.747,000 

IMMIGRATION 

Transportation of Immigrants and their Belongings ... ... .. , 2 , 990,000 
Transit Camps Outside Israel and Maintenance ........ .. 573,000 
Medical Services Abroad............................ ........ .............. .... ...... 95 , 000 
Guidance and Screening Teams................................. .. .. ............. 48,000 

TOTAL ... .... ... .... ........... ..... .... , 3,706,000 
ABSORPTION 

Initial Assistance (Incl uding Cash. Furniture, etc , ) .. $ 
Youth Services (Including Scholarships. Youth 

Centers, etc.) ... , .. " .. , ..... . , ..... .. ..... , .. ". " .. " .. , .. ,. , .. " .. ,." .. ,." .. " .. ,. 
Care of Social Cases" .. , .. , .. ,. , .. ,., ...... , .. , .. ,' , .. .... . , .. , .. . ,. , ... . " ..... , ... , 
Absorption of Professionals (Including Ulpanim) .. ...... . ... 
Upkeep and Administration of Ma ' abarot ..... ......... .... ...... ... . .. 

TOTAL ... ....... ................ .. .... .. , 

YOUTH ALIYAH (youth Immigration) 

1,949,000 

324,000 
994,000 
635,000 
442,000 

4, 344.QQ,Q 

Maintenance and Training,. , ... " .. ,." .. , " , .. , .. , .. , .... " .. "., .... , .. , ... , .. ,.$ 961,000 
Housing Equipment and Clothing.............................................. 130,000 
Medical Services and Care of Special Cases.......... .. ........ .. 97,000 
Training of Youth Aliyah Teachers ........ .......... .. ....... .. ........... __ .i5,,9c.,-"0"'0"'0 

TOTAL ..... ....... .............. ....... . , 1,247 , 000 

• EOUCATION 

Language Teachin~. etc.! in Countries of Emigration 
and in Transl t ,." .. " .. ,.", .. , ...... , .. , ...... , .. , .. , ..... " ..... , .... "., .. , ... , .. ".$ lOa, 000 

Allocations to Institutions of Higher Learning 
Who Accept Immigrants at Minimal Tuition Rates 

Weizmann Institute, ....... .. .. .. "., .. , ...... , .. ,.$ 
Hebrew University, .. " .. , .... ... ,., .. " .. " .. " .. ,. 
Technion., .. , .. , ... , ..... " .. , .. " .............. , ... , .. , ... , 
Bar Ilan University .............. .. ... .. .. ..... .. 

930,000' 
240, 000 
70,000 
12 , 000 1. 252 , 000 

TOTAL ... . .. ... .... ... .... .. .. ..... .. .. , 1,352,000 

* Higher allocations are made to the Weizmann Institute since other 
institutions receive additional funds from independent campaigns in the 
United States. 
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Since May 14, 1948, some 975,000 immigrants have arrived in Israel. During 

the same period of time, 485 new agricultural villages were set up. About 70,000 

youngsters were accepted as wards of Ycuth Aliyah for periods ranging from one to 

six years. Tens of thousands of immigrant artisans were provided with tools and 

workshops. Tens of thousands of handicapped or elderly persons were aided by pro

viding them with small shops, newsstands or other sources of income. Thousands of 

professionals were assisted in establishing themselves or aided through periods of 

re-orientation and retraining. 

Assuming $3,500 as the average cost of rescue and full rehabilitation of one 

immigrant, a figure which some consider too low, the resettlement of the 975.000 

newcomers who have arrived in Israel would have required close to three and a half 

billion dollars. I nstead, since Statehood, receipts of the Jewish Agency, 

Jerusalem, from the United Jewish Appeal amounted to abcut $500,000,000. This was 

certainly a magnificent expression of Jewish generosity and solidarity but it 

failed to match the pace of immigration. 

While various factors, such as Israel's cwn tax-supported welfaFe a~d develop

ment programs and the Jewish Agency's additional receipts from such sources as 

campaigns outside the United States, allocations from German reparations and long

term loans helped to bridge the gap. the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, estimates that 

immigrant needs in the field of housing, agricultural settlement and rehabilitation 

- 18 -
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which have not been met to date amount to $225,000,000 . 

In drawing up a budget of allocations to be submitted to the 23rd UJA Annual 

Conference, the Board of Directors of the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. was com

pelled to select out of this total of $225,000,000 a "rock-bottom" budget which 

would assure the maintenance of all essential operations. Failure to meet these 

budgetary requirements would mean, according to expert judgment. the partial or 

total breakdown of the immigrant rehabilitation program in Israel. Success in 

exceeding these requirements would speed the alleviation of great unmet needs and 

the reduction of human Buffering and deprivation. 

In fairness to the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, and to Israel's immigrants whose 

high hopes have so often been frustrated , the Board of the Jewish Agency for Israel, 

Inc. is submitting minimum budgetary estimates which it feels American Jews can and 

must meet in full. However, in placing these figures before the UJA delegates, it 

pleads with them, and with American Jewry at large. to extend their generosity beyond 

this minimum attainment so that weeks, months or even years can be cut from the 

long painful process of immigrant absorption . 

BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS IN 1961 

BUDGET FOR THE JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL, INC •....... " ..... " ........ " .. """"""""""""".$51,095,000 

The operational budget of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, lists a total of 

173,100, 000 (exclusive of debt retirement) to cover activities directly related to 

immigration, absorption and resettlement. E!2m this, the Jewish Agency for Israel. 

Inc. has selected programs requiring a total of $45.840,000 to be financed through 

UJA funds. (This represents 63 per cent of the Jerusalem agency's operational 

budget; the remainder will be covered from its other sources of income.) The budget 

of the Jewish Agency For Israel . Inc., also includes sums of 15 .000.000 for debt 
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service and 1255,000 for administration (including the office of its Jerusalem 

representative), bringing its total budget to S51,09g.QOO. 

The allocations of the New York organization are the outcome of a process ot 

line-by-line budgeting and selection. They reflect special emphasis placed on 

those activities which appear to be the most direct concern of the American Jewish 

oontributor. 

The following analysis of budgetary estimates shows the reasoning behind 

these allocations. But it must be borne in mind that these estimates are prelim

inary and will be subject to continued review and adjustment throughout the year 

by the Board of the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. In the fields of housing, 

agricultural settlement and absorption of new immigrants, factors outside the con

trol of the Jewish Agency may affect decisions with regard to some allocations. A 

certain amount of flexibility will be essential for the maximum utilization of all 

funds and for the effective operation of all programs. 

Above all, there remains the vital if, referred to in each budget presented 

by the Jewish Agency during the past three years, which continues to apply to the 

present budget: Estimates of requirements are based on the assumption that immi 

gration will continue more or less at its current level. Should there be a deci

sive change in the tempo of immigration. the budgetary requirements will have to 

be completely revised. 

Experience has taught the Jewish Agency that it is not only very difficult 

but also unwise to attempt to publish immigration estimates in advance. The free

dom of movement of the very persons we seek to aid may be adversely affected by 

publicity. It is presently possible to say only that a minimum of 30,000 immigrants 

is expected in 1961. The Jewish Agency, Jerusalem. estimates that within the coming 

five-year period, immigration will total 200,000 persons, or 40,000 a year on an 

average annual basis. If this budget analysis were to include a detailed account of 
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the numbers of those who, according to reports received by the Jewish Agency, are 

anxiously awaiting their turn for immigration to Israel, it might well strengthen 

the plea for American generosity. However. such a listing, be it no more than 

three or four lines of ·type, might literally destroy their chance to reach the 

free and productive life they yet hope t o achieve. 

AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT .... ...................... ........................................................... ...... $ 25.617.000 

The Plight of the New Settlers 

During the past twelve years , Israel's agricultural production has increased 

by 315 per cent. Today. seeing green fields everywhere. and stores stocked with 

groceries and vegetables. it is hard to recall the many bleak stretches of land or 

the long queues of ten years ago . 

To the average tourist who seldom ventures into the barren reaches of the 

Negev, or goes to the sparsely settled border areas and the raw development towns , 

Israel may present a shining picture of progress and prosperity. As the tourist 

travels along Israel's better highways he may be gratified by the numerous farm 

buildings or the sight of many farmers in their fields , What he does not know 

is that sheds built for several cows often hold only one; that the often empty 

chicken houses are used for storage space ; that many of the farmers toil with 

obsolete, inefficient equipment. 

Men who have been on the l and for five years, men who have proved that they 

can adjust well to the rigors of agricultural work and grasp its essentials have 

been forced to leave the settlements because their economic situation has become 

untenable. Good men, able men, possessing the love of soil and the skill that 

makes fo r good farmers, have drifted to the cities because they could no longer 

bear their anxiety over the future for themselves and their families. 

The attractions the city holds for settlers in Israel's struggling new vil

lages are not simply a matter of urban amenities. Ouring the last year, for ex-
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ample, wages in industry, construction and services rose by an average of five per 

cent, but farm earnings declined by an estimated fifteen per cent, For those who 

own well-developed, fully productive farms. agriculture is still a satisfactory 

source of income. Yet the many new immigrant farmers who cannot produce profitably 

because of lack of tools and capital, and are seriously affected by declining farm 

prices. find it hard to disregard the fact that their fellow-immigrants 1n the 

cities seem to work less and to earn more. 

Deeply concerned with the plight of these settlers, the Board of Directors of 

the Jewish Agency for Israel, Inc. has allocated the largest Single share of its 

1961 budget for agricultural development. In fact, the Board has assumed total 

responsibility for all allocations for those agricultural villages approaching 

consolidation. It has also assumed 91 per cent of the cost for the remaining farm 

development programs for 1961. 

The Vital Third Counts Most 

At current prices, the sum invested by the Jewish Agency in agricultural 

settlement between May 14, 1948, and March 31, 1960, amounts to $385,000.000 (includ

ihg $66,000,000 for housing). There remains, however, a total of $195.000 , 000 

dollars in unmet agricultural needs, one-third of the total sum required for the 

full capitalization of all post-Statehood villages. This last third is the most 

important for assuring the economic independence of the settlers, §ince these final 

investments would bring the farms_to self-sufficiency. 
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As of April 1. 1960. the unmet needs of Israel's 485 post-Statehood villages 

were estimated as follows: 

Enlargement and repair of immigrant homes and 
construction of public buildings ........................ _" ................ $ 

Farm buildings ...................................................................................... ... . 
Farm machinery and tools ..................................................................... . 
Development of water resources ......................................................... . 
Local irrigation ..................................................................................... . 
Livestock ............................................................................ ....................... . 
Ci trus plantation·s ................................................................................. . 
Other orchards and vineyards ............................................................. . 
Electrici ty. roads and deep ploughing ..................................... , ..... . 
Working capital ................................................................................ , ...... . 
Agricultural guidance. auxiliary employment. 

marketing subsidies. etc .......................................................... . 

24,000,000 
32,000,000 
11,000,000 
28,000,000 
21,000,000 
13,000,000 
28,000,000 
19,000,000 
3,000,000 
6,000,000 

10,000,000 

Total Unmet Agricultural Needs ...................................... ~OOO,OOO 

The Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. cannot hope to provide the funds to sat is-

£y these unmet agricultural needs in the course of a single budgetary year. It is 

even doubtful that the process of fulfilling these needs can be completed within 

three to five years. a period considered by agriculturalists in Israel to be the 

absolute time limit if severe deterioration of the immigrant farm program is to be 

avoided. Following is a breakdown of the agricultural allocations which have been 

been made by the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. for the year 1961: 

Consolidation of Existing Villages: As far back as 1954, it was noted that 

56 post-Statehood villages and 30 expanded older settlements. with a total of 6,000 

farm units, were on the threshhold of final consolidation . Each of these farms had 

been in existence for five years. Each one had proved its viability and capacity 

for independent operation . But today, six years later. these settlements have not 

yet received their final allotments. The Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc . has 10-

eluded a sum of $4.235,000 for these settlements in the current budget. 
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Development of Other Post-Statehood Settlements: For the development ot 

24,000 farm units in the remaining 399 agricultural settlements. the Jewish Agency 

tor Israel, Inc. has allocated a total of $14,781,000. as follows: 

Cows and Cow Sheds .................................................................................... $ 2.167.000 
3.823.000 

539.000 
3.086.000 

Chickens and Chicken Houses ................................................................. . 
Granar1es and Storage ............................................................................. . 
Local Irrigation ............................................................................ ........... . 
Vineyards and Fruit Trees 

(other than citrus) ....................................................................... . 
Draught Animals .. .. ..................................................................................... . 
Machinery and Tools ......... , ......................... ,., ................... , ............... , .. " .. .. 
Preparation of Pasture Land .............................. , .................................. . 
Electrici ty ........ , ........................................................................................ . 
Survey and Planning ....... , ............. ", ................. , ..................... , ........... , ..... . 

3.328.000 
231.000 
908.000 
369.000 
220.000 
110 .000 

$14.781.000 

Regional Water and Drainage Schemes: The Israel Government has assumed full 

responsibility for the extensive country-wide irrigation programs which alone can 

assure the continued viability and expansion of Israel's agriculture. However, the 

Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, must provide regional water and drainage schemes designed 

to facilitate necessary land amelioration and to connect outlying Bettlements 

with the main water conduits. For this purpose, the 1961 budget of the Jewish 

Agency for Israel. Inc. has included an allocation of 11.018.000. 

Auxiliary Employment: As long as the new immigrant farmers cannot derive a 

minimum subsistence from their own farms, they must be provided with auxiliary 

employment projects in road building and land improvement. For these employment 

pro1ects . the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. has allocated $1,650,000. 

Marketing Subsidies: The continued expansion of Israel's agriculture has 

brought a reduction in the prices of most crops. This fact, which has proved a 

boon to city dwellers and to export industries using agricultural products. has 

oreated serious problems for underdeveloped villages . They cannot produce at 
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competitive prices. either because they laok the necessary equipment or livestock, 

or because they do not have adequate transportation and marketing facilities . The 

Jewish Agency. Jerusalem, must provide them with temporary subsidies to tide them 

over the interim period during which they cannot compete successfully with older 

villages. In its 1961 budget. then. the Jewish Agenoy for Israel. Inc. has 

allooated 11,678,000 for marketing subsidies for these farms. 

Central Warehouses Fruit-Packing Sheds and Tractor Stations: In agrioul

ture. as in business . large-scale operations reduce oosts . Therefore the Jewish 

Agency, Jerusalem, 1s setting up central warehouses. fruit-packing sheds and trac

tor stations to serve settlements on a regional basis and secure suoh reductions. 

Accordingly. the 1961 budget of the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. has allocated 

'305 . 000 for such central facilities. 

Orange Groves: Israel's agriculture today supplies all the food required by 

the local population with the exception of meat and wheat . In order to avoid or 

reduce surpluses of domestic food crops. the new villages have been encouraged to 

turn their attention to industrial and exportable crops . Israel's major export 

orop and its number one source of foreign currency earnings -- is citrus fruits. 

Initi~l investment in the planting of new citrus groves and the cost of bringing them 

up to the fruit-bearing stage are conSiderable . New groves planted now, however, 

promise ultimately to become a most reliable source of income for the immigrant 

farmers. For the planting and care of new groves, the Jewish Agency for Israel. 

Inc. in its 1961 budget has allocated '1,950.000 . 
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HOUSING ............................................................................................................................... 7,747,000 

Since the establishment of Israel. immigration, absorption and agricultural 

settlement for immigrants have been the sole responsibility of the Jewish Agency. 

although the Israel Government has found it imperative at times to oome to the aid 

of the agricultural program with direct subsidies or long-term loans. 

In the area of housing, however. it soon became obvious that no organization 

depending on philanthropiC funds for the major source of its Income. could provide 

the huge amounts needed for the housing of 975,000 Dew arrivals . Therefore. each 

year informal consultations have been carried on between the Israel Government and 

the Jewish Agency in order to deCide how many housing units each would build and 

in what parts of the oountry. 

If the taxpayers of Israel, despite heavy commitments in the areas of security 

and economic development, had not taken a substantial share of this burden upon 

themselves, a large number of the 250,000 refugees who were crowded into the tem

porary accommodations (ma ' abarot) eight years ago would still be spending hot summer 

months and cold and rainy seasons in flimsy huts. It is a remarkable tribute to 

the people of Israel, as well as to the generOSity of American Jews, that their 

separate. though complementary, efforts have made it possible to reduce the number 

of persons in ma'abarot to the present total of about 40,000 individuals, or 

approximately 10,000 families. 

With 10,000 families in ma'abarot and another 7,250 families estimated to 

arrive in the course of 1961. Israel's total immigrant housing needs within the next 

12 months must be put at 17.250 units. In addition. there are tens of thousands of 

inadequate units which were pressed into service during the earlier years of mass 

immigration and are in an alarming state of disrepair. Also. one-room homes 
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allotted to immigrants 1n the past must be expanded to allow for growing youngsters 

and older relatives who have come to join their families. 

Despite these pressing needs, the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, after due conSid_ 

eration of other obligations and ongoing programs, has not found it possible to 

allocate mora than some ten million dollars for the construction of new immigrant 

homes during the budgetary year, which is some eight and a half million dollars 

less than 1n the previous twelve months. 

The $7,747.000 set aside in the 1961 budget of the Jewish Agency for I s rae l. 

Inc . for immigrant housing will assure 2.500 immigrant families of permanent homes. 

or about 15 per cBnt of those estimated to need housing, In view of the desperate 

situation in many of the temporary settlements whose inhabitants have long endured 

sub-standard living conditions, some for as many as eight years. the failure to 

provide more adequate allocations for immigrant housing is heartbreaking. Clearly. 

any amount which can be raised above the minimum budgetary allocations given on 

these pages will have to be used first and foremost to alleviate the most pressing 

inequities in this basic area of housing. 

IMMIGRATION ... ................ ..... .. ......... ... .. .. ..... .... . . .... ...... .... ......... .. .. .... .... ... .. .. ... .... ...... .. . $3.706.000 

The figures presented in this budget are predicated upon the present flow of 

immigration -- estimated at 30,000 persons in 1961. Should immigration show a re

newed upswing in the course of the year, estimates for immigration , absorption and 

housing would have to be increased. 

For the past few years, the overseas staff of the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, 

has not been able to contact many potential immigrants directly in the countries 

of their residence. As a result. it has been necessary to set up transit stations 

to help make arrangements for their orderly transfer to Israel. Currently, the 

Jewish Agency maintains 13 such transit stations, including centers in Austria, 
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Ital y. Greece, Southern Franoe. Switzerland, Turkey. Gibraltar, India, Iran, 

Hong Kong, Algiers and Tunisia. 

The geographic distribution of these centers tells the story of Jewish migra

tion today . It 1s the story of hands that reach across many seas, of men who 

faithfully watoh many borders. waiting for those who may make their way to freedom . 

It is a story not always revealed by numbers alone and it is a story of whioh 

American Jews, together with the people of Israel. can be very proud indeed. 

For the year 1961. the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. has allocated 12 .990.000 

for the transportation of immigrants and of their belongings. In addition . 

1573[000 has been allocated for transit camps outside Israel and for the mainte

nance of immigrants in transit. Another 1143.000 has been allooated for medical 

services and guidance personnel. 

INITIAL ABSORPTION ...................................................................................................... $ 4,344,000 

Absorption is the most complex and diffioult of the Jewish Agency's tasks . 

The needs of the newest arrivals must be met, as well as the requirements of those 

social cases whose rehabilitation has had to be postponed for many years because 

of lack of funds. The full breakdown or this budget category includes some 100 

different items which. for the purpose of a concise presentation. are here pre

sented under five main headings. 

Initial Assistance: This item, for whioh the Jewish Agency for Israel . Inc. 

has allocated a total of 11,949.000 . covers primary assistance to newcomers. In

oluded are the costs of the services given to newcomers during their first 48 hours 

in Israel. from the moment they receive their first sandwiches on arrival to the 

moment they alight from the trucks which have brought them to their new living 

quarters. Also included are the costs of disembarkation. food parcels; furniture. 
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other essential household equipment and cash grants for the first few days. In 

addition, this category inqludes other services to immigrants during their first 

year, such as counseling and vocational guidance, loans to artisans for the pur_ 

chase of tools, family allowances for those who do not find immediate employment, 

payments to local authorities for public services such as electriCity and water, 

and upkeep of immigrant hostels. 

youth Services: This oategory. for which the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc 

has allocated 4324.000, includes scholarships for high school students among immi_ 

grant youths, since Israel has no tuition-free high schools. It also includes 

participation in the upkeep of youth centers in development areas. Because of 

shortage of funds, many qualified applicants must be denied scholarships each year, 

Care of Social Cases: The number of social cases requiring special care has 

been estimated at about 10 per cent of all immigrants. JDC's Malben program has 

taken over responsibility for a large number of aged and handicapped (37.000 in 

1961) with a very successful program of rehabilitation and institutional care. 

Nevertheless the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. must allocate 1994.000 for this 

category. This sum includes maintenance grants for Bocial cases which, together 

with their dependents, number about 25,000 persons; upkeep of the Sha'ar Aliya camp, 

and partiCipation in the loan funds (operated jointly with the JOG) for those 

whose eoonomic independence can be Secured by the setting up of small shops, news

stands or similar sources of inoome. In the establiShment of new immigrant towns. 

SOCial cases are given priority whenever opportunities for the opening of such 

shops or similar small businesses arise. 

Absorption of Professionals: Israel today experiences an aoute shortage of 

skilled manpower. Yet many new immigrants who have been active in the professions 

or in skilled trades in their countries of origin need a period of readjustment in 
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order to familiarize themselves with Israeli methods and the special conditions 

prevailing in Israel. In some cases, the Jewish Agency makes arrangements with 

looal clinics or industries for training periods of up to six months and supports 

the newcomers and their families while they are in training. In other instances, 

the Jewish Agency provides equipment which enables doctors or dentists to open 

offices in new development areas where their services are urgently needed . For 

these professionals and for thousands of white collar workers. the Jewish Agency 

operates a network of Ulpanim, rapid study courses in Hebrew and other subjects 

which help equip the new arrivals to find employment in their respective fields 

quickly. For these activities. the Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. has allocated 

1635.000. 

Upkeep and Administration of Ma'abarot: Because of the decline in the number 

of ma'abarot inhabitants, the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, has been able to reduce 

its expenditures for the upkeep and administration of these transit settlements. 

The Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. has allocated only 1442.000 for these purposes. 

However, even this amount is a painful item since it represents "waste" in terms 

of the ultimate rehabilitation of the immigrants. The amount which has been allo

cated for the maintenance and administration of ma'abarot is equal to the cost of 

about 150 permanent housing units which could accommodate some 600 immigrants, or 

to the cost of about 3,600 high school scholarships. 

YOUTH ALIYAH.................................................................................................................... $ 1. 247, 000 

In 1961 the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem, will contribute rrom its various 

sources of income approximately one-third of the total budget required by the youth 

Aliyah (youth immigration) program. In this connection, the Jewish Agency for_ 

Israel. Inc. has allocated 11.247,000. approximately two-thirds of the Jerusalem 

Qrganlzation's allocation to youth Aliyah. (youth Aliyah will receive its addi

tional funds from Hadassah and other women's organizations in the United States 

and other areas.) 
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In 1961 Youth Aliyah expects to welcome its IOO,OOOth charge. Despite drop

outs because of the emotional problems of some of the youngsters or of the econom1a 

situation of their parents. some 85,000 young people have successfully completed 

their Youth Aliyah training and are today serving Israel in agriculture. industry 

and the professions. In a letter announcing an International Seminar for Educators 

and Social Workers for African and Asian countries to be held in Israel in 1961. 

the Executive of the International Union of Child Welfare stated: "Youth Aliyab 

is one of the rare organizations which has accomplished the task of working with 

children from more than seventy lands. There is no other country which. tram a 

national point of view. has established in a short time suoh an efficient sociolo

gical program of lnsti tutlonal care." 

Yet. despite the widely recognized success of the Youth Aliyah program, the 

Jewish Agency, because of lack of funds, has been forced to request a reduction in 

the number of trainees. This out in the Youth Aliyah programs means that hundreds 

of youngsters living in sub-standard conditions in ma'abarot and fledgling immi

grant towns must be denied the opportunity of receiving a satisfactory education 

in a healthy supportive environment. They will not be without a roof. They will 

not starve. But their chances for growing into a stable. productive and adulthood 

will be severely curtailed. 

The 11,247,000 allocated by the Jewish Agency for Isr~Inc .. for youth 

Aliyah during 1961, includes $961,000 for maintenance and training. $130.000 

for housing, equipment and clothing, 897,000 for medical services and 159.000 for 

the training of youth leaders. 

EDUCATION ............................................................................................................................ $ 1.352.000 

To give the most gifted among the new immigrants the opportunity to prepare 

themselves for those professions and skilled trades which are urgently needed in 
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Israel today, the Jewish Agency has made arrangements with institutions of higher 

learning under which newcomers w111 be accepted at minimal tuition rates. How-

ever, these institutions have grave financial problems of their own and cannot 

afford to make available scholarships and fellowships at a rate commensurate with 

the rapid growth of the population. The Jewish Agency for I srael . Inc .. there-

fore. has allocated 11.352,000 for the following purposes: 

Weizmann Institute of Science ............................................................. $ 
Hebrew University ..................... , .......................................... " ................... . 
Technion ....................................................................................................... . 
Bar Ilan University ................................................................................ .. 
For language teaching and related educational activities in 

930.000 • 
240.000 
70.000 
12.000 

the immigrants' countries of origin or in transi t ................ -;;-:-l;cO;:O~ . ..;O:;O:;:O 
!2iU ...... " ...... " ..... "....................... S 1. 352. 000 

* Higher allocations are made to the Weizmann Institute in view of the fact 

that the other institutions receive additional funds trom independent campaigns in 

the U.S. 

OTHER ALLOCATIONS .......... """ .......... ,, .... " .......... ,," .. """ .. ,, .. """ .. "" .. "" .. "." .. " .. " .. "...... $7. 052. 000 

In accordance with an agreement concluded between the Jewish Agency, Jerusalem. 

and the Jewish National Fund in 1951. the present budget lists an allocation of 

1622.000 to the JNF to be used for land amelioration and drainage work 1n new immi

grant villages. 

The Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. has allocated 11.430.000 for administra-

tion in 1961; that is. 11.205.000 for the administration of the Jewish Agency's 

programs in Israel and 1225.000 for the New York organization. including the 

office of its Jerusalem representative. The New York organization is assuming re-

sponsibility tor 57.2 per cent ot the administrative cost of the Jerusalem program. 

(Its total participation in all immigrant services is 63 per cent . ) 

The Jewish Agency for Israel. Inc. has also allocated '5.000.000 for debt 

service. 
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YEAR OF MATURITY 

In the course of 1961, Israel will celebrate its I1bar mitzvah!! - the 13th 

anniversary of its establishment as a free democratic nation . Born in the shadow 

of enemy guns, tested in the crUCible of war, fighting for survival in every area 

of its political. social and economia 11fs. Israel has matured at a remarkable 

rate. But as long as hundreds of thousands of newcomers in Israel have not yet 

"come home" in the full sense of the word. as long as hundreds of thousands, if 

not millions, still yearn for a tree and creative existence as Jews denied them in 

their countries of residence, American Jewry cannot consider that it has completed 

the historic task it undertook as Israelis partner in the ingathering of the dis_ 

possessed. 

Not only has Israel matured in the past twelve and a half years; American 

Jewry, too has grown in maturity and stature while carrying out the greatest 

humanitarian endeavor in Jewish history. American Jewry. which halC a century ago 

was a patch-quilt of divergent organizations. has forged a central communal effort 

on behalf of its brothers overseas. As they gave that others might live, American 

Jews have developed a sense of common purpose and a mature acceptanoe of common 

concerns. They have, in addition, built a single instrument. the United Jewish 

Appeal. as the means through which these concerns could be translated into effec

tive action. 

May the years to come see not only Israel but American Jewry. too, growing in 

that maturity which gives expression to their highest and most noble aspirations. 



1961 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

or the 

JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

SUMMARY 

Malb.n in I.ra.l... ................ .................... .................. ................... $10,000,000 

Religious and Cultural Activities - Israel ........................ 785 , 000 

Moslem Countries....... ... ........ ............................................. ............. 5,100,000 

Western Europe and Poland .. .. ......................................... ... ... ..... . 4,900,000 

R.li.r-in-Tr.n.it. ............................................................ ............. 4 , 000,000 

Other Countries. .............................. .... ........................................... 390,000 

Reconstruction.. ..................... ... ......................................... ............. 1,800,000 

Oth.r .............................. .................................................................. . 1. 900, 000 

TOTAL .................................. 828,775,000 

AMOUNT TO BE PROVIDED BY UJA SI7.200 .000· 

* The Joint Distribution Committee antiCipates additional income 
from sources other than the United Jewish Appeal as follows: 

Claims Conference .......................................................................... $ 7,100,000 
Jewish Restitution Successor Organization 

and Jewish Trust Corporation ................................................ 1,400,000 
Receipts from Canada, South America...................................... 2 , 275, 000 
Mi sc e 11 an e ou s . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. ... . . . .. ;::-:-'8'".O::O~.-';O::0,,0 

TOTAL .................................. 811,575,000 
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1961 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of the JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 

The JOe budget for 1961 is the realistic and methodical plan for the coming 

year of an organization engaged in a program of relief, rehabilitation and re

settlement that has continued for 45 years. It is an organization whose business 

is the saving and preserving of human lives. 

In 1961 JOC will be called upon for relief and rehabilitation aid to more 

than 315.000 dependent Jews throughout the world. including 60,000 immigrants in 

Israel. 

About 150,000 of these benefiCiaries will be reached through the normal pro

grams of the JOG in Europe as well as its relief-in-transit program. More than 

100,000 people will benefit from one or several of the JOG-supported services in 

the Moslem countries. In Israel. JOC will give assistance to nearly 60,000 

people, of whom the handicapped, the aged and the chronically ill will be cared 

for under the JOC-Malben program; the others will benefit through JOe support 

of yeshivoth and programs in aid of refugee rabbis, cantors and other religious 

functionaries, and still others through the vocational training programs of ORT. 

Finally, there are another 5,000 Jews qualified for and needing help in outlying 

areas: China, the Philippines, Australia and Latin American countries. 

For these programs, aiding so many men, women and children in need, JDe will 

need to spend at least $28,775,000 in 1961. The bulk of these funds will pay for 

such basic assistance as cash relief, feeding, medical care, care of the aged, 

children'S homes and related services. Small amounts are also included for 

several important community reconstruction projects. 

-~-
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Estimated Glohal Requirements - 1961 

As noted. the minimum amount which JOe must spend for its overseas programs 

in 1961 1s $28,775.000. of which the United Jewish Appeal is asked to provide 

117.200.000. (Se. table, page 34). 

Immigrants in Israel aided by JOe will receive more than 40 per cent of the 

total. In addition to the JOe-Malhen program, and cultural and religious aid, 

they will have the benefit of services such as ORT's. 

Programs and projects in the Moslem countries. where so much needs to be done 

for children of pre-school and school age, afe absorbing an ever-growing share ot 

Joe's available resources. The increase over 1960 is partially attributable to 

rlsing costs. But the tailure or inability ot local governments and communities 

to contribute a fair share of the costs of essential programs also places an 

added burden on the JOC. 

About 31 per cent of the budget is for JDC programs in Europe. Most of this 

money will go to maintain regular country relief and medical programs, including 

relief-in-transit activities. A small percentage is reserved for investment in 

the future security and independent development of the Jewish communities of 

Western Europe. 
J 

JDe-MALBEN IN ISRAEL ..................................................................... Requirements : $10,000,000 

JDC-Malben, which has been instrumental in bringing relief to more than 

150,000 individuals since its organization in 1949, will require $10,000,000 in 

1961. Of this amount, 85 per cent will be absorbed by care and maintenance 

services as represented by hospitals, homes for the aged~ institutions for the 

infirm, and children'S institutions, involving altogether some 6,500 beds, as well 

as chest clinics, out-patient departments and other services. 
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Substantial pressure is being put upon Malben to increase its services. New 

referrals are running at . the rate of 4,300 per year, of which two- thirds involve 

medical care, 23 per cent are for care of the aged and the rest for services 

grouped under the heading of rehabilitation . Added to this are 3,000 referral s 

a year of recurrent oases. 

Medical and Health Aid 

In 1961 Malben will be wholly responsible for operating four hospitals and 

providing financial support to a large TB institution. It wi l l also need to use 

the services of other institutions in Israel, if it is to provide the necessary 

care to some 8,000 ill and infirm applicants. Al together, about 1,500 beds will 

be used for medical cas es a l one. 

Children's institutions will serve another 220 handicapped individuals of 

whom about 70 are in the Malben-operated Youth Rehabi l itation Center in Jerusal em. 

and the remaining 150 in varioue homes , schools and institutions. 

Two out- patient clinics are maintained by Mal ben, where 9,000 persons make 

about 25,000 visits annually. Some 100 medical appliances are issued monthly. 

A day-care program serves an average of 30 patients in two Malben hospitals, and 

a home-care program has been dealing with about 28 cases. In addition; financial 

assistance is given to eight chest clinics operating in various parts of Israel 

which examine and treat more than 5,000 patients per year , 500 of whom are 

chi l dren. 

Dental care is given to about 700 persons monthly, most of them in Malben 

homes for the aged and in the hospita l s. 

Care for Aged Immigrants 

From the very inception of the Malben program eleven years ago , high priority 
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has been given to providing adequate care and shelter to the aged, a dispropor

tionately large number of whom have been reaching Israel. While the Jewish popu

lation in Israel increased roughly one-and-a-half times between 1948 and 1959. the 

number of those aged 60 and over more than tripled during the same period. 

Malben has been obliged to create the facilities for caring for this dis

possessed and largely dependent generation with record-breaking speed. More

over, finding qualified people to staff the homes, and even recruiting and train

ing potentially suitable candidates, has been extraordinarily difficult, 

So great has been the influx of aged persons that over 40 per cent of the 

annual budget of Malben is devoted to their care, most of this in the maintenance 

of 4,600 institutional beds. About 3,700 of these are reserved for the healthy 

aged, another 800 are occupied by infirm aged and about 100 are filled with nurs

ing cases. The number of beds needed for the healthy aged is decreasing, but the 

current increase in use of beds for the infirm aged and for nursing cases will 

probably continue. A corollary to the increased normal life span of people today 

is the need for more intensiVe and more costly care, both of a custodial and medi

cal nature. The average age of residents in MA1hftn homes has increased from 71.5 

years at the end of 1955 to 74.7 years at the close of 1959. 

Malhen's extra-mural program for the aged calls for the provision of housing, 

household help, day-care and medical services as needed, plus the assurance that 

-- should the aged person eventually require it -- he would be admitted to one of 

Malben's old age homes. Under this program, housing has been provided to more 

than 500 aged persons and an additional 100 are receiving rent allowances. About 

150 persons are helped with housekeeping and day-care services. Some 28 "Golden 

Age Clubs,lt with a membership of nearly 2,100, are supported in part with Malben 

funds. 
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Malben and the Jewish Agency, the Ministry of Welfare and the local munici

palities have together undertaken a program (called Ma'anak) of grants to aged 

persons who are not eligible for assistance under the Israel national insurance 

plan. The amount granted to an individual or a couple 1s a small but indispen

sable supplement to such other meager income as they may have. This step has been 

important in relieving the pressure on Malben for admission to its homes for the 

aged. About 8,000 grants are being made monthly, with 10,000 or more beneficiaries. 

Mental Health Aid and Assistance to the Handicapped 

Malben recently joined with local agencies in making a study of mentally 

defective ch'ildren in Israel in order to determine the dimensions of the unmet 

needs in this field and to plan for the future. The immediate requirement for 

75 new beds for such children has been met with Malben funds. Local programs for 

blind and crippled children also are assisted by Malben. Handicapped newcomers, 

including patients discharged from hospitals, are assisted by Malben to find use

ful occupations, Each month, more than 50 families, with ODe or more handicapped 

members, are established in small shops or service businesses throughout the 

country and given whatever initial aid and superviSion they need to become 

economically independent. 

These direct Malben services benefit more than 17,000 persons annually; but 

other, indirect services, reach another 19,000 people. These are the activities 

which Malben has undertaken in cooperation with governmental and non-governmental 

agencies in Israel, of which the Ma'anak grants to the aged in lieu of national 

insurance are an example. 

A second and very important example is the project started in 1958 for the 

development of greatly needed mental health facilities in Israel. The project , 

which will continue through 1961, is the outcome of an independent survey carried 
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out under the sponsorship of the United Nations World Health Organization, and 

will result in the establishment of an assessment center for mental patients. en

largement of mental health clinics, training of qualified personnel now in short 

supply in Israel, provision of 300 beds for children and adults and the creation 

of working villages for discharged cases. 

In assessing Malben and its budgetary requirements, it is important to pOint 

out the tentative nature of the estima te of $10,000,000. Any serious rise in 

the present immigration rate of the handicapped. or an unfavorable turn in 

economic conditions. would call for increased spending. While the Israel economy 

has heen showing signs of growing strength and stability. nevertheless some infla_ 

tion is apparent, with significant repercussions on Malben ' s expenses. Only re

cently the cost-or-living index rose to a level calling for salary increases. 

Malben, with some 37,000 clients yearly, is a vast service organization, employing 

nearly 2,150 persons (more than 100 doctors, 525 nurses and nurses' aides, 40 

therapists, 45 social workers, and numerous detitians. kitchen and housekeeping 

help. transport and supply staff). Their salaries (and related costs) account for 

roughly 50 per cent of the annual budget, so that any change in the wage pattern 

is bound to have a noticeable impact on Malben's expenditures. 

RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES - ISRAEL .. ... . . .. . . .... .. Requirements: $785,000 

JDC has supported yeshivoth in Israel ever since World War I. Currently, it 

provides subventions to some 90 yeshivoth, with a combined student enrollment of 

nearly 9,200. JDe has been instrumental in initiating significant changes in 

certain aspects of the yeshiva program, such as vocational training courses 

(now attended by about 800 students) and the training of vocational teachers. 

JDC trained personnel assists many of the yeshivoth to maintain proper standards 

of nutrition, sanitation and hygiene, and makes financial allowances for such 
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purposes. With JOe help, the dormito ry facilities of many of the poorer 

yeshivoth have been improved. 

In addition, immigrant rabbis and other religious functionaries (who, to

gether with their dependents, total nearly 1,700 individuals) are the regular 

recipients of JDe grants. 

MOSLEM COUNTRIES .... ................... .... .... .. .. ... ...... ... .... .. ...... .. .. ... ........ .. . Requi rements : $5.100.000 

In Moslem countri es. in that vast land area of North Africa and Asia from 

the Atlantic Ocean to the Arabian desert . tens of thousands of Jews face the fu

ture with growing dismay and foreboding. 

Whatever the other results of independence for the countries of North Africa 

and the Near East. most of the governments are faced with severe economic re

adjustments and with contracting economies - and it is in precisely this atmosphere 

that the lot of the Jewish minorities becomes daily more difficult. 

There are some 500,000 Jews now living in Moslem countries , of whom 100,000 

are being aided by JOC. Before JOC's large-scale medical, feeding and other wel

fare programs began. many of them were condemned to disease , hunger, suffering -

to short and desperately unhappy lives. In these countries where JDC aid is most 

needed, the JOC dollar goes furthest . and the contrast between those who are aided 

and those whom ~OC cannot reach is sharpest and most poignant. 

The situation varies from country to country . sometimes with dramatiC differ

ences in the attitudes of local governments. the development of JOC programs, and 

the numbers needing aid who can be reached. In every Case. JOC is attempting to 

gear its aid programs to local conditions, both current and future. It must 

therefore proceed not only with immediate aid, but with long-range planning and 

programming - always with the daily awareness that any new dawn may bring unex

pected and shattering emergencies. 
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Welfare Programs Reach Children Through Schools 

Education through JDe is the main hope for Jews in the Moslem countries, 

and subventions are being granted to the Alliance Israelite Unlverselle, the 

Ozar Hatorah, the Lubavitcher and other smaller educational institutions there. 

About 57,000 children attend the schools of these organizations. where JOe also 

reaches them with other welfare programs. 

For instance, school feeding programs assure the children at least ODe 

substantial meal a day. Routine medical ohecks. hygiene instruction and similar 

services are readily provided within the framework of the school system. 

Of prime importance has been the problem of finding local personnel capable 

of carrying out the programs of education, feeding, kindergartens, medical care, 

etc. Highly qualified JOG consultants have been intensifying their efforts to 

produce the minimum essential professional leadership. 

Vital assistanoe is given in Moslem countries by the freely donated U. S. 

Government agricultural oommodities, which greatly enrioh JOG's supplementary 

feeding programs in Iran, Morocoo and Tunisia . JOG is ourrently receiving more 

than 5,000.000 pounds of supplies per year, mostly in the form of flour. 

In Morocco, inoluding Tangiers, JOG in 1961 seeks not only to maintain its 

present level of operation but also to introduce some modest expansion in its 

programs, which now serve some 60.000 persons a month -- about 30 per cent of 

the Jewish population. In this area, JOG plans to provide cash assistance to an 

average of 5.500 persons monthly; to feed some 45,000 individuals in school can

teens and other centers, or by providing food parcels; to support some 27 medical 

institutions; to keep open about 20 kindergartens with 3,600 children in attendanoe 

and to provide aid to some 37,000 children in 150 schools, in addition to other 

programs. 
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In Tunisia. JDe's program is much smaller than in Morocco, but still reaches 

some 13,200 persons out of a Jewish population of approximately 60,000. There are 

4,500 persons assisted in the feeding program; the 17 medical centers (mostly 

OSE-operated and almost entirely financed by JOe) serve an average of 4,500 

individuals. Schools of the Alliance Israelite, together with those of the vari

ous local communities throughout Tunisia. have a regular enrollment of about 

4,200 and the JDC-subventloned kindergartens have an additional 1,000 children. 

In Iran. where the Jewish population numbers roughly 80.000, approximately 

one in four derives aid from one or another of the JOe-assisted services. The 13 

schools of the Alliance Israelite, the 20 schools of the Ozar Hatorah and two in

dependent institutions have 11,500 children enrolled. A very dynamic and highly 

successful kindergarten program, which has gained the respect and admiration of 

the authorities in Iran, takes care of about 1,500 children. A mother-and-child 

center, a hospital in Teheran, and medical installations elsewhere in Iran, are 

concerned with the health and welfare of several thousands, day-in and day-out . 

In Algeria, a small program emphasizes educational and cultural activities 

rather than relief services, since by and large the economic circumstances in 

which the Jews now find themselves are, compared to those in neighboring coun

tries, fairly comfortable. 

WESTERN EUROPE AND POLAND ......... ... ............................... ... .. ... .... ... Requirements: 54.900.000 

The visible effects of the twin disasters of war and Nazism on European Jewry 

were striking enough to observers on the scene immediately after the war. Equally 

real, however, were invisible damages to body and spirit, which over the years 

began to make themselves apparent. Thus, some of the victims -- in their thirties 

and forties when the war ended -- who had somehow managed to find their way to a 

reasonably normal adjustment in subsequent years, are now showing the effects of 
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their experiences. It will inevitably be several generations before the full 

effects of Nazi persecution and war have been oompletely obliterated. 

JDe Case load In Western Europe Is 40,000 

Resettlement in Israel and elsewhere held the promise of social and economic 

recovery or, for the ill and handicapped, at least of suitable care. Because of 

large-scale emigration. local economic integration and other causes, JOe caseloads 

in Western Europe decreased rapidly for a while, but mOfe Slowly in recent years, 

as permanent care cases occupied a larger proportion of the total load. 

The influx of Hungarian refugees after the revolt in late 1956, and the 

flight of Egyptian Jews after the Suez affair that same year, reversed the trend 

sharply and necessitated emergency rescue operations on behalf of the distressed 

thousands who fled from these countries. Of these refugees, there remain Sizeable 

groups partially or wholly dependent upon local welfare funds for subsistence. 

The unsettled atmosphere in North Africa in recent years has stimulated a 

Qovement to France of large-size indigent families with extremely limited pros

pects. In seeking to establish themselves, they have required considerable JOC 

assistance. Refugees from Eastern Europe have also augmented the welfare case

load, particularly in France. 

Each month, beneficiaries in Western Europe (Austria, France, Germany, Italy, 

the Benelux countries, the Scandinavian countries, Greece, Portugal, Spain, 

Switzerland and Yugoslavia) come to approximately 40,000. The Conference on 

Jewish Material Claims against Germany places funds at the disposal of the JDC 

for work on behalf of Nazi victims in the European area. Thanks to these funds, 

it has been possible to maintain satisfactory relief standards despite the infla

tionary pressures of recent years. They have also enabled JDC to carry out a 

community reconstruction program, involving repair. renovation and improvement of 
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Jewish institutions damaged during the war, or subsequently allowed to deteriorate 

for lack of funds . They have permitted the expansion of children ' s homes. kinder

gartens, summer camps, homes for the aged, medical institutions and synagogues. 

They have made it possible to establish community and youth centers throughout 

Western Europe (on a very modest scale) as a means of fostering greater unity in 

the depleted Jewish populations remaining in Europe. 

JOe Aid Goes To 15 . 000 Polish Jews 

In recent years, some 19,000 Jews have been repatriated to Poland under the 

Soviet-Polish repatriation agreement. Since a good deal of assistance was re

quired by these unfortunate people, the Polish Government invited JOe to resume 

operations there in the fall of 1957 . Working through local committees throughout 

Poland, JDC initiated a wide network of relief services. It is estimated that 

emigration has already reduced the number of repatriates to about 8,300. 

In addition, much of the settled Jewish population is in need, and JOe has 

had to bring help to this group, many of whom expect to emigrate when the possi

bility presents itself. JOe currently maintains canteens for some 2,175 Children; 

gives 475 monthly grants to families about to emigrate who require one-time as

sistance; makes regular monthly grants to aged and chronically sick people and to 

stUdents; makes 2,445 one-time grants to 1,500 persons per month in need of 

temporary relief; provides pocket money and supplementary help to 69 aged peopl e 

in an old-aged home in Lodz, and gives monthly cash grants for the benefit of ORT 

trainees and their dependents, roughly about 2,000 persons. Altogether, the JOe 

program in Poland aids some 15,000 persons. 

In Austria. the finanCial strain caused by the tremendous influx of Hungarian 

Jews into Austria. beginning late in 1956, has greatly diminished through resettle

ment and other measures. However, there still remain about 251 Hungarians depen-
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JOC also gives direot assistance to earlier refugees, now residents of the Vienna 

area, and to the residual hard-core group still in Camp Asten. 

In addition to the Hungarian refugees, JOe carries a cash relief load, in and 

around Vienna, of 380. About 180 persons take their main meals in the JOC-sup

ported canteen in Vienna; Talmud Torahs supported with JDC funds have an 

enrollment of 140 children, and 65 children attend a JDC-assisted Hebrew school. 

About 90 per oent of the estimated 10,200 Jews living in Austria are in 

Vienna. The age distribution of this population is heavily weighted at the upper 

end of the scale - more than 45 per cent are over 60 years of age. Thus. of the 

650 persons receiving oash assistance through the Vienna gemeinde, more than 

one-third are 60 and over. Another 10 per cent are unemployable and Bome 20 per 

cent are hard-core cases. A combined hospital and old-age home accommodates an 

additional 160 to 170 persons monthly. 

In Belgium, JOC's main activities are centered in the four largest commu

nities: Brussels, with an estimated 20.000 Jews; Antwerp, with so~e 10.000; 

Liege. with close to 1.000, and Charleroi. with about 500. An appreoiable number 

are new arrivals from Eastern European countries. 

Most of JOC relief funds go to Aide aux Vic times de la Guerre (AVIG), the 

family service agency in Brussels. which in addition to dealing with the indigent 

Jews in Brussels itself takes care of a small number of cases in Charleroi and 

Liege. At the present time, 520 persons are receiving cash relief through AVIG. 

Medical aid. summer camps for children, and vocations for aged individuals 

are also provided. Jobs have been found for a number of employable cases, and the 

AVIG legal servioe has helped to process claims for German indemnification and 

restitution. 
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In Franoe, the liberal attitude of the government to the plight of refugees 

and displaced persons provided a haven for many thousands of Jews aftar the war . 

There are about half a million Jews in Western Europe, 70 per cent of whom are 

in France. Between one-third and one-half of these people are post-war arrivals, 

many from Egypt. Hungary, Poland and Rumania. A large number of North African 

families have also settled in France. 

A constantly increasing number of newcomers has kept JDe's relief costs at 

oonsistently high levels, despite the very marked improvement in local fund-raising 

by the French Jewish community. 

There are now 245 Polish, 85 Hungarian, 1,100 Egyptian, and 140 Rumanian 

refugees who depend upon JOC for subsistence, with little indication that any 

drastic reduction can be made in the coming year. A large number of the North 

African families would suffer great hardships were JOe help withdrawn. 

In addition to maintaining special programs for the new refugees, JOC matches 

funds raised by the central welfare organization, the Fonds Social Jui! Unifie. 

JOe contributes approximately 61 per cent of the annual budget for the following 

services; cash-relief payments to 3,000 persons monthly; 13 child-care institu

tions, with 660 residents; medical aid, largely through OSE institutions, to about 

2,500 individuals a month; day-schools with more than 800 students, and supplemen

tary schools with about the same enrollment. More than 400 persons receive direct 

assistance from JOe . 

In Germany, JDe no longer conducts a direct operation of any signifi

cance. Instead, funds are allocated to the central Jewish organization 

(Zentra1woh1fahrtsstelle) which relates itself in turn to the communities 

throughout Western Germany. 
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People over 60 years of age comprise a disproportionately large share of the 

registered members of the Jewish communities -- 6,000 out of a total of 21,000, Or 

28 per oent, as compared with about 15 per cent in the general German population. 

It 1s necessary to maintain 13 homes for the aged, with 540 residents. Among the 

recipients of cash assistance grants. a large proportion are in this age group. 

JOe also provides medical care to a monthly average of about 200 individuals 

(Of whom 18 are in sanatoria). a small vocational training program and 9 kinder

gartens for 200 children. 

It is hoped that in the foreseeable future local community resources will be 

adequate to relieve JDe of a substantial part of its present annual outlay. 

In Italy, a recent case-by-case study of a sample of the Italian relief load 

seems to indicate that it is near rook-bottom. The study revealed that of the 

190 cases under review, 113 involved persons over 60 (of whom 17 were in homes 

for the aged), 22 were in mental hospttals, 22 were post-TB cases and invalids, 30 

were siok or difficult cases for whom some permanent, perhaps institutional, 

solution must be found, and 3 were still in camps. 

In Rome, Milan, Livorno, Genoa and other smaller places, there are still 

about 140 Egyptian refugees in need of JOe assistance. As many as 80 per cent of 

them present many of the characteristiCS of the more or less permanent hard-core 

cases familiar to JOe in other operations. A small number of Hungarian and other 

Eastern European refugees who have reached Italy in recent years are also still 

in need or assistance. 

With funds matched from local sources, JOe also supports a series of programs 

on behalf of the settled Jewish population. Cash relief grants are given to more 

than 900 persons throughout Italy. School feeding programs, homes for the aged, 

medical and summer aotivities, schools and kindergartens, are included in this 

Joint program of JOC and the local communities. 
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In Greece, cash grants go to 190 individuals. including TB cases, vooational 

trainees, and families about to emigrate. Medical aid reaches about 110 persons 

regularly; a kindergarten with 00 children, a day school with 110 and supplementary 

schools with 50 ohildren are open in Athens, and a sohool with 40 ohildren in 

LariSSa. Some modest grants have been made to help equip small community centers 

in Athens and elsewhere in Greece. 

In Denmark and Holland. relief services are now wholly the responsibility of 

the communities. Claims Conference funds, however, have been used as part-payment 

for a new psychiatric hospital in Holland (the major cost of which was covered by 

the government ) . various community centers and homes for the aged . 

In Norway, with a population of about 1,000 Jews, eo persons receive relief 

in some form. A number of scholarship grants are given which will enable the 

recipients to become self-supporting. 

In Portugal and Spai n, the problem is reduced to one of long-term assistance 

to emaIl reSidual caseloads. Almost all these people are either over-age or 

chronically ill and have practically no means of support except through JOe grants. 

In Sweden, the government has given generous sanctuary to many thousands of 

Jewish refugees who later moved on to settle permanently in other countries. But 

some have remained, and of the 13,000 Jews who now reside in Sweden, it is esti

mated that at least 5,000 arrived in 1945 or later. Providing long-term or even 

temporary assistance to so large a number would have overtaxed the Jewish com

munity in Sweden, and JOC has been called upon regularly to supplement local funds . 

At present, JOC provides about 78 per cent of the budget for cash assistance, 

medical aid, cultural activities, care of the aged and infirm, etc., for approxi

mately 1,000 persons. 
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In Yugoslavia, there is a special problem because of the severe population 

lOBS suffered by the Jewish community during the war and of the subsequent emigra_ 

tion of many of the more able-bodied survivors. There are approximately 6,000 Jew. 

in Yugoslavia today, of whom about 750 are regularly in need of aid. Government 

support is extremely meager and the middle-class origins of most Jews make them 

ineligible for governmental assistance in any oase . 

OTHER COUNTRIES .............. ...... ...... ..... ....... ...... ................. ....... ....... ..... R.qulr.m.nt.: 1390,000 

There are still residual caseloads in need of help in China, in the Philippines, 

in Haiti and the Dominican Republic . In Latin America (Brazil, ~, Uruguay), 

Joe aotivities are almost exolusively confined to supporting loan institutions, 

through which newly resettled families are beoomin& economically self-sufficient. 

In Australia, an important point of resettlement for refugees , many of the 

Hungarian. Egyptian and Polish refugees have been able to settle. This large 

influx has neoessitated a wide-scale program of temporary assistance . 

Many newcomers have been able to find employment within a rela tively short 

time; others. because of language difficulties or lack of appropriate skills . have 

not yet achieved eoonomic independenoe . The housing shor tage has proven to be a 

particularly irksome problem . However. either through grants or loans, this 

problem is gradually being resolved . 

Australia, with a Jewish population of close to 65,000, reports an undupli

cated count of 3,800 beneficiaries of various welfare services. including the 

credit loan institutions partially finanoed by the JOe. 

RELIEF-IN TRANSIT .. ...... ........................ ......................... .. .. ... .. ..... ..... Requirements: 14.000.000 

Apart from the assistance programs oarried out through its country opera

tions. JOe brings life-saving relief in oash and kind to tens of thousands of 

destitute Jews through its special relief-in-transit operations . 
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RECONSTRUCTION .................................................................................. Requirements: $1.800.000 

ORT operates vocational training programs in 19 countries, but most inten

sively in Israel, the Moslem countries and Europe. In order to assure continua

tion of these training opportunities to some 36,000 students yearly. JDG plans 

to allocate $1.700.000 to ORT in 1961. 

Another excellent investment has been the 38 loan institutions. In 1959, 

the last oalendar year for which complete data is available. slightly more than 

7.000 loans were granted, with an aggregate value of just over $3,000,000. Per

haps not enough emphasis has been given to the "preventive" effect of the loan 

funds, which often have strengthened the economic position of the marginal self

employed who would otherwise have become welfare charges. What seems urgently 

needed, therefore, is the stepping up of both the number of loans and, because of 

inflationary factors , the unit value. Funds to permit this expansion have already 

~een allocated this year to a number of the institutions and JOC contemplates 

making available S100,000 in 1961 to some of the others for the same purpose. 

OTHER ......... .. ............................................................. .......................... Requirements: $1,900. 000 

This includes a miscellaneous grouping of functional budgets and one-time 

grants which cut across geographical lines . The principal items are the operating 

and service costs for JOers New York and Geneva headquarters, including personnel 

and annual audit; the cost of purchasing and distributing Passover and other re

ligious supplies; support of speCial cultural projects (books, seminars, etc.); 

technical assistance services, and other such items . 

It is important to point out that nowhere in this budget is provision made 

for the possibility of natural catastrophes, such as the Agadir and Chile earth

quakes, both in 1960, or for a recurrence of political and social upheavals af-
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fecting Jewish populations, such as those in Hungary and Egypt late in 1956, or 

for the disastrous effects of a sharp monetary inflation. If any such crisis 

should ocour, it is clear that JOe would be forced to place the situation before 

the American Jewish community onoe again. 

It should be emphasized that JOe 1s not the only source of assistance to Jews 

in need overseas. Without the support of other international Jewish agencies. of 

governments and intergovernmental agencies and, inoreasingly, of the Jewish com

munities themselves, tbe needs to which JOe addresses itself would necessitate the 

outlay of several times the amount speoified here. 

JOe's oontribution,however, wl1l be vital in the year ahead to some 315,000 

people in 26 countries . In some cases, JOC aid changes bare existence into ade

quate living; in others, JOC means lite itself to the recipients. 

For 315,000 men, women and children, JOe aid - provided through the United 

Jewish Appeal - is the tirst and strongest 11ne ot de tense aga1nst suffering, 

against hunger, disease and pr1vation . 

• 



1961 BUDGETARY REQUIREMENTS 

of tho 

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 

SUMMARY 

Family Service - relief and rehabl11tation ........................ S344.4S0 

Vocational Services -- placement. guidance. training 
Sheltered Workshop, BUSiness and Loan .......................... 138,550 

Reception and Referral ................................................... ............. 30,100 

Offi ce and Administrative Services........................................ 42, 000 

Subventions - (grants to other organizations tor 
specialized services to immigrants not included 
in NYANA Services) ................................................................ 144,900 

~ 1700,000 

.. ,. /1 
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1961 BUDGETARY REQUIRE:\IE:\fTS of the 

i\EW YORK ASSOCIATIO:\ FOn i\E\\, A:\IEHlCX\S 

NYANA aided 4,650 persons in 1960 to start a new and produotive life in the 

United States. They brought to 79,000 the number of Jewish immigrants whom NYANA 

has helped since its establishment in 1949. 

Each one of these Jewish immigrants needed aid to translate his dreams of the 

future into the specifics of home and seourity, jobs and self-support, indepen

dence and opportunity, integration and a Dew way of life tor himself and his 

children. And the precise help needed to realize these objectives -- large or 

small, one-time or long-term, simple or complex -- makes up the NYANA program . 

IMMIGRATION IN 1960 

The number of new arrivals to the United States by the end of 1960 was 

approximately 6,700. Europe, Africa, Asia and South America oontributed their 

share of these uprooted seeking permanent homes in this oountry. The majority of 

the newcomers remained in the Greater New York area. 

IMMIGRATION IN 1961 

Entrance into the United States in the year 1961 will be facilitated by the 

new Refugee-Escapee Law -- Public Law 86-648 -- the latest of the measures that 

supplement the inadequate basic immigration law. This new statute permits certain 

refugees to enter the United States as parolees with the opportunity to secure 

permanent status after they have resided here for two years. NYANA has already 

approved a number of agency assurances under this law to facilitate the entry of 

eligible refugees. 
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Another helpful measure which went into effect 1n 1959, the Family Reunion 

Law, is intended to aid those who are scattered throughout the world to join faml_ 

lies already settled here. All in all, some 7.000 Jewish newcomers are expected 

to arrive in the United States during the coming year. Again, the majority will 

remain 1n the metropolitan area, and most will require some form of assistanoe 

from NYANA. 

NYANA SETTLEMENT SERVICES 

To help newcomer families attain self-support as quickly as possible, NYANA 

provides the following basic settlement services: 

MAINTENANCE: food, rent, utilities and other basic necessities, with individual 
budgets for each family based on aocepted New York City living standards. 

SHELTER. CLOTHING: minimal furnishings and household necessities. 

MEDICAL. DENTAL CARE: to supplement services provided in clinics and other free 
facilities. 

JOB PLACEMENT. VOCATIONAL TRAINING: placement of newcomers in jobs and training 
them to adapt skills to American methods; maintenance of a Sheltered Workshop 
for elderly and handicapped newoomers. 

BUSINESS AND LOAN: loans for purchases of small businesses by newcomers unable to 
support their families for reasons of health or lack of skills. or for whom re
training is not feasible; loans for purchase of necessary work tools, 

COUNSELING: a starf of trained social workers and vocational counselors to assist 
newcomers with initial adjustment problems. and to work out individual plans for 
living arrangements. vocational training. jobs, etc, 

These unified and centralized NYANA services, administered through the fol-

lowing departments. assist the newcomer to become a self-supporting American. 
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NYANA SERVICE DEPARTMENTS 

Central Reception Services 

Through the doors of the Central Reception Services pass all those seeking 

NYANA aid. Here. a careful determination is made of each newcomer's specific needs 

for rapid and full integration. Central Reception Services performs two vital 

functions within the NYANA structure. 

Flrst. it provides quick. short-term service and aid, 

Second, it assigns newcomers 1n greater need to those NYANA departments and 

services designed to cope with their specific problems. 

Family Service Department 

Some 1.400 individuals were referred to the Family Service Department in 1960. 

Newcomers now aided by the Family Service Department are those generally with the 

severest problems in adjustment; those with serious physical, or personality prob

lems; those who have extreme difficulty in job placement, including those too old 

to work according to the standards of the current labor market, and those with in

sufficient earnings to support their families completely. 

These make up the mass of the department's caseload. Some of these families 

receive counseling services only; they do not need financial aid for maintenance 

oosts. 

For a family without funds, with health or other complicating problems. and 

without relatives to whom it may turn, the department provides both case work help 

and financial assistance to meet the baSic requirements for establishing a home. 

Vocational Services Department 

In 1960 the department aided 2,260 newcomers, of whom 1000 were placed in 

jobs. Intensive individualized job solicitation through field visits, telephone 

and mail promotion was required because of the client's language difficulties, 

lack of immediately transferable skills and other problems common to immigrants 
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seeking a start in the American labor market. Following placement, the Vocational 

Services Department assists the immigrants through additional counseling, train1nc 

and upgrading, to help them make a stable eoonomic adjustment. 

Until recently, most newcomers were unskilled, But in the last year or 80 

there has been a dramatic change from a preponderance of unskilled workers to a 

majority with professional, technical, commercial or other white collar skills, 

To meet this Situation. the department quickly added new techniques to its 

overall program. As always, the department sought to help the newcomers secure 

work in their own or related fields, developing the necessary resources for the 

evaluation of skills and talents, and for pinpointing suitable job openings. 

The Sheltered Workshop specializes in simple factory work, done on a contract 

basis for many different manufacturing firms. The employees all receive wages 

based on the number of hours of work they are able to put in. It offers a pro-

tected work opportunity through training and employment to immigrants who receive 

relief from NYANA, or who would need it if they were not employed there. These are 

elderly, physically handicapped persons unable to meet the tempo of industrial work. 

NYANA EXPENDITURES IN 1960 

In 1960. NYANA spent a total of $600,647 to meet the essential needs of 4,650 

newcomers . This sum was distributed as follows: 

Family Service -- relief, rehabilitation 

Vocational Services -- placement, guidance , training. 
Sheltered Workshop, Business and Loan 

Reception and Referral 

Office and Administrative Services 

Subventions (grants to other organizations for 
specialized services to immigrants not included 
in NYANA's services) 

Total 

$294.317 

102.140 

24.029 

25.292 

154.869 

1600 647 
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NXANA REQUIREMENTS FOR 1961 

The majority of the Jewish newcomers to the United States in 1961 will settle 

in metropolitan New York. NYANA expects to serve 5,500 individuals in 1961 at an 

estimated cost ot $700,000 . 

It 1s a valid assumption that the majority of the new arrivals in New York 

will join those who came before them in achieving independenoe quickly through 

NYANA's help . And the overwhelming majority wl11 oontinue to be independent from 

that point on. 

While the projected amount of aid 18 based enttrely on normal developmenta, 

NYANA must be ready to do its share should an emergenoy or cr1818 arise anywhere 

1n the world to 8well the number of immigrants expeoted to arrive in 1961. 



1961 UJA-SUPPORTED PROGRAMS AT A GLANCE 

NUMBER OF PERSONS REQUIRING ASSISTANCE, BY AGENCY AND BY TYPE OF PROGRAM 

Agency No . ot Beneficiaries (a) 

Uni ted Israel Appeal - Jewish Agency tor Israel. Ino . ......... , ....... , 
Joint Distribution Commi ttee ................................................................... . 
New York Association for New Amaricans ...................... " ............. , ......... . 

Total -
Welfars. Reoonstruction and Rehabilitation Programs (b) 

!!altare Aid 

Child Care. inoluding homas tor children. nurseries, hot meals 
in schools. etc . ... ...... ..... .. .................. ... .... ........ ......... ........................... . 

Medical Aid . including infant care, anti-trachoma measures. 
specialized aid and preventive medlcal s8rvic8S ............ .. ........ .. 

Aged, Invalids, Chronically 111 .... , ..... .... " .. ,' '' , ... ....... ... ...... .. .... .. ...... .. .. .. 
Education, including cultural and religiOUS aotivities ............... . 
Ma' abarot, maintenance and upkeep ............................. .. ................. .. .. .. .. .. 

Reconstruotion and Rehabilitation 

Housing. for new immigrants, ma'abarot dwellers, replacement 
and reoonditioning of deteriorated houses (2,5000nits) ........ 

Agriculture 
Final oonsolidation of settlements) 32,000 farm units 
Continued aid to other settlements) .. .... ...... . .................................. . 
Teohnioal aid. inoluding agricultural guidance ... .. ................... .. 
Irrigation. land improvement, work projeots ... ......................... .. 

Economic Aid 
Loans to artisans . storekeepers. merchants, etc . ..................... . 
Vooational training, including ORT (Organization for 

Rehabil1tation through Trainihg) and youth Al1yah"""""""" 
Transmigration, relief-in-transi t ........................................................ .. 

(a) Unduplicated figure. 

260,000 
315,000 

5 ,500 
580 ,000 

168,000 

128,000 
69,000 

115,000 
30,000 

10,000 

} 130,000 

30 , 000 

43 ,000 
95,000 

(b) Beoause the same person may benefit from more than one type of program, 
the number of beneficiaries listed by type of assistance exceeds the 
total number of persons aided. 
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